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Tree mortality is an important attribute of forest ecosystem

function. This thesis focuses on background tree mortality, the

mortality of individual forest trees which occurs at relatively low

rates. Two topics are examined: demographic rates of tree mortality

and the processes of decline prior to tree death.

A method was developed for reconstructing past tree mortality

rates. The method determines when trees died, primarily by cross

dating (a dendrochronological technique), and reconstructs past stand

demographics by operating a stand growth model in

similar oakhickory forests, located in Arkansas,

and Ohio, and each represented by plots totalling

reverse.

Illinois,

At seven

Indiana,

nearly 1 ha, the

overall mortality rate for trees ?:20 cm DBH was 0.60%yr-1 during 1968

1987. Mortality rates were significantly higher during 1978-1987,

0.76%yr-1, than during 1968-1977, 0.42%.yr-1. No significant

mortality rate differences were found between tree sizes or sites,

although a twofold range was observed between sites. Mortality rates
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differed significantly by Quercus section with rates for section

Erythrobalanus (red oaks), 0.97%,yr-I, over three times greater than

rates for section Lenidobalanus (white oaks), 0.32%-yr-I.

Alternative conceptual models of tree mortality processes were

evaluated by quantitatively comparing the temporal growth patterns of

63 dead Quercus spp. to 86 neighboring Quercus spp. Utilizing time

series regression analysis, 48 of 63 dead trees were found to have

experienced at least one growth series intervention, or steplike

decline, equivalent to a 38% decline in basal area growth rate. These

interventions were more likely to occur during years which neighboring

live trees experienced as unusually stressful, years which were often

drought years. The growth rates of dead trees prior to these

interventions was found to be 18% less than the growth rates of

comparable live trees suggesting the dead trees had been predisposed

to these interventions. The median time between the first

intervention and tree death was 20 yr demonstrating that tree decline

to mortality is a longterm process. The results also demonstrate

that multiple factors contribute to tree mortality and indicate how

these factors may act to cause mortality.
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PREFACE

The theme of this thesis is forest tree mortality. Two aspects

of this topic are examined: (1) the rates at which tree mortality

occurs and (2) the processes by which trees decline prior to death.

The research described in this thesis began as part of the Ohio

Corridor Study, a multidisciplinary project designed to assess

possible effects of air pollution on midwestern oakhickory forests.

The Ohio Corridor Study was sponsored by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Forest Service through the Eastern Hardwoods Research

Cooperative, in conjunction with the National Acidic Precipitation

Assessment Program. Within the Ohio Corridor Study, tree mortality

was one of several forest attributes examined for evidence of a

possible response to air pollution. While this thesis does not

specifically consider tree mortality in relation to air pollution, an

earlier report describes tree mortality in this context:

Pedersen, B.S., and B. McCune. 1990. Determination of past
tree mortality rates along an acid deposition gradient
from Arkansas to Ohio. Pages 261-286 in O.L. Loucks, ed.
Air pollutants and forest response: the Ohio Corridor
Study. HRI Working Paper No. 134. Holcomb Research
Institute, Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA.

This thesis includes three research chapters which describe

original research. Additional chapters and appendices review

literature and provide supporting information relevant to the three

research chapters. The tables and figures for each chapter are

located after the individual chapters. Chapter I. Introduction and

Chapter II. Study Area introduce the topic of forest tree mortality

and describe the study sites. Chapter III. A Method for the

Determination of Past Forest Tree Mortality Rates and Chapter IV. Tree

Mortality Rates at Seven Oak-Hickory Forest Sites in the Midwestern

USA are two research chapters on mortality rates. Chapter V. Tree

Mortality Factors reviews literature relevant to the topic of tree

mortality processes. Chapter VI. Tree Mortality Processes: Evidence

Based on Growth Prior to Death is the third research chapter. Chapter



VII. Summary and Conclusions and the Bibliography encompass the entire

thesis. Finally, Appendix A. Tree Mortality Rate Data presents the

data set developed and analyzed in Chapters III and IV, Appendix B.

Alternative Methods for Time Series Analysis discusses statistical

methods related to Chapter VI, and Appendix C. Computer Code for the

Mechanistic Tree Growth Model of Bossel presents a computer program

utilized in Chapter VI.

My role in this research began after field work had been

completed and the initial laboratory work had begun. I completed the

laboratory work and conducted the data analysis. I also extended the

research originally proposed by my major professor, Bruce McCune, and

coauthored a funded research proposal on tree mortality processes.

Portions of this thesis research have been presented at two

annual meetings of the Ecological Society of America and abstracts of

these presentations have been published:

Pedersen, B.S., and B. McCune.
tree mortality rates at seven
(Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Ecological Society of America

1990. Determination of past
oakhickory forest sites
and Ohio). Bulletin of the
71(2 supplement):282.

Pedersen, B.S., and B. McCune. 1991. Intervention analysis
of tree growth prior to death. Bulletin of the Ecological
Society of America 72(2 supplement):216.



Tree Mortality in Midwestern Oak-Hickory Forests:

Rates and Processes

Chapter I. Introduction

The mortality of trees is an important attribute of forest

ecosystem function. The rate of tree mortality is a basic demographic

parameter which partly determines tree longevity, and significantly

influences the age and size distributions of tree populations, as well

as tree community species composition (Harcombe 1987, Pianka

1983:102). The mortality of trees frees resources for use by other

trees and plants, and thereby influences the direction and rate of

forest succession (Veblen et al. 1989, Whitmore 1989). Even after

their death, trees play vital roles, including serving as nutrient

reservoirs within the forest (Maser et al. 1988a). As a consequence,

forest tree mortality affects globalscale processes such as the

global carbon budget (Harmon et al. 1990).

This thesis concerns the mortality of overstory, canopy trees.

Further, the focus is on "background" mortality, the death of

individual trees which occurs at relatively low rates. The term

background mortality is employed here to separate this process from

catastrophic mortality due to fire, hurricanes, epidemic disease, or

similar causes. Other terms for describing background mortality are

found in the literature. For example, Jimenez and Lugo (1985)

employed the label "normal" for mortality which is "associated with

the normal interaction between individuals and their environment and

occurs independent of drastic environmental change." Harmon and Hua

(1991) also used the term normal mortality to describe mortality not

due to largescale disturbances. Oliver and Larson (1990:78) refer to

"regular" mortality as mortality due to autogenic processes (e.g.,

competition). However, I prefer background mortality over either of

these terms since normal and regular are ambiguous, valueladen terms.

Background mortality is an important form of forest tree

mortality. Demographic studies indicate that many trees die as

isolated individuals (Arriaga 1988, Spies et al. 1990). Harmon and
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Hua (1991) compared the biomass of dead trees resulting from

background mortality and from periodic catastrophic disturbances. For

an old growth deciduous forest in China, these authors estimated that

mortality due to typhoons at 50-100 yr intervals resulted in

approximately the same dead tree biomass as the cumulative background

mortality during an equivalent interval. This was also true for an

old growth coniferous forest in Oregon with catastrophic fire

returning at 500 yr intervals.

Two aspects of background mortality are considered in this

thesis: the rates at which tree mortality occurs and the manner in

which trees decline and die. While a number of studies (e.g., Busing

and Wu 1990, Harcombe and Marks 1983, Lieberman et al. 1985, Parker et

al. 1985) have determined background mortality rates, relatively few

data are available given the wide range of forests which exist.

Substantial time or effort is required to determine forest tree

mortality rates over an interval of time which is ecologically

meaningful. A long time interval is necessary to provide useful

mortality rate data on organisms which live for decades to millennia.

Available data suggest that background tree mortality rates are

typically 1-2%.yr-1 (Swaine et al. 1987b, Waring and Schlesinger

1985:212). Although this range of mortality rates appears small it is

substantial in terms of forest stand dynamics. For example, under

constant mortality of 156.yr-1 and 2%yr-1, 100 yr tree survival

probabilities are 37% and 13%, respectively. This nearly threefold

difference in survivorship suggests that factors which slightly alter

background tree mortality rates may significantly affect forest

ecosystems.

Tree mortality rates, as measured at the standlevel, are

ultimately determined by the factors which cause the death of

individual trees. Consequently, understanding rates of mortality

requires an understanding of the causes of mortality. The manner in

which trees die, or the processes of tree mortality, may provide

information on the causes of tree mortality. These processes are the

second major topic of this thesis. While extensive research has been

conducted on the causes of standlevel forest mortality (Mueller-
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Dombois 1987), less effort has been devoted to research on the causes

of background tree mortality (Harcombe and Marks 1983), suggesting a

need for further research.

Knowledge of background tree mortality rates and processes is

not only of basic scientific interest, but is also relevant to broader

human concerns about forests. Understanding tree mortality is

essential for the effective management of forest resources to meet

human goals (Buchman 1983, Hamilton and Edwards 1976). For example,

while the death of a tree may represent a future loss of timber, the

resources which are not utilized by the dead tree become available to

its surviving neighbors, potentially increasing their overall

productivity. Predictive models of forest growth must account for

mortality in order to accurately predict future yields of forest

products (e.g., Miner et al. 1988).

Just as mortality is an important measure of the health of human

populations (e.g., infant mortality and lifespan data), so is tree

mortality a potentially important indicator of the health of trees and

forest ecosystems (Franklin et al. 1987, Waring 1987). Abnormally

high rates of tree mortality may be a response to unusual

environmental stresses. Since the trees which die as a result of

exposure to these stresses may be of sensitive genotypes, tree

mortality may be a more sensitive indicator of stress than other

measures, such as tree growth. However, as noted by Franklin et al.

(1987),

"the value of tree death as an indicator of anthropogenic
disturbance [stress] depends on a thorough understanding
of patterns of tree death under natural conditions. At
the present time, adequate understanding of this is
woefully lacking."

Related to the issue of forest health is the human perception of

forests. The mortality of trees is a great concern to the general

public. For example, much of the public's interest about air

pollution's possible impacts on forests is due to their observations

of dead and apparently dying trees (personal observation). The first

chapter of a popular book on air pollution and forests is titled
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"Death in the boreal zone" and describes "[g]rey skeletons of trees

... everywhere in the forest" (Mello 1987:6). Ecologists must

understand tree mortality in order to ensure that policies directed

toward forest and environmental management are appropriate.

The topics examined in this thesis, background mortality rates

and the processes of background mortality, are only two aspects of the

larger subject of forest tree mortality. Substantial research effort

has been devoted to answering other important questions about forest

tree mortality. These questions include the causes of epidemic tree

mortality (MuellerDombois 1987) and the causes of subcanopy tree

mortality (Welden et al. 1991). Research has also been conducted to

understand the recovery of forests subject to epidemic mortality

(Sirois and Payette 1991, Veblen et al. 1991) and forest responses to

canopy gaps caused by tree mortality (Platt and Strong 1989). The

fate and role of dead trees in forest ecosystems is also a topic of

recent research (Maser et al. 1988b). The interest in forest tree

mortality by ecologists is further suggested by a recent special issue

of the journal BioScience devoted to the subject (Vol. 37, No. 8,

1987), and the symposium "Plant mortality: a link between population,

community and ecosystem process" held at the 1991 Ecological Society

of America annual meeting (Bulletin of the Ecological Society of

America 72[2 supplement]:33).

In order to study mortality over a longterm period, this

research relies extensively on the record of forest history contained

in tree rings, the annual growth layers of trees. Consequently, this

research employs some of the standard techniques of dendrochronology,

defined by Fritts (1976:534) as "the science that deals with the

dating and study of annual growth layers in wood." Statistical

methods not previously utilized in dendrochronological research were

also applied. These dendrochronological techniques provide a means

for translating the tree ring record into ecologically meaningful

information about forest tree mortality.

The next chapter (Chapter II) describes the forests which were

the subject of this thesis research. Subsequent pairs of chapters
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consider tree mortality rates (Chapters III and IV) and tree mortality

processes (Chapters V and VI).
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Chapter II. Study Area

INTRODUCTION

The seven study sites for this research were located in the

midwestern USA in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. All sites

were established in stands of oakhickory forest. This chapter

summarizes the study area's biogeography and describes the study

sites.

BIOGEOGRAPHY

Eastern Deciduous Forest

Oakhickory forest is a component of the eastern deciduous

forest. According to Bailey (1978:75), the "eastern deciduous forest

province" occupies 11.1% of the land area of the USA including areas

in Oklahoma, Minnesota, Maine, and South Carolina. Greller (1988:293)

describes the similar "deciduous forest zonobiome," a somewhat larger

area of deciduous forests extending into Texas, Florida, and Canada.

This latter classification scheme is similar to that of Braun (1950).

The climate of the eastern deciduous forest region is

continental with hot summers and cold winters. Precipitation occurs

throughout the year but is greater during summer months (Bailey

1978:19).

The tree taxa within the eastern deciduous forest are primarily

winter deciduous. Important tree genera include Acer (maple), Betula

(birch), Carya (hickory), Fagus (beech), Fraxinus (ash), Juglans

(walnut), Liriodendron (tulip tree), Ostrya (hornbeam), Quercus (oak),

Tilia (basswood), and Ulmus (elm; Bailey 1978:20). Castanea dentata

(chestnut) was formerly an important tree but is now found only in the

understory due to chestnut blight (Greller 1988:292). Typically, the

forest canopy is closed and reaches a maximum height of 30 m (Greller

1988:288).
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The terrain of the eastern deciduous forest region is generally

rolling but includes flat and mountainous areas (Bailey 1978:19). A

wide range of geological substrata are found (Greller 1988:288).

Soils are commonly Alfisols (Bailey 1978:20). The northern portions

of the current eastern deciduous forest were glaciated during the most

recent glaciation, which reached its maximum extent 18,000-20,000 BP

(Greller 1988:291). In the south, fossil records indicate that a

deciduous forest was present beginning at least 40,000 BP (Greller

1988:291).

Native Americans practiced shifting agriculture in these forests

employing fire to clear land and for other purposes (Greller

1988:292). However, significant deforestation did not begin until the

coming of European settlers. Ohio, for example, was 95% forested

prior to European settlement, but by 1900, 79% of the state was clear

of forest cover (Williams 1983). Beginning about 1910, farmland began

to be abandoned and replaced by forest (Williams 1988).

Oak-Hickory Forest

Following Bailey's classification scheme, the oakhickory forest

section, or association, is the largest of the five principal plant

associations within the eastern deciduous forest province, comprising

3.7% of the total U.S. land area (Bailey 1978:75). This oakhickory

forest is best developed in the drier, western part of the eastern

deciduous forest in the Ozark and Ouachita mountains of Arkansas and

Missouri (Braun 1950:162). Oakhickory forest also extends from Texas

to Minnesota, and as far east as Ohio (Braun 1950:162). To the south

and west, oakhickory forest grades into oak savanna and prairie

(Braun 1950:177). Foresters include oakhickory forest in the

"central hardwoods" region (Braun 1950:37).

As suggested by the name, principal tree genera in the oak

hickory forest are Quercus and Carya. Carya spp. are typically a

lesser component (Braun 1950:162).
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STUDY SITES

Seven study sites (Figure II-1) were designated: one in Arkansas

(ARK) and two each in Illinois (DIX and TON), Indiana (CSF and HNF),

and Ohio (EOA and WNF). Site locations are described in detail by

LeBlanc et al. (1988). The study sites were selected by criteria

designed to maximize their ecological similarity, including both

abiotic and biotic characteristics (Loucks 1990a).

Abiotic Characteristics

All sites were located on upper slopes with a southerly aspect.

The study sites were on terrain which was not glaciated during the

most recent glacial period. Geological substrates were primarily

carbonatefree shales and sandstones, and soils were Berks or closely

related soils (Loucks 1990b).

The growing season climate at the study sites is similar (Table

II-1). Foster (1990c) estimated daily precipitation and temperatures

(mean, minimum, and maximum) for the seven study sites using data from

nearby weather stations for the period 1901-1987. The estimation

process considered such factors as horizontal and vertical separation

between the weather stations and study sites, and possible

topographical and forest canopy influences. The data were also

adjusted for differences in measurement times between weather

stations, and for differences in measurement times at individual

stations over time. From the resulting sitespecific daily

temperature and precipitation estimates, Foster (1990a) determined

that mean growing season temperatures at the sites were 20.3-23.2°C

and mean growing season precipitation rates were 46.0-49.5 cm.yr-1

(Foster 1990a) where the growing season is defined as April 16

October 15, corresponding to that of Quercus alba in the study area.

The mean dates of the last spring frost (April 6-27) and first fall

frost (October 15-25) were also comparable at the seven sites (Foster

1990a).
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On an annual basis, the climates are somewhat less similar.

Mean annual temperatures are 10-15°C and mean annual precipitation

rates are 105-130 cmyr-1 with ARK being the warmest and wettest site

(Foster 1990a). The lower latitude of the ARK site was only partially

offset by the site's higher elevation.

The 30 yr mean of the total (wet and dry) sulfate ion (SO4-)

deposition (Table II-1) was lowest at ARK (2.31 gem-2yr-1) and

substantially greater (5.52-7.11 gm-26yr-1) at the other six sites

(Armentano and Loucks 1990). While total sulfate deposition at ARK

was considerably lower than the other sites, sulfate deposition at ARK

is at least five times greater than continental background rates

(Armentano and Loucks 1990).

Foster (1990b) found no evidence for differences in ozone

exposure at the seven sites, based on ozone concentrations since 1981.

The 7 hr (0900-1600 hr) growing season (AprilOctober) mean ozone

concentration was approximately 0.05 ppm (Foster 1990b).

Biotic Characteristics

At each study site, sample areas were selected for their

ecological similarity across sites. The biotic similarity criteria

included stand age, species composition, and disturbance history

(Loucks et al. 1987).

Within each sample area, 24 0.04 ha circular plots were

established at random (except 23 plots at EOA). The total plot area

at each site (0.96 ha except 0.92 ha at EOA) is nearly double the

0.5 ha Lorimer (1985) claims is adequate to characterize a forest

stand in eastern deciduous forest. Plots were specifically selected

to exclude forest canopy gaps involving more than one overstory tree

(0.L. Loucks, personal communication, Holcomb Research Institute,

Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA).

All live trees cm DBH on the study plots were censused in

1987 or 1988. These census measurements were subject to appropriate

quality assurance procedures (Loucks et al. 1987). Based on the

census, the live tree basal area (2:10 cm DBH) at the seven sites
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ranged from 18.01 to 29.83 m2.ha-1 (Table 11-2) with basal area

generally increasing from west to east. The basal area at each site

was at least 79% Quercus spp.

The species names employed here follow Little (1979).

Consistent with both Little (1979:240) and the new edition of Gleason

and Cronquist (1991:87), Quercus rubra (northern red oak) was used

rather than Q. borealis which was given in the earlier edition of

Gleason and Cronquist (1963:248). Ouercus spp. are divided into

sections, or subgenera, Lepidobalanus (white oaks) and Erythrobalanus

(red oaks; Gleason and Cronquist 1991:82).

A total of 35 species of trees (?.:10 cm DBH) were found on the

study plots, including nine Quercus spp.and five Carya spp. (Table

11-2). Quercus alba, Q. rubra, Q. velutina, and Carya glabra were

found at all seven sites. The basal area of Quercus section

Letidobalanus was substantially greater than that of section

Erythrobalanus, except at site ARK. At DIX neither Quercus section

predominated. Carya spp. were least common at ARK.

The forest stands at all sites were mature, i.e., the overstory

trees had nearly reached their maximum height (Loucks et al. 1990).

The stands were multiaged, with median overstory tree ages ranging

from 61 to 121 yr across sites (Figure 11-2; data from Loucks et al.

1990). The forest at ARK was the youngest; trees over 200 yr old were

found at TON, EOA, and WNF.

Because the study sites were located on dry, upper slopes, they

experienced less anthropogenic disturbance than other forests in the

region (Loucks et al. 1990). None of the sites appear to have been

cultivated although grazing probably occurred prior to 1940.

Selective tree cutting occurred as recently as the 1940's at one site

(WNF). While fire scars were visible on some trees on the sites,

there is no evidence of recent extensive fires.

CONCLUSIONS

Given their substantial spatial separation (1200 km between the

most distant sites), the seven study sites are relatively similar in
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terms of soils, climate, and forest composition and structure. The

Arkansas site (ARK) is the most unique, with a warmer, wetter climate

and a younger forest, principally of oaks in section Erythrobalanus,

rather than section Lepidobalanus. The Illinois site DIX is

intermediate between ARK and the other five sites in terms of stand

age and proportion of section Erythrobalanus. Tree basal area at the

three western sites, ARK, DIX, and TON, was less than at the four

eastern sites.

Differences found in tree mortality rates and processes between

the seven sites will indicate the differences in ecological

functioning which are expected to occur in relatively similar forest

stands.



Table II-1. Abiotic
deposition data are

Site State

site characteristics. Climate data are for 1901-1987. Sulfatefor 1958-1987.

Mean Growing Season: Mean Frost Dates: 30 yr Mean Total

Elevation
(m)

Temperature
(°C)

Precipitation
(cm)

Last
Spring

First
Fall

Sulfate
Deposition
(gm-2.yr-1)

ARK Arkansas 685 22.0 49.5 4/10 10/23 2.31
DIX Illinois 145 23.2 46.0 4/6 10/25 5.52
TON Illinois 170 23.2 46.0 4/6 10/25 6.22
CSF Indiana 275 21.7 46.8 4/18 10/20 6.28
HNF Indiana 260 21.7 46.8 4/18 10/20 6.18
EOA Ohio 315 21.3 46.8 4/22 10/18 6.75
WNF Ohio 270 20.3 46.3 4/27 10/15 7.11
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Table 11-2. Basal area (m2ha-1) of live trees (?-1.0 cm DBH) by species.
Data are based on censuses of the 24 - 0.04 ha plots at each study
site (23 at site EOA). Underlined values are _?15% of the site's total
live basal area. Subtotals for the two Quercus sections,
Lepidobalanus (white oaks) and Erythrobalanus (red oaks) are also
listed.

Species ARK

Illinois Indiana Ohio
DIX TON CSF HNF EOA WNF

Acer rubrum
0.16 0.17 0.07 0.08

A. saccharum 0.07 0.28 0.06 0.07 0.23 0.16
Aesculus glabra

0.12
Carya cordiformi

0.16
C. glabra 0.01 0.96 1.56 0.81 1.02 1.76 0.22
C. ovalis 0.10 1.07 1.36 0.25 0.23
C. ovata 0.45 0.50 0.06 0.18
C. tomentosa

0.18
Cornus florida 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.25 0.02 0.01
Diospyros virginiana 0.07
Fagus grandifolia

0.04 0.01
Fraxinus americana 0.47 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.05
F. pennsylvanica 0.04
Juglans cinerea

0.07
J. nigra

0.05
Juniperus virginiana 0.09 0.02
Nyssa sylvatica 0.11 0.30 0.04 0.09
Ostrya virginiana 0.01 0.02
Pinus echinata

3.27
P. virginiana

0.79
Prunus serotina 0.02

0.16
Quercus alba (L)* 7.04 4.05 3.79 3.29 1.49 2.95 10.47
Q. rubra (E) 11.68 1.84 0.29 0.14 0.01 1.23 1.29
Q. coccinea (E)

0.73 2.58 0.53
Q. falcata (E) 0.17
Q. imbricaria (E) 0.11
Q. marilandica (E) 0.59 0.04
Q. prinus (L)

16.07 19.67 19.59 7.44
Q. stellata (L) 5.32 7.65 0.25 0.20
Q. velutina (E) 0.94 5.14 2.42 0.79 2.26 2.58 4.21
Robinia pseudoacacia

0.04
Sassafras albidum

0.01 0.01
Ulmus alata 0.05 0.12
U. americana

0.15
U. rubra 0.01 0.01

Lepidobalanus 7.04 9.37 11.44 19.36 21.16 22.79 18.11
Erythrobalanus 12.62 7.85 2.75 1.66 4.85 3.81 6.03

Total (all species) 20.10 20.66 18.01 26.08 27.34 29.83 25.81

*(L) denotes section Lepidobalanus and (E) denotes Erythrobalanus.
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Chapter III. A Method for the Determination

of Past Forest Tree Mortality Rates

INTRODUCTION

The conventional method for measuring forest tree mortality

rates is to periodically census permanent plots, marked areas in which

trees are either mapped or tagged (Chapman and Meyer 1949:466,

Harcombe 1987). The mean relative mortality rate for the interval

between any two censuses may be calculated as the number of trees

which died during the interval relative to the number of live trees

present at the first of the two censuses (dimensions: %time-1).

Relative mortality rates may also be presented on a tree basal area or

biomass basis, or as tree survival probabilities (Harcombe 1987).

This research focuses on relative mortality rates, rather than

absolute mortality rates (e.g., number of stems dyingeyr-1) which are

not a function of the live tree demographics. From a forest

demography perspective, relative rates are a more useful mortality

measure since they allow for meaningful comparisons to be made between

forests.

Available tree mortality rate data from permanent plots include

regionalscale and standscale data. The regionalscale mortality

data are based on many small forest inventory plots scattered over a

heterogenous landscape (Buchman 1983, Hamilton and Edwards 1976, Smith

and Shifley 1984). Because of differences among the plots in stand

age, site quality, disturbance history, and other factors, such data

cannot be expected to document mortality in individual stands

(Harcombe 1987). The standlevel mortality data are based on

permanent plots which are large enough to characterize a forest stand

(see list of studies in McCune and Menges 1986; also Abrell and

Jackson 1977, Barton and Schmelz 1987, Hubbell et al. 1991, Parker et

al. 1985). Standlevel data are valuable since they offer the

possibility of relating mortality rates to standlevel characteristics

such as stand age, site quality, and disturbance history. Such stand

level studies are few, however, especially when one considers the
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diversity of forests types (McCune and Menges 1986). Additional data

on standlevel tree mortality rates are needed to improve ecological

understanding of tree mortality.

Besides the repeated censusing of permanent plots, tree

mortality rates may be determined by historically reconstructing

forest stands utilizing remnant dead wood and other information (see

Dynesius and Jonsson [1991] and Lorimer [1985] for overviews of

methods for reconstructing forest stand history). The major advantage

of reconstructive methods over the permanent plot method is that data

for an extended time interval may be obtained during one relatively

shortterm study, and these data are available without delay. With

reconstruction it is not necessary to establish plots and then wait

many years for results to be obtained.

Arseneault and Payette (1992), Deal et al. (1991), Henry and

Swan (1974), and Oliver and Stephens (1977) determined past forest

demographics by dendrochronological and other reconstructive

techniques. While their reconstructions provide a description of

forest history over a hundred or more years in the past, their methods

do not permit a quantitative determination of past mortality rates.

McCune et al. (1988) quantified past absolute mortality rates by

determining when dead trees found on their study plots had died. The

year of tree death was established by examining saplings near the dead

trees for evidence of growth releases presumed to have occurred

following tree mortality. Substantial increases in sapling growth may

result from a decrease in competition following the death of an

overstory tree. When no growth releases were observed for saplings

near a dead tree, the year of tree death was estimated from the dead

tree's state of decomposition. These decompositionbased estimates

were made with a regression equation developed from the dead trees

whose year of death had been dated by the sapling release method.

A potentially more accurate method than that of McCune et al.

(1988) for determining when a tree died is cross dating, a

dendrochronological technique (Fritts and Swetnam 1989). Yeartoyear
macroclimate variations cause interannual variations in tree growth

rates which are recorded, in many tree species, in the varying widths
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of annual growth rings. Since macroclimate variations influence all

trees in a stand, tree ring width patterns from all trees in a stand

are similar to some degree (Fritts and Swetnam 1989). Cross dating is

the process of matching interannual growth patterns between trees.

Because the year when a live tree's last ring was produced is known, a

dead tree may be cross dated with live trees to assign each of the

dead tree's annual rings to the year they were produced.

Consequently, the year a dead tree produced its last ring can be

identified if this ring is present. Of course, this method can only

be applied to dead trees which produce identifiable annual growth

rings and which are not excessively decomposed. Cross dating has been

employed to determine when trees died by Arseneault and Payette

(1992), Ghent (1952), Van Deusen et al. (1991), and Veblen et al.

(1991). Johnson (1987) and Johnson and Fryer (1989) utilized cross

dating to quantitatively reconstruct tree mortality rates.

Identifying the year when trees died is not sufficient to

determine past relative mortality rates, however. The live tree

demographics at the beginning of the interval for which mortality

rates are to be calculated must also be known. McCune et al. (1988)

estimated past relative mortality rates based on current live tree

demographics. However, such an estimate is only accurate if the

forest demographics do not change substantially during the period for

which mortality rates have been reconstructed. Yarranton and

Yarranton (1975) avoided this difficulty by reconstructing mortality

rates in a singlecohort stand established after a fire. In this

case, the number of trees which were alive in a particular year is

simply the number of trees currently alive plus the number of trees

which died since that year (the latter determined by counting tree

rings in dead trees to determine their age at mortality). Such an

approach is not applicable to mixedage stands, however, and may be

inaccurate if the trees established over a period of several years,

rather than during one year (Deal et al. 1991). Johnson (1987) and

Johnson and Fryer (1989) accurately reconstructed agespecific

relative mortality rates in mixedage stands by determining the ages
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of all live trees on their study plots. Tree ages were determined by

coring all live trees and counting their growth rings.

This chapter describes an historical reconstruction method which

allows accurate determination of past relative mortality rates in

mixedage stands without aging all live trees, a time consuming

process. The first step in this new method is to determine when trees

died. The procedures of McCune et al. (1988) were followed with the

addition of the use of the cross dating technique. The second step in

this new method is to quantitatively reconstruct past forest

demographics by running a stand growth model in reverse.

The new method was employed to determine past relative mortality

rates at the seven oakhickory forest sites described in Chapter II.

This chapter describes and analyzes the methodology. A complete

analysis of the mortality rate results is presented in Chapter IV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dead Tree Data Set

Selection criteria.--To be included in the study data set the

dead trees must have been (1) presently or formerly rooted within one

of the study plots described in Chapter II, (2) sufficiently intact

that they could conceivably have died less than 30 yr ago, and (3)

.-20 cm DBH including bark. The 30 yr criterion ensures that all trees

dying up to 20 yr ago will be included in the analysis. All trees

later found to have died more than 20 yr ago were excluded from

further analysis. Trees smaller than 20 cm were excluded because they

could completely decay in less than 20 yr. The choice of 20 yr as the

term for this mortality rate reconstruction reduces errors from (1)

the difficulty of cross dating severely decomposed dead trees, (2)

species misidentifications of severely decomposed wood samples, and

(3) the difficulty of measuring DBH of severely decomposed trees. In

other forests, the time interval over which mortality rates can be

reconstructed may be longer or shorter depending on wood decomposition
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rates (e.g., Johnson [1987] provides 40 yr of reconstructed tree

mortality rates for Rocky Mountain coniferous forest).

Growth ring measurement.--Wood samples for growth ring

measurement were collected at breast height from all but the most

severely decomposed dead trees which met the above selection criteria.

From sound wood, specimens were collected with a bow saw and chisel,

and sanded smooth in the laboratory. From partially decomposed wood,

specimens were removed with a finetooth saw, wrapped in aluminum

foil, packaged in plastic, and stored frozen. In the laboratory,

these samples were air dried, impregnated with a wood hardener (Minwax

High Performance Wood Hardener, Montvale, New Jersey, USA) and sanded

smooth.

Tree ring widths were measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with a

dissecting microscope and computerinterfaced measurement system (Fred

C. Henson Co., Mission Viejo, California, USA). Ring widths were

measured by at least two people and their results compared

graphically. Any discrepancies were resolved by further examination

of the wood samples.

Species identification.--Field identifications of dead trees'

species were made whenever possible utilizing bark, wood, and growth

form characteristics. If there was any uncertainty, a wood sample was

taken for microscopic identification in the laboratory. Thin sections

of these samples were mounted in a solution of equal parts glycerin

and ethanol, then warmed. Identifications were made to as fine a

level as possible (Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980; Core et al. 1979; White

1980). Unidentifiable wood samples were listed as unknown. The

results will be presented by genus except for Ouercus spp. which were

divided into section Lepidobalanus (white oaks) and section

Erythrobalanus (red oaks).

DBH measurement.--Dead tree DBH was measured with a diameter

tape whenever possible, noting whether or not bark was present at the

point of measurement. On fallen or severely decayed trees, DBH was

measured with 1 m calipers. Diameters measured without bark were

corrected to diameters outside the bark by applying bark factors, the

ratio between breast height diameter inside and outside the bark.
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Bark factors were obtained or calculated for all dead tree genera, and

for many species (Wenger 1984:280; T.W. Beers, personal communication,

Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA; and calculated from

bark thickness measurements).

State of decomposition.--The extent to which a dead tree has

decayed provides crude information on the time since mortality. The

state of decomposition of each tree was rated in the field on a

numerical scale:

0: leaves present

small twigs intact

2: main trunk solid, small branches gone

3: main trunk soft, but shape mostly intact

4: main trunk deeply rotted, collapsed, easily fragmented

with a kick

5: main trunk gone, only fragments of tree base remain

Intermediate ratings were also assigned (e.g., 2.5). These ratings

were supplemented by photographs of each dead tree.

Cause of Death.--Following McCune et al. (1988), field

observations on the characteristics of the dead trees were recorded to

permit inferences about the cause of tree death. Determining the

cause of mortality for a tree that died years ago can range from

simple to impossible. Pathological symptoms rapidly become obscure as

decay organisms proliferate. Many trees are probably killed by a

combination of diseases, pests, and abiotic stresses that leave no

clear evidence (Franklin et al. 1987, Waring 1987). Nevertheless,

some causes of death are easily recognized and can be separated from

other causes.

The following cause of death categories offer a crude separation

of fundamentally different kinds of death: (1) cut by humans, (2) wind

broken, windthrown, or other mechanical damage (e.g., snow or ice),

and (3) a complex of agents that usually result in a standing dead

tree (e.g., insects, disease, or lightning). Categories were

separated based on a diagram of probable pathways between various
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states of dead trees (Figure III-1). Trees that were struck down by

another tree were classified according to the probable cause of death

of the striking tree. A fourth category, "unknown" was utilized for

cases that were not clearly assignable to one of the preceding three

categories. This unknown category, while not informative in itself,

is useful in not compromising data quality for the other categories.

Field personnel recorded their confidence in placing a tree in

each of the states of death (Figure III-1) on a numerical scale from

"certain" (+3), through "uncertain" (0), to "certainly not" (-3). In

the laboratory, +2 and +3 ratings were translated as "yes" and 2

and 3 ratings as "no" for the purposes of assigning trees to the

cause of death categories. In cases of contradictory inferences, the

more definitive rating prevailed.

Determining when Tree Death Occurred

The year of tree death is defined here as the year the last

growth ring or partial ring was produced by the tree. The year of

tree death was determined by evaluating several types of information,

with emphasis on the most reliable indicators. The information

considered, in order of decreasing accuracy and reliability, was bud

and leaf presence, cross dating, and sapling release. Bud and leaf

presence provides strong evidence of very recent mortality,

particularly for deciduous trees. For trees which had been dead for

more than a few years, cross dating is expected to provide the most

accurate results. Dynesius and Jonsson (1991) compared eight methods

for determining when trees had been uprooted and found cross dating to

be the best technique. Sapling release was employed primarily as a

confirmatory technique. For trees where these data did not clearly

indicate a year of death, an estimate was made based on the state of

decomposition. These estimates were based on a regression equation

developed from the trees whose year of death was determined with

confidence.

Because errors in estimating the exact year of death are

inevitable, mortality rates will be presented by decade.
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Consequently, small errors in determining the year of tree death are

not significant. Since permanent plots are not usually censused

annually, integrating mortality rates over decades will still yield

results comparable to permanent plot measurements. Integration over

decades also makes sense from a forest dynamics point of view: many

trees decline and die over an extended period such that the effect of

a tree's death on its neighbors is blurred over several years.

Bud and leaf presence.--If a tree died within the previous two

years, the year of death could be very confidently determined in the

field on the basis of bud and leaf condition. Green leaves on fallen

trees indicate death during the current growing season. Plump leaf

buds with no leaves indicate death during the preceding one or two

winters. Abundant dead leaves on a tree generally indicate death

during the preceding one or two growing seasons (although this may be

longer for some trees such as Pinus spp.). In those cases where trees

were observed living during the first field season (1987) and dead the

next field season (1988), the year of death for these trees was

considered to have been determined by bud and leaf presence.

(Following the definition, above, of the year of death as the last

year a ring was produced, these trees were considered to have died in

1987.)

Cross dating.--Determining the year of tree death by cross

dating requires that the last growth ring produced by a tree prior to

its death be identifiable as such. This was assured by the presence

of bark on the dead tree wood samples.

Ring width measurements from live trees for cross dating were

provided by others (D.C. LeBlanc, Holcomb Research Institute, Butler

University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA and P. Robertson, Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, USA). All of the these

live trees were located on or adjacent to study plots and were ?..20 cm
DBH.

The cross dating process was automated with the aid of the

computer program COFECHA (Holmes 1983). Automation was necessary

given the large number of dead trees to be dated. The cross dating

process included:
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(1) Filtering the lowfrequency variations from individual

live and dead tree ring width measurement series to create

"index" series consisting only of highfrequency growth

variations.

(2) Creating live tree "master series" by averaging the index

series from selected groups of live trees.

(3) Comparing the individual dead tree index series with an

appropriate master series to identify the most likely year

of tree death.

The highfrequency growth variations were isolated from the raw

ring width series since this highfrequency signal is due, in large

part, to interannual macroclimate variations (Cook 1987). Low
frequency ring width variations are the result of increases in tree

size, changes in competitive interactions between trees, and other

factors which vary gradually, and, to some extent, uniquely for each

tree (Cook 1987). Consequently, these lowfrequency variations are of

no value for cross dating. A cubic spline filter was utilized to

remove the lowfrequency signal (Cook and Peters 1981). This

filtering process is subjective, however, differences in filtering

methods are likely to have little influence on cross dating results

since the filtering serves only to isolate general highfrequency

growth patterns so they may be matched with those of other trees.

Live tree master series were created as an indicator of the

typical macroclimatic influence on tree growth. Cross dating the dead

trees against an individual live tree may have led to erroneous

results if that individual live tree's response to climate was

unusual.

To cross date, COFECHA calculates the correlation between a dead

tree index series and a live tree master series at a particular

alignment of the two series, shifts the dead tree index series by one

year, calculates a new correlation coefficient, and continues the

process for all possible alignments of the two series. The program
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outputs the best matches between the two series (as indicated by the

correlation coefficient). COFECHA was modified to cross date dead

tree series consisting of fewer than 50 yr of ring width measurements.

Separate live tree master series were developed from Quercus

alba (representing section Lepidobalanus) and Q. velutina

(representing section Erythrobalanus) from each of the seven sites.

Master series were also developed from Q. prinus (section

Lepidobalanus) and Pinus virginiana from site EOA, and Carya glabra

from sites DIX and TON. These additional master series were developed

to increase cross dating accuracy for species other than Q. alba and

Q. velutina, and to check the appropriateness of cross dating two

different species against each other.

Ring width measurement series from two tree cores were available

for most of the live trees and both of these series were utilized to

create the master series. The individual index series making up each

master series were cross dated with each other. Cores which did not

cross date were eliminated from the master series. Each of the

resulting master series each represented at least 50 series except for

the ARK site Q. velutina master series (37 series) and the P.

virginiana master series (10 series). The mean and minimum lengths of

the individual index series comprising the master series were 93 yr

and 44 yr, respectively.

Whenever possible, a dead tree's index series was cross dated

against a master series developed from live trees of the same genus or

Quercus section as the dead tree and from the same site as the dead
tree. When this was not possible, the dead tree was cross dated

against all potentially relevant master series. For example, for dead

Carya spp. from sites other than DIX or TON (for which Carya master

series were available), the dead tree series were crossdated against

both the Q. alba and Q. velutina master series from the same site as

the dead tree, plus both of the Carya master series.

Sapling release.--Increment cores of saplings that were growing

beneath the likely location of a dead tree's canopy gap were analyzed

for evidence of growth release that may have followed canopy tree
death. Selection of the saplings is critical. The criteria for
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sapling selection were: (1) sapling crown positioned to take

potentially advantage of the canopy gap caused by the dead tree and

(2) sapling estimated to be as old or older than the gap.

Increment cores from saplings were mounted, sanded, and examined

with a dissecting microscope (Swetnam et al. 1985). The criterion for

designating that a release had occurred was a 50% increase in a 3 yr

combined ring width, as compared to the sum of ring widths in the

preceding 3 yr. Trials with various criteria showed this criterion to

exclude gradual changes in growth rates and the effects of shortterm

climatic fluctuations on ring width (McCune et al. 1988). A 3 yr

period of integration for detecting growth release was also tested and

applied by Canham (1985). Analogous growth change criteria were

employed by Dynesius and Jonsson (1991), Henry and Swan (1974), and

Schweingruber (1989).

Dating Procedure.--Once cross dating was complete and sapling

cores analyzed, this information, along with data on bud and leaf

presence and the state of decomposition (including photographs), were

examined to determine the year of tree death. Maximum consistency of

information was sought in assigning a year of death to a tree.

Improbable dates suggested by cross dating or sapling release were

eliminated by considering the tree's state of decomposition. When a

dead tree had been cross dated against more than one master series,

these multiple results were evaluated on the basis of the correlation

coefficients between the dead tree and the various master series, as

well as the results from the other dating techniques. For cases where

there was uncertainty about the year of death, the regression equation

was applied (discussed below).

When comparing sapling release dates to the year of death

indicated by cross dating, a release date 2 yr before or 3 yr after

the year of death given by cross dating was considered as supporting

the date given by cross dating. This release "window" was necessary
because a sapling can release before a canopy tree dies if the tree

was in severe decline before death or a sapling can release after a

canopy tree dies if the sapling must first adjust to it's new
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environment before responding (Dynesius and Jonsson 1991, Lorimer

1985, Oliver and Larson 1990:285).

Regression based on state of decomposition.--Only dead trees

whose year of death had been determined primarily by cross dating were

utilized to develop the regression equation. Year of death determined

by bud and leaf presence was not included due to disagreements with

cross dating results (see discussion below).

The rate at which a tree decays may be influenced by a number of

factors. Some species are likely to decay faster than others due to

wood characteristics. Large trees and standing dead trees are

presumed to decay more slowly than small trees and fallen trees in

contact with the ground (see literature reviewed by Harmon et al.

1986). A more difficult problem is trees which remained standing for

some time after death but later fell. One cannot know how long a

downed tree stood after its death unless there is evidence of direct

windcaused mortality (but see Gore et al. [1985] for a statistical

method designed to approach this problem). Dead trees at more mesic

sites are likely to experience more rapid decay.

To account for these complications, additional variables were

considered in developing the year of death regression equation.

Besides state of decomposition (numerical rating given above),

possible independent variables included dead tree genus or Ouercus

section (rare genera and unknowns were grouped), DBH, basal area, bole

position relative to the ground, and site. Interaction terms

involving potentially relevant combinations of these variables (e.g.,

DBHbole position) were also considered. Genus/Ouercus section and

site were treated as a series of binary indicator variables (Neter

et al. 1989:578). Bole positions were categorized as either breast

height section in contact or not in contact with the ground

(categorization made from the dead tree photographs). Both dead tree

DBH and basal area were included as variables since either might be a

better predictor of the influence of tree size on decomposition rate

(all trees in the data set had DBH ?-_20 cm). Significant variables

were selected from the above possible variables by forward stepwise

regression (Neter et al. 1989:453; SPSS/PC+ version 3.0). The
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criteria for variable selection by the stepwise regression procedure

were probability of Ftoenter-0.05 and probability of

Ftoremove-0.10.

Reconstruction of Past Stand Demographics

A modified version of the computer program CSGROW was utilized

to reconstruct past stand demographics at the seven study sites

(Shifley 1987; computer code provided by G.J. Brand, U.S. Department

of Agriculture Forest Service, North Central Forest Experiment

Station, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA). CSGROW is the stand growth model

component of TWIGS, a comprehensive forest management program (Miner
et al. 1988). The CSGROW model includes equations to predict

individual tree growth from the DBH of the subject and neighboring

trees, and site index (Shifley 1987). Separate equations are included

for 31 tree species groups. These growth equations were developed

with data from 2756 permanent plots (45,000 trees) in Indiana,

Missouri, and Ohio representing a wide range of forest stands (Shifley

1987).

The supplied FORTRAN version of TWIGS was translated into

Microsoft QuickBASIC (version 4.0) and modified so the program would

run backwards in time. These modifications included eliminating the

tree mortality prediction equation since tree mortality was known from

the work described previously.

Stand reconstruction modeling procedure.--The study plots were

combined into seven artificial stands, one for each site, for the

stand growth modeling. The reconstructions were begun in 1988 with
the stand census data described in Chapter II. All live trees _):10 cm

DBH were included in the stand reconstructions.

For each site, the 1988 stand was returned to its 1983 condition

with computer model time steps of 1 yr. The trees known to have died

during the interval 1983-1987 were then reinstated as live trees to

the reconstructed 1983 stand. Repeating this process, the mortality

adjusted 1983 stands were returned to 1978 and the trees which died
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during 1978-1982 were added to the result. This process was continued

until the 1968 stand demographics were determined.

The above procedure involves four shortcuts to simplify the

stand reconstructions. First, the plot census data were all treated

as if they had been obtained in 1988 even though onethird of the
study plots at each site were censused in 1987. The tree DBH growth

which would have occurred between 1987 and 1988 on onethird of the

plots should have little influence on the reconstruction results.

The second shortcut involves the procedure for accounting for

tree mortality. Instead of reinstating dead trees as live trees in

the exact year that they died, these dead trees were added to the live
tree data set every 5 yr. This 5 yr grouping was employed not only to
simplify the modeling process but also because the year of death for

many trees was not known exactly. A 5 yr interval was chosen, rather

than the decade interval for which mortality rates are presented, so
as not to excessively compromise the results. The related third

shortcut was to use the DBH of dead trees at the time of their death
when these trees were reinstated as live trees. It would have been

more correct to have used the DBH of these dead trees for the

particular year when they were reinstated as live trees (1983, 1978,

1973, or 1968). The effect of these second and third shortcuts should
offset each other to some extent. As a result of reinstating dead

trees as live every 5 yr, the modeled stands will have artificially

low stand basal areas. However, as a result of using DBH at death,
the reinstated trees were larger at the time they were reinstated than
they were in reality.

The fourth shortcut involves the trees included in the stand
growth modeling. While the reconstruction modeling began with all
trees ?:10 cm DBH, trees were kept in the model even after they fell

below this size threshold. Dead trees 10-20 cm DBH were excluded from
the reconstruction modeling since the year of death of these smaller
trees was not determined. The effect of including or excluding
certain groups of small DBH trees on the stand reconstructions should
be minor since small trees have little influence on the total stand
basal area and overall stand growth rates.
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Validation of stand reconstruction modeling results.--The

accuracy of the stand reconstructions was assessed by comparing the

observed radial growth rates of a sample of live trees to the radial

growth rates predicted by the reverse growth model. The radial growth

rates of the live trees were known from measurements of their growth

rings.

For the research to be described in Chapter VI, the 1968 DBH of

89 live Ouercus spp. from the seven study sites was calculated from

their ring width measurements and DBH measured in 1987. The 89 trees

included 49 Ouercus section Lepidobalanus (33 Q. alba and 15 Q.

nrinus) and 41 section Erythrobalanus (Q. velutina). Two tree cores

were available for each of these trees and separate 1968 DBH

calculations were made for each core. The calculations appropriately

accounted for growth in bark thickness with bark factors (described

above).

Since these 89 'validation" trees were not located on the study

plots, they were not included in the stand reconstruction data set,

and the real and modeled growth of these trees could not be directly

compared on an individual basis. Instead, the observed changes in DBH

between 1968 and 1987 for the validation trees were compared to the

model predicted changes in DBH between 1968 and 1988 for similar

"modeled" trees from the reconstructed stands. Initial comparisons

were made visually with graphs displaying 1987/1988 DBH versus 1968

DBH for validation and modeled trees of the same species. Note that

this comparison was not perfect since measured 1988 DBH was not

available for the validation trees, however, the discrepancy due to 1

yr growth will not significantly influence the growth model

validation.

Site index estimation.--Besides stand census data, the inputs

required by the stand growth model include site index. Site index, a

speciesspecific measure of site quality, is the height of dominant

and codominant "site" trees of a particular species at a particular

age (50 yr for the species of interest here; Carmean et al. 1989,

Chapman and Meyer 1949:366). Site trees are vigorous, uninjured trees

from wellstocked, evenaged stands which show no evidence of having
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been suppressed earlier in their lives (Carmean et al. 1989). Site

index may be determined from trees of other ages with site index

equations which relate tree height to age for particular site index

values.

For each of the seven study sites, site index values were

determined for both Quercus sections. These calculations were based

on 204 dominant or codominant trees with no visible injuries which

were growing on or adjacent to the study plots. The heights of these

trees had been measured (Chapman and Meyer 1949:194) and the breast

height age of these trees had been determined by ring counts

(unpublished data provided by D.C. LeBlanc, Holcomb Research

Institute, Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA). The 204

trees included 104 Quercus section Lepidobalanus (26 Q. alba, 58 Q.

prinus, and 20 Q. stellata) and 100 section Erythrobalanus (30 Q.

rubra and 70 Q. velutina). Sample tree ages and DBH ranged from 50-

167 yr and 23.6-68.3 cm, respectively.

For each tree, site index was calculated from tree age and

height with equations presented by Carmean et al. (1989). Breast
height tree ages were converted to total age by adding 3 yr (Carmean

et al. 1989). Equations for Q. alba, Q. prinus, and Q. velutina were
provided for trees growing on unglaciated upland areas in southeastern

Ohio, eastern Kentucky, southern Indiana, and southern Missouri; areas

analogous to the sites of this study (Carmean et al. 1989; p. 56, 61,
and 64). Since site index equations for Q. stellata and Q. rubra from

similar sites were not available, the site index values for trees of

these species were calculated from the Q. prinus, and Q. velutina

equations, respectively. Site index values for trees within the two

Quercus sections were combined for each site, and Ouercus section and

site specific site index values were calculated initially as the 75th

percentile site index value in each of the 14 groups (both Ouercus
sections at all seven study sites). Site index was initially computed

as the 75th percentile, rather than the mean, since the stands under

study were of mixedage, and may have grown slower than would be

expected for evenaged stands.
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Site index values for genera besides Ouercus were approximated

as the mean of the site index values for the two Quercus sections (the

Central States TWIGS stand growth model requires site index values for

each of 22 species groups [Miner et al. 1988]). Since the majority of

trees on the study sites were Ouercus spp., this approximation should

have relatively little influence on the reverse stand growth

modeling'.

Tree Biomass

Live and dead tree biomass was calculated from published

allometric equation sets. These equations relate tree biomass to tree

DBH and other readily measurable parameters, and are developed by

detailed measurements of tree weight, or volume and density (Myers et

al. 1980, Tritton and Hornbeck 1982, Waring and Schlesinger 1985:29).

The published equation sets typically include separate equations for

the major species or species groups found at the same location.

Because the relationship between biomass and the more readily

measurable parameters is influenced by site characteristics (e.g.,

stand density), a biomass equation set cannot be expected to be

accurate at all sites (Waring and Schlesinger 1985:29). Since

equations were not available for the study sites, I compared five

separate published biomass equation sets developed for trees growing

in the vicinity of the seven study sites.

Biomass calculation method comparison.--The biomass calculation

method comparison was limited to equations for Ouercus alba (or the

species group which included Q. alba). Comparisons were made for a

range of tree DBH at sites which span the range of site index values

calculated for all seven sites. Since true biomass values were not

available, the methods were compared to the mean biomass calculated by

'For this modeling, several Quercus spp. were erroneously assigned
to the site index value for other genera. Since the difference
between the site index for each Quercus section and the mean of both
sections was small, this error probably had little influence on the
stand demographic reconstruction results.
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all five methods using the normalized root mean square difference

calculated for each method:

NRMSDi (Ei((rais-MWMJ2,(n)(3.5 (III-1)

where NRMSDi is the normalized root mean square difference for method

mij is a biomass calculation made by method i for a particular tree

DBH and site combination indicated by the subscript j, Mj is the mean

biomass calculated by all methods for the same particular tree DBH and

site, and n is the total number of tree DBH and site combinations

compared. As is discussed below, the NRMSD was not the sole measure

employed to select a biomass equation set, however.

The biomass calculation method which produced the most typical

results for Q. alba, along with the associated equations provided for

other species, was selected for computing biomass mortality rates.

The associated equations for other species were assumed to produce

results similar to the corresponding Q. alba equation.

The sources of the five equation sets, their required inputs,

and related information are presented in Table III-1. None of the

equations calculate total aboveground biomass, however, the various

excluded components (foliage, stump, and/or upper canopy bark) are

expected to be minor components of the total biomass.

Several of the biomass equations require site index or tree

height as inputs. Determination of site index was described

previously. Calculation of tree height for the biomass calculations
is described next.

Tree height calculation.--On eight of the 24 study plots at each

site, the heights of all live trees ?-..10 cm DBH were measured (Chapman

and Meyer 1949:194; unpublished data provided by D.C. LeBlanc, Holcomb

Research Institute, Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA).

These data were utilized to develop allometric equations to calculate

tree height from DBH. Because the number of measured trees of some

species in this data set was limited, the trees were placed in three

species groups: Ouercus sections Lepidobalanus (three species) and

Erythrobalanus (five species), and all others (20 species). Even with
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sites. Consequently, accurate height/DBH equations could not be

developed separately for each site and an alternative procedure was

employed which maximally exploits the available data.

The following regression model was developed for each of the

three species groups:

heights (a() + aiaj)logio(DBHi) + (b0 + bird) (III-2)

where site is indicated by the subscripts i and j (-1,2,3,...,7); the

a and b terms are regression coefficients; and aij and rij are binary

indicator variables where

aj and rj 1 if ij

0 if ioj

Significant aj and rj variables were selected by forward stepwise

regression as described above for the state of decomposition

regression. This regression model building procedure allows the

height/DBH relationship present in the data from one site to

contribute to the height/DBH relationship for another site where few
trees of a particular species group are found. If the data indicate

that the height/DBH relationship for a particular site is

significantly different than for other sites, one or both of the

binary indicator variables for that site (aj and rj), and the

corresponding regression coefficients (ai and bi where ipd0), will

account for the difference. The ao and bp regression coefficients

define the height/DBH relationship common to all sites.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dead Trees

A total of 174 dead trees were identified which met the

selection criteria (currently or formerly rooted in a study plot,
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cm DBH and 1520 yr since death). These dead trees consisted of

70.7% Quercus spp. (36.2% section Lepidobalanus and 34.5% section

Erythrobalanus), 12.6% carya spp., 12.6% Pinus spp., 0.6% Fraxinus

spp., and 0.6% Ulmus spp. Five trees (2.9%) could not be identified
to genus (these five include trees which could not be identified due

to missing wood samples). All of the trees identified as Quercus, spp.
were identified to section.

Cause of Death

Assessing the cause of tree death was of limited success.
Overall, the cause of death for 38.5% of the trees was categorized as
insects, disease, or lightning; 3.4% wind; and 58.0% unknown. No
trees had been cut and no trees were identified as being killed as a
result of being struck by another tree. The ability to determine the
cause of death declined as the time since tree death increased. The

cause of death for 91.4% of the trees which died during 1968-77 was
categorized as unknown versus only 41.4% unknown for the 1978-87
mortality. All trees categorized as windkilled died during 1978-87.

Year of Tree Death

Of the dead trees, 5.7% were dated primarily by bud and leaf

presence, 59.8% by cross dating, and 34.5% by regression. Not

surprisingly, trees which died during 1968-77 were more likely to have
been dated primarily by regression (43.1%) than trees which died
during 1978-87 (30.2%).

Bud and leaf presence.--Of the ten trees whose year of death was

determined primarily by bud and leaf presence, eight were also cross
dated to compare these two techniques. For six of these eight trees,
the cross dating results agreed exactly with the year of death
determined by bud and leaf presence. While both of the other two
trees had been observed as live during 1987 but dead during 1988, the
cross dating results indicated that these trees died in 1980 and 1984.
A likely explanation for this discrepancy is that these two trees did
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not produce growth rings at breast height for 8 yr and 4 yr prior to

their deaths. Kramer and Kozlowski (1979:91) note that completely

"missing" rings in the lower stem do occur, particularly in old or

suppressed trees, however, they do not state whether several

sequential missing rings have been observed.

Cross dating.--The mean ring width series length of the 104 dead

trees dated primarily by cross dating was 43 yr. Only six of these

dead trees had series lengths less than 20 yr; the minimum was 13 yr.

The mean correlation coefficient between the dead tree index series

and master series was r-0.54 (range: r-0.23-0.85).

The correlation coefficients are presented only as a guide to

the strength of the relationship between the dead tree index series

and master series. Standard tests of the statistical significance of

these correlations (e.g., Zar 1984:309) are not appropriate since the

series are likely to be autocorrelated (Chatfield 1989:140; Monserud

1986; Yamaguchi 1986). (Tree ring series autocorrelation is discussed

fully in Chapter VI and Appendix B.)

For those dead trees for which a master series of the same

species, section, or genus from the same site was not available, the

best cross dating results were typically obtained from cross dating

against another master series from the same site, rather than a more

taxonomically similar master series from a different site. To

quantify this finding, live tree series utilized to develop master

series were individually cross dated against the master series of

which they were a component and against another master series. When

54 Quercus alba tree ring series from site EOA were individually cross

dated against the master series generated from the same 54 series all

but two of the series (96%) were exactly cross dated. When 54 Q. alba

series from ARK were cross dated against the same EOA Q. alba master

series, however, only 9% were exactly cross dated (these sites are

=900 km apart). These results indicate the importance of local master

series for cross dating, although individual master series for all

species are probably not necessary.

Sapling release.--At least one appropriately positioned sapling

of suitable age was found for 62.1% of the dead trees. For the
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remaining dead trees no such appropriate saplings were found. At

least one appropriate sapling was found for 68.3% of the dead trees

whose year of death was determined by bud and leaf presence, or cross

dating. For these trees, 47.9% showed at least one release

corresponding to the year of tree death determined by bud and leaf

presence, or cross dating. For 14.1% of the trees dated by cross

dating, two or more saplings showed corresponding releases.

The sapling release method appeared to be less effective in this

study than in the mortality rate reconstruction of McCune et al.

(1988). These researchers employed sapling release as their primary

method for determining year of tree death. One explanation for the

limited effectiveness was that McCune et al. (1988) worked in denser

forests where greater competition may have led to stronger and more

apparent growth releases. Alternatively, the limited effectiveness

may reflect field personnel's awareness that cross dating was the

primary method to be employed for determining year of tree death.

Regression.--A total of 110 dead trees were available for

developing the regression equations for years since death on state of
decomposition. These included all trees dated by cross dating (n-104)

plus six trees which cross dating indicated died more than 20 yr ago

and were therefore not otherwise included in the mortality rate

analysis.

The year of tree death was transformed logarithmically to

satisfy the standard regression model assumptions (Neter et al.

1989:116). The independent variables selected by the stepwise

regression procedure, in order of selection, were (1) state of

decomposition, (2) an interaction term involving bole position and

state of decomposition, (3) basal area, and (4) an indicator variable

representing one of the sites (HNF). The estimated coefficients for

the bole position state of decomposition interaction term and basal

area were nonsensical as they indicated that trees not in contact with

the ground decayed faster than those in contact with the ground and

large trees decayed faster than small trees. Since these coefficients

were small, these two variables were eliminated from the equation.

The single site indicator variable suggested that trees at HNF decayed
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faster than those at the other sites. Because the regression

coefficient for this site variable was small, this indicator variable

was also eliminated to make the regression equation more generally

applicable. Elimination of these three extra variables and

reestimation of the regression equation reduced the variance explained

by the regression equation from 0.41 (R2) to 0.32 (r2). Both

regression equations were highly significant (p<0.0001). This final

regression equation (Figure 111-2) is

logio(years since death) 0.26(state of decomposition) + 0.36 (III -4)

To check on the influence of the two extreme data points (state

of decomposition 0 and 4, see Figure 111-2), an equation of the form

of equation 111-4 was rederived without these two data points. The

resulting equation was not statistically different from equation 111-4

in slope or elevation (p>0.5; method of Zar 1984:292).

To check on the potential influence of errors in determining

year of tree death by cross dating, the regression coefficients

(equation 111-4) were reestimated from two data subsamples: dead trees
for which the cross dating procedure indicated a high correlation with

the master series (r>0.5, n-60) and trees with a lower correlation
(r-S0.5, n-50). There was no significant difference in the slopes
(p>0.2) or elevations (p>0.05) of the regression equations derived
from these two subsamples (method of Zar 1984:292).

Reconstruction of Past Stand Demographics

Site index.--For section Lepidobalanus, the 75th quartile site

index values ranged from 45-65 at the seven study sites (Table 111-2;

following standard practice all site index results are given in feet
at 50 yr of age). The 75th quartile site index values for section

Erythrobalanus were slightly higher, ranging from 49-67. The higher
site index values for Erythrobalanus growing at the same site are
expected. Doolittle (1958) and the computer program "Lake States

GROW" (related to CSGROW but intended for Michigan, Minnesota, and
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Wisconsin; provided by G.J. Brand, U.S. Department of Agriculture

Forest Service, North Central Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul,

Minnesota, USA) include equations for converting site index values

between selected species growing on the same site. Based on the

Erythrobalanus mean site index for all seven sites of 60, both these

equations predict Lepidobalanus site index values of 55, a good

agreement with the measured site mean site index value for

Lepidobalanus of 54. Site index values generally increased from west

to east, along with stand basal area (Tables 111-2 and 111-6b, Figure

II-1). Because these site index values are based on a limited sample

size and were obtained from a mixedaged, rather than evenaged,

stand, the results must be considered to be an approximation only.

Reverse growth model verification.--To verify that the reverse

stand growth model was accurate, a single study plot (from site EOA:

15 trees, six species, 13.0-63.5 cm DBH) was projected forward 10 yr

with the unmodified stand growth model. The modified, reverse stand

growth model was then employed to reconstruct the original

demographics of this stand. On comparing the original stand with the

reconstructed stand, all tree DBH's were within 0.1 cm except for one

which was within 0.2 cm of the original DBH.

Validation of growth model results.--The initial visual

examination of observed versus modeled radial growth rates indicated

that the stand growth model had underestimated 1968 tree DBH, i.e.,

the stand growth model predicted higher tree growth rates than were

observed for the validation trees. Consequently, the stand

reconstructions were repeated with a lower site index value.

Adjusting the growth model's site index input alters the tree growth

rates predicted by the model. For these second reconstructions, the

mean site index value for each site and species group was selected

rather than the 75th quartile site index value chosen initially (Table

111-2). The mean site index values were approximately 10% less than

the 75th quartile values.

For all sites except ARK, a second qualitative comparison

indicated that the lower site index values resulted in more accurate

estimates of 1968 tree DBH. For ARK, however, the model was still
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substantially underestimating 1968 tree DBH. To compensate, a

correction factor was applied: 4.6 cm was added to the 1968 DBH

results produced by the growth model for all ARK trees after the

modeling was complete (2.3 cm was added to the 1978 DBH results).

This correction factor was estimated from the growth rate comparison

to the validation trees.

To quantitatively compare the observed and revised modeled tree

growth rates, simple linear regression equations were developed from

the modeled trees to determine 1968 DBH from 1988 DBH. These

equations summarize the computations of the stand growth model.

Separate equations were developed for Q. alba, Q. prinus, and Q.

velutina at all sites where these species were found (18 total). Only

modeled trees with DBH ?-_20 cm in 1968 were employed to develop the

regression equations. These equations were then applied to predict

1968 DBH for validation trees of the appropriate species, as if these

validation trees were growing on the reconstructed study plots. The

resulting 1968 DBH predictions were compared to the observed 1968 DBH

values. To make this comparison relevant at the stand level, tree DBH

values were converted to tree basal area.

All regressions were very significant (p..-5.0.0001; r2 >0.99;

511.-.5181) and met standard regression model assumptions (Neter et al.

1989:386). Overall, the stand growth model underestimated the 1968

basal area of the validation trees by 1.0% relative to the observed

basal area (Table 111-3; results for ARK include the correction factor

described above). Since this comparison was based on 1987 DBH for the

validation trees and 1988 DBH for most of the modeled trees, a small

underestimation ( =1/20 or 5%) was anticipated (basing the comparison

on 1987 DBH for the validation trees is equivalent to underestimating

1988 DBH and, thus, 1968 DBH). For all species combined at each site,

the mean tree basal area predicted for 1968 was within 10% of the

observed 1968 tree basal area. The growth rates of Ouercus section

Lepidobalanus tended to be underestimated (-0.9% for Q. alba and 3.9%

for Q. prinus) while the growth rates of section Erythrobalanus tended

to be overestimated (4.3% for Q. velutina).
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The correction factor for ARK led to acceptable results (Table
111-3). The need for an adjustment in the growth model results for
ARK may be the result of applying the CSGROW model to stands outside
the region for which the model was intended.

Tree Biomass

Tree height calculation.--For the Lepidobalanus height/DBH

equation, only five of the binary indicator variables (equation 111-2)
were found to be significant. For the Erythrobalanus and other

species equation, only three binary indicator variables were
significant for each. The resulting three regression equations
satisfied the standard regression model assumptions. The height/DBH
equations and regression statistics are summarized in Table 111-4.

Biomass calculation method comparison.--The 75th quartile site
index values were employed for all biomass calculations. For a
particular tree DBH and site, the range of biomass values yielded by
the five calculation methods spanned more than a factor of two (Figure
111-3; Table 111-5). The different methods tended to be consistently
higher or lower than average for different size trees at the different
sites. Method 2 always gave the largest biomass results and methods
lb and 4 gave the lowest results. While the NRMSD for method la was
slightly less than that of method 3, method 3 provided more realistic
results for very small trees (for DBH-12 cm, method la: 21 kg and
method 3: 77 kg). On these bases, method 3 was chosen as the most

suitable method for computing biomass mortality rates.

The differences in biomass for a tree with the same DBH at the
three sites were relatively small (Figure 111-4; Table 111-5). As

calculated by method 3 (and methods 4 and 5, all of which require tree
height as an input), the biomass of a 30 cm DBH tree at site EOA was
less than the biomass of the same tree at site HNF despite a higher
site index for EOA (65 versus 55 for HNF). This difference was due to
the shorter tree heights at EOA (2.6 m shorter than at HNF for all
DBH; see Table 111-4). While site index was estimated only from
uninjured dominant or codominant trees which had not experienced
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periods of suppression, the tree height estimates were based on

broader sample of trees in all canopy classes.

Tree biomass calculations.--From the method 3 biomass equation

set (Hahn 1984), the equations for "select white oak," "select red

oak," and "select hickory" were chosen for the biomass mortality rate

computations. These three equations were applied to trees in Quercus

sections Lepidobalanus and Erythrobalanus, and all other genera

(including Carya), respectively. The Carya spp. equation was applied

to all nonQuercus spp. since Carya spp. are the primary nonQuercus

spp. at all seven study sites (Table 11-2).

Reconstruction Results

The stand and mortality rate reconstruction results are

described briefly below. The complete data set is presented in

Appendix A; a detailed analysis of the results is provided in Chapter

IV.

Stand demographics.--The stand reconstructions began with 2825

live trees ?-..10 cm DBH found during the study plot censuses. The 174

trees found to have died on the study plots during 1968-87 were

eventually included in the reconstructed stands.

All sites show live stem density increases from 1968 to 1988,

except during the second decades at CSF and EOA (Table 111-6). Note
that these increases are for trees ?.-.20 cm DBH only; stem exclusion

would be expected to cause decreases in the stem density of all sizes

of trees (Oliver and Larson 1990:143). At the seven study sites, live

stem densities for trees ?_-20 cm DBH were 134.4-272.9 stems.ha-1 and

210.4-332.3 stems.ha-1 for 1968 and 1988, respectively. Stems ?_..20 cm

DBH outnumbered those 10-20 cm DBH except at ARK and DIX.

All sites show live basal area increases for both decades (Table

111-7). Live basal areas for trees 2-..20 cm DBH were 8.40-23.26 m2.ha-1

and 12.88-28.33 m2.ha-1 for 1968 and 1988, respectively. In 1988, the

basal area of trees ?-_20 cm DBH was substantially greater at all sites

than the basal area for trees in the 10-20 cm DBH size class.
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All sites also show live biomass increases for both decades

(Table 111-8). Live biomass for trees -_20 cm DBH was 72.1-234.2

Mvha-1 and 107.5-304.9 Mg-ha-1 for 1968 and 1988, respectively (Mg-106

g). As with basal area, the 1988 biomass of trees 2:20 cm DBH was

substantially greater at all sites than the biomass for trees in the

10-20 cm DBH size class.

Because of the wide range of biomass values calculated by the

various methods for trees with the same DBH and height, and because

the biomass calculations probably involve extrapolating the biomass

equations for large trees, the biomass mortality rate results must be

considered to be approximations only. Nevertheless, the biomass

results are similar to those found by Johnson and Risser (1974) for an

Oklahoma oak forest. For all plants cm DBH, these authors

estimated dry aboveground live tree biomass excluding foliage to be

188.7 Mgha-1. Assuming dry weight is 63% of green weight (white oak;

Smith 1986), this is equivalent to 300.9 Mg.ha-1 green weight, within

the range estimated for 1988 at the seven study sites.

Johnson and Risser (1974) found that tree foliage represented an

additional 2.15% of the aboveground dry weight at their study site.

Even assuming that the green moisture content of foliage is greater

than that of wood, foliage weight is a small component of total

aboveground biomass, and neglecting foliage will have little impact on

the biomass results.

The large increases in stem density, basal area, and biomass

between 1968 and 1988 found for site ARK, and to a lesser extent at

some other sites, are partly the result of the 20 cm DBH size

threshold. If smaller trees were included in the stand

reconstruction, the increases would likely be much smaller.

Mortality rates.--On a stem density basis, relative mortality

rates at the seven sites ranged from 0.23-1.03%.yr-1 during both

decades at all seven study sites (Table 111-9). These annual rates

are low compared to the typical 1-2%.yr-1 range for background tree

mortality (Swaine et al. 1987b, Waring and Schlesinger 1985:212). On

a basal area basis, relative mortality rates ranged from 0.22

1.88%-yr-1. On a biomass basis, relative mortality rates ranged from
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0.19-2.26%.yr-1 (for the purpose of calculating biomass mortality rate,

dead tree biomass is calculated at the same green moisture content as

live trees).

Given the increases in stem density, basal area, and biomass

from 1968 to 1988 (Tables 111-6, 111-7, and 111-8), relative mortality

rates calculated from current (1988) stand demographics, rather than

the reconstructed stand demographics, would have been underestimated.

On a stems basis, the average relative mortality rate underestimate

would have been 12% (0.60%.yr-1 versus 0.54%.yr-1). At site ARK, where

live stem density increased the most during the study interval, the

underestimate would have been 41% for the first study decade

(0.48%.yr-1 versus 0.28%.yr-1).

In most cases, relative mortality rates in terms of stem

density, basal area, and biomass all follow the same pattern among

sites and decades. Across sites, the correlation between stems and

basal area mortality rates was r=0.60 and r-0.85 for 1968-1977 and

1978-1987, respectively (Pearson correlation coefficients). The

correlation between basal area and biomass mortality rates was r-1.00

for both decades, reflecting the close link between tree basal area
and biomass. The wider range of relative mortality rates in terms of

biomass and basal area, relative to stem density mortality rates,

reflects the amplification resulting from converting stems of a range

of sizes to basal area and to biomass.

Since the study plots were specifically selected to exclude

canopy gaps involving more than one overstory tree (Chapter II), the

mortality rates determined for the study plots may not be

representative of oakhickory forests in general. If large canopy

gaps represent areas of high tree mortality, then the mortality rates

presented here are conservative.

Mortality Reconstruction Method Bias

A notable feature of the mortality rate results is the generally

higher rates found for the most recent decade (1978-87) relative to

the earlier decade (1968-77; Table 111-9). At four of the seven
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sites, mortality rates increased by all three measures (stem density,

basal area, and biomass). For three sites (TON, HNF, and EOA) the

increases were substantial, as much as fivefold. Could these

increases in mortality rates from one decade to another have been an

artifact of the reconstruction method?

The decadal differences exist for absolute mortality rates as

well as the relative rates. At all sites, 66.7% of the stems

mortality and 68.4% of the basal area mortality occurred during the

recent decade (1978-87). This indicates that the stand reconstruction

modeling was not responsible for the decadal differences.

The regression equation for dating the year of death may have

contributed partly to the decadal differences. For trees with a state

of decomposition rating of 2.5, the regression equation predicts that

death occurred 10 yr ago (equation 111-4, Figure 111-2).

Consequently, these trees would be included in the recent decade

(1978-87) rather than the earlier decade (1968-77). As suggested by

the 95% confidence bands for this equation (Figure 111-2), trees with

a 2.5 state of decomposition rating might have been placed in the

earlier decade with almost equal likelihood. But this uncertainty is

unlikely to have caused the large decadal differences which were

found. The 10 trees in question represent 5.7% of the total dead

stems and 7.7% of the total dead tree basal area for all sites. As

noted previously, 66.7% of the stems mortality and 68.4% of the basal

area mortality occurred in the recent decade (1978-87). Consequently,

misassignment of these 10 trees alone could not explain the decadal

difference in mortality rates.

A known bias in the cross dating technique could have

overestimated the time since death. This bias would have led to lower

mortality rates during the recent decade, the opposite of what was

observed. As noted previously, two trees whose years of death were

known from direct observation did not produce breast height growth

rings for several years prior to their deaths. Consequently, the year

of death determined by cross dating was much earlier than the true

date of death. (A similar but reverse phenomenon was reported by
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Dynesius and Jonsson [1991] who found that some uprooted trees

continued to produce growth rings after falling.)

The mortality rate reconstruction was specifically limited to

the last 20 yr due to concern that some trees dead more than 20 yr

could have completely decayed and would not have been observed. While

we do not believe that complete decay occurred to trees which died

11-20 yr ago, any trees which died during this early decade and

completely decayed would contribute to the observed large decadal

differences in mortality rates.

Evidence that trees cm DBH do not completely decay in 20 yr

in forests similar to the type studied here is provided by a

calibration of another mortality rate reconstruction. A simpler

version of the method for dating the year of tree death has been

tested (McCune and Cloonan, unpublished data) by comparing the

method's estimates of mortality rate to "true" mortality rates

measured on permanent plots in Noe Woods, Wisconsin (McCune and Cottam
1985). The simpler method relied primarily on sapling release to date

tree death; cross dating was not employed. The "true" mortality rates

were determined by censuses at 5 yr intervals. At Noe Woods, the

error rates for 20 yr absolute mortality rate estimates from 14

300 m2 plots were acceptable: the estimated total basal area mortality

rate (L-20 cm DBH only) over a 22 yr period was 1.5%

(0.063 m2.ha-1decade-1) less than the true value. The estimate of the

number of stems which died was 14.6% (6 stemsaha-ldecade-1) higher

than the true value. Error rates from individual decades tended to be

somewhat higher than for the 20 yr period suggesting that

misassignment to decade, rather than skipped over dead trees, were

partly responsible for the errors. Consequently, this comparison

indicates that few dead trees L-20 cm DBH must have decayed within

22 yr. Given that this forest is more mesic than the stands at the

seven sites studied for this research, it is unlikely that tree decay

at the current study sites could have accounted for the large decadal

differences observed in mortality rates reconstructed over only 20 yr.

Given the above, there is good evidence that the decadal

differences in reconstructed mortality rates are not the result of
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accurate.

CONCLUSIONS
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Quantitatively reconstructing forest tree mortality rates is not
as straightforward a process as determining mortality rates by
repeatedly censusing permanent plots. A number of approximations and
compromises are involved in the reconstruction process.

While cross dating may appear to be a perfect method of
determining when a tree died, the failure of declining trees to
produce breast height growth rings every year prior to their deaths
introduces the possibility of errors. Similarly, the use of sapling
growth release as a method for determining the year of tree death can
only provide an answer accurate to within a few years. These
limitations are not likely to be significant, however. In Chapter VI,
evidence will be presented that tree mortality is a longterm process
more appropriately attributed to an interval of many years than to a
single point in time. Consequently, tree mortality rate data
presented on an annual basis is probably no more meaningful in an
ecological sense than are data presented by decades.

Errors in the reconstruction of past forest demographics are
more likely to reduce the accuracy of reconstructed relative mortality
rates than errors in determining the year of tree death. Since stand
growth models cannot be expected to provide very accurate predictions
of stand growth rates for all sites, a sitespecific calibration of
these models, as was performed here, is clearly required. Past stand
reconstruction is essential for the accurate determination of past
relative mortality rates, particularly for stands which experienced
significant demographic changes during the reconstruction interval.

Despite the difficulties in reconstructing tree mortality rates,
the mortality rates resulting from reconstruction should be comparable
to the rates which would have been obtained by repeated censusing of
permanent plots. Reconstruction is a viable alternative to the
conventional census approach to determining mortality rates.
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Table III-1. Biomass calculation methods. Because the first two
methods are related they are labelled la and lb. Unless noted, these
biomass equations calculate total aboveground tree biomass including
the normal moisture content of a living tree (i.e., "green" weight).

Method 1
Source: Smith (1986). Equations derived for "North Central region"
which includes Illinois and Indiana but excludes Arkansas and Ohio.
DBH and bole volume required for calculation (bole volume is
calculated by methods a and b, below). Equation for "other hardwoods"
chosen for this analysis. Foliage biomass not included. A separate
equation is provided for calculating biomass of all trees <12.7 cm DBH
(only DBH is required for this calculation). No data set
characteristics are given. (a) Source: Smith and Weist (1983). Bole
volume equations derived for Indiana. DBH and site index required for
calculation. Equation for "desirable and acceptable white oaks"
chosen for this analysis. This equation was derived from 2281 trees,
12.7-114.3 cm DBH, from sites with an average site index of 65. (b)
Source: Hahn (1975). Bole volume equations derived for Missouri. DBH
and site index required for calculation. Equation for "acceptable
group A white oaks" (includes Q. alba) from "eastern Ozarks unit"
chosen for this analysis. This equation was derived from 955 trees
from sites with an average site index of 60.

Method 2
Source: Myers et al. (1980). Equations derived for southern Illinois.
DBH and tree height required for calculation. Stump biomass not
included (stump height30 cm). Equation for "white oak" chosen for
this analysis. This equation was derived from 40 trees, 12.7-54.9 cm
DBH.

Method 3
Source: Hahn (1984). Equations derived for Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin. DBH and merchantable tree height required for calculation.
Merchantable height was calculated from total height as in Hahn (1984;
equation 2). (An equation for calculating merchantable height from
site index and stand basal area is also provided but was not
employed.) Foliage biomass and biomass of bark in limbs and above
"merchantable" height not included. A separate equation is provided
for calculating biomass of trees <12.7 cm DBH (only DBH is required
for this calculation). Equation for "select white oak" trees chosen
for this analysis. This equation was derived from 2081 trees.

Method 4
Source: Equation listed as Wiant et al. (1979) on page 22 of Tritton
and Hornbeck (1982). Equations derived for West Virginia. DBH and
tree height required for calculation. Foliage biomass not included.
Equation for Q. alba chosen for this analysis. This equation was
derived from 19 trees, 5.1-40.6 cm DBH.
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Table 111-2. Site index for Quercus sections Lepidobalanus and
Erythrobalanus by site. Following standard practice, units are height
in feet at 50 yr of age. Both 75th quartile (75th Q) and mean values
are given (see text for explanation).

Site

Lepidobalanus Erythrobalanus

75th Q Mean n 75th Q Mean

ARK 45 41 7 49 44 32

DIX 48 46 6 61 58 18

TON 48 43 19 57 52 22

CSF 58 53 25 56 53 9

HNF 55 50 15 62 59 9

EOA 65 57 14 66 57 3

WNF 57 49 18 67 57 7

Mean 54 48 60 54
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Table 111-3. Differences (%) in modeled tree basal area growth rates
relative to the basal area growth rates of the validation trees.
Positive differences indicate that the modeled 1968 tree basal areas
were underestimated. Comparisons based on a minimum of four
validation trees per species group per site (there were no live Q.
prinus on the study plots at sites ARK, DIX, or TON).

Site Q. alba Q. nrinus Q. velutina All species

ARK 16.5 3.4 6.6
DIX 0.8 13.0 7.3
TON 3.7 15.9 9.3

CSF 5.2 4.2 14.9 7.0

HNF 8.7 1.4 17.1 9.5

EOA 2.6 11.2 6.4 2.4
WNF 14.0 2.5 1.9 5.4
Mean 0.9 3.9 4.3 1.0
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Table 111-4. Tree height/DBH allometric equations and regression
statistics. The equations have been reformulated from equation 111-2
as: height Alogio(DBH) + B, where A(ao + aiad and B(bo + bird. The
A and B coefficients are presented below by species group and site.
Units are cm for DBH and m for height. The ranges of measured tree
DBH and height in the data set were 10.0-88.2 cm and 3.7-32.9 m,
respectively.

Species Group Site A

Lepidobalanus: ARK 11.38 1.42
Ri-0.68, p<0.0001 TON 20.63 11.48
n =567 EOA 21.89 14.08

WNF 21.89 14.53

Others 21.89 11.48

Erythrobalanus: DIX 21.56 9.25
R.8 -0.71, p<0.0001 TON 18.07 7.18
n-268 HNF 20.36 9.25

Others 18.07 9.25

Other species: ARK 22.05 15.65
R8 -0.68, p<0.0001 EOA 16.11 6.86
n-194 Others 24.61 15.65
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Table 111-5. Biomass (kg) of Quercus alba trees calculated by five
methods for five DBH values at sites ARK, HNF, and EOA. The three
sites represent the range of site index values found for the seven
study sites (site index 45, 55, and 65 for sites ARK, HNF, and EOA,
respectively). The NRMSD value for each method is the normalized root
mean square difference from the mean of the five methods (see equation
III-1). The biomass calculations for large DBH require extrapolation
of the equations for some methods (see Table III-1).

Method

Site DBH (cm) la lb 2 3 4 Mean

ARK

HNF

EOA

12 21 21 87 77 36 48

20 206 192 305 194 129 205

30 538 379 794 527 336 515

40 1047 682 1562 1065 659 1003

75 3876 3174 6885 4737 2839 4302

12 21 21 92 77 40 50

20 230 231 342 228 164 239

30 598 454 919 678 458 621

40 1167 817 1838 1436 930 1238

75 4318 3821 8325 6855 4246 5513

12 21 21 81 77 31 46

20 251 269 316 204 139 236

30 655 528 862 606 400 610

40 1276 952 1737 1293 825 1217

75 4727 4468 7964 6284 3865 5462

NRMSD 0.26 0.32 0.56 0.28 0.31
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Table 111-6. Live tree stem density in 1968, 1978, and 1988 for all
species combined. Results for 1968 and 1978 are shown only for trees
?120 cm DBH since the stand reconstructions did not fully account for
smaller trees.

Stems (numberha-1)

_>_-20 cm DBH cm DBH

Site 1968 1978 1988 1988

ARK 134.4 172.9 226.0 638.5

DIX 159,4 203.1 222.9 446.9

TON 170.8 191.7 210.4 340.6

CSF 257.3 276.0 275.0 393.8

HNF 272.9 321.9 332.3 486.5

EOA 246.8 253.3 248.9 332.6

WNF 222.9 236.5 242.7 317.7

Table 111-7. Live tree basal area in 1968, 1978, and 1988 for all
species combined. Results for 1968 and 1978 are shown only for trees
.-20 cm DBH since the stand reconstructions did not fully account for
smaller trees.

Basal Area (m2he1)

?:20 cm DBH L-10 cm DBH

Site 1968 1978 1988 1988

ARK 8.40 9.93 12.88 20.10

DIX 10.46 13.92 16.95 20.69

TON 11.91 14.55 15.78 18.02

CSF 17.25 21.12 24.04 26.07

HNF 15.12 20.48 24.21 27.32

EOA 23.26 26.71 28.33 29.85

WNF 17.18 20.98 24.46 25.82
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Table 111-8. Live tree biomass in 1968, 1978, and 1988 for all species
combined. Units: Mg-106 g. These biomass data exclude foliage.
Results for 1968 and 1978 are shown only for trees cm DBH since
the stand reconstructions did not fully account for smaller trees.

Biomass (Mgha-1)

2:20 cm DBH >10 cm DBH

Site 1968 1978 1988 1988

ARK 72.1 81.9 107.5 159.0

DIX 109.3 146.8 187.5 216.8

TON 115.3 143.9 156.3 174.4

CSF 167.2 213.4 259.0 275.0

HNF 135.4 191.9 240.6 262.0

EOA 234.2 277.2 304.9 316.5

WNF 164.8 209.8 256.5 266.5

Table 111-9. Relative stems, basal area, and biomass mortality rates
(%syr-1) for all species combined. Separate rates are given for each
study decade ("68-77" indicates 1968-1977, etc.). These rates are
based on live and dead trees 2:20 cm DBH only.

Stems Basal area Biomass

Site 68-77 78-87 68-77 78-87 68-77 78-87

ARK 0.48 0.49 1.25 0.44 1.69 0.42
DIX 0.60 0.85 0.89 0.93 1.07 0.98
TON 0.37 1.08 0.44 1.88 0.48 2.26
CSF 0.62 0.70 0.55 0.67 0.56 0.68
HNF 0.23 0.81 0.27 0.77 0.28 0.76
EOA 0.36 1.03 0.22 0.98 0.19 1.05
WNF 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.40 0.38 0.47
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Figure III-1. Dead tree states and transitions between states. These
states and transitions were utilized to assign trees to three cause of
death categories: (1) logging, (2) wind or other mechanical damage,
and (3) insects, diseases, or lightning. Ellipses enclose
observational states that were assigned by direct observation.
Transitions between states are shown by arrows along with the forces
responsible for the transitions. The dashed lines indicate possible
but infrequent paths. The number of paths leading to each state is
listed next to that state. The greater number of paths to a state,
the greater the uncertainty in assigning a cause of death to a tree in
that state.
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Figure 111-2. Years since tree death versus state of tree
decomposition. Shown are data, regression line (thick line), and
regression line 95% confidence bands (thin lines). For visibility,
overlapping data points have been offset slightly. Regression line
(equation 111-4): logio(years since death) 0.26(state of
decomposition) + 0.36 (r2-0.32, p:50.0001, n-110). The state of
decomposition scale is given in the text. Confidence bands were
computed by the method of Zar (1984:273).
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Figure 111-3. Biomass of a Quercus alba tree versus DBH at site HNF.
The square symbols indicate the results of the five biomass
calculation methods for 12, 20, 30, 40, and 75 cm DBH. The solid
squares indicate the results of method 3, the chosen method. The line
indicates the mean of the five calculation methods. The biomass
calculations for large DBH involve extrapolation of the equation for
some methods (see Table 1II-1). The data are presented in Table
111-5.
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Figure 111-4. Biomass of a 30 cm DBH Ouercus alba tree at sites ARK,
HNF, and EOA. These three sites represent the range of site index
values found at the seven study sites (site index-45, 55, and 65 for
ARK, HNF, and EOA, respectively). The bars, from left to right,
indicate the results of biomass calculation methods la, lb, 2, 3, and
4. The chosen method, method 3, is indicated by solid bars. The line
indicates the mean of the five calculation methods at each site. The
data are presented in Table 111-5.
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Chapter IV. Tree Mortality Rates at Seven

Oak-Hickory Forest Sites in the Midwestern USA

INTRODUCTION

The data set obtained from the mortality rate reconstructions

described in Chapter III provides an opportunity to address several

questions about tree mortality rates. The three sets of questions to

be considered here are:

(1) How did mortality rates vary among sites, over time, with

tree size, and between taxonomic groups?

(2) Were there spatial or temporal patterns in mortality

within each of the sites?

(3) How do standlevel forest growth rates compare to stand

level mortality rates? Do taxonomic differences in these

rates indicate successional trends?

Similar questions have been considered by other researchers in

both temperate and tropical forests. The results of some of these

other tree mortality studies are discussed below in relation to the

results obtained here. However, I am not aware of other mortality
rate studies in oakhickory forests like those at the seven study
sites. So while it is not possible to make direct comparisons between

this new mortality rate data and data from very similar forests, this
data set broadens the range of forest types for which tree mortality
rate data are available.
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METHODS

Data Set

The data set includes mortality rates for trees cm DBH from

seven sites during two decades, 1968-1977 and 1978-1987. At each
site, the data were obtained from 24 0.04 ha study plots (23 plots
at site EOA). The data include both absolute and relative mortality

rates in terms of stems, basal area, and biomass. Tree species were
classified into Ouercus sections Lepidobalanus and Erythrobalanus,

Carya spp., Pinus spp., and all other species. Mean annual mortality

rates were computed from the measured per decade mortality rates with
the formula

= 100. (1[1(R10/100) ] ° 1) (IV-1)

where R1 is mean mortality per year and R10 is mortality per decade.

Live tree community data are available for 1968, 1978, and 1988.
The 1988 data were obtained from a census; the 1968 and 1978 data were
obtained by reverse stand growth modeling.

A summary presentation of the data set was provided in Chapter
III. The complete data set is presented in Appendix A.

Logit Analyses

Logit analysis was employed to simultaneously identify

significant differences in tree mortality rates between study sites,
study decades, tree sizes (DBH), and tree taxonomic groups. The

characteristics of the data set render more common statistical methods
inappropriate for examining the influence of these variables on
mortality rates. Parametric methods such as ANOVA or multiple

regression are not appropriate since the mortality at the plotlevel
was not normally distributed, nor could the data be transformed to

normality since mortality did not occur on many of the study plots.

Nonparametric multiway analysis of variance based on the Kruskal
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Wallis H statistic (Zar 1984:249) appears unsuitable due to the

differing mortality distribution shapes and large number of tied ranks

(Devore and Peck 1986:606; Zar 1984:222).

Logit analysis is a type of multiway frequency, or loglinear,

analysis and is related to twodimensional contingency, or frequency,

table analysis (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:271; Zar 1984:61). Logit
analysis is a nonparametric method for statistically testing the

influence of multiple independent variables, including interacting

independent variables, on a single dependent variable (Tabachnick and

Fidell 1989:239, 271). The loglikelihood ratio statistic is employed
for logit analysis, as it is for twodimensional frequency tables, to

assess the difference between the observed and expected frequencies of

categorized data (Zar 1984:52; the determination of expected

frequencies is described below). Unlike simple twodimensional

frequency table analysis, however, logit analysis permits the analysis

of multivariate data in a statistically valid manner. Separate
analyses of all twoway subtables from a larger multidimensional

frequency table is not a statistically valid procedure (Norusis

1990:B-140). Tabachnick and Fidell (1989:271) note that when data is

appropriate for ANOVA, and both logit analysis and ANOVA are applied

to the data, the results of the two procedures are usually similar.

The logit analyses performed here were conducted with SPSS/PC+

(version 4.0).

Mortality was the dependent variable in the logit analyses and

site, decade, DBH, and Quercus section were the independent variables.
Trees which were alive and _?-.20 cm DBH in 1968 and 1978 were divided
into two categories, those which died during the subsequent decade and
those which survived. The trees were further classified by study site
and assigned to one of four DBH categories: 20.0-29.9 cm, 30.0-
39.9 cm, 40.0-49.9 cm, and L-50 cm DBH (based on 1968 and 1978 DBH).
For a separate logit analysis, Quercus spp. only were classified by

section (other genera could not be examined separately due to the

limited number of dead trees from these genera). These

classifications produced two separate multiway frequency tables with
four and five dimensions.
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For all species combined, a total of 2975 cases were classified,

however, each case does not necessarily represent a unique tree.

Trees which were included in the data set as survivors from 1968 were

automatically included in the 1978 data set, either as survivors or
mortality. The possible effect of this lack of temporal independence

is discussed below. Also note that the number of trees in the

mortality category is probably an overestimate since some of these

trees may not have met the 20 cm DBH criteria at the beginning of the

decade in which they died. This overestimate should be relatively

small, however.

The resulting data satisfied the minimum expected frequencies

criteria for logit analysis. Expected frequencies were calculated for

all possible twodimensional frequency tables involving mortality,

decade, site, DBH, and Ouercus section. These expected frequencies

are based on the marginal (row and column) totals as for two

dimensional frequency table analysis (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:282).

For all species combined, the expected frequencies of all possible

twodimensional tables were greater than unity and only one of the 76
cells in all of the twoway tables had an expected frequency less than
five (20% of cells with expected frequencies less than five is

considered acceptable [Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:240]). When Ouercus
section was also considered as an independent variable, all expected

frequencies were also greater than unity and only one of the 106

expected frequencies was less than five.

Despite the adequate expected frequencies, the observed

frequencies for a number of cells was zero. For the frequency table
with all species combined, 18 of the 112 cells (16%) had observed

frequencies of zero; for the table including Ouercus section as an

independent variable, 65 of the 224 cells (29%) had observed

frequencies of zero. Such random, or sampling, zeroes prevent

estimation of the loglikelihood parameter for all cells and may

affect the analysis results (Agresti 1990:249; Andersen 1990:213).

Two alternatives for reducing the potential influence of random
zeroes in logit analysis include reducing the number of independent

variables or independent variable categories, or adding a small
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constant to all observed frequencies. Both of these alternatives have

disadvantages. Collapsing categories reduces the power of the logit

analysis (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:240). Adding constants may

increase the likelihood of identifying significant effects since the

constants serve to artificially inflate the sample size.

Nevertheless, the addition of constants is recommended by Agresti

(1990:249) and Everitt (1992:82), although Tabachnick and Fidell

(1989:240) recommend against the practice. Agresti (1990:249)

suggests conducting a sensitivity analysis with a range of constants

to determine how the analysis results are effected.

Both of these procedures for compensating for sampling zeroes
were employed here. For the logit analysis with four DBH categories,

separate analyses were conducted with constant additions of 0.1, 0.5
and 1.0, and with no added constant. Additional analyses were also

conducted with the four tree DBH categories collapsed to two

categories (20.0-29.9 cm and ?_.30.0 cm DBH), and to a single DBH

category (i.e., no DBH variable). Only 0.0 and 0.5 were utilized as

constants in the analyses with the collapsed DBH categories. Reducing
the DBH categories to two reduced the number of sampling zeroes to 1

(2% of cells) and 10 (9% of cells) for the frequency tables with and

without Ouercus section as an independent variable, respectively.

Eliminating DBH as a variable reduced the number of sampling zeroes to
0 and 1 (2% of cells) for the data tables with and without Ouercus
section as an independent variable, respectively. The results of all

these analyses were considered to determine the influence of the

collapsed DBH categories and added constants on the analysis results,
and to identify significant effects of the independent variables on
the dependent variable, mortality.

Logit analysis involves the computation of expected frequencies

for all cells in the frequency tables. As in twodimensional

contingency analysis, the expected frequencies are based on the

marginal totals. However, the expected frequencies are computed

separately, for each of the effects, i.e., the variables and variable

interactions, under consideration. Expected frequencies are

calculated so that all marginal sums match the observed marginal
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frequencies, except for the marginal sums of the effect being tested

(Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:246). The expected frequencies are

calculated first for the highest order interaction and are then

calculated sequentially for all lower order interactions adjusting for
all other interactions (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:244). These

expected frequency computations require an iterative process

(Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:246). Once appropriate expected

frequencies have been calculated for all effects, the loglikelihood

ratio statistic is employed to test the significance of each effect.

In logit analysis, only interactions involving the dependent variable,
mortality, are considered. So, for example, the interaction

mortalitysite represents site differences in the probability of tree
mortality.

Within-Site Mortality Patterns

Spatial and temporal patterns.--Spatial and temporal patterns of

tree mortality at the plotlevel were assessed by comparing the

observed mortality distributions to the Poisson distribution, the

expected distribution of objects or events occurring at random in
space or time (Zar 1984:406). The loglikelihood ratio statistic was
employed to test for significant differences between observed

frequencies and the frequencies expected given a Poisson distribution

with the same mean as the observed distribution (Zar 1984:52, 409).
For cases where statistically significant deviations from a Poisson

distribution were identified, the variance/mean (V/M) ratio of the

observed distribution provides information about the pattern of
observations. If (V/M)>1, the observed distribution is contagious,

with objects or events aggregated in space or time (Zar 1984:410). If
(V/M)<1, the observed distribution is uniform, with objects or events
spread evenly in space or time.

To quantify the spatial pattern of mortality, the distribution
of dead trees among the plots was evaluated. At each study site,

plots were assigned to categories according to the number of trees
which died on each plot during both decades combined (1968-1987).
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Categories were consolidated as necessary to meet the criteria of the

log-likelihood ratio test that no expected frequencies be less than
unity (Zar 1984:409). For each site, separate tests were conducted
for Ouercus sections Lepidobalanus and Erythrobalanus, and for all
species combined. An additional test was performed for all species
and sites combined.

To quantify the temporal pattern of mortality at the plot-level,

the study plots at each site were assigned to three categories: (1) no
tree death during either study decade, (2) tree death during only one
decade, and (3) tree death during both decades. Separate comparisons
to Poisson distributions were conducted for each site and for all

sites combined following the procedure above.

Relationship between live and dead tree basal area.--As an
alternative assessment of the role of competition in tree mortality,
the relationship between live and dead tree basal area was determined
at the plot-level. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated
between the live tree basal area on each plot and the mortality basal
area on each plot (Zar 1984:307). Separate computations were
performed for each site and decade, correlating live tree basal area
in 1968 and 1978 with mortality basal area during 1968-1977 and
1978-1987, respectively. While the plot-level basal area mortality
rates were not normally distributed, and could not be transformed to
normal distributions (as discussed above), live tree basal area was
normally distributed at the plot-level. Consequently, it is possible
to employ the standard significance test of the Pearson correlation
coefficient (Zar 1984:311). Only live and dead trees .?:20 cm DBH were
included in these calculations.

Stand Development and Tree Mortality

Total stand-level basal area growth was determined from 1968,

1978, and 1988 live stand basal area data, and absolute basal area
mortality rate data for 1968-1977 and 1978-1987. The gross growth
during a decade is defined here as the change in live basal area over
that decade plus the absolute basal area mortality during that decade.
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This calculation was limited to trees ?...20 cm DBH so the gross growth

represents both the growth of trees which were ?.._20 cm DBH at the

beginning of each study decade and trees reaching 20 cm DBH during the
study decades. Consequently, the calculated gross basal area growth

rates are overestimates of the actual growth of the cohort of trees
.?.:20 cm DBH at the beginning of each study decade.

Since basal area and biomass are closely related (see Table

III-10), patterns of gross growth and absolute mortality expressed as

basal area or as biomass should be similar. Basal area was chosen for

the presentation here since basal area is more readily measured and
because of the substantial uncertainty in the tree biomass estimates
(see Chapter III).

RESULTS

Logit Analyses

All species combined.--For all sites, species, decades, and tree
DBH categories, the mean stems mortality rate was 0.60%.yr-1. By
decade, rates were higher during 1978-1987, 0.76%.yr-1, than during
1968-1978, 0.42%yr-1. The twoway interaction term mortalitydecade
was highly significant in all of the logit analyses with all species
combined, indicating that the decadal difference in mortality rates is
significant (p0.01 for all analyses; Table IV-1). Mortality rates
were higher during 1978-1987 at all sites except WNF (Figure IV-1).

At sites TON, HNF, and EOA, the decadal difference was approximately
threefold.

The lack of independence between decades in the logit analysis
data set would be expected to have created a bias toward lower

mortality rates during the second decade (1978-1987) because only
trees which survived the first decade were included in the data

representing the second decade. Since this expectation is the
opposite of what was observed, viz., higher mortality rates during the
second decade, the lack of independence cannot have altered the
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conclusion that mortality rates were significantly higher during 1978-

1987 than during 1968-1977.

Stems mortality rates for both decades combined varied by a

factor of two among sites, from 0.37%.yr-1 at site WNF to 0.74%yr-1 at
sites DIX and TON. However, this site difference was not significant
by any of the logit analyses (Table IV-1).

Mortality rates increased with DBH, from 0.58%.yr-1 for trees

20.0-29.9 cm and 30.0-39.9 cm, to 0.67%yr-1 for trees 40.0-49.9 cm,

and 1.14%.yr-1 for trees _?-.50 cm DBH (Figure IV-2; to place these rates
in context, live tree stem density by DBH in 1978 is shown in Figure
IV-3). However, mortality rates were found to differ significantly by

tree DBH only for the logit analyses with four DBH categories and
large added constants, A (Table IV-1). A significant

mortalitysiteDBH interaction was found in several analyses,

including the two with A-0. This interaction can be interpreted as

the effect of the different relationships between tree DBH and

mortality among sites (Figure IV-2). Although most analyses suggest a
DBH effect on mortality rates, these results should be viewed
skeptically. The mortality rates for the largest two DBH categories

are based on only 23 dead trees at all sites and so are not known with
certainty. Further, the addition of constants to all observed

frequencies disproportionately increases the number of large dead

trees, and so may lead to a spurious DBH effect.

By section.--For all sites, decades, and DBH categories

combined, the Lepidobalanus mortality rate was 0.32%yr-1 and the

Erythrobalanus mortality rate was 0.97%.yr-1, a threefold difference
(Figure IV-4; to place these rates in context, live tree stem density

by Ouercus section in 1978 is shown in Figure IV-5). All logit
analyses including Ouercus section as an independent variable found
this section difference in mortality rates between sections to be very

significant (p50.001; Table IV-2). The interaction term

mortalitysectionsite was also significant in all analyses (130.01).

This interaction may be interpreted as the result of the large

differences in Ouercus section mortality rates by site (Figure IV-4).
The high mortality rates for Erythrobalanus contrast with their
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relatively low representation among the live trees (Figure IV-5). At
all sites except ARK, Lepidobalanus predominate.

As for all species combined, a significant decadal difference in

mortality rates was identified by all analyses which included Quercus
section as an independent variable (all p:50.05; Table IV-2). At all

sites, Erythrobalanus mortality rates were equal to or higher than

Lepidobalanus mortality rates during both decades.

A significant DBH effect was found for all analyses with added A

values (13150.05; Table IV-2). As for all species combined, mortality

rates generally increased with tree DBH for both Quercus sections

(Figure IV-6). Two complex interaction terms involving DBH were found

to be significant by three logit analyses, however, the interpretation

of these terms is unclear (Table IV-2). Again, given the

inconsistency among the analyses of the significance of DBH on

mortality rates, a significant DBH difference in mortality rates

should be considered doubtful.

Effect of sampling zeroes.--The influence of the two methods of

compensating for the presence of random zeroes was minimal (Table IV-1
and Table IV-2). Only the significance of effects involving DBH were

not consistent among the analyses. Overall, however, the consistent

results among the analyses indicate that the presence of sampling

zeroes did not substantially influence the logit analysis results.

Other genera.--While Carya spp. and Pinus spp. were not included
in the logit analyses, differences in their mortality rates are

presented here for comparison with the above results. Other genera
were represented by only one dead tree each (Fraxinus and Ulmus).

Live Carya spp. were present at all study sites and dead trees
were found at all sites except HNF (22 dead trees total, 18 were
<30 cm DBH). For all sites combined, the relative stems mortality

rate for Carva was 1.2%.yr-1, double the rate for all species combined.
As for both Quercus sections, a large decadal difference was found:

0.83%.yr-1 during 1968-1977 and 1.5%.yr-1 during 1978-1987. By site,
Carva spp. mortality rates ranged from 0.0%yr-1 (HNF) to 4.0%.yr-1
(ARK).
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Live Pinus spp. were present at only two sites, CSF and EOA (22
dead trees total; 18 were <30 cm DBH). The mortality rate for all
Pinus spp. was even higher than for Carya spp., 2.2%yr-1. There was
essentially no difference in Pinus mortality rates between decades, or
between the two sites.

For both Carya and Pinus, the limited sample size prohibits a

meaningful comparison of mortality rates by tree DBH.

Within-Site Mortality Patterns

Spatial pattern. - -At all sites, an average of 1.04 trees died on
each plot during 1968-1987. Of the 167 plots at the seven study
sites, mortality occurred on 106 (63%) and the maximum number of dead
trees per plot was six (Table IV-3). For all species and sites
combined, there was no evidence of a non-random distribution of the
mortality (p>0.50; [V/M] -1.07). Significantly uniform distributions

were identified for all species combined at TON and EOA (p<0.05).

Significantly aggregated distributions were identified for

Lepidobalanus and Erythrobalanus at HNF, and for Erythrobalanus and
all species combined at WNF (p<0.05). Since experiment-wise error was
not controlled explicitly for this analysis, a spurious significant
result is likely given that 15 separate tests were conducted and the
non-random distributions were only significant at p<0.05. Statistical
tests were not possible in seven cases since only two categories

remained following consolidation to insure minimum expected

frequencies of unity, and this left no degrees of freedom remaining
for a statistical test (Zar 1984:409). However, for these seven
cases, V/M was not substantially different from one (0.65-1.24).

Temporal pattern.--Tree mortality occurred on each plot during
an average of 0.77 decades across all sites. At five of the seven
sites, a significant deviation from the Poisson distribution was found
(Table IV-4; p<0.05) and the V/M for these sites indicates a uniform
distribution of mortality over time. For all sites combined, a

significant uniform distribution was also identified (p<0.001). These
results may have been influenced by the differences in mortality rates
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between decades, however. The two sites with the smallest decadal
difference in mortality rates, ARK and WNF (Figure IV-1), were the
only two sites where the mortality was temporally distributed at
random.

Relationship between live and dead tree basal area.--Only four
of the 14 correlation coefficients between live and dead tree basal
area were significantly positive (Table IV-5; p<0.05, one-tailed

t-test; Zar 1984:309). However, for ARK in 1968-1977, the significant
relationship was clearly due to a single data point; excluding this

point yielded a nonsignificant r-0.04. For the other three

significant correlations, a visual examination of the data indicates
that the relationships are sound. Nevertheless, given that 14

statistical tests were conducted with a -0.05, a spurious correlation

is likely.

Stand Development and Tree Mortality

For all species combined, the basal area of live trees z20 cm
DBH increased from 1968 to 1978 to 1988 at all seven study sites
(Figure IV-7). Increases between 1968 and 1988 ranged from 22% at
site EOA to 62% at DIX (unless noted, all percentage changes are
relative to 1968). Gross basal area growth during 1978-1987 was
greater than during 1968-1977 at sites ARK (34% increase relative to

1968-1977), TON (19% increase), and EOA (4% increase). The reverse
was true at DIX (3% decrease relative to 1968-1977), CSF (10%

decrease), HNF (9% decrease), and WNF (1% decrease).

For the two Ouercus sections, Carya spp., and Pinus spp.

separately, the basal area of trees cm DBH increased during both
decades, except for Erythrobalanus at CSF and EOA, Carya spp. at ARK,
and Pinus spp. at EOA (Figure IV-7). For these cases, basal area
declined during only one of the two decades. For Ouercus section

Lepidobalanus, the 1968 to 1988 live basal area increases ranged from
25% at EOA to 62% at HNF, and for Erythrobalanus, the increases ranged
from 1% at CSF to 78% at ARK. At sites CSF, EOA, and WNF, the

increase in Lepidobalanus basal area exceeded that of Erythrobalanus
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basal area. The reverse was true at ARK, DIX, and TON. At HNF, the
increases in the live basal areas of the two Quercus sections were
essentially the same. Changes in Carya spp. live basal area from 1968
to 1988 ranged from 45% at ARK to +64% at WNF. Changes in Pinus spp.
live basal area from 1968 to 1988 were 2% at EOA and +15% at CSF
(Pinus spp. were not found at the other sites).

Absolute basal area mortality rates were greater during

1978-1987 than during 1968-1977 for all species combined, and both
Quercus sections, at all sites except ARK (Figure IV-7). This pattern
was also true for Carya spp. except for ARK and DIX (there was no
Larva, spp. mortality at HNF). Pinus spp. absolute basal area
mortality was greater during the first decade at CSF and during the
second decade at EOA. In some cases, absolute basal area mortality
rates were comparable to, or even exceeded, gross basal area growth
rates (e.g., both Quercus sections at TON during 1978-1987, and
Erythrobalanus at CSF, HNF, and EOA during 1978-1987). And in some
cases, absolute basal area mortality rates for Erythrobalanus exceeded
those of Lepidobalanus

even though the basal area of live

Lepidobalanus was substantially greater than that of Erythrobalanus
(e.g., CSF, HNF, EOA, and WNF during 1978-1987).

Overall, growth and mortality during the interval 1968-1988 had
little effect on the relative live basal area of the various taxonomic

groups (trees ?-..20 cm DBH only). Between 1968 and 1988, the relative
basal area of Lepidobalanus decreased at ARK, DIX, and TON;

Erythrobalanus decreased at CSF, EOA, and WNF; and both sections
increased slightly at HNF (Figure IV-8). The largest changes occurred
at ARK where Lepidobalanus

decreased from 43% to 36% between 1968 and
1988, and Erythrobalanus increased from 55% to 63%. At the other six
sites the differences in relative basal area of the two Quercus
sections between 1968 and 1988 were all :56%, and, in most cases 5.3%.

Changes in relative stem density for the two Quercus sections
were similar to those for relative basal area (Figure IV-9). Minor
exceptions occurred at DIX and TON, where relative live basal area of
Erythrobalanus had declined slightly from 1968 to 1988 but the
opposite occurred for relative live stem density. Also at TON,
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relative live basal area of Lepidobalanus had increased slightly from
1968 to 1988 but the opposite occurred for relative live stem density.

The relative basal areas of carya spp. increased at five of the
seven sites, and that of Pinus spp. decreased at both sites where
Pinus spp were found. But the differences in the relative basal areas
of Carya spp, and Pinus spp. were also small, :54% in all cases. Even
smaller changes occurred in the relative stem density of these two
genera.

DISCUSSION

Comparing_ Mortality Rate Data

Comparisons between mortality rates measured by different
researchers must include consideration of the differences in
methodologies employed to obtain the data. For mortality rates
obtained by repeated censuses, the length of the interval between
censuses can influence the results. The longer the interval, the more
likely it is that trees may have grown into the minimum size class and
died without being counted. This situation affects both the absolute
mortality rates and the live stand demographics utilized to relativize
mortality rates. Consequently, long intercensus intervals may lead
to underestimates in mortality rates, and may also lead to inaccurate
data on the relationship between tree size and rates of mortality. As
noted above, with the reconstructed mortality rate data, this bias
effects only the reconstructed live tree demographics. The absolute
mortality rates are based on all observed dead trees, rather than only
previously censused dead trees.

An issue related to concerns about intercensus intervals is
that some researchers (e.g., Harcombe 1986) only provide mortality
data for trees from an initial cohort, even though multiple censuses
were conducted following delineation of the cohort. Such data will
not be strictly comparable to mortality rates obtained from repeated
censuses at the same interval where trees growing into the censused
size class are also included.
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Comparisons of spatial patterns of mortality may be influenced
by the size of the plots employed for mortality rate measurements
(Kershaw and Looney 1985:128). Substantial differences exist in the
plot sizes employed by various researchers for mortality rate
measurements. For example, McCune et al. (1988) employed 0.03 ha
plots and Platt et al. (1988) employed 1 ha plots.

A methodological difference which is of particular concern for
the reconstructed mortality rate data is minimum tree size. Most
commonly, mortality rates are presented for trees L-10 cm DBH, although
smaller minimum sizes are sometimes specified. The reconstructed
mortality rate data are for trees .-20 cm DBH only. Whenever possible,
I have recalculated mortality rates from others' raw data for trees
?-.20 cm DBH. The issue of mortality rates and tree size is considered
further below.

Different plot selection procedures may bias mortality rate
results. Recall that the study plots chosen for this study were
specifically selected to exclude canopy gaps involving more than one
overstory tree (see Chapter II). Consequently, the mortality rates
should be interpreted

as underestimates for similar oakhickory
forests as a whole. This bias may not be large, however. Cho and
Boerner (1991) found that nearly 75% of the gaps they observed in a
random survey within two old growth deciduous forests in Ohio were the
result of one or two trees dying. Nevertheless, besides biasing
mortality rates, excluding large gaps may affect the observed
differences in mortality rates among taxonomic groups, the
relationship between mortality rate and tree size, the spatial and
temporal patterns of mortality, and stand development trends. For
example, severe winds, which may create large canopy gaps, may
preferentially kill large trees, or trees of a particular species
which have weaker stems.

Many mortality researchers rely on plots established and
censused by early researchers many decades ago (e.g., Parker et al.
1985). The possible plot selection biases of these early researchers
should be considered when evaluating the mortality rate results
obtained from these plots. For example, McCune and Menges (1986)
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found evidence for a "big tree bias" in the selection of plot
locations by early researchers.

Finally, some authors (e.g., Harcombe 1986) compute mean annual
mortality rates during an intercensus interval by simple averaging,
rather than accounting for the "compound interest" nature of
mortality. The annual mortality rates presented below have been
appropriately calculated, or recalculated, using equation IV-1 and an
exponent equal to the inverse of the number of years between censuses.
For short intercensus intervals and low mortality rates the
difference between calculation methods is minimal, however.

Mortality Rate Comparisons

The overall reconstructed tree mortality rate of 0.60%.yr-1 is
less than rates measured in other midwestern deciduous forests.
Barton and Schmelz (1987) present mortality rate data for an Indiana
"original mixed woods forest" dominated by Quercus alba, Focus
grandifolia, and Acer saccharum. The data were obtained from once per
decade censuses between 1954 and 1984. For trees _?:20.3 cm DBH, the
mean mortality rate was calculated from the provided data to be
0.95%yr-1. Parker et al. (1985) studied an old growth deciduous
forest in Indiana dominated by Quercus rubra, along with Fraxinus
americana, Ulmus americana, Q. alba, and most recently, Acer
saccharum. The study area was censused in 1926 and 1976. Nearly half
of the originally censused trees ?-..20 cm DBH had died by 1976; the mean
mortality rate was calculated from the provided data to be 1.1%.yr-1.
Abrell and Jackson (1977) report a mortality rate of 1.2%yr-I for all
trees cm DBH from an Indiana forest dominated by Fagus, grandifolia
and Acer saccharum. This rate is based on censuses in 1965 and 1975.
Smith and Shifley (1984) summarized tree mortality probabilities for
hundreds of forest inventory plots throughout Indiana and Illinois.
These data are based on a cohort of over 15,000 trees, principally
"white" and "red" oak, and "hard maple," followed for 28 yr. The
authors report a mean mortality rate of 0.90%.yr-1.
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Why were the mortality rates measured in the four studies
described above at least 50% greater than mortality rates at the seven
study sites? On explanation is that these other studies included
mortality resulting from larger scale disturbances (see discussion
above). Another explanation is differences in forest type. Three of
the four mortality rates listed above are for old growth forests, and
the species composition of these old growth forests suggests they are
more mesic, productive forests than the upland oakhickory sites which
were the focus of this study. The high mortality rates for these old
growth forests are consistent with an hypothesis that mortality rates
are higher at more productive

sites (Franklin et al. 1987).

Mortality rates as low as the 0.60%.yr-1 measured for the seven
study sites are not unknown. Mortality rates of 0.3-0.7%.yr-1 were
reported for trees cm DBH in an old growth deciduous forest in
China (Harmon and Hua 1991). The climate for this forest is colder
and drier than for any of the seven study sites (Harmon and Hua 1991,
Loucks 1988). As will be discussed below, even lower mortality rates
might be expected considering only trees cm DBH. Harmon and Hua
(1991) also note that the mortality rates for this deciduous forest in
China are similar to those for an old growth coniferous forest in
Oregon, 0.5-0.7%.yr-1 (all trees cm DBH).

Temporal differences.--A statistically significant difference in
mortality rates was found between the two study decades: 0.42%.yr-1 for
1968-1977 and 0.76%.yr-1 for 1978-1987. Strong trends in mortality
rates are expected over the course of forest succession, with rates
declining with forest age (Franklin et al. 1987). For example, in a
study of an evenaged

spruce hemlock forest in Oregon, Harcombe (1986)
inferred that mortality rates were substantially higher during the
first 80 yr of development than they were subsequently. In later,
"steady state" stages of forest development, mortality rates are
expected to be relatively constant (Peet and Christensen 1987). But
even in such forests, substantial temporal variations in mortality
rates have been observed by others.

In an old growth
PseudotsugaTsuga forest in Washington State,

Franklin and DeBell (1988) found a 10fold temporal variation in
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mortality rates. For trees cm DBH, rates were 0.09-1.05%.yr-1

during six intercensus intervals of four to 6 yr each. There was no
obvious temporal trend in the mortality rates. Since more than half
of the tree mortality was attributed to wind, the temporal variations
probably reflect the irregular occurrence of severe windstorms. In an
old growth midwestern forest, Barton and Schmelz (1987; study
described above) measured rates of 0.75%-yr-1, 0.73%.yr-1, and

1.38%.yr-1 during three consecutive decades ending in 1984. Putz and
Chan (1986) provide long term mortality data for a mature mangrove
forest in Malaysia. Between 1950 and 1981, annualized mortality rates
varied from 1.5%.yr-1 to 7.2%.yr-1 for intercensus intervals of 5
10 yr. There was no clear temporal trend in these rates. Data from
annual remeasurements are provided by Platt et al. (1988) who censused
36 ha of old growth longleaf pine forest annually between 1980 and
1983. For all trees ?-_2 cm DBH, mortality rates ranged from 1.75%yr-1

to 2.65%.yr-1, although the highest rate may have been due to an
exceptional 14 month, rather than 12 month, interval between the first
two censuses.

Although it has been suggested that mortality rates are very
consistent due to "compensatory" periods of low mortality following

disturbances (Waring and Schlesinger 1985:213), temporal variations in
tree mortality rates are common, both at the scale of decades and
individual years. The temporal variations in mortality rates observed
at the seven study sites appear to be within the range found by other
researchers.

Site differences.--Across the seven study sites, mortality rates
differed by a factor of two: 0.37-0.74%.yr-1. It is not known if this
range is typical for relatively similar forests distributed across
1200 km since I am not aware of any comparable published data. But
given the differences that do exist between the seven study sites, and
the likely differences in disturbance patterns and interannual
climate variations among the sites, such a twofold difference in
mortality rates is not surprising. The mortality rate data set
presented here provides a unique indication of landscapelevel spatial
variability in tree mortality rates for similar forests.
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Tree size differences.--Mortality rates were found to generally

increase with tree DBH although the rate difference across size
categories was not statistically significant. Size differences in
tree mortality rates are of interest because these differences play a
role in determining the size structure of the live tree community
(Harcombe 1987).

Researchers have typically found three types of relationships
between tree size and mortality rates (Harcombe 1987): (1) mortality
rates independent of tree size (flat distribution), (2) high mortality
rates for small trees which decrease to a lower, uniform level for
larger trees (monotonic decreasing distribution), and (3) high
mortality rates for small and large trees and low rates for

intermediatesized trees (Ushaped distribution).

In tropical forests, the flat distribution appears to be the
norm. Reviewing tropical forest mortality rate data, Swaine et al.
(1987b) concluded that mortality rates are independent of tree size
for trees -.10 cm DBH. This conclusion was reached by Lieberman and
Lieberman (1987) in primary tropical wet forest in Costa Rica, by
Swaine et al. (1987a) in moist semideciduous forest in Ghana, and by
Manokaran and Kochummen (1987) in lowland dipterocarp forest in
Malaysia. In another Malaysian forest, however, Putz and Chan (1986;
study described above) found mortality rates for 10-20 cm DBH trees to
be approximately 50% greater than for all larger trees (monotonic
decreasing distribution).

In temperate forests, the monotonic decreasing and Ushaped
distributions predominate. Harcombe and Marks (1983), measured
mortality rates in a FagusMagnolia forest in Texas. Speciesspecific
mortality rates followed monotonic decreasing distributions except for
one species which showed increasing rates with tree size. Franklin
and DeBell (1988; study described above) found a roughly twolevel
mortality rate distribution. Mortality rates for trees :550 cm DBH
were approximately 50% higher than for trees >50 cm DBH. Busing and
Wu (1990) identified a Ushaped distribution for an oldgrowth red
spruce forest in Tennessee and North Carolina. For trees 0-30 cm DBH,
30-60 cm DBH, and 60-90 cm DBH, mortality rates were 1.4%.yr-1,
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0.4%.yr-1, and 0.8%.yr-1, respectively. Platt et al. (1988) found a

similar Ushaped distribution for an old growth longleaf pine forest
in Georgia. Mortality rates were greatest for trees <10 cm DBH and

lowest for trees 20-30 cm DBH. Rates for the largest trees, >70 cm

DBH, approached those for the smallest trees. In a Tsuga canadensis

forest in New York, Runkle (1990) found a Ushaped distribution with a
mortality rate minimum for trees 31-40 cm DBH.

In midwestern forests, Ushaped distributions are common.

Parker et al. (1985; study described above) found mortality rates

decreased with size until they reached a minimum for the 50.0-59.9 cm
DBH category. For this category, rates were less than half that for

trees 10.0-19.9 cm DBH. Rates for very large trees (60 cm DBH) were
higher, although not as high as for the 10.0-19.9 cm DBH trees.

Barton and Schmelz (1987; study described above) found mortality rates
of 1.1%.yr-1 for trees 20.3-30.4 cm DBH and 30.5-40.5 cm DBH. For

trees 40.6-50.7 cm DBH and 2:50.8 cm DBH, mortality rates were

0.74%yr-1 and 0.84%.yr-1, respectively. Smith and Shifley (1984;

sites described above) found a Ushaped distribution with a minimum
mortality rate for trees 28-38 cm DBH. A Ushaped distribution was
also found by these authors for "select white oak." However, for

"select red oaks" and "other red oaks", mortality rates followed a

monotonically decreasing distribution.

Harcombe (1987) reviewed research on mortality rates versus tree
size and concluded that for eastern deciduous forest species there was
strong evidence for declining mortality with increasing size

(monotonically decreasing distribution). Does the essentially flat

distribution found in the reconstructed mortality data set conflict
with this conclusion? Not necessarily, since Harcombe (1987) also
noted that the monotonically decreasing distributions typically reach
constant mortality rates for trees above a 10-20 cm DBH threshold.

Because mortality rates for trees <20 cm DBH were not reconstructed,

it is possible that the high end of the monotonically decreasing
distribution was simply missed. If this is the case, the tree size
specific mortality rate results obtained here are consistent with the
findings of other researchers.
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Harcombe (1987) also concluded that the evidence was weak for
increasing mortality with size for larger trees (Ushaped
distribution). The lack of evidence may be due in part to the limited
mortality rate data for large trees. As noted above, only 13% of the
dead trees found at the seven study sites were cm DBH. The
mortality data of other researchers also suffers from a relative lack
of the largest trees (e.g., Barton and Schmelz 1987, Parker et al.
1985).

This discussion on the relationship between tree size and
mortality rates has focused on relatively large trees which occupy
forest canopies. However, in considering these large tree mortality
rates, it should be realized that the vast majority of trees which die
in forests are seedlings (Peet and Christensen 1987).

The topic of mortality rates versus tree size will be considered
again in Chapter V in relation to the question of whether forest trees
experience senescence.

Taxonomic differences.--Major differences were found in
mortality rates among taxonomic groups. Rates for Ouercus sections
Lepidobalanus and Erythrobalanus, Carya spp., and Pinus spp. were
0.32%.yr- 1, 0.97%yr-1, 1.2%yr-1, and 2.2%yr-1, respectively (the
Quercus section differences

were statistically significant).
Taxonomic differences in mortality rates provide clues about
successional trends if the trees which are dying at disproportionately
high rates are not being replaced by other trees of the same species
(Franklin et al. 1987).

Midwestern forest mortality data from three sources provide a
comparison to the data from the seven study sites. For trees -2.5 cm
DBH on forest inventory plots, Smith and Shifley (1984; study
described above) found mortality rates of 0.3%.yr-1 for "select white
oak" (includes Q. alba); 0.9%yr-1 for "other white oak" (includes Q.
Drinus); 0.4%.yr-1 for "select red oak" (includes Q. rubra); 0.6%.yr-1
for "other red oak" (includes Q. velutina); 0.7%yr-1 and 0.8%.yr-1 for
"select hickory" and "other hickory," respectively; and 1.4%.yr-1 for
"shortleaf pine" (Pinus echinata; live trees of this species were
found at site CSF). From data presented by Barton and Schmelz (1987;
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study described above) taxonomic groupspecific mortality rates for
trees ?_-10.2 cm DBH were calculated to be 1.5%.yr-1 for Q. alba
(Letidobalanus), 1.2%.yr-1 for Q. rubra and Q. velutina combined
(Erythrobalanus), and 2.1%-yr-1 for six Carya spp. combined. From data
presented by Parker et al. (1985; study described above) taxonomic
groupspecific mortality rates for trees at20 cm DBH were calculated to
be 0.43%.yr-1 for Q. alba, 0.94%.yr-1 for Q. rubra, and 0.56%.yr-1 for
Carya ovata.

Two of the three comparison studies found Q. alba mortality

rates to be less than those for species in section Erythrobalanus, as
was indicated by the reconstructed mortality rate data. Two of the
three comparison studies also indicated that Carya spp. mortality
rates were typically greater than those of Ouercus spp., as was found
from the reconstructed mortality rate data. In the one comparison
with Pinus spp. data, the Pinus spp. rates were nearly double those
for the Ouercus spp. or Carya spp. which was also true for the

reconstructed mortality rate data. These comparisons suggest that the
taxonomic group differences in mortality rates found at the seven
study sites are generally consistent with differences found in other
midwestern forests with the same species.

Do the observed taxonomic differences in mortality rates relate
to individual species' life history characteristics? Harcombe (1987)
notes the difficulty of such interpretation for canopy trees. Using
data from four studies conducted at sites in the eastern deciduous
forest, Harcombe (1987) ranked species by their mortality rates. No
single characteristic identified the species with the highest rates.
He concluded that for "interspecific comparisons, the confounding
habitat factors ... severely limit interpretation of adult tree
mortality rates."

Within-Site Mortality Patterns

Spatial patterns.--Spatial patterns of mortality are of interest
for two major reasons. First, such patterns may provide information
on the causes of tree mortality.

For example, Harmon et al. (1986)
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claim that aggregated distributions of mortality suggest wind caused
mortality or the acti.on of contagious pathogens, and uniform
distributions suggest "suppression" mortality. Second, spatial
patterns of mortality can influence the forest ecosystem as a whole,
for example, by determining the size of canopy gaps (Franklin et al.
1987).

At the seven study sites, mortality was most commonly

distributed at random in space. At two of the sites, spatially

uniform mortality patterns were identified for all species combined.
In four other cases, spatially aggregated patterns were identified.
In the latter cases, however, the aggregation was due not to "clumps"
of high mortality, as might be expected if a contagious pathogen was
present, but due to a higher than expected number of study plots with
no mortality. In these four cases, the mean number of dead trees per
plot was substantially less than for all sites and species combined.

McCune et al. (1988) present V/M, as they were calculated here,
for tree mortality in five midwestern old growth forests. Dead trees
?._-20 cm DBH were found to be aggregated at one of these five sites. At
the other sites, the spatial patterns were not significantly different
from a random distribution. One of these four sites was Noe Woods,
Wisconsin, where oak wilt (Ceratocystis fagacearum [Bretz] Hunt)
caused high mortality of Quercus velutina in observable patches
(McCune and Cottam 1985). The large but not statistically significant
V/M for mortality at this site, 1.42, was attributed to the limited
number of plots studied (McCune et al. 1988).

A predominantly random spatial distribution of mortality, such
as was found at the seven study sites, is apparently common for
midwestern forests in the absence of contagious pathogens.

Competition and mortality.- -The probability of tree mortality on
each plot was not generally found to be correlated with the live basal
area on the same plot. This test of the role of competition in
mortality has several potential shortcomings, however. First, only
live and dead trees .?-..20 cm DBH were included in the analysis.
Including smaller trees may have altered the results. Second, many
plots (37%) did not experience any mortality during the 20 yr study
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period. A longer time interval allowing for more mortality would have
provided a better test. Third, the live tree basal area of each study
plot may be a less appropriate measure of competition than, for
example, the basal area of live trees within an appropriate zone of
influence surrounding each dead tree (Lorimer 1983, Tome and Burkhart
1989). Fourth, the correlation test assumes that each plot is equally
capable of supporting trees. Differences, for example, in soils
between plots may affect site quality at the plotlevel. Plotlevel
differences in live tree basal area were substantial, at least a
factor of two at each site, and usually more (see plotlevel data in
Appendix A; the large variations in plotlevel basal area were partly
due to the 20 cm DBH criteria).

Parker et al. (1985; study described above) found no correlation
between the number of trees dying on each plot and plot live basal
area (r-0.00). However, a significant relationship was found when
live stem density was substituted for basal area (r"0.61, n-21), and
this relationship was strengthened slightly by splitting each plot
into four (r-0.66), and splitting them in four again (r-0.69).
Harcombe (1986; study described above) also related live and dead stem
density on individual plots but a plot of the data suggests there is
no correlation. Note that both Parker et al. (1985) and Harcombe
(1986) based their correlation analyses on the mortality which
occurred during very long intervals (50 yr and 48 yr, respectively)

and the plot stem density or basal area at the beginning of those long
intervals. In another study, Harcombe and Marks (1983; study

described above) found a surprising inverse relationship between live
and dead stem density although the magnitude of the correlation was
not biologically meaningful (r--0.20, n-100). No relationship was
found when live basal area was substituted for stem density.

These somewhat ambiguous results suggest a need for more careful
study of the relationship between tree mortality and competition,
particularly including the use of proven competition indices (Lorimer
1983, Tome and Burkhart 1989).
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Stand Development and Tree Mortality

While large differences were found in mortality rates among the
major taxonomic groups, significant changes in the relative basal
areas and stem densities of these groups did not occur between 1968

and 1988 at six of the seven study sites. The general lack of change

may have been due to the limited observation period or because the

taxonomic groups with high mortality rates typically had low relative
basal areas. Both of these factors limit the possibility of detecting
slowly occurring changes in species composition. Another explanation
is that the taxonomic groups with high mortality rates also had high

growth rates which offset losses due to mortality. Since both

relative basal areas and stem densities remained relatively constant,
such compensatory growth would have had to included growth of trees
into the >20 cm DBH size class. In Chapter VI, basal area growth

rates of Erythrobalanus, which had high mortality rates, were found to
be 17% greater than Lepidobalanus, which had low mortality rates

(growth rates for other genera were not evaluated). However, this
growth rate difference does not seem sufficient to offset the three
fold difference in mortality rates observed between the two Ouercus
sections.

Substantial change in relative basal areas did occur at site ARK
where Erythrobalanus increased relative to Lepidobalanus. Since

mortality rates for the two Ouercus sections were essentially the same
at ARK (the only site where this was true), the relative increase in

Erythrobalanus supports the notion that Erythrobalanus growth rates
are higher than those of Lepidobalanus.

CONCLUSIONS

The mortality rates determined for the seven study sites; the
differences in these rates over time, between taxonomic groups, among
sites, and with tree size; the spatial pattern of mortality; and the
relationship between mortality and competing live trees are all

generally consistent with the results of other tree mortality rate
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studies. A unique result of this research was the measurement of a
twofold range in mortality rates across distant but ecologically
similar forests.

The results of this analysis illustrate the need for further
research to determine the mechanisms underlying tree mortality. For
example, what factors contribute to temporal variations in mortality
rates, or to differences in mortality rates with tree size and among
taxonomic groups? Aspects of such questions related to tree mortality

processes are addressed in the next two chapters.



Table IV-I. Logit analyses results for all species combined. Significance levels: ***indicates p:50.001, ** indicates 135_0.01, and * indicates p50.05.
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Table IV-2. Logit analyses results by Quercus section. Significance levels: ***indicates 11150.001, ** indicates p:50.01, and * indicates 11.-50.05.
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Table IV -3. Distribution of dead trees among the study plots.
"Group" refers to species groups with "All" indicating all species
combined, "LEP" indicating Ouercus section Lepidobalanus, and "ERY"
indicating section Erythrobalanus. "Sig" indicates the statistical
significance of a loglikelihood ratio test of the difference between
the observed distribution and a Poisson distribution with the same
mean (Zar 1984:52, 409). Categories were consolidated as necessary
prior to conducting the statistical test so that all expected
frequencies were at least unity (Zar 1984:409). The statistical test
was not possible for cases with only two categories. Cases where the
deviation from a random pattern was significant (p<0.05) are shown in
bold type. Variance/mean (V/M) ratios significantly less than unity
indicate a uniform distribution; V/M significantly greater than unity
indicate an aggregated distribution. Experimentwise error was not
controlled explicitly, so one spurious significant result is likely
given that 15 separate tests were conducted and the nonrandom
distributions were only significant at p<0.05.

(continued)
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Table IV-3. (continued)

Number of plots with the given
number of dead trees:

Site Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 V/M Sig
All All 61 56 38 9 1 1 1 1.07 p>0.50
ARK All 12 10 2 0.73 p>0.10
ARK LEP 20 3 1 1.24 -
ARK ERY 18 5 1 1.04 -
DIX All 7 11 4 2 0.79 p>0.25
DIX LEP 15 8 1 0.82 p>0.25
DIX ERY 16 7 1 1.23 p>0.50
TON All 6 11 7 0.54 p<0.05
TON LEP 15 8 1 0.82 p>0.25
TON ERY 16 8 0.70
CSF All 7 9 4 2 1 1 1.57 p>0.50
CSF LEP 20 3 1 1.24 -
CSF ERY 15 9 0.65 -
HNF All 8 6 8 1 1 1.20 p>0.25
HNF LEP 15 4 4 1 2.02 p<0.05
HNF ERY 16 4 4 1.22 p<0.05
EOA All 6 5 10 2 0.72 p<0.05
EOA LEP 13 7 3 0.94 p>0.10
EOA ERY 18 5 0.82
WNF All 15 4 3 2 1.52 p<0.05
WNF LEP 21 3 0.91 -
WNF ERY 19 2 2 1 1.81 p<0.05
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Table IV-4. Plotlevel distribution of mortality over time. The
observed distributions were compared to a Poisson distribution with
the same mean as the observed distribution utilizing the log
likelihood ratio test (Zar 1984:52, 409). Sites where the deviation
from a random pattern was significant (p<0.05) are shown in bold type.
Experimentwise error was not controlled explicitly. Variance/mean
(V/M) ratios significantly less than unity indicate a uniform
distribution.

Site

Number of plots where mortality
occurred during:

V/M Significance

Neither
decade

Either
decade

Both
decades

ARK 12 11 1 0.64 p<0.10

DIX 7 15 2 0.44 p<0.005
TON 6 16 2 0.38 p<0.005
CSF 7 14 3 0.49 p<0.05

HNF 8 11 5 0.63 p<0.05

EOA 6 10 7 0.56 p<0.05
WNF 15 6 3 1.04 p>0.10
All 61 83 23 0.59 p<0.001
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Table IV-5. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between live anddead tree basal areas on each plot. The live tree basal area employedfor these calculations was the live basal area at the beginning ofeach study decade.
Statistical significance of onetailed ttest for

positive correlations: ** indicates p<0.01, * indicates p<0.05 (n-24
except for site EOA where n..23). Since experimentwise error was not
controlled explicitly, one spuriously significant correlation islikely with a-0.05.

Decade

Site 1968-1977 1978-1987

ARK +0.35* +0.36*
DIX +0.33 +0.28
TON +0.25 +0.30
CSF +0.53** 0.06
HNF +0.40* +0.19
EOA 0.02 +0.26

WNF 0.07 +0.28
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Figure IV-1. Annual relative stems mortality rates by decade and site for trees _>120 cmDBH. Diagonalfilled bars indicate mortality during 1968-1977 and solid bars indicate
mortality during 1978-1987. Data are for all species and tree DBH categories combined.
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Figure IV-2. Annual relative stems mortality rates by DBH category and site. From leftto right, DBH categories are 20.0-29.9 cm (light diagonal), 30.0-39.9 cm (solid), 40.0-49.9 cm (heavy diagonal), and -.50 cm (open). Data are for all species and both decadescombined. There were no live or dead trees in the largest DBH category at site HNF.
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Figure IV-3. Live stem density by DBH category and site in 1978. From left to right, DBHcategories are 20.0-29.9 cm (light diagonal), 30.0-39.9 cm (solid), 40.0-49.9 cm (heavydiagonal), and >._- .50 cm (open).
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Figure IV-4. Annual relative stems mortality rates by Ouercus section and site for trees?..20 cm DBH. Diagonalfilled bars indicate Lepidobalanus mortality and solid bars indicateErythrobalanus mortality. Data are for all tree DBH categories and both decades combined.
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Figure IV-5. Live stem density by Quercus section and site in 1978 for trees ?._20 cm DM.Diagonalfilled bars indicate Lepidobalanus, solid bars indicate Erythrobalanus, and openbars indicate all other genera.
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Figure IV-6. Annual relative stems mortality rates by DBH category and Quercus section.From left to right, DBH categories are 20.0-29.9 cm (light diagonal), 30.0-39.9 cm(solid), 40.0-49.9 cm (heavy diagonal), and _):50 cm (open).
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Figure IV-7. Live basal area, gross basal area growth, and absolute
basal area mortality rates for 1968-1987 by species group and site.
Gross basal area growth is defined in the text. "LEPID" indicates
Quercus section Levidobalanus, "ERYTH" indicates section
Erythrobalanus, "CARYA" indicates Carva spp., "PILAUS" indicates Pinus
spp., and "TOTAL" indicates all species combined. Top: For each
species group, from left to right, are live basal area (m2ha-1) in
1968, 1978, and 1988 for trees ?..._20 cm DBH (open), and in 1988 for
trees ..>:10 cm DBH (diagonal). Bottom: For each species group, from
left to right, are gross basal area growth (m2.ha-ldecade-1) for
1968-1977 (open), absolute basal area mortality (m2.ha-ldecade-1) for
1968-1977, and the same quantities for 1978-1987.

(continued)
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Figure IV -8. Relative live basal area by Ouercus section and site in 1968 and 1988 fortrees cm DBH. Open bars indicate Lepidobalanus and solid bars indicateErythrobalanus. For each section, the left bar indicates 1968 and the right bar indicates1988.
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Figure IV-9. Relative live stem density by Quercus section and site in 1968 and 1988 fortrees >__-.20 cm DBH. Open bars indicate Lepidobalanus and solid bars indicateErythrobalanus. For each section, the left bar indicates 1968 and the right bar indicates1988.
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Chapter V. Tree Mortality Factors

INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins the second major topic of this thesis: tree
mortality processes. The decline and death of a tree is a process
involving physiological and anatomical changes which occur over time.
The mortality process is the result of the action, and interaction, of
combinations of mortality factors which may be intrinsic or extrinsic
to a tree. A major reason for studying tree mortality processes is to
understand these causes of tree mortality, both intrinsic and
extrinsic.

This chapter reviews four factors which may influence tree
mortality: stress, senescence, vigor, and growth rate. The next
chapter (Chapter VI) examines the mortality processes of trees in
relation to these mortality factors.

STRESS

The term stress has been employed by ecologists to refer to
"both cause and effect, stimulus and response, or input and output"
(Odum 1985). Both Grime (1989) and Levitt (1980) criticize such
usage, arguing that ecologists should employ the term stress as it is
used by physical scientists, where stress is "the force producing ...

deformation in a body" and the deformation, or response, is the
"strain" (Weast 1974:F-110). Accordingly, Grime (1989) employs stress
to describe "external constraints limiting the rates of resource
acquisition, growth, or reproduction of organisms." But he continues,
"the term [stress] will carry no implication with respect to the
degree of deformation resulting in the stressed subject." Ayres
(1984) offers a similar definition:

"an environmental factor that reduces the growth rate of a
plant below the maximal level for its age and genotype maybe regarded as a stress upon the plant, which is itself
said to be under strain."
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I will similarly employ stress to refer to an external, detrimental

influence on tree physiological functioning.

Viewing stresses as external forces impinging on organisms

should not be interpreted as implying that stresses can be quantified

independent of the organisms they impact. Stresses are relative

forces which must be considered in relation to an organism. For

example, a stress to one tree is not necessarily a stress to a

neighboring tree, nor is a stress to a tree at one time necessarily a

stress to that same tree at another time. The value of distinguishing

the cause (stress) from the effect (response) is elimination of the

ambiguity of employing the same term for both cause and effect, and

maintaining the original, physical meaning of the term stress.

Trees experience a variety of environmental stresses throughout

their lifetimes (Kozlowski et al. 1991:18). Stresses include both

biotic factors, such as competition and herbivory, and abiotic

factors, such as drought and air pollution. Temporal variations in

individual stresses and the cooccurrence of multiple stresses

together result in a complex aggregation of environmental factors

impinging on trees.

Tree response to these stresses is also complex. For example,

combinations of stresses may alter growth differently than when the

stresses act individually (Chapin et al. 1987). The time of year when

a stress occurs may influence a tree's response (Rook and Whyte 1976).

Growth response to stress may lag the period of stress by a year and

growth recovery, if it occurs, may lag the stress by up to 5 yr

(Alfaro et al. 1982). Genetic differences within species influence

the response of individual trees to stress (Berrang et al. 1986, Sakai

and Larcher 1987:142). In addition, stress may increase tree

susceptibility to disease (Schoeneweiss 1986) or attack by herbivores

(Mattson and Haack 1987).

Stresscaused alterations in tree physiological functioning may

lead to tree mortality (Waring 1987). The relationship between

mortality and a specific stress (or stresses) has been demonstrated in

a few experimental studies and some field studies where mortality is

epidemic. However, in many cases, determining which stress(es) is
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responsible for tree mortality is difficult due to the aggregate
nature of stress and the complexity of trees' responses to stress
(Franklin et al. 1987).

McGraw et al. (1990) conducted an experiment in which red oak
seedlings were subjected to shading and then complete defoliation.
Each treatment alone significantly increased mortality relative to
controls. In combination, the two stresses appeared to act

synergistically although no statistical analysis of this interaction
was presented. Rook and Whyte (1976) reported that 5 yr old Pinus
radiata survived a complete defoliation but a second complete

defoliation six months later caused 100% mortality. Mendoza et al.
(1987) found that defoliation treatments did not cause mortality of
seedling and reproductiveage palms but increased mortality of

intermediateage individuals. These latter results illustrate the
difficulty of extrapolating the results of experiments on trees of one
life stage to another (see also Cregg et al. 1989, Donovan and
Ehleringer 1991).

Waring and Pitman (1985) manipulated soil nitrogen and stand
density of 120 yr old lodgepole pine stands prior to inducing attack
by mountain pine beetles. They found no significant difference in
mortality rates between treatments over the 3 yr following
manipulation.

Fieldobserved tree mortality has been attributed to a single
factor in some instances. Severe drought has been strongly implicated
as the cause of forest diebacks,

epidemic standlevel mortality (Jane
and Green 1983, Tainter et al. 1983). In selfthinning forests, high
mortality is expected due to competitive stress (Peet and Christensen
1987). Insect defoliation and pathogens, such as chestnut blight, are
capable of causing widespread mortality in the absence of other
stresses (Skelly 1989).

Most forest diebacks, however, are not due to a single stress
(MuellerDombois 1987). Combinations of various stresses have been
implicated to explain many diebacks (see reviews by Millers et al.
1989, MuellerDombois 1987, Oleksyn and Przybyl 1987). Mueller
Dombois et al. (1983) examined five cases of dieback in North America
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and suggested they were due to particular combinations of factors

which included drought, pathogens, and poor soils. The dieback of

evenaged forests, observed around the world, has been attributed to

"cohort senescence" involving interactions between tree life stage and

combinations of environmental stresses (MuellerDombois 1986).

Several hypotheses involving multiple stresses have been offered to

explain the widespread mortality of European forest trees (Blank et

al. 1988). Rigorous proof for any of these causal explanations has

not been presented, however. In some cases of diebacks, good evidence

for any causal explanation is lacking (Hennon et al. 1990, McClenahen

and McCarthy 1990).

SENESCENCE

Tree mortality has been widely attributed, at least in part, to

senescence (Buchman et al. 1983, Busing and Wu 1990, Harcombe et al.

1990, Loehle 1988a, Millers et al. 1989, Parker et al. 1985, Runkle

1990, Walker and Vitousek 1991, Ward 1982). However, there has been

little study of senescence of polycarpic trees (Loehle 1988b) and the

process of tree aging is poorly understood (Barthelemy et al. 1989).

The substantial research on plant aging has largely focused on plant

organs, monocarpic species, and tree improvement (e.g., Nooden and

Leopold 1988, Rodriguez et al. 1990, Thimann 1980).

The term "senescence" lacks a single, accepted definition. Lamb

(1977:2) reviewed the definitions of senescence of several authors and

concluded that important, common features of these definitions are

that "the process ... involves a progressive increase in the

probability of dying," the "deleterious agerelated changes are

cumulative," "the processes are common to all members of a species and

are inescapable consequences of getting older," and "senescence [is a]

fundamental intrinsic propert[y] of living organisms." In contrast,

MuellerDombois et al. (1983) suggest that tree senescence may be

reversible, and Finch (1990:8) and Rose (1991:100) allow that

senescence may result from extrinsic causes, such as climate stress.

The concept of "cohort senescence," a type of standlevel dieback of
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evenaged stands which is partially attributed to tree lifestage

(MuellerDombois et al. 1983), further confuses the terminology. As
noted by Hilbert and Larigauderie (1990), however, decline at the

standlevel is not necessarily due to senescence of individual trees.
There are substantial interspecific differences in tree

longevity. Loehle (1988b) reports typical (not maximum) ages of
mortality for gymnosperm tree species of 60-3000 yr and for angiosperm
tree species of 40-600 yr. However, the lack of old individuals of a
species is not sufficient to demonstrate that senescence occurs:
survival may simply be limited by extreme mortality rates due to
extrinsic causes (Finch 1990:207). Establishing that senescence

contributes to mortality requires indications of declining

physiological function with age, particularly reproductive function,
or evidence that mortality rates increase with age during the

senescent period (Finch 1990:208, Van Valen 1975).

Physiological changes occur as trees age which suggest declining

health (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979:597). Photosynthetic efficiency
decreases with increasing tree age (Wright and Mooney 1965), and
declining tree resistance to stress has been associated with
increasing age (Clark 1983, Langstrom et al. 1990, Ward 1982). Both
the growth rate of individual shoots (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979:598)
and height growth decrease with age (Oliver and Larson 1990:60).
However, declining growth rates are not necessarily indicative of poor
tree health or increased probability of mortality. Slow growing
species generally have greater lifespans and make substantial

investments in chemical decay and herbivore defenses (Loehle 1988b,
Ward 1982). Declining height growth may be an adaptation by trees to
maximize their competitive ability (King 1990). Tree fecundity, more
closely related to fitness than growth, may increase (Finch 1990:211,
Platt et al. 1988) or decrease as trees age (Harper and White 1974).
Connor and Lanner (1991) found no relationship between bristlecone
pine tree age (23-4713 yr) and pollen, seed, or seedling
characteristics. In fact, they noted that two of the oldest trees in
the study produced seeds with the highest germination success rate.
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A complicating factor in interpreting physiological changes

associated with tree age is that many of these alterations are more

closely associated with tree size than age (Greenwood 1989, Harper and
White 1974). In many cases, tree size and age are not well correlated

(Harcombe 1987). Hyink and Zedaker (1987) argue that "chronological"

age is of little biological significance for trees. It may be that

senescence should more appropriately be considered a function of tree
size, or some other measure of development, than age.

If polycarpic trees experience senescence is it an

intrinsicallycaused, celllevel decline? Some have suggested that

tree meristems may be immortal (Molisch 1938:176, Westing 1964,

Zelawski 1981) although others dispute this claim (Molisch 1938:191,
Zimmermann et al. 1971:143). Clones of aspen are reported to have

survived for at least 8,000 yr (Cottam 1954). Connor and Lanner

(1990) found no evidence of cambial disfunction in bristlecone pine
trees up to 4,000 yr old. However, Fortanier and Jonkers (1976) claim
abnormalities occur during meristem mitosis in very old bristlecone
pine trees. Monteuuis and Bon (1989) cultured 100 yr old giant

sequoia meristems, obtaining rooted cuttings which included a protein
found in juvenile trees. Experiments in which shoots from various

aged trees were grafted onto young rootstock suggest that these shoots
were at least partially "rejuvenated," regaining vigorous juvenile

growth (Borchert 1976, Greenwood 1989).

Alternatively, it has been proposed that senescence may be a

treelevel, rather than a celllevel phenomenon, the result of ever
increasing tree size and complexity (Borchert 1976, Fortanier and

Jonkers 1976, Rosen 1978). The association between slow growth and
longevity noted above is consistent with the view that large size may
be detrimental. A possible mechanism for such a treelevel

disintegration is the decrease in the ratio of photosynthetic

production to respiration demand as trees increase in size, resulting
in reduced photosynthate availability for pathogen defense, injury
repair, and growth (Clark 1983, Waring 1987). For example, Ryan
(1989) found that the volume of tree sapwood, which requires energy
for maintenance, increases exponentially with increasing leaf area for
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three conifer species. Gerrish (1990) determined that the ratio of
sapwood biomass to foliage biomass was nearly four times greater for
mature Metrosideros polymorpha trees than for juvenile trees.

LaMarche (1969) observed that the oldest bristlecone pine trees are
those with a slablike stem form due to the removal of cambium by
winddriven soil and snow. This growth form results in a relatively
constant ratio of respiring to productive tissue through time. Other
possible mechanisms for treelevel disintegration include the

increasing difficulty of photosynthate or water transport within a
large tree (Zelawski 1981) and the relative decrease in the
availability of foliageproduced growth hormones to the increasing
volume of cambium (Westing 1964).

The evidence for tree senescence in the form of mortality rate
data are inconclusive, in part because of the uncertain relationship
between tree age, size, and possible senescence. Most mortality rate
data, including the data analyzed in Chapter IV, are not agespecific
but sizespecific, viz., DBH. Goff and West (1975) claimed mortality
rates were low for intermediatesized

trees and higher for large
trees, indicating senescence occurs. As was discussed in Chapter IV,

some researchers have measured mortality rates which fit such a

Ushaped distribution. However, Harcombe (1987) reviewed available
sizespecific mortality rate data and concluded that the evidence for
increasing mortality with size was inadequate. This was also the
conclusion of the mortality rate analysis presented in Chapter IV.

Two studies provide data that may be used to assess agespecific
mortality rates. Yarranton and Yarranton (1975) determined annual
tree mortality rates in a 59 yr old, evenaged jack pine stand. The
annual mortality rate increased steadily during the first 40 yr after
stand establishment, as would be expected with selfthinning, and then
began to steadily decline. Beginning 55 yr after establishment,

however, the mortality rate again began to increase. Unfortunately,
the study concluded 4 yr later (59 yr after stand establishment) so it
is not clear if the observed mortality rate increase was indicative of
a longterm trend. Platt et al. (1988) found size and age to be

strongly related at their study sites making size and agespecific
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mortality rates approximately equivalent. They report that mortality

rates increased with DBH for trees over 30 cm DBH. However, 85% of

this large tree mortality was due to lightning or wind.

I propose that the use of the term senescence for forest trees

be limited to intrinsicallycaused physiological decline, which always

results from increasing age. and which causes an increased probability

of mortality. Including extrinsicallycaused physiological decline
within a definition of senescence would lead to an overlap between

stress and senescence as causes of mortality, weakening the meaning of

both terms. The requirement that all individuals of a species

experience senescent decline and mortality is necessary so that

mortality related to, for example, an unusual genetic defect is not

attributed to senescence.

Given this narrow definition of senescence, an increasing

probability of mortality is not sufficient evidence of senescence.

For example, trees may suffer an increased probability of mortality

from wind or lightning simply because they are large, and thus

physiologically capable of substantial longterm growth (Platt et al.
1988, Van Valen 1975). Further, socalled declines in physiological

functioning, such as slowing growth with age, are not necessarily

evidence of real physiological decline leading to an increased

probability of mortality.

Obviously, demonstrating that physiological decline due to

intrinsic causes associated with increasing age is difficult. In

essence, the question of senescence's role is best answered by

determining if mortality probability increases as trees age when the

trees are grown under optimum conditions. For trees which may live

for centuries such an experiment is obviously impractical. But this

experiment is also impractical for humans though the notion of human
senescence is generally acknowledged. Indirect evidence is required

regarding mechanisms by which age leads to physiological impairment,

which in turn leads to an increased probability of mortality.

Examination of some of the possible mechanisms which have been

proposed for tree senescence (see above) would be a first step toward

demonstrating such a connection.
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Given my proposed, narrow definition of senescence, the

presently available data are clearly inadequate to confirm that

senescence is a factor in tree mortality. Therefore, tree mortality

should not be simply attributed to senescence. Further research is

required to determine the role senescence may play, if any, in the

life history of forest trees. First of all, additional data on age
specific mortality rates are needed even to conclusively determine

whether or not trees experience an increased probability of mortality

with age and, if so, under what circumstances. If this is the case,

then additional research is needed on the physiological changes which

occur in old, large trees as they continue to age and grow, and the

relationships between these changes and the risk of mortality. The

universality of such changes must also be determined. It must be

realized that there is already some evidence that senescence is

unlikely to be a factor in tree mortality, at least for some trees.

This is indicated, for example, by ageindependent bristlecone pine

fecundity (Connor and Lanner 1991).

Finally, the issue of whether tree age or size is the critical

independent variable by which to measure tree maturation and possible

senescence requires further consideration. The very plastic

development of trees poses difficulties for determining the critical

independent variable for describing tree maturation. In my

recommendations above I have focused on age, however, size, or some

combination of age and size, may turn out to be a more suitable

predictor of tree maturation, including possible senescence.

VIGOR

Tree vigor, like senescence, is a widely used concept which

lacks a standardized definition. Vigor is employed without definition

in tree physiology and forestry texts (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979,

Oliver and Larson 1990), as well as the research literature (Gerrish

1990, Wickman 1980, Winget and Kozlowski 1965). These authors

associate vigor with tree health, growth rate, sprouting ability,

flowering capacity, potential for successful grafting, resistance to
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stress, or ability to recover from stress. The term "vitality" is

also employed with similar meaning (Huttermann et al. 1988, Schall

1991).

Several explicit definitions of vigor have been presented.

Shigo (1985) defined vigor as "the genetically controlled capacity ...

to survive after injury or infection." Borchert (1976) referred to

the vigor of individual tree shoots, describing shoot vigor as their

annual increment and annual number of flushes, and noting that vigor

decreases with shoot age. Loehle (1988a) equated vigor with the

living tissue biomass of trees. Halle et al. (1978:310) described

tree vigor as the difference between the rates of growth and death

(e.g., xylem ray cell death) of tree tissue, but acknowledged the

difficulty of measuring this quantity.

Others have proposed more practical vigor measures. Waring et
al. (1980) gauged tree vigor as stem diameter growth per unit of

foliage area, the latter determined allometrically from tree sapwood

area (hereafter this measure is referred to as the growth efficiency

index [Waring and Schlesinger 19851). The growth efficiency index of

suppressed trees was found to be less than that of larger trees, and

growth efficiency index was positively related to site quality and

stand density. Tree starch reserves have been suggested as a vigor

measure since trees with low reserves are considered to have less

energy available for defense against pathogens and insects (Loehle

1988a). MacDougall et al. (1988) evaluated cambial electrical

capacitance as a measure of tree vigor. Capacitance was positively

correlated with tree growth and negatively correlated with degree of

insect defoliation. Crown characteristics, such as overall size,

density, twig dieback, needle length, and needle loss, have been

employed as vigor measures with mixed success (Kaufmann and Watkins

1990, McClenahen and McCarthy 1990, Raynal et al. 1988). McCullough
and Wagner (1987) compared four vigor measures on experimentally

stressed ponderosa pine trees: growth efficiency index, twig starch

content, cambial electrical resistance (similar to capacitance), and
plant water potential. While all measures were capable of detecting
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differences in tree stress, they were individually influenced by

environment, season, and tree size and age.

Vigor measures have been directly related to tree mortality.

Low crown density has been found to be a predictor of future tree

death (McClenahen and McCarthy 1990). Waring and Pitman (1985)

observed a positive relationship between the growth efficiency index

of lodgepole pine trees and the number of bark beetles required to
cause mortality.

Tree vigor is not a single, identifiable property of trees which

can be quantified by any one measure. However, the concept of tree

vigor has heuristic value, particularly if the meaning is

operationally defined. Vigor is employed here to refer to the extent

to which a tree has been affected by environmental stress and/or the

tree's potential for continued survival (in the absence of

catastrophic physical factors).

GROWTH RATE

Growth represents a tree's integrated response to current and

past stresses (Kozlowski et al. 1991:29). Tree stem growth may be a

particularly sensitive indicator of stress. Waring and Pitman (1985)

proposed a hierarchy of photosynthate allocation priorities for trees

which considers stem growth a relatively low priority. Consequently,

when carbon fixation is limited by environmental stress (Kramer and

Kozlowski 1979:188), the photosynthate allocation to stem growth is

reduced by a relatively greater amount than allocation to higher

priorities. The low priority of stem growth suggests that it should
be a more sensitive indicator of stress than higher photosynthate
priorities such as the rate of production of new foliage.

The connection between stem growth and stress has been shown by

experimental studies. For example, Margolis et al. (1988) pruned
balsam fir trees (5 cm average DBH) to have live crown ratios of 0.6,
0.4, and 0.2. Compared with control trees, which had live crown

ratios of 0.8, basal area increment (stem area growth at breast
height) of the two most severe treatments was reduced significantly,
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and in proportion to pruning severity. Morrow and LaMarche (1978)

observed significant increases in diameter growth after Eucalyptus

trees were sprayed with an insecticide to eliminate insect herbivory.

Jozsa and Brix (1989) reported that thinning forest stands to reduce

competitive stress significantly increased tree diameter growth over

the 12 yr following treatment. (The effects of stand thinning on tree

growth are discussed in detail by Oliver and Larson [1990:220, 340].)

Phipps and Whiton (1988) have hypothesized that trees must

increment their stem diameter by a minimum amount each year to avoid

mortality. The requirement for continued diameter growth is

presumably due to the limited functional lifespan of xylem which

constrains water transport within the stem to recently produced xylem

(Kramer and Kozlowski 1979:472, Zimmermann et al. 1971:211). The

annual diameter growth requirement may be particularly acute for

species which rely primarily on current year xylem for water transport

(Kramer and Kozlowski 1979:472).

The relationship between stem diameter growth rates, and

environmental stress and mortality risk indicate that tree stem

diameter growth rates are a measure of tree vigor, as defined above.

Stem diameter growth rates have been equated with tree vigor by

Buchman et al. (1983) and Hamilton (1986).

Annual stem diameter growth rings, or tree rings, allow past

stem growth rates and, thus, past vigor to be measured (Phipps and

Whiton 1988). This determination of past tree vigor is not possible

with vigor measures such as tree starch content, cambial capacitance,

or water potential. In some circumstances it may be possible to

determine past vigor as measured by tree crown size or growth

efficiency index based on relationships between tree sapwood area and

age. Such relationships have been found for conifer species (Coyea et

al. 1990, Hazenberg and Yang 1991, Yang and Hazenberg 1991), although

Hazenberg and Yang (1991) cite two studies which found no relationship

between tree age and sapwood area. The data sets for which

relationships were found included only young trees (<100 yr old) and

did not determine if the relationship between sapwood area and age

changes as trees decline toward mortality. Such a change is likely
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given that Yang and Hazenberg (1991) claim that positive relationships
have been observed between sapwood area, and tree vigor and growth
rate.

Tree rings have been widely employed to assess trees' past and
current exposure to a variety of stresses (Cook and Kairiukstis 1989,
Schweingruber 1987). For example, tree rings have been examined to
determine periods of past herbivorous insect outbreaks (Arquilliere et
al. 1990, Brubaker and Greene 1979, Veblen et al. 1991) and employed
to reconstruct past climates (Cook and Jacoby 1977, Hughes et al.
1982). Numerous tree ring studies have evaluated the possible

influence of air pollution on forest growth (Fox et al. 1986, LeBlanc
et al. 1987, McClenahen and Dochinger 1985, McLaughlin et al. 1987,
Phillips et al. 1977, Puckett 1982). Tree ring methods have also been
employed to determine if the increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration
is promoting tree growth (Graumlich 1991).

There is evidence that low stem diameter growth rates are
associated with an increased probability of mortality. Busing and Wu
(1990) examined the tree rings of recently dead red spruce trees and
found that only those killed by wind had high stem growth rates prior
to death. Tainter et al. (1984) compared oaks trees which died
following a drought with drought survivors. The diameter growth rates
of survivors had been higher than those of dead trees for 50 yr or
more. Mortality rates are also higher for tropical trees showing
limited growth (Kohyama and Hara 1989, Swaine et al. 1987b). Several
mathematical models, following the model of Botkin et al. (1972), base
tree mortality probability on stem diameter growth rate (Buchman et
al. 1983, Hamilton 1986, Keane et al. 1990, Kercher and Axelrod 1984,
Monserud 1976, Phipps 1979). However, some of these models (Botkin et
al. 1972, Kercher and Axelrod 1984, Phipps 1979) arbitrarily assigned
the relationship between growth rate and mortality probability. The
model of Buchman et al. (1983), incorporated a more complex

relationship between growth rate and mortality probability. These
authors proposed that small and large trees with low growth rates were
more likely to die than intermediatesized trees with low growth
rates.
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Tree growth rate as a measure of vigor must be evaluated in the

context of tree size and the expected growth rate. Like tree growth

rate, both tree size and expected growth rate change over time. When

stem diameter growth is converted to basal area increment (BAI) and

interpreted relative to tree DBH, the result is analogous to an

analysis of tree relative growth rate. Relative growth rate is the

growth rate of plants normalized by plant size (Kramer and Kozlowski

1979:110), and is utilized in studies of the effects of stress on

plants (Harper 1977:311). Hyink and Zedaker (1987) claim that tree

relative growth rate is an "excellent predictor" of mortality

probability. Fortunately, past tree DBH may also be determined from

tree rings.

The expected growth rate of trees is influenced by tree and

stand characteristics such as tree size, stand density, and site

quality (Oliver and Larson 1990:41). As trees and forest stands

develop, eventual declines in tree growth rate are the norm (Federer

and Hornbeck 1987, Hyink and Zedaker 1987) and these changes increase

the difficulty of determining the possible effect of stress on trees

(McLaughlin et al. 1987, Van Deusen 1987). Loehle (1988a) summarizes

methods to account for expected changes in tree growth rates, however,

many of these complications may be avoided by interpreting tree growth

as a vigor measure relative to neighboring trees of similar size

within the same stand. These neighbors are likely to be experiencing

similar levels of competition and similar environmental conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Determining the causes of tree mortality is difficult, even when

the mortality is epidemic. Understanding the causes of background

tree mortality is even more difficult since the causes are

sufficiently subtle that only some trees are impacted. It is likely

that background tree mortality is the result of multiple causes,

rather than a single cause. Undoubtedly, environmental stresses play

a major role. The role of tree senescence, however, is uncertain.

Tree vigor and, specifically, tree growth, are potentially important
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indicators of the likelihood of future mortality. Temporal patterns
of tree growth prior to death may reveal the causes of tree mortality.

In the following chapter, stem growth prior to death is examined for

evidence of the processes by which trees decline and die.
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Chapter VI. Tree Mortality Processes:

Evidence Based on Growth Prior to Death

INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the processes of background tree

mortality. The questions of interest include: Does tree growth prior

to death differ from the growth of healthy trees? Does tree decline

prior to death occur over an extended period of time or very quickly?

Is the mortality process gradual and continuous over time, or

punctuated by periods of sudden decline? What factors contribute to

tree mortality?

As discussed in Chapter V, the process by which a tree declines

prior to death is determined by mortality factors such as

environmental stresses. The mortality process may be revealed by

alterations in tree physiological functioning which result in

anatomical changes. Anatomical changes in the form of annual stem

growth ring widths are a measure of tree growth, a surrogate for tree

vigor.

The primary goal for pursuing this study of tree mortality

processes is to understand the factors contributing to background tree

mortality. In general, I refer to tree mortality processes since the

causes and processes of mortality are likely to differ from tree to

tree.

In this chapter, alternative hypothetical models of tree

mortality processes are presented. These models are then evaluated

based on the mortality processes experienced by individual trees. The

subject trees are a subset of the dead oak trees found on the study

plots described in Chapter II.

MORTALITY PROCESS MODELS

A comprehensive model of the tree mortality process must be able

to account for multiple stresses acting on trees over many years prior
to their death. Ideally, a model should also allow for the
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possibility of physiological decline associated with increasing tree

age (senescence). Further, a useful model of the tree mortality

process will be one which can be related to real trees by a readily

quantifiable measure, such as a gauge of tree vigor (see Chapter V).

Three alternative models of the mortality process are considered
here. While none of these models meet all the criteria for a complete

model, they provide a starting point for studying tree mortality

processes.

Manion's Model

Manion (1981:325) presents a framework for understanding

"decline diseases" of trees involving multiple biotic and/or abiotic

factors. This framework can be interpreted as a model of the tree

mortality process (Franklin et al. 1987) which describes tree vigor

changes in response to stresses prior to death (Figure VIla). Three

types of stresses are distinguished: predisposing, inciting and

contributing. Predisposing stresses, examples of which include

competition or air pollution, may weaken a tree and increase its

susceptibility to subsequent stresses. If physiological decline

associated with increasing age (senescence) is a factor in tree

mortality this decline would be a predisposing factor. An inciting
factor is a relatively short duration stress, such as drought or

insect defoliation, that significantly impacts the physiological

functioning of a tree and substantially reduces tree vigor. Depending
on a tree's condition prior to the inciting stress, and the severity

of the inciting stress, a tree may or may not regain its prior vigor

following the inciting stress. Those trees which do not recover their
prior vigor are then susceptible to contributing stresses, such as

fungi or insects, which further stress the tree and are often blamed

as the cause of mortality. However, contributing stresses may be
secondary to the other stresses and simply acting as "precursors of

decomposition" (MuellerDombois 1987).

Manion (1981:331) discusses four forest mortality epidemics

which he claims fit his mortality model. As another example, Sherman
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and Warren (1988) describe factors leading to ponderosa pine mortality

in California. These authors describe fire suppression as resulting

in increased stand density and, therefore, competition, a predisposing

stress. Consequently, tree were more susceptible to injury by

drought, the inciting stress. Finally, bark beetles and fungi acted

as contributing stresses.

Manion's model may also apply to background tree mortality. A
simple example of observed background mortality which may be

interpreted according to this model involves pathogenic fungi which

structurally weaken tree stems and predispose the trees to windthrow

(Franklin et al. 1987).

Interactions between predisposing and inciting stresses in

Manion's model may be more complex than suggested by Figure IVla.

For example, Kulman (1971) notes that defoliating insects of some

species reach epidemic numbers only in stands of trees already in poor

condition. This suggests a potential for synergistic interaction

between predisposing and inciting stresses. The simple model

schematic (Figure VIla) also neglects the possibility of sequential

inciting stresses. For example, Tainter et al. (1990) reported that

oak trees whose growth was substantially reduced following a drought

period in the 1950's died following another drought period in the

1980's.

Bossel's Model

Another model of the tree mortality process has been proposed by

Bossel (1986) based on the results of his mechanistic models of tree

carbon fixation and allocation. The mechanistic models suggest that

trees subject to chronic stresses at critical levels for many years

rapidly enter a "breakdown mode" and die (Figure VIlb). Until the

tree enters the breakdown mode the canopy appears normal although tree

growth is reduced. The breakdown phase prior to mortality lasts only

a few years and no extreme, shortterm stress is involved (as in

Manion's model). Trees subject to stress at subcritical levels

survive in a "stagnation mode" at reduced levels of vigor and growth.
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Unlike Manion's model, Bossel's model offers limited opportunity for

interpreting the roles of environmental stresses or senescence as

contributors to mortality.

Bossel (1986) offers only anecdotal evidence in support of his
model. This evidence involves the temporal pattern of visible injury

to trees in European forests which Bossel attributes to air pollution.
Bossel's model may also describe the death of some Alaska cedar trees
in dieback stands in southeastern Alaska. These trees show evidence
of canopy decline for only a few years before their death (Shaw et al.
1985). The cause of this mortality is unknown (Hennon et al. 1990).
Zelawski (1981) proposes that tree decline associated with aging may
take the form of an "avalanchelike deterioration" similar to that

described Bossel's model.

Lamb's Model

A mortality process model which was developed for animals, and
which explicitly incorporates physiological decline associated with
age, may apply to trees (Figure VI-1c; Lamb 1977:3). Lamb proposes
that an organism's ability to survive, or its "vitality," decreases

throughout life. The initial level of vitality and the rate of

vitality decrease is unique to individuals as a result of their
genetic makeup. Once vitality drops below a certain threshold, death
occurs. The death threshold varies with time due to changes in the
level of environmental stress. Consequently, lifespan is reduced
under high levels of stress.

As noted by Lamb (1977:4), this model has two significant
shortcomings. First, the model neglects possible interactions between
the rate of vitality decline and environmental stress. In the model,
the rate of decline is determined only by an individual's genetics.

Interactions between the environment and the rate of vitality decline
would allow for lags between the time of stress exposure and the time
of mortality. Second, the model does not allow for death thresholds
to differ between individuals depending on their genetics.
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Despite these limitations, the model does explicitly account for

senescence, unlike Manion's or Bossel's models. As discussed in

Chapter V, it has been proposed that trees may experience an increased

susceptibility to stress as they grow because their respiration demand

increases relative to their photosynthetic production capability

(Clark 1983, Waring 1987). Allowing for the tenuous relationship

between tree size and age, Lamb's model appears to describe this aging

phenomenon.

Model Evaluation

In this chapter I evaluate the three alternative models of the

tree mortality process described above. The techniques of

dendrochronology and time series analysis are applied to quantify the

temporal BAI patterns of individual dead trees as a measure of their

past vigor. Vigor patterns prior to death are compared to those

predicted by the alternative mortality process models. Surviving

neighbor trees are utilized to assess expected growth patterns.

Manion (1981:330) notes that reduced tree growth is the first

noticeable symptom of what he describes as decline diseases.

Similarly, Bossel (1986) presented his mortality process model in

terms of tree growth. Lamb's (1977) notion of vitality, the ability

to survive, may be considered to be similar to tree vigor, and is

evaluated here as tree growth.

My primary research objective may be formulated as an evaluation

of the null hypothesis:

Ho: The temporal BAI pattern of dead trees, prior to their

death, is identical to that of their living neighbors.

The models of Manion, Bossel, and Lamb may be formulated as

alternative hypotheses:

Hm: Manion's model. The temporal BAI pattern of dead trees is

characterized by evidence of the action of predisposing,
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inciting, and contributing stresses. The impact of an

inciting stress is indicated by sudden downward shifts in

tree growth without subsequent recovery. The action of

predisposing stresses is indicated by reduced growth prior

to the inciting stress of trees which did not recover from

the inciting stress.

HaB: Bossel's model. The temporal BAI pattern of dead trees is

characterized by a period of reduced growth and then a

sudden growth decline in the few years prior to mortality.

Ha,: Lamb's model. The temporal BAI pattern of dead trees is

characterized by declining growth as they age. Trees are

most likely to die during particularly stressful years.

As a test of these hypotheses I propose to rely on basic

features of each mortality model. Both Manion's and Bossel's models

predict sudden declines in tree vigor prior to death. In Manion's
model the decline occurs a substantial time prior to death; in

Bossel's model the decline occurs immediately prior to death. Sudden
growth declines may be detected as "interventions" which are

discontinuities or level changes in tree growth time series. The

models of Manion and Bossel may be distinguished by when these

interventions occurred relative to the time of death. The

applicability of both models will also be indicated by the pre
intervention growth rate of dead trees relative to live trees: both
models predict that dead trees grow slower than surviving trees prior
to experiencing interventions.

Neither Lamb's model nor the null model include interventions.

The applicability of these models may be assessed by comparing dead
tree growth rates and trends prior to death with live tree growth

rates and trends (the term trend is employed here to refer to long
term changes over time). The null model suggests that dead tree
growth is indistinguishable from live tree growth. By contrast,

Lamb's model suggests that dead tree growth is less than live tree
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growth, and this difference increases over time. Determining tree

growth rates and trends requires the utilization of appropriate time

series methods. Lamb's model also implies that trees die

preferentially during stressful years. This model feature may be

assessed by comparing years when trees died to environmental data

which indicate environmental stresses (e.g., drought).

It is likely that there is no single mortality process model

applicable to all trees, but rather, more than one model applies to

the study trees. Consequently, the study trees will be examined

individually for their fit to the alternative models. Once the

applicability of the models has been assessed, the mortality process

models will be interpreted in order to understand as much as possible

about the causes of tree mortality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Set

Dead Trees.--A sample of 65 dead Quercus spp. was obtained from

the dead tree data set described in Chapter III. Only these 65 trees

met the following criteria: they were at least 20 cm DBH, were cross

datable, at least 30 consecutive years of ring width measurements were

available, and the last ring produced by the tree was included in the

ring width measurements. The trees had to have been cross dated to

ensure that their year of death (the year the last ring was produced)

was known, and to ensure that particular growth pattern features could

be confidently associated with the calendar years in which they

occurred (these trees were visually cross dated in addition to

verification with the computer program COFECHA, see Chapter III). At

least 30 yr of ring width measurements were necessary for the time

series analysis procedures employed (due to wood decomposition it was

not possible to measure at least 30 annual rings for some dead trees).

(Note that this data set includes one tree which died during 1988 and

was therefore not included in the mortality rate analysis presented in

Chapter IV.)
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The 65 dead trees included 35 Ouercus section Lepidobalanus (3

Quercus alba, 12 Q. prinus, 5 Q. stellate, and 15 not identifiable to

species) and 30 section Erythrobalanus (2 Q. coccinea, 9 Q. velutina,

and 19 not identifiable to species). Each of the seven sites was

represented by at least eight dead trees. Wind was not apparently a

factor in the deaths of any of these 65 trees. All deaths were

assigned to the insects, disease, or lightning category, or the

unknown cause category (cause of death categories are described in

Chapter III).

Live Trees.--Tree ring width and DBH measurements for 528 live

Quercus spp. from the seven study sites were provided by D.C. LeBlanc

(Holcomb Research Institute, Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana,
USA). All of the these live trees were located on or adjacent to

study plots and were at least 20 cm DBH. The species in the 528 live

tree data set are Q. alba and Q. prinus (section Lepidobalanus), and

Q. velutina (section Erythrobalanus). The ring widths of these trees

had been employed to develop the master series for cross dating the

dead trees (Chapter III) and all of these series had been cross dated.

From this live tree collection, 89 live trees were selected for

analysis. Live trees were selected to match, to the extent possible,

the site, plot, DBH, and Quercus section of each of the 65 dead study
trees. Live trees were matched to the species of the dead tree, if

known. In addition, all live trees <30 cm DBH were included since

these smaller trees were relatively rare in the entire 528 tree data
set.

The proportion of each Ouercus section represented in the live

tree data set was the same as for the dead trees: 48 Lepidobalanus (33

Q. alba and 15 Q. prinus) and 41 Erythrobalanus (Q. velutina). Each
of the study sites was represented by at least 10 live trees.

BAI Series.--All dead and live tree ring width measurements were

converted to BAI for analysis. Because tree circumference increases

with growth, annual ring widths may decline even if trees are

experiencing increasing rates of growth (Hornbeck and Smith 1985). In

contrast, BAI series are likely to be more representative of overall

(volumetric) tree growth, and therefore more directly interpretable,
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than ring width series. In addition, Phipps and Whiton (1988) found

that the longterm trend in Q. alba BAI series was generally linear

over time, simplifying the analysis conducted here. Others have also

employed BAI series, rather than ring width series, for tree ring

analysis (e.g., Federer et al. 1989, Hornbeck and Smith 1985, Jordan

and Lockaby 1990, LeBlanc and Foster in press, Peterson and Arbaugh

1988).

To determine BAI, the breast height diameter under the bark was

calculated for each dead and live tree from the outside bark DBH and

bark factors (see discussion of bark factors in Chapter III). From

the calculated inside bark diameters and tree ring width measurements,

BAI was calculated assuming the trees were circular. Although two

sets of ring width measurements were available for the live trees, BAI

series were developed based on one series only.

Since converting ring width series to BAI series requires

assuming that trees are circular and approximating bark thickness,

these calculated BAI series may not be exact. However, because the

BAI series result from a simple mathematical transform of ring width

series, the temporal patterns indicated in calculated BAI series are

the same as in the directly measured ring width series.

Environmental Stresses.--Relating tree mortality processes to

environmental stresses requires longterm environmental data. As

described in Chapter II, Foster (1990a, 1990c) modeled annual weather

data for the seven study sites from 1901 to 1987. These data include

growing season mean temperature and precipitation, annual Palmer

drought severity index (PDSI), length of the longest growing season

drought period (consecutive days with <1 mm rain), and dates of the

last spring and first autumn frosts (minimum temperature <0°C).

Growing season is defined as April 16 to October 15, the approximate

growing season of Q. alba in the study area. PDSI is a measure of

drought which accounts for evapotranspiration and soil water storage

(Alley 1984). Annual PDSI values are the mean monthly PDSI values for

the growing season (May through September).

Longterm data on air pollution, a potentially important

environmental stress, are not available. Regular monitoring of ozone
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and acidic deposition began only recently (Armentano and Loucks 1990,

Foster 1990b). While estimates have been made of air pollution levels

back in time, these estimates are crude and not suitable for

comparison to tree growth patterns on an annual basis.

Time Series

Annual tree growth data are time series, collections of

sequential observations in which the order of the observations is as

important as the observations themselves (Chatfield 1989:1, Ostrom

1990:5). This section provides a brief introduction to the

characteristics of time series which are relevant to this research.

More detailed and formal presentations on time series are provided by

Box and Jenkins (1976), Chatfield (1989), Judge et al. (1985),

Vandaele (1983), and other texts (the treatment of Vandaele [1983) is

particularly accessible). This section also introduces the time

series analysis method employed for this research. A discussion of

other time series analysis methods and standard dendrochronological

methods, and why these methods were not chosen for this research, is

presented in Appendix B.

Autocorrelation.--An important characteristic of many time

series is autocorrelation. Autocorrelation, or serial correlation, is

the positive or negative correlation between pairs of time series

observations at various time intervals (Ostrom 1990:9). Tree ring

growth series are typically positively autocorrelated (Monserud 1986).

This positive autocorrelation is an inherent property of tree growth

since factors influencing growth in 1 yr may similarly influence

growth in subsequent years.

Both intrinsic and extrinsic factors contribute to positive

autocorrelation in tree growth time series. For temperate zone trees,

environmental conditions late in the growing season influence the size

of stored carbon pools which are utilized to initiate growth in the

following growing season (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979:273).

Consequently, high growth years tend to be followed by high growth

years, and vice versa. Autocorrelation in environmental conditions,
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such as drought, also contribute to tree growth autocorrelation. For
example, annual PDSI data from all seven study sites are positively

autocorrelated (personal observation).

ARMA Models.--Autocorrelation in time series may be quantified

by modeling time series as autoregressive moving average (ARMA)

processes (Chatfield 1989:33). The simplest ARMA process is the

firstorder autoregressive process, denoted AR(1),

Xt + et (VI-1)

where the subscript t denotes the time of each observation, 01 is a

constant which expresses the autocorrelation in time series Xt, and et

is an error time series in which the terms have zero mean, are

normally distributed, and are serially independent, i.e., not
autocorrelated. Following engineering nomenclature, a random time
series such as et will be referred to as white noise (Chatfield

1989:32). The simple, firstorder autoregressive process (equation
VI-1) may be generalized to a pthorder autoregressive process,
denoted AR(p),

Xt 01Xt-1 462Xt-2 + + OpXt-p et (VI-2)

The notation p =(k) denotes an AR(k) model where only 400.

A second type of ARMA process is the moving average process. A
qth order moving average process, denoted MA(q), is

Xt = et + + .. + Oget-q (VI-3)

where the Of terms are constants which define the nature of the

autocorrelation of Xt. The notation q(1) denotes an MA(1) model where
only °fop.

AR(p) and MA(q) processes may be combined to form a mixed
autoregressivemoving average process, denoted ARMA(p,q),
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Xt = 951Xt-1 462Xt-2 + + OpXt-p

et + + + 9ciet-ci (VI-4)

Many real world time series may be mathematically described as ARMA

processes.

In practice, ARMA models are developed only for stationary time

series (McDowall et al. 1980:27). Simplistically, stationary time

series are those without trend (Chatfield 1989:28). Consequently, the

mean value of a stationary series does not change over the longterm.

An ARMA model may be developed for a stationary time series with the

aid of the time series' autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation

functions (McDowall et al. 1980:47). The autocorrelation function

(ACF) coefficients describe the correlation between time series'

values at various time lags. The partial autocorrelation function

(PACF) coefficients describe the time series' autocorrelation at a

particular lag after the autocorrelation at smaller lags has been

accounted for (McDowall et al. 1980:41). Plots of the ACF and PACF

make it possible to tentatively identify a time series as a particular

type of ARMA process, e.g., MA(2) or ARMA(1,3) (Vandaele 1983:88).

Once the type of process which best describes a time series is

identified it is possible to estimate the model parameters, i.e., the

Oi and Oi terms in equation VI-4 (McDowall et al. 1980:47).

Time Series Analysis.--To assess the validity of several

features of the null and alternative tree mortality process

hypotheses, it is necessary to accurately quantify patterns of tree

growth, including overall growth trends and the possible existence of

interventions in the tree growth time series. Autocorrelation in tree

growth series precludes the application of many standard statistical

methods for such characterization. For example, an underlying

assumption of ordinary least squares (OLS) regression is that the

regression residuals be serially independent. If regression residuals

are positively autocorrelated, the statistical significance of the

regression parameters and overall model is inflated (McDowall et al.

1980:12, Ostrom 1990:21; also see the discussion in Appendix B).
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The method selected for this research was time series regression

(TSR) analysis, also referred to as structural equation model analysis

or estimated generalized least squares regression analysis (EGLS;

Ostrom 1990:6,32). TSR analysis combines the power and flexibility of

OLS regression models with the capability to tolerate any form of

residual autocorrelation. With TSR analysis it is possible to develop

tree growth models, and detect and quantify multiple time series

interventions. A further advantage of TSR analysis is the

interpretability of the analysis results. This interpretability

arises because the modeler is required to specify an underlying model

structure prior to developing the model.

A TSR model may be considered as an enhanced OLS regression

model. The enhancement is an ARMA "submodel" of the regression

residuals. Since the residuals from the ARMA submodel (the et series
in equation VI-4) are not autocorrelated, introducing an ARMA sub
model into the overall regression model results in the satisfaction of
the residual serial independence condition.

The term "estimated" in the TSR pseudonym EGLS regression refers

to the fact that the autocorrelation structure of the regression model

residuals must be estimated since this structure is typically not

known a priori (Ostrom 1990:32). (Many introductory regression

analysis texts [e.g., Neter et al. 1989:484] present methods for

treating regression models with residuals assumed to be represented by

simple AR[1] processes.) Estimation of autocorrelation structure is

possible because OLS regression provides an unbiased estimate of

regression model parameters even if the residuals are autocorrelated

(Hibbs 1974, Ostrom 1990:13). Consequently, it is possible to

construct an OLS regression model and examine the resulting residuals

to determine their autocorrelation structure. The OLS regression
model parameters are then reestimated simultaneously with the residual
ARMA submodel (Hibbs 1974).

Although TSR analysis is widely employed by social scientists

(Hibbs 1974, Judge et al. 1985, Ostrom 1990), I am aware of only one

prior dendrochronological application of TSR analysis. Kincaid (1987)

utilized TSR analysis in a limited way to assess the impact of air
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pollution on tree growth; interventions were not considered (this

methodology is summarized in Appendix B). Another ecological

application of TSR analysis is that of Edwards and Coull (1987) who

studied animal census data time series.

Statistical Tree Growth Models

Model Structure.--Two types of statistical tree growth time

series models were considered. The linear model is based on the

observation that BAI trends of vigorous oaks are approximately linear

(Phipps and Whiton 1988). Exploiting this simple trend, all live and

dead study tree BAI series were fit to linear models of the form

logio(BAIt) al) + a1MASTERt + aiYEARt + rt (VI-5)

where BAIL is the modeled basal area increment in year t, MASTERt

represents the highfrequency fluctuations in tree growth resulting

from climate variations, YEARt is the calendar year, and the al terms

are TSR model coefficients. MASTERt was determined by summarizing the

typical highfrequency variations experienced by live trees (see

details below). The MASTERt coefficient, al, represents an individual

tree's highfrequency growth variations in relation to the typical

variations of similar trees. The YEARt coefficient, a2, represents the

longterm growth trend. The residual time series, rt, represents

factors not accounted for by the linear model and will be represented

by an ARMA submodel (equation VI-4). The purpose of this linear

model is to quantify longterm tree growth trends.

To assess the existence of interventions in growth prior to

death, the dead tree BAI series were also fit to intervention models

of the form

logio(BAIt) = bo + biMASTERt + Eb23IVit + rt (VI-6)

where the b2jIV3t terms are step interventions with
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(VI-7)

and the baj terms represent the magnitudes of the step interventions at

year j (selection of intervention years is discussed below). These

interventions are intended to represent the sharp discontinuities in

tree growth predicted by the mortality process models of Manion and

Bossel.

In both models, BAI was logtransformed to eliminate data

heteroscedasticity. Because the range of BAI values for an individual

tree over the model interval was not extreme, the logtransformation

introduces only a slight curvature into the BAI trends when they are

back transformed, so BAI trends are still modelled as being

essentially linear.

For both the linear and intervention tree growth models, the

modeling interval was 1920-1987 only. While pre-1920 BAI data was

available for some of the live and dead trees, eliminating data prior

to 1920 improved the comparability of the live and dead tree

statistical models.

Master BAI Series.--The highfrequency growth fluctuation time

series, MASTER, were developed from the entire collection of live tree

ring width measurements (528 trees). These same trees were employed

to develop the ring widthbased master series employed for tree cross

dating, however, a different procedure was utilized to develop the

master BAI series.

For most of the 528 live trees, measurements from two cores from

each tree were available and both were utilized (1019 cores total).

Ring width series were converted to BAI series (as described above),

logtransformed, and then individually fit to a straight line trend by
OLS regression. The trend was determined based on data from the

interval 1920-1987 only. That a linear trend was reasonable was

verified by individually examining regression and residual plots for
all series. For each series, the linear trend was subtracted from
each year's BAI measurement to form a detrended series (Cook et al.
1989a).
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The biweight robust mean, an outlier insensitive measure of

central tendency (Cook et al. 1989b), was employed to calculate

composite MASTER BAI series representing each of 18 site/species

groups (Q. alba and Q. rubra for all seven study sites, and Q. prinus

for the Indiana and Ohio sites only: CSF, HNF, EOA, and WNF). Since
BAI measurements were not available for all cores beginning with the

year 1920, the number of trees forming the MASTER series for each

site/species group varies by year. However, measurements from at
least 18 trees comprised each of the 18 MASTER series for all years

1920-1987, except for the DIX site Q. rubra MASTER series during the

1920's for which measurements from only six trees were available.

Since all of the modelled dead trees had been identified to

Ouercus section it was possible to utilize a MASTER series from the

appropriate Ouercus section to develop the statistical tree growth

models. For dead trees from the Indiana and Ohio sites (CSF, HNF,

EOA, and WNF) which had been identified only as section Lepidobalanus,

models were developed with both the Ouercus alba and Q. nrinuq MASTER
series. The MASTER series best correlated with the BAI series (as

indicated by both MASTER regression coefficients: al in equation VI-5

and bl in equation VI-6) was selected for subsequent analysis.

The purpose of the MASTER series component in the tree growth

models was to improve the accuracy of the estimation of the longterm

growth trends (linear model, equation VI-5) and to reduce the

potential for detecting spurious interventions (intervention model,

equation VI-6). By explicitly accounting for the highfrequency
fluctuations in tree growth rates expected to be due to interannual

climate fluctuations and common to all trees, longterm trends and

interventions should be more clearly revealed (Hirsch and Gilroy
1985). Developing separate MASTER series for each species group at

each site, rather than a single common MASTER series for all species

at all sites, should further improve the elimination of the common

highfrequency climate signal experienced by particular species groups
at particular sites. The al and bl coefficients in equations VI-5 and
VI-6, respectively, account for differences in the sensitivity of

individual trees to climate. Similar approaches have been employed by
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Kincaid (1987) and Nash et al. (1975). Simply utilizing the high
frequency signal in neighboring live trees as I have done is simpler,
and likely to be more effective, than developing a complex tree

growthclimate model to predict these expected highfrequency

fluctuations (Cook et al. 1987, LeBlanc and Foster in press). Also
note that the process of developing the MASTER series mirrors the role
played by the MASTER series in the linear and intervention growth
models. The highfrequency signal was filtered out by the identical,
but inverse, procedure by which it enters into the growth models.

Interventions.--When might interventions in tree BAI time series
have occurred? Downing and McLaughlin (1989) applied BoxJenkins
intervention analysis (see description of this method in Appendix B)

to tree ring data and considered any year to be a possible

"intervention year." At the other extreme, Cook (1988), who also
employed BoxJenkins intervention analysis, tested for the existence
of an intervention during only one particular year. The former

alternative, allowing all years to be possible intervention years, may
lead to the identification of spurious interventions. However, the
latter alternative, testing for interventions only during a single, or
few years, may lead to the failure to detect actual interventions.
Consequently, I have employed an intermediate approach. Only years
experienced as relatively stressful by surviving trees will be

considered possible intervention years. Given the assumption that

interventions are the result of environmental stresses, this approach
should reduce the chance of identifying spurious interventions.

However, approximately half of all years will be considered possible
intervention years so that real interventions will not be missed, or

incorrectly associated with another year.

To identify environmentally stressful years, I utilized the mean
chronologies developed in Chapter III for cross dating the dead trees.
These chronologies, one for each of the 18 site/species groups (Q.
nrinus chronologies for sites CSF, HNF, and WNF were developed after
completing the work in Chapter III), were derived from the entire 528
live tree data set with the aid of the computer program COFECHA
(Holmes 1984). The chronologies were developed by detrending
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individual ring width series with a cubic spline and compositing the

detrended series (see Chapter III for further details). Consequently,

the chronologies isolate the highfrequency fluctuations in tree

growth and so indicate tree growth in a particular year relative to

growth during a few years before and after that year. These mean

chronologies will be referred to here as "stress index" series (these

are actually stress response index series but response will be dropped

in the interest of brevity). Years in which the stress index for a

particular site/species group were below the stress index series mean

were considered as potential intervention years. Eighteen separate

lists of potential intervention years were developed for each

site/species group noted above.

Model building procedure.--The tree growth models were developed

and analyzed with SPSS/PC+ (version 4.0) statistical software.

For the linear growth model (equation VI-5) the model building

procedure followed that outlined above in the description of TSR

analysis. Model parameters were first estimated with OLS regression.

ACF and PACF plots of the OLS regression residuals were examined to

identify the autocorrelation structure of the residuals. Since these

plots do not allow identification of an autocorrelation structure with

certainty, all likely residual models were considered. Complete TSR

models, including the residual ARMA submodels, of likely models were

then estimated. The best complete model for each tree was selected on

the basis of which residual submodel yielded the TSR model residuals

nearest to white noise, with preference given to the ARMA submodel

with the fewest parameters (see further discussion below).

For the intervention growth model (equation VI-6), this

procedure was modified to detect interventions. An OLS model was

first developed with only the MASTER series as an independent

variable. Statistically significant intervention variables (IVit's in

equation VI-7) were then automatically added to the model one at a

time by forward selection (Neter et al. 1989:458; significance

criteria described below). Intervention variables were selected until

none of the remaining candidates were significant. Finally,

intervention variables which were no longer significant (due to the
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addition of other intervention variables) were removed from the model

by backward elimination (Neter et al. 1989:458). This forward

selection followed by backward elimination procedure was employed

rather than the more common stepwise method to ensure that the MASTER

series variable remained in the model even if the MASTER variable was

not statistically significant. Including the MASTER series in all

models was a conservative measure to prevent the highfrequency common

signal represented by the MASTER series from being replaced by a large
number of intervention variables (this occurred for at least one tree

during preliminary model development). The MASTER coefficient in the

dead tree growth models also provides a measure of the similarity in

growth patterns between live and dead trees.

Following selection of the most significant intervention

variables, a TSR model was developed including these intervention

variables. If one or more of the selected intervention variables were

not statistically significant in the resulting TSR model, the least

significant intervention variable was eliminated from the model. An
OLS model was reestimated without this intervention variable so that
the residuals could be examined to identify their autocorrelation

structure. A new TSR model was then developed with the remaining

intervention variables. If necessary, this process was repeated until

all intervention variables were significant in the TSR model.

The TSR model parameters were estimated by an exact maximum

likelihood algorithm (provided in SPSS/PC+, version 4.0). Maximum

likelihood estimation provides better estimates of model parameters

(including the residual submodel parameters) than alternative

estimation methods (Hibbs 1974, Kmenta 1986:323). Unfortunately, the

statistical significance of model parameters may be overestimated by

maximum likelihood, and other, TSR model estimation methods. Johnston
(1984:326) compared TSR model estimation methods for one particular

model by Monte Carlo analysis and found that these estimation methods,

including maximum likelihood estimation, inflated parameter

significance approximately fivefold. While it is uncertain if such

inflation is typical for all model structures (the studied case

involved very high autocorrelation and short time series), to be
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conservative a significance criteria of a-0.01 (twotailed ttest) was

employed for all model parameters, including interventions. (In

Johnston's [1984:326] Monte Carlo analysis, an OLS model of the

autocorrelated time series data led to an approximately tenfold

inflation of parameter significance. This indicates the importance of

employing appropriate time series methods even if these methods

themselves provide liberal estimates of model parameter significance.)

TSR model residuals were evaluated to ensure that the structure

of each model was appropriate for the data, that the residuals were

normally distributed with constant variance, that there were no or few

outliers, and that the residuals were serially independent (Neter et

al. 1989:116). This evaluation included the standard regression

diagnostic procedures of examining plots of residuals versus predicted

values, as well as histograms and normal probability plots of

standardized residuals. Three techniques were employed to verify that

the TSR model residuals were serially independent. First, residual

ACF and PACF plots were examined, noting the 95% confidence limits on

individual autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations (Chatfield

1989:51, 56). Second, to test for overall serial independence at up

to k lags, the LjungBox Qk statistic was employed (Vandaele 1989:125).

A TSR model was considered acceptable only if this statistic indicated

that the residuals were white noise for k-1 and k-10 (the °pi test null

hypothesis that the residuals were white noise must not have been

rejected with p>0.1). Third, since the first difference of a white

noise process is an MA(1) process with 61--1 (equation VI-3; Vandaele

1989:126), ACF and PACF plots of the first differenced residuals were

examined for evidence of such a process. These various techniques for

evaluating residual serial dependence were particularly important when

the OLS regression residual ACF and PACF plots provided only ambiguous

information about the appropriate residual submodel, and it was

necessary to evaluate alternative submodels.

With time series models, quantifying goodnessoffit is

problematic. The coefficient of determination for pure ARMA models is

a function of the value of the ARMA model parameters themselves

(Vandaele 1989:122). And with maximum likelihood parameter
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estimation, the mean value of the residuals is not necessarily zero

(personal observation). Consequently, the regression and residual sum
of squares, when calculated in the standard manner (Zar 1984:271), do

not sum to the total sum of squares, and calculation of the

coefficient of determination is ambiguous.

To quantify the fit of the linear and intervention models, the

correlation coefficient between the original and modelled BAI series

was calculated. Such use of the correlation coefficient as a

goodnessoffit statistic is suggested by Buse (1973). The squared

correlation coefficient has similar properties to the coefficient of

determination, e.g., the range is zero to one with zero indicating

that the statistical model does not represent the data (Buse 1973). A
squared correlation coefficient of one does not indicate a perfect

model representation, however, since the mean value of the original

and modelled series may be different even when the squared correlation

coefficient is equal to one. Consequently, the difference between the

mean value of the original and modelled BAI series was also

calculated. Note that for statistical models with serially

independent residuals, the model is simply an OLS model and the

squared correlation coefficient is identical to the coefficient of

determination (personal observation). All squared correlation

coefficients were adjusted for the number of parameters in the model

(including ARMA submodel parameters) in the same manner as the

coefficient of multiple determination is adjusted for multiple

regression (Neter et al. 1989:241) and subsequently referred to as Ri*.

Year of Tree Death and Environmental Stress

Lamb's mortality process model predicts that tree mortality is

most likely to occur during environmentally stressful years. Two

tests of this prediction were conducted. For the first test, the

stress index for the year of each tree's death was determined where

the year of tree death is defined as the last year a growth ring was
produced. Stress indices specific to the site and species group of

each dead tree were obtained from the 18 stress index series
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(described above). Since all but one tree died during the interval

1968-1987, and stress index data were not available for 1988, only

1968-1987 were ranked and the tree that died during 1988 was excluded

from the test. If year of death was not related to the stress index,

the mean stress index for all dead trees should be zero. If death was
more likely to occur during environmentally stressful years, then the

mean stress index will be negative.

For the second test, individual calendar years were ranked in

terms of the degree of environmental stress utilizing the stress index
series. Each of the 18 site/species group specific stress index

series were employed to develop separate rankings. Accounting for
site and species group, each dead tree was assigned a ranking based on
the level of environmental stress during the year it died. Note that
this test assumes that all dead trees would have died during 1968-1987
(which they did) and that the trees could have died during any of
these years. If the year of tree mortality was independent of

environmental stress, the mean year of death stress ranking for all

dead trees should be 10.5. A significant deviation in favor of tree
death occurring during more stressful years (mean ranking<10.5) will

support the mortality process model of Lamb.

Mechanistic Tree Growth Model

Since Bossel's mortality process model was based on the results

of simulations made with a mechanistic tree growth model, simulations

were performed with this same mechanistic model to determine if it

would also exhibit behavior analogous to Manion's mortality process
model. While Bossel had subjected the model tree only to constant

stress, the new simulations included simulation of predisposing and
inciting stresses. Since Bossel's mechanistic model lacks a

senescence mechanism it is not possible to determine if it will

exhibit the behavior predicted by Lamb's mortality process model.

From Bossel's (1986) description of the mechanistic tree growth

model, the simulation model was implemented in Microsoft QuickBASIC

(version 4.0; complete computer code in Appendix C). The mechanistic
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model simulates an evergreen tree with three state variables: foliage

biomass, fine root biomass, and permanent biomass (stem, branches, and

coarse roots).

The model tree's foliage annually produces an amount of

photosynthate based on the foliage biomass, availability of water from

the fine roots, and photosynthetic efficiency. A response to stress
by the model tree may be simulated by reducing the photosynthetic

efficiency. The fine roots annually provide an amount of water based

on their biomass.

Each year the model allocates the photosynthate produced

according to set priorities. The first allocation priority is to meet

the respiration requirement of the permanent biomass. If

photosynthate availability is inadequate to meet this respiration

demand, then the tree dies. The second priority is to replace leaf

and fine root biomass lost to annual turnover, and meet reproductive

requirements. This priority implicitly includes the respiration

requirements of foliage, fine roots, and reproductive organs. If the

supply of photosynthate remaining is inadequate to meet these demands,

the remaining photosynthate is allocated in proportion to the demand

by each of these three sinks (leaf turnover, fine root turnover, and

reproduction). In this circumstance, leaf and fine root biomass may

decline and no photosynthate will remain for growth. If photosynthate

still remains, however, it is allocated for production of additional

foliage, fine roots, and permanent biomass.

Complete fine root turnover occurs each year. The model tree

retains foliage for 8 yr so oneeighth of the foliage is normally

replaced each year. However, if the fine root biomass is inadequate

to meet the water demand, the foliage turnover rate is increased. In

addition, permanent biomass is lost at the rate of 1%.yr-1 to simulate,

for example, branches broken by wind.

Further details of the model may be found in Bossel (1986) and

from the computer code in Appendix C. Note that this mechanistic

model is strictly conceptual and no attempt has been made to calibrate

the model to represent an actual tree.
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Simulations identical to those of Bossel were run and compared

to Bossel's results to verify that the model was properly implemented.

Simulations were also run involving various combinations of

predisposing and inciting stresses. These stresses were imposed by

adjusting the model tree's photosynthetic efficiency in particular

years.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Year of Tree Death and Environmental Stress

Both tests to determine if tree death occurred preferentially

during environmentally stressful years failed to support this

prediction of Lamb's mortality process model. For the first test, the

stress index for the year of death of the 62 trees considered was

0.07, not significantly different from the expected value of zero

(p>0.5, onetailed ttest) For the second test, the mean

environmental stress ranking for the year of death of the 62 trees was

9.63, not significantly less than the value of 10.5 expected if death

was equally likely to occur during any year (p>0.1, onetailed t
test).

Both these tests fail to account for the linkage between

environmental stress in one year with a physiological response in the

following year, as discussed above. To determine if tree death was

more likely to occur the year following extreme environmental stress,

the second, ranking test was modified. For this new test, the

environmental stress ranking assigned to each tree was the lower of

the stress rank for the year of death or the year prior to death (for

the one tree which died in 1968 the 1968 ranking was used). The mean

value for the 62 dead trees was 7.16, not significantly less than the

value of 7.39 expected if year of death was unrelated to environmental

stress (p>0.25, onetailed ttest). The expected value was determined

by a Monte Carlo simulation, of 10,000 runs, to determine the mean of
the minimum of two random integers between 1 and 20.
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The results of these tests indicate that tree mortality was not

more likely to occur during or one year after environmentally

stressful years. Distributions of stress indices and rankings for

individual trees were symmetrically distributed providing no reason to

believe that a subset of trees were more likely to die during

stressful years. Consequently, Lamb's mortality process model does

not appear to be applicable to forest trees.

Statistical Tree Growth Models

To determine if similar growth models would result from the two

increment cores available for each live tree, separate linear models

were developed with the BAI series calculated separately from each

series of ring width measurements. This comparison was limited to the

ten live trees from site ARK. Except for one of these ten trees, the

structures of the ARMA residual models developed for each BAI series

pair were identical. And, except for one tree, all MASTER

coefficients (al in equation VI-5) for the model developed from the

second core were within two standard errors of the MASTER coefficient

for the model developed from the first core (the exception was within

three standard errors). Because of this similarity in models

developed from different cores from the same tree, all model analysis

is based on live tree growth models developed from only one ring width

series.

Following modeling, three of the 89 live trees were eliminated

from further analysis because the growth of these trees was found to

be very poorly represented by the linear model. The linear model

assumes relatively gradual and consistent changes in the rate of

growth. The three eliminated trees experienced two distinct periods

of slow and rapid growth. The poor model fit was indicated visually,

by the nearly nonstationary residuals, and by the large differences

in the actual and modelled mean BAI (17-51% relative to actual mean

BAI). The correspondence between all other live and dead tree models

and the original data were found to satisfactorily represent actual

tree growth patterns.
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Two dead trees were also eliminated from subsequent analysis

when final checking indicated that the cross dating of these trees was

uncertain. Both of these eliminated trees were from Quercus section

Lepidobalanus (unknown species) and from site EOA, leaving six trees

from this site in the data set.

The mean BAI series length for the remaining 86 modelled live

trees was 66 yr (range: 45-68 yr) and the mean series length for the

remaining 63 modelled dead trees was 46 yr (range: 30-68 yr).

The typical DBH of the live and dead modelled trees was greater

than the typical DBH of the population of live and dead trees found on

the study plots (Figure VI-2). This bias was a consequence of

employing available tree ring data which had been collected for

another research application. The trees utilized to develop the

master and stress index series were even larger than the modelled

trees (Figure VI-2).

The four dead Lepidobalanus trees of unknown species were all

found to be best represented by a Q. alba MASTER series (rather than a

Q. prinus. MASTER series). The intervention years selected when the

two different MASTER series were employed were similar, however.

Model goodness-of-fit.--The linear growth model adequately

represented the temporal basal area growth patterns of the 86 live

trees (example model fit shown in Figure VI-3; corresponding MASTER

series shown in Figure VI-4). For the 86 linear models of live trees,

mean Ri*-0.66 (Table VI-1; see definition of Ri* above). The mean

predicted BAI was within 10% of the mean actual BAI for all live

trees. The two live trees with R8 *<0.25 both deviated from a linearly

increasing BAI pattern, showing high growth rates in the 1920's

followed by several decades of lower growth rates.

The linear model was not as representative of the dead trees'

BAI patterns (example model fit shown in Figure VI-5; corresponding

MASTER series shown in Figure VI-4). For the 63 linear models of dead

trees, mean R!*=0.46, substantially less than for the linear models of

live trees. The mean model BAI was within 10% of the mean actual BAI

for all dead trees, except one with a difference of 16%.
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Of the 63 dead trees, 48 (76%) had at least one significant

negative intervention. For the dead trees with interventions (example

model fit shown in Figure VI-6; corresponding MASTER series shown in
Figure VI-4, corresponding stress index series shown in Figure VI-7),

mean R!*-0.72, significantly greater than the mean linear model fit,

Ri*-0.47, for these 48 dead trees (p-0.00, two-tailed sign test; Zar
1984:386). The mean model BAI was within 2% of the mean actual BAI

for all dead trees. Of the 13 dead trees with linear model Ri*<0.25,

10 were found to have experienced at least one negative intervention,
and the mean difference between the Riic of the intervention and linear

models for these 10 was substantial, 0.52. Overall, the intervention
model was greater than the linear model Rf,* for 46 of the 48 dead

trees which experienced at least one negative intervention. For the

two trees where the linear model provided the better fit, the

difference in R!* between the two models was less than 0.05. Since the

interventions identified for these two trees were statistically

significant, these interventions are included in the subsequent

analysis.

For the dead trees which experienced interventions, the model

goodness-of-fit measures suggest that growth patterns are better

represented by the intervention model than by the linear model. For
live trees, the linear model provides a representation essentially

equivalent to that provided for the dead trees with interventions by
the intervention model.

MASTER coefficients.--The MASTER coefficients provide a relative

measure of individual tree sensitivity to climate. For the linear
models of live trees, the mean MASTER coefficient was 1.08, near the
expected value of unity (Table VI-1; MASTER regression coefficient
defined in equations VI-5 and VI-6). All MASTER coefficients were

significantly different from zero (p50.001). For the linear models of
dead trees, the mean MASTER coefficient was 0.85, significantly less
than for the live linear models (p-0.00, two-tailed t-test). Linear
model MASTER coefficients were significant for only 78% of the dead
trees (a-0.01).
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For the intervention models of dead trees, the mean MASTER

coefficient was 0.72, not significantly different from that of the
linear models of the same dead trees (1)-0.11, twotailed sign test;

linear model mean MASTER coefficient-0.80 for these 48 trees).

Intervention model MASTER coefficients were significant for 79% of the
dead trees (a-0.01), essentially the same proportion as for the linear
models of these 48 trees (75%). The intervention model of one tree
had a negative MASTER coefficient but this coefficient was not
significant (p-0.89).

The MASTER coefficients of all tree growth models were not
clearly related to DBH. It appears, however, that only small DBH
trees had large MASTER coefficient values suggesting the greater
sensitivity of small trees to environmental variations.

The magnitude of the MASTER coefficients may have been

influenced by the different lengths of the modelled BAI series so

comparisons of MASTER coefficients between trees should be made with
caution. However, the differences in MASTER coefficients between live
and dead trees suggest that dead trees experienced a lesser degree of
shortterm growth variation than live trees, in turn suggesting that
dying trees are less responsive to their environment than healthier
trees.

Linear Growth Trends.--Linear growth trends, represented by the
YEAR coefficient, indicate the rate of change in basal area growth
over time: positive growth trends indicate increasing growth rates,
flat trends indicate constant growth rates, and negative trends

indicate decreasing growth rates. The linear growth trends of the
live trees were primarily positive: 64% of the live trees had positive
YEAR coefficients and only 7% of the live trees had negative YEAR
coefficients (a-0.01; Table VI-1; the YEAR regression coefficient is
defined in equation VI-5). The linear growth trends of the dead trees
were primarily negative or flat: only 6% of the dead series had
positive YEAR coefficients (a-0.01). The proportion of YEAR
coefficients that were positive, negative, or not significant strongly
depends on whether the linear model was of a live or dead tree

(p-0.00, loglikelihood ratio test; Zar 1984:71).
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Since the length of the modelling period varied among trees,
linear growth trends are not strictly comparable. It is possible that
linear models based on complete BAI data from 1920 to death would have
shown dead trees to have linear growth trends that were less negative
if growth rates during the first part of the modelling interval were
low. The length of the modeling period is unlikely to have

meaningfully influenced live tree linear growth trends, however. Only
17 live trees (20%) lacked complete BAI measurement records from 1920
to 1987 but even these had BAI measurements series representing at
least 45 yr.

As with the MASTER coefficients, YEAR coefficients for live and
dead trees were not simply related to tree DBH. But live trees with
large positive YEAR coefficients and dead trees with large negative

YEAR coefficients were typically smaller trees. Larger trees, both
live and dead, had YEAR coefficients, and thus rates of change in BAI,
of lesser magnitude.

For live trees, significant differences were found in the linear
model YEAR coefficients between both sites and Quercus sections.
While the mean YEAR coefficient did not differ significantly between

section (p-0.83, twotailed ttest; Figure VI-8), a greater percentage
of live Lepidobalanus had positive YEAR coefficients than live
Erythrobalanus (74% versus 53%, respectively; p-0.04, loglikelihood

ratio test with negative and nonsignificant YEAR coefficients

grouped). Significant differences between mean YEAR coefficients were
found for live trees at two sites: ARK and DIX (a-0.05, Tukey honest
significant difference test following ANOVA with p-0.02; Zar 1984:186;
Figure VI-8). At site ARK, the mean YEAR coefficient was low; at site
DIX the mean YEAR coefficient was high.

For the linear models of dead trees, no significant differences
in the mean YEAR coefficients were found between sites or Quercus

section (Figure VI-8; both p>0.39, ANOVA). Nor was there a site or
section difference in the proportion of YEAR coefficients that were
negative or nonnegative. For dead trees from sections Lepidobalanus
and Erythrobalanus, 48% and 43% of linear growth trends were negative,
respectively (p.0.68, loglikelihood ratio test). Among sites, 22-73%
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of trees had negative linear growth trends (a statistical test was not

possible due to the small sample size).

There was no relationship between live and dead mean YEAR

coefficients by site, although the most extreme of each both occurred

at site DIX (Figure VI-8). The site mean live and dead growth trends,

as represented by the YEAR coefficients, were not significantly

correlated with either site basal area (for trees _):10 cm DBH, data

presented in Appendix A) or site index (75th quartile values presented

in Chapter III; all pL-0.5; Zar 1984:309).

Live and dead trees have distinctly different linear BAI trends.

While the majority of live trees were experiencing increasing rates of
growth, few dead trees experienced increasing rates of growth. The
few live trees experiencing decreasing rates of growth are not

significant exceptions to this pattern since the live tree data set

includes all future mortality. Live trees which experienced

decreasing rates of growth may be the most likely trees to die in the
near future.

Autocorrelation of model residuals.--The residual time series of
the linear models of both live and dead trees were strongly

autocorrelated (Table VI-2). For the linear models of live trees, the

autocorrelation structure of the residuals of 81% of the models was
AR(1) (mean O1=0.62); only 2% of residual series were white noise. For
the linear models of dead trees, the autocorrelation structure of the

residuals of 64% of the models was AR(1) (mean O1=0.60); 18% of
residual series were white noise. The nonwhite noise residual series
of all linear models of live trees were positively autocorrelated; all
except one of the nonwhite noise residual series of the linear models
of dead trees were positively autocorrelated.

In contrast to the linear models, the majority (65%) of dead

intervention model residual series were not autocorrelated (Table

VI-2). And those residual series that were autocorrelated were not as
strongly autocorrelated as the linear models: mean O1 =0.45 for the

AR(1) residuals of the intervention models (Table VI-2).

Relatively complex residual series autocorrelation structures
were found for some growth models (e.g., 1)(1,3,5); see Table VI-2).
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While simple autocorrelation structures, e.g., AR(1), are

mathematically elegant and more readily interpretable, the particular

structure of TSR model residual series is less important than is

simply accounting for residual autocorrelation to satisfy the basic

assumptions of the regression model.

The strong positive autocorrelation typically found in the

linear model residuals indicates that individual trees grew faster
than the "average" live tree (represented by the MASTER series) for

several years, and then grew slower for several years (e.g., Figure

VI-9). Consequently, the linear growth models alternately

underpredicted and overpredicted growth for intervals lasting several
years.

Five residual series from dead tree models were negatively

autocorrelated (Table VI-2). These negative autocorrelation

structures, not found for live trees, may have been due to the unusual

growth patterns of trees prior to their death. Alternatively, the
negative autocorrelation may have been the result of tree ring

measurement error. Many of the dead trees had very small rings which

were difficult to measure accurately. In some cases, the mean ring

width was less than the diameter of the large vessel members such that
the boundary between rings was sinuous, and ring width ranged between
approximately 0.1-1.0 mm. With such small rings, an overestimate of
one tree ring width may lead to an underestimate of the width of the

adjacent ring width. Alternating overestimates and underestimates
could lead to the introduction of negative autocorrelation into the

tree growth time series.

Autocorrelation of regression model residuals is often the

result of failure to include important variables in the regression

model (Neter et al. 1989:484). Since tree growth during one year can
strongly influence growth during the following year (see discussion
above), including tree growth during the previous year as an
independent variable may improve the fit of the TSR models.

Unfortunately, such a "lagged" variable cannot be included in a TSR
model without employing more complex statistical methods, partly

because of multicollinearity between the lagged and unlagged variables
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(Ostrom 1990:58). Note, however, that previous year's tree growth is

partially included in both the linear and intervention models in the
form of the autocorrelated MASTER series (MASTER series

autocorrelation is apparent in Figure VI-4).

Given that neglecting important independent variables

contributes to residual series autocorrelation, the weakly

autocorrelated residual series of the intervention models of dead

trees, relative to their linear models, suggest that interventions are

important variables in dead tree growth models. Further, it appears
that the strongly autocorrelated residuals of dead tree linear models

are capable of masking interventions. For example, compare the linear

and intervention growth models of the same dead tree (Figures VI-5 and
VI-6). The linear model underpredicted growth prior to the negative

interventions experienced by this tree and overpredicted growth

following the interventions. This change in the linear model

residuals compensated for the negative interventions found in the

intervention model. Thus, the nature of the autocorrelation of growth
model residuals suggests that tree growth prior to death is better
represented by the intervention model than the linear model.

Intervention frequency.--A total of 88 negative interventions

were found to be statistically significant (a=0.01; 69 [78%] of these

were significant at a-0.001). All negative interventions occurred at
least 4 yr after the BAI series of each modelled tree began or 3 yr
before it ended. None of the four dead trees with positive linear
growth trends experienced a negative intervention.

The number of negative interventions per dead tree was zero to
four, with a mean of 1.4 (n-63). Twenty-one trees experienced only
one negative intervention. The number of negative interventions per

tree was independent of the length of the tree's BAI series (Figure

VI-10; p-0.55, log-likelihood ratio test with the following groups: 0,
1, and 2 or more interventions and 30-39, 40-49, and 50 or more
years). This is probably because interventions tended to occur in

more recent years (as shown below) when BAI data were available for
all dead trees.
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At least one intervention was experienced by 85% of trees in

section Lepidobalanus and 67% of trees in section Erythrobalanus

(Table VI-3). This section difference was not significant, however

(p-0.09, loglikelihood ratio test). The likelihood of a tree

experiencing at least one intervention at a particular site ranged

from 44% at TON to 100% at EOA (Table VI-3; the small sample size

precluded a statistical test of these site differences).

Intervention characteristics.--The median magnitude of the 88
negative interventions was 0.21 (range: 0.08-0.55). The magnitude of
the largest intervention may have been exaggerated by this tree's

asymmetrical bole, however, the next largest intervention was nearly
the same, 0.48. Since BAI was logtransformed for the statistical

growth models, step magnitudes may be expressed in untransformed BAI

as a relative change: the median change was a 38% decline relative to

the preintervention BAI (range: 17-72%). A small, but significant,

difference was found in the magnitude of negative interventions

experienced by Lepidobalanus, with a median decline of 41%, and

Erythrobalanus, with a median decline of 33% (p-0.03, twotailed t
test). No relationship was found between the magnitude of negative

interventions and the stress index corresponding to the year of the
intervention (r-0.06) so intervention magnitude was not influenced by
stress severity. Nor was there any relationship between tree DBH and

intervention magnitude (r-0.00), although a linear relationship

between the untransformed step magnitude and DBH is implied.

The median magnitude of the first negative interventions

experienced by the 48 dead trees, 0.20, was essentially the same as
the magnitude of all 88 negative interventions, 0.21. Only a very
weak relationship was found between the magnitude of the first

negative interventions and the corresponding stress index (i-0.14).

The median time between the first negative intervention and tree
mortality was 20 yr (range: 2-52 yr; Figure VI-11). Although the
median time between from first intervention to death was greater for
Erythrobalanus, 24 yr, than Lepidobalanus, 19 yr, this difference was
not significant (p-0.24, twotailed ttest). The estimate of time
between the first negative intervention and mortality may be an
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underestimate if trees experienced interventions prior to the data
record. However, for dead trees with BAI measurements available prior
to 1920 (the beginning of the modeling period) there were no clearly
visible negative interventions. Further, as noted above, the number
of negative interventions identified per tree was independent of the
BAI series length.

For trees which only experienced one negative intervention, the
median time from this intervention to death was 17 yr (range: 2-
49 yr). For trees which experienced at least two sequential negative

interventions prior to death the median time between the first

negative intervention and death was significantly longer, 21 yr
(p-0.04, two-tailed t-test). For these trees the median time between
the last negative intervention and death was only 5 yr (range: 2-
32 yr). Thus for trees where at least two interventions occurred

prior to mortality, the time from the first intervention to death was
greater than for trees which only experienced one intervention, but
mortality occurred relatively quickly following the final

intervention.

Intervention probability.--The mean probability of a negative
intervention occurring to a tree was 7.2%, where intervention

probability is defined as the total number of negative interventions
experienced by a tree divided by the total number of interventions
possible for that tree (Table VI-3). Because interventions were
possible during approximately half of all years (1285 possible

intervention years during 2879 BAI data years), the average
probability of a tree experiencing an intervention in a year is

approximately half (45%) of the intervention probability. The mean
intervention probability for section Lepidobalanus, 8.0%, was greater
than for section Erythrobalanus, 6.3%, but this difference was not
significant (13-0.17, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test; Zar 1984:139).
Among sites, intervention probability ranged from means of 5.1% at TON
to 10.1% at DIX, but these differences were not significant either
(p-0.66, Kruskal-Wallis test; Zar 1984:176).

The probability of a second, third, or fourth negative

intervention was 58% greater than the probability of a first negative
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intervention. The number of possible interventions years up to the
time of the 48 "first" negative interventions was 840 (intervention

probability-5.7%). The 40 negative interventions which followed at
least one negative intervention occurred from the 445 remaining
possible intervention years (intervention probability-9.0%). This
suggests that trees were more susceptible to interventions after they
had experienced a first intervention.

Intervention probability increased during the decade beginning

with 1950 (Figure VI-12; the high intervention probability during the
1920's is based on a single intervention). Intervention probability
increased slightly each subsequent decade, but was higher sooner for
trees which died during 1968-1977 than for trees which died during
1978-1987. These recent increases in intervention probability were
apparently due to trees in section Lepidobalanus (Figure VI-13).

Intervention probability by decade for trees in section Erythrobalanus
was relatively constant, or decreasing, from 1950 on. While
Lepidobalanus appear more likely to experience interventions and die
sooner following an intervention than Erythrobalanus, statistical
tests of these Quercus section differences, described above, did not
find the differences to be statistically significant.

Interventions and environmental stress.--Negative interventions
occurred most frequently during years experienced by the live trees as
environmentally stressful. To illustrate, a composite stress index
series was developed by weighting the 18 site/species group specific

stress index series by the number of dead trees in the corresponding
site/species group (Figure VI-14; site/species groups defined above).
As indicated by this composite stress index series, 1953, 1954, 1964,
1972, and 1977 were among the most stressful recent years (more

negative stress index values indicate greater environmental stress).
Of the 88 total negative interventions, 35 (40%) occurred during these
5 yr (Figure VI-15). Twelve of the 48 trees which experienced at
least one intervention experienced their first intervention during
1953 or 1954.

To quantify the relationship between stress severity for a

particular year, as represented by the stress index, and the
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probability that a negative intervention occurred, the stress index

associated with each of the 1285 possible interventions was determined
from the stress index series for the corresponding site/species group.

But because stress in a particular year may not have led to a negative

intervention until the following year (see discussion of tree growth

autocorrelation above), the stress index assigned to the 88 negative

interventions was the lower of the stress index during the

intervention year or the stress index during the previous year. The
stress index associated with each of the possible interventions were
then divided into 12 categories ranked by stress index. For each

category, the intervention probability was calculated based on the
number of interventions that occurred relative to the number possible,

and the mean stress index for the possible interventions was

determined (possible interventions per categorya102).

Based on a regression model for these 12 categories (data

points), intervention probability increased significantly as stress

increases (regression slope p<0.05, twotailed ttest; Figure VI-16).
This suggests that interventions were more likely to be found in dead
tree BAI series during more environmentally stressful years. If

interventions were being selected by the intervention selection

procedure independent of the stress index, then the expected value of
the regression slope would have been zero.

The functional form of this relationship between intervention

probability and stress index is intuitively appealing because it is

biologically plausible. A logtransformation of intervention
probability was necessary to satisfy standard regression model

assumptions (Neter et al. 1989:116). The resulting equation

logio(probability) 0.60-0.26(stress index) (VI-8)

where the probability of an intervention is in % (r2-0.36, p-0.04),

suggests that intervention probability increases exponentially as

stress increases (stress index becomes more negative). Further, this
equation does not indicate that there is a threshold value of the
stress index beyond which no interventions occur. Rather, by
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extrapolation, the probability of an intervention occurring as the
stress index approaches zero is 4% (intercept p<0.001, twotailed t
test). This intervention probability during years not experienced as
stressful by most trees may be due to interventions occurring as a
result of stresses that only influenced a single tree, such as wind
breaking a large branch in this tree but leaving neighboring trees
unscathed.

Applying the procedure for relating intervention probability to
stress index separately to the two Quercus sections suggests that
Erythrobalanus are more likely to experience a negative intervention
when stress is extreme but less likely to experience an intervention
when stress is moderate. The separate regression relationships for
the two sections were not significant, however, due to the limited
sample size, so this section difference could not be statistically

evaluated (p>0.17 for both regressions; possible interventions per
category?-.99 for seven categories for Lepidobalanus and five categories
for Erythrobalanus).

This procedure for relating intervention probability to stress
index was modified to address the question of whether the interval
between a year of particular environmental stress and the year of tree
growth response, i.e., an intervention, may be greater than 1 yr, as
was assumed above. Utilizing the worst stress index from the 5 yr
ending with the year of the intervention resulted in the following
regression relationship

logio(probability) 0.18-0.69(stress index) (VI-9)

where the probability of an intervention is in % (r2-0.76, p-0.00;
possible interventions per categoryL-103 for 12 categories). The large
difference in slopes between equations VI-8 and VI-9 does not
necessarily support the hypothesis that stress leads to interventions
several years after the stress since an increase in slope is expected
simply because minimum stress indices are being selected from a larger
pool. To address this complication, the categorization and regression
procedure was repeated utilizing the worst stress index from the 5 yr
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beginning with the year of the intervention. For this regression
model, the slope was 0.35 (p<0.02), approximately half that for the
5 yr ending with the year of the intervention (equation VI-9; possible

interventions105 for 11 categories; the mean stress index for the

12th category was 0 and so was not included in the regression model).

This difference between 5 yr intervals ending or beginning with the

intervention year indicates that the greater slope associated with the

former case was not simply the result of selecting the most extreme

stress index values from a larger pool. Consequently, the large

difference in the functional relationship between intervention

probability and stress index derived when a 2 yr interval is utilized

rather than a 5 yr interval (nearly a factor of three), suggests that
interventions may substantially lag environmental stresses.

(Repeating the regression process assuming that all interventions

occurred as a result of stress in the same year as the intervention

led to a nonsignificant relationship between intervention probability
and stress index [regression slope-0.13, p-0.20, twotailed ttest;
possible interventions per categoryat105 for 12 categories].)

An alternative view of the relationship between intervention

probability and stress index is provided by comparing the stress index
during intervention years to the stress index during possible

intervention years when interventions did not occur. For all 88

interventions, the median stress index during the same or previous

year (as considered above), was 0.85, significantly more extreme than
the median stress index during the 1197 possible intervention years
when interventions did not occur, 0.56 (p-0.00, twotailed Mann
Whitney test). Again, this difference indicates that interventions

occurred preferentially during environmentally stressful years.

This latter method also allows comparison of the stress index
associated with the first negative intervention experienced by a tree
with the stress index associated with all other interventions. The

median stress index for the first negative interventions experienced
by dead trees was 0.97 (n-48) and the median for all other negative

interventions was 0.75 (n-40). This difference is significant

(p-0.03, onetailed MannWhitney test; Zar 1984:142) indicating that
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first interventions occurred during years that were more stressful

than the years when all other interventions occurred, and suggesting

that trees are more susceptible to an environmental stress following

an earlier stress.

Dead trees without interventions.--The 15 dead trees which did

not experience negative interventions represent a unique subset of the
dead trees. Only one of the 15 (7%) had a significant negative linear

growth trend, versus 58% of the 48 dead trees which experienced

negative interventions. The four dead trees which had significant

positive linear growth trends are part of this subset. The mean
linear trend of these four trees, 0.0052, was nearly the same as the

mean linear trend for the live trees, 0.0054 (Table VI-1).

Another distinction between the dead trees which did and did not
experience negative interventions is size. The mean DBH of the 48
trees which experienced at least one negative intervention, 28.1 cm,

was significantly less than the DBH of the 15 trees which did not
experience negative interventions, 34.3 cm (p=0.02, twotailed t
test). As noted above, however, there were no distinctions between

these two groups of dead trees on the basis of Ouercus section or
site.

It is possible that the dead trees for which no negative

interventions were detected actually experienced negative

interventions prior to when their BAI series began. Among the dead
trees which experienced negative interventions, time lags between the

first intervention and mortality of up to 52 yr were observed. This
explanation would be more likely if the trees without negative

interventions had substantially shorter BAI series than trees with

interventions, however, this is not the case (42 yr versus 47 yr,
respectively).

A more likely manner in which interventions may have gone
undetected is if their magnitude was small. The noise inherent in BAI
series limits the magnitude of interventions that may be detected and
identified as statistically significant.

Positive interventions.--Fifteen of the 48 dead trees that
experienced at least one significant negative intervention also
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experienced at least one significant positive intervention (a-0.01).
One of these dead trees experienced three positive interventions, two
experienced two positive interventions, and the other 12 experienced
one positive intervention. Six of the 15 dead trees which did not
experience negative interventions also experienced one positive

interventions each, however, the statistical significance of these
positive interventions was not determined (by developing a complete
TSR model).

The typical pattern for dead trees with both positive and

negative interventions was for all of the negative interventions to

follow all of the positive interventions. For these cases, the
positive interventions simply indicate that the tree's BAT was
increasing over time until the first negative intervention occurred.
There is no basis for interpreting these positive interventions as
steplike positive increases in tree growth. Nor is there reason to

meaningfully associate these positive interventions with the year in
which they occurred, particularly since these were environmentally
stressful years. While a statistical tree growth model with both a
linear trend and interventions might account for vigorous growth

followed by interventions, attempts to develop such models were
unsuccessful since the linear trend and intervention variables are
confounded.

Five dead trees experienced positive interventions after they
experienced negative interventions. Such positive interventions

suggest at least a partial recovery of vigor following the preceding

negative intervention(s). Three of the five trees described above
experienced at least one more negative intervention prior to
mortality. Only one of the five trees experienced a final positive

intervention which was greater in magnitude than the single preceding
negative intervention, a situation which suggests complete recovery
(or a spurious preceding negative intervention). However, the
interventions still indicate that this tree was less vigorous than the
live trees, even after the positive recovery intervention. This is
because the MASTER series in the intervention growth model represents
the recovery of healthy trees following environmental stress.
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Depending on the timing, a positive intervention after a negative

intervention indicates a delayed recovery from the stress which led to

the negative intervention, or a stronger negative response to that

stress than was represented by the MASTER series.

Live tree interventions.--Live trees were more likely to

experience positive interventions and less likely to experience

negative interventions than dead trees. The 86 live trees experienced

an average of 2.6 significant (a=0.01) positive interventions per tree

versus 0.4 positive interventions per dead tree (the latter may

include nonsignificant positive interventions, see above). As

discussed above, positive interventions should be interpreted only as

evidence of increasing rates of BAI. The live trees experienced an

average of 0.7 significant (a=0.01) negative interventions per tree

versus 1.4 negative interventions per dead tree.

The temporal patterns of positive and negative interventions

also differed for live and dead trees. Four temporal patterns may be

distinguished: (1) no negative interventions, (2) full "compensation"

where the last negative intervention was followed by one or more

positive interventions whose magnitude exceeds that of the preceding

negative intervention, (3) partial compensation where the last

negative intervention was followed by one or more positive

interventions whose magnitude is less than that of the preceding

negative intervention, and (4) no compensation where no positive

interventions followed the last negative intervention. While 73% of

the dead trees fell in the latter category, experiencing a negative

intervention from which they never recovered, only 17% of the live

trees experienced this pattern. The distribution of the live and dead

trees among the temporal patterns was significantly different

(p<0.001, loglikelihood ratio test with patterns [2] and [3] grouped;

Table VI-4).

Because the live tree data set includes all future mortality,

and therefore includes trees of reduced vigor which are likely to die
in the near future, it is not possible to absolutely contrast vigorous
trees and trees on the verge of mortality. The factor of two

difference in the number of negative interventions experienced by live
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and dead trees, and the differences in the temporal patterns of
positive and negative interventions experienced by live and dead
trees, indicate that negative interventions are indicative of

impending mortality. Consequently, the 15 live trees which

experienced a negative intervention as their last intervention would
appear to be the most likely candidates to die in the near future.

Evidence of Predisposing Stress

The mortality process model of Manion predicts that predisposing
stresses increase tree susceptibility to inciting stresses. Evidence
for the role of inciting stresses prior to tree mortality has been
found in the form of growth rate interventions. Assuming that trees
respond to predisposing stresses with lower growth rates, dead trees
which experienced interventions should have been growing slower, prior
to their first intervention, than their surviving neighbors. To test
this prediction of Manion's model, the basal area growth rates of
trees in four classes were compared: live, preintervention dead,

postintervention dead, and nointervention dead.

In making this comparison it was necessary to account for the
likely influence of other variables on tree growth rate. The

"influential" variables considered were tree DBH, Ouercus section,
site, and forest stand development.

Consideration of forest stand development was essential since
trees of the same DBH and species, growing at the same site, would be
expected to have different growth rates depending on the size and
density of neighboring trees. As a simple means of accounting for the
influence of competitive changes associated with stand development,
calendar year was included as an influential variable in this
analysis. In employing calendar year as a surrogate for stand
development, it was assumed that the relative influence of competition
on tree growth rates was similar among the seven study sites, and that
this influence changed linearly over time. Since site was considered
as a separate influential variable, the use of year as a surrogate for
stand development does not imply that competitive influences on growth
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rates were identical at all of the sites, but only that the temporal
changes in competitive influences were similar at the seven sites.

Analysis of covariance could not be used with confidence for
this analysis since many cells would have been empty (Norusis

1990:B-91). Instead, hierarchical regression analysis was employed.

Hierarchical regression is appropriate for hypothesis testing

involving complicated problems that do not meet the strict assumptions
of conventional statistical methods (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:123,
150).

Indicator variables, which take the value of zero or one, were
utilized to represent tree class, Quercus section, and the various
sites (Neter et al. 1989:349). For example, the variable "Pre

Intervention?" was assigned the value one for trees in the pre
intervention class and zero for trees in all other classes. Tree BAI
and DBH were calculated for all live and dead study trees for the
years 1938, 1948, 1958, 1968, and 1978. For each tree and year, the

appropriate value of all the indicator variables was assigned. Note
that dead trees in the preintervention class change to the post
intervention class at the time of their first intervention.

All variables were ordered a priori by their likely influence on
tree growth rate: DBH, year, Quercus section, site, and class.

Forward variable selection was employed to select statistically

significant variables at the point where these variables could enter
into the regression equation according to the variable hierarchy
(Neter et al. 1989:458). For example, indicator variables

representing six sites were made available to the variable selection
procedure at the point in the variable hierarchy where site was
considered (the seventh site is represented by a zero value for the
six site indicator variables). The tree class variables, representing
the four classes described above, were the last variables made

available to the variable selection procedure so differences in tree
growth rates that could be explained by the influential variables
would be accounted for before the class variables were considered.
Crossproduct variables, such as (siteDBH), were not considered since
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including such variables may result in overfitting (Tabachnick and
Fidell 1989:126).

The results show that the regression coefficients for the
variables representing tree DBH, year, and Quercus section were
significant (p<0.001, twotailed ttest; Table VI-5). Since the
dependent variable, BAI, was logtransformed to satisfy standard
regression model assumptions (Neter et al. 1989:116), the effect of
the independent variables on BAI may be expressed on a relative basis
(Table VI-6). As expected, tree growth rates were predicted to be
greater for larger trees and greater for otherwise identical trees
growing at an earlier point in forest stand development, as
represented by calendar year. Trees at site DIX were predicted to
grow faster than trees at all other sites, and Erythrobalanus were
predicted to grow faster than Lepidobalanus.

The regression coefficients for the three variables representing
the dead tree classes were also significant (p<0.001, twotailed t
test; Table VI-5). Preintervention dead trees grew at a rate 18%
less than that of live trees (Table VI-6). Nointervention and post
intervention dead trees grew at even slower rates, 38% and 58% less
than the live trees, respectively. Further regression coefficient
comparisons indicate that trees in each of the dead tree classes were
growing at rates significantly different from each other (p<0.001,
twotailed ttest; regression coefficient comparison method of Neter
et al. 1989:362).

The mortality process model of Manion is supported by finding
that preintervention dead trees had significantly lower growth rates
than live trees. The lower growth rates suggest that these trees had
responded to predisposing stresses prior to experiencing negative
interventions.

Mechanistic Tree Growth Model

The mechanistic model reproduces the original results of Bossel
(1986). Increasing levels of constant stress response reduce the
model tree's rate of permanent biomass increase (Figure VI-17). At
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intermediate levels of stress response, the permanent live biomass of
the model tree declines since the tree is unable to replace the
biomass lost to annual turnover. At higher levels of stress response,
permanent live biomass drops precipitously and mortality occurs
catastrophically. Further increases in the degree of stress response
decrease the time until mortality occurs. The photosynthetic

efficiencies defining the thresholds between growth, stagnation
(defined above), and mortality are identical to those reported by
Bossel (1986). Note, however, that the photosynthetic efficiency
values presented should not be interpreted literally. These

photosynthetic efficiency values are only a general measure of stress
response within the simple mechanistic tree growth model.

Bossel (1986) attributes the catastrophic decline leading to
mortality to two positive feedback loops. As photosynthate production
declines due to stress, (1) the availability of photosynthate to
support leaf biomass falls, further decreasing photosynthate

production, and (2) the availability of photosynthate to support root
biomass falls, reducing the supply of water to the foliage, increasing
foliage turnover, and further reducing photosynthate production.
Bossel (1986) also presents a more complex and realistic tree growth
model which exhibits a similar catastrophic response to stress.

The mechanistic model also exhibits behavior analogous to
Manion's mortality process model. Model tree growth is reduced when
the photosynthetic efficiency is reduced in 1 yr to simulate a
response by the model tree to an inciting stress (Figure VI-18). Tree
mortality results only when photosynthetic efficiency during the
inciting stress year is 60% of that in all other years. When the
model tree is also subjected to a reduced photosynthetic efficiency in
all other years (analogous to a predisposing stress response),
mortality results when the photosynthetic efficiency is 70% of that in
all other years (Figure VI-19). Therefore, the model behaves as
predicted by Manion's mortality process model: predisposing stress
reduces the magnitude of the inciting stress required to cause
mortality.
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The mechanistic model permits simulation of multiple inciting
stresses. Pairs of identical inciting stresses spaced 5 yr apart

reduced model tree growth more than pairs of inciting stresses spaced

10 yr apart (Figure VI-20). The greater time between inciting

stresses permits recovery by the model tree, and reduces its

susceptibility to the next inciting stress. Pairs of identical but
more extreme inciting stresses do not cause mortality when spaced

10 yr apart, but they do cause mortality when spaced 5 yr apart
(Figure VI-20).

The process by which the model tree declines in response to an
inciting stress is indicated by examining the mechanistic model's
foliage and fine root biomass compartments separately (Figure VI-21).
In the year following an inciting stress, fine root biomass declines
sharply. Such a sharp decline occurs since annual fine root turnover

is complete and the supply of photosynthate for replacement is reduced
due to the lower photosynthetic efficiency in the previous year. In
the second year after the inciting stress the foliage biomass falls,
presumably because of limited water supply due to the reduced fine
root biomass. In this second year the fine root biomass recovers,

however. In the third year the pattern again reverses with foliage

biomass declining and fine root biomass recovering. The fine root
biomass recovery is limited, however, and mortality occurs within a
few years. Under constant stress alone (Bossel's model), fine root
biomass declines immediately (results not shown). Foliage biomass is
less impacted initially but then experiences a rapid decline, and both
fine root and foliage biomass decline monotonically to zero.

These simulations demonstrate that the simple mechanistic tree
growth model exhibits behavior corresponding to the mortality process
models of both Bossel and Manion. Further, examining the model

compartments suggests mechanisms by which both mortality processes may
occur. Unfortunately, it is not possible to evaluate these mechanisms
with only tree ring data. Detailed information on leaf and fine root

biomass during tree decline would be required to determine if trees
exhibit patterns matching those of either mortality process model.
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Evaluation of the Mortality Process Models

Null model.--The null model (H0), which predicts that tree growth
prior to death is indistinguishable from the growth of vigorous,
surviving trees, can be clearly rejected on the basis of the

statistical growth models. All dead trees, even those which did not
experience interventions prior to death, had significantly lower basal
area growth rates than comparable live trees. Further, dead trees
generally experienced decreasing rates of growth while live trees
generally experienced increasing rates of growth.

Lamb's model.--No evidence was found to indicate that Lamb's

mortality process model (Ha) applies to forest trees. The likelihood
of tree death was not found to be greater during years of more extreme
environmental stress, although defining when tree death occurred is
problematic. As was found in Chapter III, the last year a tree
produces an observed growth ring at breast height is not necessarily
the year of death. Nevertheless, evidence obtained from the
statistical growth models indicates that environmental stresses play a
longterm role in the tree mortality process. This contradicts Lamb's
model, which implies that environmental stresses act quickly to cause
mortality.

The analyses presented here did not directly consider tree
vitality, as defined by Lamb. Since the 15 dead trees which did not
experience negative interventions were larger than the dead trees
which experienced interventions, these trees might have been older,
less vital, and, perhaps, senescent. But these 15 trees were no more
likely to die during environmentally stressful years than the other
dead trees (as indicated by all three statistical tests described
above) so there is no reason to consider Lamb's model as applicable to
even this subset of dead trees.

Bossel's model.--The existence of a negative intervention prior
to a tree's death supports Bossel's mortality process model (Ha) only
if the time between the intervention and death is short. But the
interval between the first intervention and mortality was more than
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5 yr for 94% of the dead trees which experienced negative

interventions (Figure VI-11).

Some of the 15 trees which did not experience negative

interventions prior to mortality may have experienced a mortality

process like that described by Bossel's model. The rapid vigor

decline prior to mortality predicted by Bossel's model may not have

been recorded in the breast height radial growth record, i.e., the

decline may have occurred after the trees stopped producing growth

rings at breast height. Such a possibility could not be evaluated by

the methods employed here. While Bossel's model could conceivably

apply to some of the dead trees which did not experience negative

interventions, the four dead trees which had positive linear growth

trends (and did not experience negative interventions) clearly do not

fit Bossel's model.

Manion's model.--The mortality process model best supported by

the results is Manion's model (Ham). Typically, dead trees experienced

negative interventions, evidence of an inciting stress, and these

interventions tended to occur during environmentally stressful years.

The growth of these trees prior to their interventions was less than

that of surviving trees, suggesting the action of predisposing

stresses. Further, there was a substantial lag between the time of

the first negative intervention and mortality. These three pieces of

evidence all support Manion's mortality process model. Additionally,

the simple mechanistic tree growth model of Bossel (1986) was found to

exhibit behavior, in response to appropriate stresses, which

corresponds with the behavior predicted by Manion's model.

While the trees which did not experience interventions do not

provide support for Manion's model, neither do they necessarily

contradict the model. Overall, these 15 trees show evidence of a

stress response in the form of reduced growth prior to mortality.

Even two of the four dead trees which had positive linear growth

trends (and did not experience negative interventions) had growth

rates comparable to preintervention dead trees (the other two had

growth rates comparable to the live trees). Also, as discussed above,

these 15 trees may have experienced interventions which were not
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detected. Based on the available evidence, the mortality process for
these 15 trees cannot be clearly assigned to the null or three
alternative models.

Environmental Stresses and Manion's Model

If Manion's model is an appropriate representation of the
mortality process experienced by the study trees, then what
environmental stresses played the roles of predisposing, inciting, and
contributing stresses?

Predisposing stress.--A likely predisposing stress acting on the
dead trees studied here was competition among trees. Tree growth is
influenced by the size of neighboring trees; those trees with larger
neighbors are at a competitive disadvantage and experience lower
growth rates compared to trees with smaller neighbors (Oliver and
Larson 1990;147, Tome and Burkhart 1989). Unfortunately, data on the
neighbors of the dead trees studied here are not available so the role
of competition as a predisposing stress cannot be assessed.

Other factors which may have acted as predisposing stresses
include tree senescence, pathogens, herbivorous insects, or
anthropogenic stresses, such as air pollution. While senescence may
be a factor, the available evidence is insufficient to attribute tree
mortality to senescence (see Chapter V). Since many pathogens and
insects are capable of killing trees outright (Skelly 1989), they are
probably also capable of acting in a less aggressive role as
predisposing stresses. However, there is no data on whether
aggressive pathogens or insects were acting as predisposing stresses
at the study sites. And the analysis of the spatial pattern of
mortality presented in Chapter IV indicates that contagious pathogens
were not causing mortality at any of the study sites. While the
potential for air pollution to act as a predisposing stress is widely
recognized (Johnson and Taylor 1989, Smith 1990), there is no
conclusive evidence that air pollution is playing such a role at the
study sites. However, the growing season concentrations of ozone
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measured near the study sites are sufficient to reduce tree growth

(see Chapter II; Pye 1988).

Genotypic differences between trees may also have acted in a

manner analogous to a predisposing stress. Particular tree genotypes

could cause reduced growth rates and increased susceptibility to

inciting stress.

Inciting stress.--Attributing particular interventions

experienced by individual trees to specific environmental stresses is

a difficult task. This is because tree response to stress is

determined by the interactions of the multiple stresses which are

inevitably present, and because simple measures of environmental

stress are inadequate for quantifying trees' responses to stress.

Nevertheless, it appears that many of the negative interventions

may be attributed to drought. The likelihood of negative

interventions was found to be related to the stress index, a measure

of tree response to all stresses, and this stress index series is

related to drought. For example, the mean correlation between the

sitespecific PDSI series and the corresponding site/species group

specific stress index series was r-0.39 (range:0.07-0.81, n.68 yr;

autocorrelation precludes a simple significance test).

The years 1953, 1954, 1964, 1972, and 1977, noted above as years

when interventions were particularly frequent, were drought years. As

measured by the PDSI, 1954 was one of the ten most extreme drought

years during the period 1920-1987 at all seven sites. As measured by

the length of the longest precipitationfree period during the growing

season, 1964 was the one of the ten most extreme drought years during

1920-1987 at all seven sites. The years 1953, 1972, and 1977 were

also notable drought years by both these measures of drought although

these years were not as consistently extreme at all sites. It should
be noted that ranking years according to their stress severity is not

an ideal measure of stress severity if many decades are included in

the ranking. This is because recently dead trees are more likely to

show evidence of interventions which occurred during the most recent

years than from all years included in the ranking (see Figure VI-12).
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Besides drought, possible inciting stresses include growing
season frosts and unusual winter conditions, such as very low
temperatures following unseasonably warm temperatures (Kramer and
Kozlowski 1979:651, Schweingruber 1989). Periods of unusually high
air pollution concentrations could also serve as inciting stresses.
Attributing an inciting stress response to air pollution may be
difficult, however, since extreme pollution levels are often linked to
unusual weather conditions which may themselves be inciting stresses
(Godish 1991:85). For example, ozone concentrations tend to reach
peak levels during periods of high temperatures and low precipitation
(Russell 1988). Finally, as was mentioned above, individual trees may
also respond strongly to particular stresses which neighboring trees
do not respond to at all (e.g., wind).

Contributing stress.--The analyses conducted here provide no
information on the role of contributing stresses in the deaths of the
study trees. However, Haack and Blank (1991) studied two likely
contributing stress agents at the seven study sites. Twolined
chestnut borer, Agrilus bilineatus Weber, is a cambial feeding beetle
associated with trees which have been previously stressed (Haack
1985). Hypoxylon atropunctatum (Schw. ex Fr.) Cke., is a canker
fungus which also girdles trees but is considered to be only a weak
parasite (Haack and Blank 1991). Both pathogens were found on trees
from both Ouercus sections at all seven study sites (Haack and Blank
1991) and may have acted as contributing stress agents on many of the
dead trees.

Site and Taxonomic Differences

Analyses of the statistical growth models found several
significant differences in tree growth patterns among the study sites
and Quercus sections.

Site differences.--For the live trees, the rates of growth
increase were lower at site ARK than at the other sites (Figure VI-8).
Relatively flat linear growth trends, indicative of only slowly
increasing rates of BAI, suggest a less productive site. Indeed, the
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site index for both Quercus sections at ARK was the lowest of the
seven sites (Chapter III) even though stand basal area was higher than
two other sites (Chapter II).

The rates of growth increase of live trees at site DIX were
significantly greater than at the other sites (Figure VI-8). Also,
tree BAI at DIX was found to be significantly greater, relative to
tree DBH, than at the other sites (Table VI-6). Site DIX has average
site index values for both Quercus sections relative to the other
sites, but the second lowest stand basal area of the study sites.
Tree mortality rates at DIX during 1968-1987 were relatively high
(Chapter IV). The strong growth of live trees at DIX is in contrast
to the poor growth of the recent mortality. The downward linear
growth trends of dead trees at DIX were steeper than at any of the
other sites (Figure VI-8), and intervention probability was higher at
DIX than the other sites, although these site differences were not
statistically significant. Overall, the data suggest that DIX is a
more competitive stand with live trees growing rapidly and at
increasing rates, and recent mortality having grown poorly prior to
death.

Taxonomic differences.--The potential for relating BAI patterns
to tree life history characteristics is limited since the majority of
trees were not identified to species, and substantial differences may
exist between species within the two Quercus sections. For example,
the results of Peet and Loucks (1977) suggest that Q. rubra and Q.
velutina (both Ervthrobalanus)

differ substantially in their moisture
requirements.

Trees from Quercus section Erythrobalanus were found to have
higher BAI relative to their DBH than Lepidobalanus. This is
consistent with Peet and Loucks (1977) who noted that trees in the red
oak group (Erythrobalanus)

generally grow faster than those in the
white oak group (Lepidobalanus). Rogers and Hinckley (1979) concluded
that "black" oaks would be expected to grow at a faster rate than

"white" oaks on mesic sites, while the reverse would be expected on
dry sites. However, a result of the statistical growth modeling
suggests that the growth trend difference between Quercus sections has
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been decreasing over time at the seven study sites. This decrease in
the growth rate difference between sections is indicated by the

generally more positive growth trends for live Lepidobalanus than

Erythrobalanus.

The other significant difference found between Ouercus sections
was that the negative interventions experienced by Lepidobalanus were
significantly greater in magnitude than those experienced by
Erythrobalanus (median magnitude: 41% versus 33%). The meaning of
this difference is unknown, however.

Significance of the Results

The results quantitatively demonstrate that tree decline to

mortality is frequently a longterm process. While a windstorm may
kill a healthy tree in an instant, for the overwhelming majority of
the dead trees studied here the time from their response to

predisposing stress until death was several decades.

The reaction of a forest ecosystem to tree death may differ
substantially depending on the length of the tree mortality process.
Rapid mortality of an overstory tree will lead to a gap in the forest

canopy, altering the physical environment within the canopy and on the
forest floor. Understory trees, for example, may respond strongly to
such changed conditions. In contrast, gradual mortality of an
overstory tree may allow neighboring trees to gradually increase their
utilization of the resources no longer exploited by the declining
tree. In this circumstance, understory trees may never experience

substantially improved conditions for their growth.

The results also indicate the importance of relatively

infrequent events as determinants of tree mortality. Rare, but
inevitable, periods of unusually stressful environmental conditions,
such as droughts, appear to play a major role in the tree mortality
process. This role may be critical in the face of predicted changes
in the global climate. Graham et al. (1990) note that

"after the predicted climate change trees may be exposed
more frequently to extreme events. Trees may survive an
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infrequent extreme event ... but experience deleterious
effects even death if the frequency of such events
increases."

The longterm nature of the tree mortality process and the
critical role of infrequent severe stresses illustrate the difficulty
of attributing tree mortality to specific causes. Attempts to assign
a cause for the death of a tree based on data only on the tree's

current environment and condition are likely to fail, or lead to

incorrect conclusions. Factors which influenced trees for preceding
decades must be considered if the causes of mortality are to be fully
understood.

The longterm nature of the tree mortality process, the critical
role of infrequent stresses, and the involvement of multiple stresses
in the tree mortality process complicate the application of tree
mortality as an indicator of particular environmental stresses. For
example, the results suggest that if air pollution is acting as a
predisposing stress in a forest, then a tree mortality response is
more likely to be observed following climatic conditions which are
unfavorable for trees. But even then, the mortality response may take
decades before it may be observed.

Still, the results point toward a framework for comprehending
the influence of environmental stresses on tree mortality. Realizing
that various stresses play different roles as tree mortality factors

provides opportunities for recognizing the significance of particular
factors in the mortality process.

The results also suggest a means for improving the prediction of
tree mortality. Available mechanistic models of forest dynamics
employ relatively simplistic algorithms for predicting tree mortality,
algorithms which do not consider such basic factors as yeartoyear
variations in climatic stress (see discussion in Chapter V). Forest
dynamics models which are more closely based on the actual processes
of tree mortality are more likely to be applicable under novel
circumstances, such as a changing global climate.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here provide quantitative evidence that
tree mortality is a longterm process involving multiple mortality
factors. For the majority of trees studied, the model of Manion

accurately characterizes the tree mortality process. Trees showed
evidence of responses to predisposing and inciting stresses with
mortality typically following the first inciting stress response by
two decades. Relatively rare events, such as extreme droughts, appear
to play an important role as "triggers" of tree mortality. This
information on the nature of tree mortality processes provides
opportunities for an improved understanding of forest ecosystems.



Table VI-1. Summary of the live and dead tree statistical growth models.

Live Linear Dead Linear Dead Intervention

86
63 48

Mean ± SE 0.66 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.03 0.72 ± 0.02Range 0,05 - 0.95 (-0.08) - 0.89 0.23 - 0.97N > 0.50 69 (80%) 28 (44%) 41 (85%)

MASTER coefficient

Mean ± SE 1.08 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.05Range 0.64 - 1.78 0.15 - 1.70 (-0.03) - (+1.65)tN Of 86 (100%) 49 (78%) 38 (79%)

YEAR coefficient

Mean ± SE +0.0054 ± 0.0006 -0.0062 ± 0.0009Range (-0.0073) - (+0.0220) (-0.0229) - (+0.0068)N > 0§ 55 (64%) 4 (6%)N = 0 25 (29%) 30 (48%)N < 0 6 (7%) 29 (46%)

t The MASTER coefficient for one model was less than zero (p.-0.89).a-0.01. All linear model MASTER coefficients for live trees were significant at a-0.001.§ a-0.01. The proportion of YEAR coefficients that were positive, negative or notsignificantly different from zero depends significantly on whether the linear model was ofa live or dead tree (p-0.00,
log-likelihood ratio test).



Table VI-2. Residual autocorrelation structure of the statistical treegrowth models by model type.

Live Linear Dead Linear Dead Intervention

N (%) N (%) N (%)
Residual Model

White noise 2 (2) 11 (18) 31 (65)AR(1) 70 (81) 40 (64) 11 (23)AR(2) 4 (5) 8 (13) 0 (0)MA(1) 4 (5) 0 (0) 3 (6)MA(2) 3 (4) 1 (2) 0 (0)Other* 3 (4) 3 (5) 3 (6)
Autocorrelation

None 2 (2) 11 (18) 31 (65)Positive 84 (98) 51 (81) 13 (27)Negative 0 (0) 1 (2) 4 (8)
01 (AR[1] only)

Mean ± SE 0.62 ± 0.02 0.60 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.06Range 0.27 - 0.90 0.31 - 0.93 0.26 - 0.68

* Live Linear: 2 - ARMA(1,1); 1 ARMA(2,2).
Dead Linear: 2 - p-(2); 1 - 1)-(1,3,5).
Dead Intervention: 1- p-(2); 1- q-(2); 1- p-(3,4).



Table VI-3. Number of trees with at least one negative interventionand intervention probability. Intervention probability is the numberof negative interventions that occurred to each tree divided by thenumber possible for that tree.

N

Trees with at
least one

Intervention
Probability (%)

negative
intervention Mean (SE) Median

All 63 48 (76%) 7.2 (0.8) 5.9

Quercus section:

Lepidobalanus 33 28 (85%) 8.0 (1.0) 7.1Erythrobalanus 30 20 (67%) 6.3 (1.2) 4.9

Sites:

ARK 8 5 (63%) 7.6 (3.0) 6.8DIX 11 9 (82%) 10.1 (2.4) 11.8TON 9 4 (44%) 5.1 (2.4) 0.0CSF 10 8 (80%) 6.0 (1.4) 5.9HNF 11 9 (82%) 6.8 (1.3) 7.1EOA 6 6 (100%) 8.5 (2.1) 7.5WNF 8 7 (88%) 6.3 (1.8) 4.2
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Table VI-4. Distribution of live and dead trees according to the
temporal pattern of their positive and negative interventions.
Temporal patterns: no negative interventions, (2) full compensation
where the last negative intervention was followed by one or more
positive interventions whose magnitude exceeds that of the preceding
negative intervention, (3) partial compensation where the last
negative intervention was followed by one or more positive
interventions whose magnitude is less than that of the preceding
negative intervention, and (4) no compensation where no positive
interventions followed the last negative intervention. The
distribution of live and dead trees among the temporal patterns was
significantly different (p<0.001, loglikelihood ratio test with
patterns [2] and [3] grouped).

Temporal pattern Dead trees Live trees

No negative interventions 15 44
(24%) (51%)

Full compensation 1 19
(2%) (22%)

Partial compensation 1 8

(2%) (9%)

No compensation 46 15
(73%) (17%)
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Table VI-5. Tree growth rates by class: hierarchical regression
results. Dependent variable: log1o(BAI, cm2.yr-1). The independent
variables are listed in the order of their entry into the regression
model. "?" indicates an indicator variable. All regression
coefficients are significant at a-0.01; Rf,-0.50. AR2 is the increase
in regression model R2 (unadjusted) due to the addition of the
corresponding variable. All variable additions resulted in
significant increases in R2 (p-s.0.001, partial F test; Norusis 1988:B-
222). The regression coefficients for the three tree class variables
(Postintervention?, Nointervention?, and Preintervention?) were all
significantly different from each other (p<0.001, twotailed ttest;
regression coefficient comparison method of Neter et al. 1989:362).
Data set: n =688; DBH range: 6.0-61.5 cm; BAI range: 1.0-51.3 cm2.yr-1.

Independent Regression
Variable Coefficient (SE) p2

logio(DBH, cm) 1.0229 (0.0586) 0.1944

Year 0.0019 (0.0006) 0.0315

Erythrobalanus? 0.0697 (0.0149) 0.0160

Site DIX? 0.0859 (0.0191) 0.0129

Postintervention? 0.3768 (0.0210) 0.2026

Nointervention? 0.2097 (0.0271) 0.0395

Preintervention? 0.0835 (0.0223) 0.0102

Intercept 3.1810 (1.1605)
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Table VI-6. Tree growth rates by class: relative effect of significant
hierarchical regression coefficients on BAI. All effects were
calculated relative to the term to the right of the inequality.
(Regression results presented in Table VI-5.)

Influence/Class

Relative
Effect
on BAI

40 cm DBH > 20 cm DBH 103%

1938 > 1978 19%

Site DIX > All other sites 22%

Erythrobalanus > Lepidobalanus 17%

Preintervention < Live 18%

Postintervention < Live 58%

Nointervention < Live 38%
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Figure VI-1. Alternative models of the tree mortality process. Theordinates of all graphs have been generalized to vigor, as defined in
Chapter V. Solid lines represent healthy trees; dotted lines
represent dying trees. See the text for additional explanation of themodels. (a) Manion's model. Schematic after Johnson (1989), wholabeled the ordinate "carbon available for defense and repair." Thelower vigor of the dying tree prior to the inciting stress is due to
predisposing stress. The vigor decline following the inciting stressis due to contributing stress. (b) Bossel's model. Schematic adaptedfrom Bossel's (1986) analysis. The double line represents the
stagnation threshold. Trees whose vigor is greater than this
threshold survive; those below this threshold eventually die. (c)Lamb's model. Schematic presented by Lamb (1977:4), who labeled the
ordinate "vitality," which was defined as "the ability to sustainlife." The double line represents the mortality threshold, a functionof environmental stress.
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Figure VI-2. Tree DBH frequency distributions. (a) Live tree DBH ofthe 86 modelled live trees (solid bars), all live trees on the study
plots (diagonal), and 528 live trees utilized to generate the master
and stress index series (open). (b) Dead tree DBH of the 63 modelleddead trees (solid bars) and all dead trees on the study plots
(diagonal). Live tree DBH measured in 1987 and 1988.
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Figure VI-3. Linear model of a live Quercus prinus from site HNF.
Squares indicate measured BAI, light line indicates the complete
linear model, and heavy line indicates the linear trend component of
the linear model. Equation: logio(BAIt)-1.1206MASTERt+0.003762(t-
1920)+0.8830; BAI units are cm2.yr-1. Residual
autocorrelation structure: AR(1) with O1 -0.6341. DBH-39.9 cm in 1987;
DBH =24.3 cm in 1930.
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Figure VI-4. BAI master series for Quercus minus at site HNF. Units
are logio(BAI) with BAI in cm2.yr-1.
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Figure VI-5. Linear model of a dead Quercus Drinus from site HNF.
Squares indicate measured BAI, light line indicates the complete
linear model, and heavy line indicates the linear trend component of
the linear model. Equation: 1og10(BAIt)-1.0925MASTERt-0.005823(t-
1920)+0.7523; R1*-0.24. Residual autocorrelation structure: AR(1) with
01-0.8870. Final DBH-25.2 cm; 1930 DBH-17.3 cm.
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Figure VI-6. Intervention model of a dead Quercus prinus from site
HNF (same tree as in Figure VI-5). Squares indicate measured BAI,
light line indicates the complete linear model, and heavy line
indicates the intervention component of the linear model. Negative
interventions occurred in 1972 and 1977. Equation:
logio(BAIt)-0.9159MASTERt+0.6731-0.2651I-1972A0.2325I1977,t; R!*-0.79.
Residual autocorrelation structure: AR(1) with Of-0.5232.
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Figure VI-7. Stress index series for Ouercus prinus at site HNF.
Units are arbitrary. Negative stress index values indicate a more
extreme stress response.
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Figure VI-8. Mean linear trend for live and dead trees by Ouercus
section and site. "LEP." indicates section Lepidobalanus and "ERY."
indicates Erythrobalanus. Open bars indicate standard errors. For
live trees n>_-40 per section and 112.-9 per site. For dead trees ra.30 per
section and n?...6 per site.
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Figure VI-9. Autocorrelated residuals from the linear model of a live
Ouercus prinus from site HNF (same tree as in Figure VI-3).
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for the 63 modelled dead trees. Overlapping points are offset
slightly for visibility.
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Figure VI-11. Frequency distribution of years from trees' first
negative interventions to mortality (n=48). Open bars indicate
section Lepidobalanus; solid bars indicate Erythrobalanus.
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Figure VI-12. Intervention probability by decade and year of tree
death. Open bars indicate trees which died during 1968-1977 and solid
bars indicated trees which died during 1978-1987. Intervention
probability by decade is the total number of negative interventions
which occurred during the decade divided by the total number of
interventions possible during the decade.
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Figure VI-13. Intervention probability by decade and Ouercus section.
Open bars indicate Lepidobalanus and solid bars indicate
Erythrobalanus. Intervention probability by decade is the total
number of negative interventions which occurred during the decade
divided by the total number of interventions possible during the
decade.
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Figure VI-14. Composite stress index series. This series was
developed by weighting the 18 site/species specific stress index
series by the number of modeled dead trees in each site/species group.
Negative stress index values indicate a more extreme stress response.
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modelled dead trees with BAI data for each year (line).
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Figure VI-16. Intervention probability versus stress index. See text
for a description of the method. Regression line equation:
logio(probability, %)-0.60-0.26(stress index) (r2-0.36, p-0.04).
Negative stress index values indicate a more extreme stress response.
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Figure VI-17. Mechanistic tree growth model simulation results
showing model tree behavior corresponding to Bossel's mortality
process model. The five lines represent separate simulations of
permanent live biomass with constant photosynthetic efficiencies, from
top to bottom, of 1.00, 0.80, 0.60, 0.56, and 0.40. Only the lowest
two photosynthetic efficiencies result in mortality during the 20 yr
simulations, and the more extreme the stress response, the sooner
mortality occurs.
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Figure VI-18. Mechanistic tree growth model simulation results
showing model tree behavior corresponding to Manion's mortality
process model but without a predisposing stress response. Except for
the top line, a response to an inciting stress was simulated during
year 5 by reducing photosynthetic efficiency during that year (the top
line indicates no inciting stress). The year 5 photosynthetic
efficiencies, from top to bottom, are 1.00, 0.80, 0.70, and 0.60.
Photosynthetic efficiency was 1.00 in all other years. The inciting
stress led to mortality only when photosynthetic efficiency was
reduced to 60% of the photosynthetic efficiency in all other years.
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Figure VI-19. Mechanistic tree growth model simulation results
showing model tree behavior corresponding to Manion's mortality
process model with a predisposing stress response. The predisposing
stress response was simulated by a reduced photosynthetic efficiency
of 0.80 for all simulations in all years except year 5. During year 5
the photosynthetic efficiencies, from top to bottom, were 0.80, 0.64,
0.56, and 0.48. These values correspond to relative levels of the
preinciting stress photosynthetic efficiency which are identical to
those for the simulation shown in Figure VI-18 (100%, 80%, 70%, and
60%). With the predisposing stress, mortality resulted when the
inciting stress response was a photosynthetic efficiency 70% of the
preinciting stress photosynthetic efficiency, rather than 60% for the
case where there was no predisposing stress (Figure VI-18). This
difference indicates that predisposing stress increases susceptibility
to an inciting stress. When the inciting stress response was more
severe (60% of the preinciting stress photosynthetic efficiency),
mortality occurred sooner.
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Figure VI-20. Simulation of sequential pairs of inciting stresses
with no predisposing stress. For the upper and lower solid lines, the
photosynthetic efficiencies were 0.80 and 0.70, respectively, during
years 5 and 10 (the inciting stress years) and 1.00 during all other
years. The greater inciting stress response led to mortality. When
these same levels of inciting stress response were imposed during
years 5 and 15, as shown by the dashed lines, mortality did not occur
and tree growth was greater.
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Figure VI-21. Tree biomass components in response to predisposing and
inciting stresses. The solid line represents total permanent biomass
resulting from an inciting stress response during year 5.
Photosynthetic efficiency was 0.60 during this inciting stress year
and 1 during all other years (i.e., no predisposing stress response;
this simulation is also shown as the lowest line in Figure VI-18).
The dotted line represents foliage biomass and the dashed line
represents fine root biomass for these same simulation conditions.
Note the alternating decline and partial recovery of foliage and fine
root biomass in response to the inciting stress.
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Chapter VII. Summary and Conclusions

Tree mortality is an important attribute of forest ecosystem

function. An understanding of tree mortality is valuable not only

because of its basic scientific interest, but also because of its

relevance to human concerns about forests. Effective management of
forests to satisfy resource demands requires knowledge about tree
mortality. And, just as the characteristics of human mortality serve

as a measure of the health of human populations, tree mortality may
provide a measure of the health of forest ecosystems.

This thesis focused on background tree mortality, the mortality

of individual forest trees which occurs at relatively low rates. Two

aspects of background tree mortality were considered: mortality rates
and mortality processes.

The seven forests studied were multiaged, oakhickory stands
located in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. The stands were
selected to be as similar as possible in terms of their tree species

composition, tree age structure, soils, topography, and climate.

Plots totaling nearly 1 ha were located at each of the seven sites.
Oaks were the predominate tree species at all sites (L-79% of the basal
area of all trees ?10 cm DBH).

As an alternative to determining tree mortality rates by

repeated censusing, a method was presented for the quantitative

reconstruction of past tree mortality rates. The method has two

components: (1) determining the year of death of trees found in the

forests, and (2) reconstructing past stand demographics. This latter
step is necessary so that tree mortality rates may be relativized by
the stand composition and structure prior to mortality, as is done for
mortality rates determined by repeated censusing. The historical

reconstruction method allows a data set describing the longterm

functioning of a forest to be obtained over a relatively short time
interval. Longterm data are important for understanding forests
given the long lifespans of many forest trees, and the longterm
nature of forest ecosystem processes.
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The year when trees died was determined primarily by cross
dating tree ring patterns from dead trees against the tree ring
patterns of neighboring live trees. This dendrochronological

procedure exploits the yeartoyear variations in tree growth rates
which are due to interannual climate variations and are common to all
trees in a forest. Cross dating makes it possible to determine the
last year that a dead tree produced a growth ring, defined here as the
year of death. Year of tree death was also determined by the presence
of remnant buds and leaves, by the growth release of saplings located
near the dead trees, and by the dead trees' state of decomposition.

Because of dead tree decomposition, the mortality rate reconstruction
was limited to the 20 yr prior to 1988, the year the field work was
completed. Tree decomposition also limited the mortality

reconstruction to trees ?...20 cm DBH.

Past stand demographics were determined by operating a forest
growth computer model in reverse. As the stands were projected back
in time, trees which had died were returned to the modelled stands as
live trees. The accuracy of this reverse growth modeling was ensured
by comparing tree growth rates predicted by the model to the growth of
live trees at each of the study sites. Past tree growth was

determined from tree growth rings.

A total of 174 dead trees ..:20 cm DBH were identified on the
study plots. For approximately twothirds of these trees it was
possible to determine the year of tree death by cross dating. For
most of the remaining trees, year of death was determined by a

regression equation based on the state of tree decomposition. This
equation was developed utilizing the dead trees whose year of
death had been confidently determined by cross dating.

The stand demographics reconstructions involved approximately
3000 trees. For all tree species combined, the reverse tree growth
modeling was accurate to within 10% on a basal area basis. Despite
the mortality which occurred, the number of live trees ..>_-20 cm DBH

increased at six of the seven sites between 1968 and 1988, Live tree
basal area and biomass also increased at all seven sites between 1968
and 1988.
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Overall, tree mortality rates, on a stems basis, were 0.60%.yr-1.

A statistically significant difference was identified between the mean
mortality rates during 1968-1977, 0.42%.yr-1, and during 1978-1987,

0.76%.yr-1. The higher mortality rates during the second decade were
found at six of the seven study sites. Across sites, mortality rates
averaged 0.37%.yr-1 to 0.74%.yr-1 for 1968-1987 but these site

differences were not statistically significant. Nor was a slight
increase in mortality rates with tree size found to be statistically
significant.

Mortality rates differed substantially by taxonomic group. For
Quercus section Lepidobalanus (white oaks), the mean mortality rate
was 0.32%.yr-1. For Quercus section Erythrobalanus (red oaks), the

mean mortality rate was 0.97%yr-1 (these Quercus section differences

were statistically significant). For Carya spp. (hickories) and Pinus
spp. (pines), mortality rates were even greater, 1.2%.yr-1 and

2.2%.yr-1, respectively. Despite the large differences in mortality
rates among these taxonomic groups, there was little change in the

relative basal area of the taxonomic groups between 1968 and 1988.
This constancy may have been due to the higher growth rates of the
taxonomic groups with higher mortality rates which compensated for
mortality losses.

Tree mortality was not aggregated within the study sites but was
randomly or uniformly distributed amongst the study plots at each
site. This suggests that the mortality was not due to a contagious
pathogen. The evidence for the role of competition in tree mortality
was mixed. Except in a few cases, mortality on the study plots was
not associated with the basal area of live trees on the study plots.

In general, the mortality rates measured at the seven study

sites were consistent with the results of other mortality rate
studies. A notable contribution of this research was the measurement
of a twofold range in mortality rates across distant but similar
forests.

The term "mortality processes" was employed here to refer to the
processes by which trees change physiologically and anatomically prior
to their death. The potential roles of four factors in tree mortality
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processes were examined: environmental stress, senescence, tree vigor,
and tree growth rates. Environmental stresses, such as drought,

insect defoliation, or air pollution, were identified as potential

contributors to tree mortality. Senescence, an agerelated

physiological decline linked to an increasing probability of

mortality, is widely considered to be a cause of forest tree

mortality. However, evidence for the role of senescence in tree

mortality was found to be lacking. Further evidence that tree

mortality may be due to senescence is needed if tree mortality is to

be attributed to senescence. Tree vigor, another widely utilized but
vague term, was found to have value as a descriptor of tree health and

the potential for future tree survival. Tree growth rate, one measure
of tree vigor, was found to be associated with mortality probability.
For this reason, growth rates, as recorded in annual tree growth

rings, served as a measure of tree vigor for the analysis of tree
mortality processes.

Alternative conceptual models of tree mortality processes were
evaluated utilizing a subset of the dead oaks found on the study
plots. The temporal tree growth patterns of dead trees were

quantitatively compared to the tree growth patterns of neighboring
live trees. The tree growth data for this analysis was obtained from

the annual growth rings produced by the trees. Tree growth patterns
were examined for evidence of differences in growth rates between the
live and dead trees, and for evidence of negative "interventions" in
the tree growth series. Negative interventions are sudden, steplike
declines in growth rates which were hypothesized to be associated with
unusually stressful environmental conditions, such as droughts.

The growth analysis was conducted utilizing appropriate time

series analysis methods. The characteristics of tree growth data,
specifically, the serial correlation of growth rates, render many
standard statistical methods inappropriate for analyzing tree growth
series. A wide variety of analysis methods were evaluated, including

many commonly employed dendrochronological methods, prior to selecting
time series regression analysis for this research.
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Evidence was found to support a tree mortality process model

involving predisposing and inciting stresses. The majority of dead

trees analyzed (48 of 63) experienced at least one negative

intervention prior to their deaths. Few live trees experienced

similar interventions, however. The interventions typically resulted
in sudden 38% declines in basal area growth rates. These

interventions were more likely to occur during years which were

experienced by live trees as unusually stressful, and evidence

suggests that a major form of such inciting stress was drought.
Evidence for predisposing stresses, longterm stresses which increase

tree susceptibility to inciting stress, was found in the growth rates
of dead trees prior to their interventions. These preintervention
tree growth rates were found to be 18% less than the growth rates of
comparable live trees. Examples of possible predisposing stresses
include competition, senescence, or air pollution, however, no
evidence was found to support the action of a particular predisposing
stress.

Additional evidence for the role of predisposing and inciting
stresses in tree mortality was provided by a mechanistic computer
model of tree growth. The modelled tree responded to predisposing and
inciting stresses in a manner similar to the real dead trees.

The mortality process results provide quantitative evidence that
tree mortality is a longterm process. The median time between the
first intervention experienced by a tree and tree death was 20 yr.
The results also demonstrate that multiple mortality factors
contribute to tree mortality and indicate how these factors may act to
cause mortality. A notable finding is that relatively rare events,
such as extreme droughts, appear to play an important role as

"triggers" of tree mortality. While the results indicate the

difficulty of determining the causes of tree mortality in particular
cases, they also provide a framework for understanding the causes of
mortality.

Continued research on tree mortality processes may ultimately
provide a connection between the causes of background forest tree
mortality and observed rates of background mortality. Such a link
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could provide a means to accurately predict future rates of tree
mortality and would be an important advancement in the scientific

understanding of forest ecosystems.
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Appendix A. Tree Mortality Rate Data

This appendix presents tree mortality rate data resulting from

the mortality rate reconstructions described in Chapter III. For each
of the seven study sites, the data include live stem density (Table

A-1), stems mortality (Table A-2), live basal area (Table A-3), basal

area mortality (Table A-4), live biomass (Table A-5), and biomass

mortality (Table A-6). The per decade mortality rates presented in

Table A-2, Table A-4, and Table A-6 may be converted to annual

mortality rates with the formula:

R1 100(1[1(R10/100)]") (A-1)

where R1 annual mortality rate and R10 =decadal mortality rate.
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Table A-1. Live stem density (stemsha-1) by DBH and species or species
group for 1968, 1978, and 1988 at the seven study sites. Species and
species group abbreviations are given below. For DBH class, "20-30"
indicates trees ?-_20 cm and <30 cm, etc. For 1968 and 1978, only stems
.-20 cm DBH are listed. For 1988, stems ?10 cm DBH are also listed and
the total includes these smaller trees.

Species and species group abbreviations:

LQALB Quercus alba (section Lepidobalanus)
LQPRN Q. prinus (section Lepidobalanus)
LQSTL Q. stellate (section Lepidobalanus)
LQUNI Section Lepidobalanus not identified to species
EQCOC Q. coccinea (section Erythrobalanus)
EQRUB Q. rubra (section Erythrobalanus)
EQVEL Q. velutina (section Erythrobalanus)
EQOTH Other section Erythrobalanus (includes Q. falcate, Q.

imbricaria, and Q. marilandica)
EQUNI Section Erythrobalanus not identified to species
CARYA Carva spp. (includes C. cordiformi, C. glabra, C. ovalis,

C. ovata, and C. tomentosa)
PINUS Pinus spp. (includes P. echinata and P. virginiana)
OTHER All species not listed above (see Table 11-2 for complete

species list)
TOTAL All species combined

(continued)
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Table A-1. (continued)

ARE

1968

DBH

20-30

30 -40

40-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL

1978

LQALB

47.92

9.38

1.04

58.34

LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI

2.08

1.04

3.12

EQCOC EQRUB

44.79

10.42

1.04

1.04

57.29

EQVEL

4.17

1.04

5.21

EQOTH EQUNI

5.21

1.04

1.04

7.29

CARYA PINUS

2.08

2.08

OTHER TOTAL

106.25

1.04 22.92

2.08

2.08

1.04

1.04 134.37

DBE LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 58.33 2.08 65.63 8.33 3.13 137.50

30 -40 12.50 14.58 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 31.25

40-50 2.08 2.08

50-60 1.04 1.04 2.08

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 71.87 2.08 83.33 9.37 4.17 1.04 1.04 172.91

1988

DBE LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTE EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 141.67 231.25 13.54 3.13 22.92 412.50

20-30 64.58 102.08 10.42 117.08

30-40 13.54 25.00 1.04 1.04 40.62

40-50 2.08 2.08 1.04 5.21

50-60 1.04 2.08 3.13

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 222.91 362.49 26.04 4.17 22.92 638.54
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Table A-1. (continued)

DIX

1968

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 14.58 39.58 3.13 10.42 28.13 6.25 5.21 8.33 3.13 118.75

30-40 9.38 3.13 1.04 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 4.17 26.04

40-50 2.08 2.08 5.21 2.08 11.46

50-60 1.04 1.04 1.04 3.13

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 27.08 45.83 4.17 12.50 35.42 8.33 8.33 14.58 3.13 159.38

1978

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 17.71 52.08 4.17 13.54 27.08 5.21 4.17 11.46 4.17 139.58

30-40 11.46 6.25 4.17 11.46 4.17 2.08 4.17 1.04 44.79

40-50 4.17 2.08 1.04 5.21 2.08 14.58

50-60 2.08 1.04 1.04 4.17

60 -10

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 35.42 61.45 4.17 18.75 44.79 9.38 6.25 17.71 5.21 203.12

1988

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 16.67 71.88 9.38 15.63 4.17 69.79 36.46 223.96

20-30 12.50 54.17 13.54 28.13 3.13 14.58 7.29 133.33

30-40 12.50 12.50 6.25 20.83 5.21 4.17 2.08 63.59

40-50 9.38 2.08 2.08 3.13 1.04 2.08 19.79

50-60 1.04 4.17 5.21

60-70 1.04 1.04

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 53.13 140.63 31.25 11.89 13.55 90.62 45.83 446.87
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Table A-1. (continued)

TON

1968

DBH

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL

1978

LQALB

21.88

12.50

34.38

LQPRN LQSTL

45.83

13.54

8.33

67.70

LQUNI

1.04

2.08

1.04

2.08

6.24

EQCOC EQRUB

1.04

1.04

2.08

EQVEL

14.58

7.29

1.04

22.91

EQOTE EQUNI

1.04

1.04

2.08

CARYA PINUS

29.17

4.17

33.34

OTHER

1.04

1.04

2.08

TOTAL

113.54

40.62

13.54

1.04

2.08

170.82 .

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 14.58 45.83 12.50 35.42 2.08 110.42

30-40 23.96 18.75 1.04 2.08 10.42 5.21 61.46

40-50 9.38 2.08 2.08 1.04 14.58

50-60 2.08 1.04 3.13

60-70 2.08 2.08

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 38.54 76.04 6.24 2.08 25.00 1.04 40.63 2.08 191.67

1988

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 8.33 34.38 1.04 8.33 2.08 57.29 18.75 130.21

20-30 15.63 60.42 14.58 35.42 2.08 128.13

30-40 21.88 18.75 1.04 6.25 8.33 56.25

40-50 5.21 9.38 1.04 6.25 21.88

50-60 4.17 4.17

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 51.05 127.10 3.12 35.41 2.08 101.04 20.83 340.64
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Table A-1. (continued)

CSF

1968

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 26.04 92.71 1.04 3.13 1.04 3.13 3.13 5.21 35.42 1.04 171.87

30-40 6.25 37.50 1.04 3.13 5.21 4.17 10.42 67.71

40-50 13.54 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 17.71

50-60

60 -10

10 -80

80-90

TOTAL 32.29 143.75 3.12 7.30 1.04 9.38 3.13 9.38 46.88 1.04 257.29

1918

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 26.04 89.58 1.04 1.04 3.13 1.04 6.25 26.04 2.08 156.25

30-40 12.50 46.88 4.17 1.04 3.13 1.04 3.13 15.63 87.50

40-50 1.04 11.71 1.04 2.08 2.08 1.04 2.08 27.08

50-60 5.21 5.21

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 39.58 159.38 2.08 1.29 1.04 8.34 2.08 10.42 43.15 2.08 276.04

1988

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 7.29 34.38 2.08 2.08 12.50 4.17 56.25 118.15

20-30 21.88 76.04 5.21 18.75 1.04 122.92

30-40 17.71 59.38 3.13 1.04 1.04 2.08 18.75 103.13

40 -50 3.13 25.00 3.13 4.17 2.08 2.08 39.58

50-60 9.38 9.38

60 -10

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 50.01 204.18 6.26 3.12 7.29 21.87 43.75 57.29 393.76
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Table A-1. (continued)

HNF

1968

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 7.29 159.38 17.71 20.83 4.17 4.17 1.04 214.58

30-40 4.17 37.50 5.21 2.08 2.08 51.04

40-50 2.08 1.04 2.08 2.08 7.29

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 13.54 197.92 22.92 24.99 4.17 8.33 1.04 272.91

1978

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 8.33 179.17 22.92 15.63 3.13 3.13 232.29

30-40 5.21 51.04 7.29 9.38 1.04 3.13 77.08

40-50 2.08 4.17 2.08 2.08 2.08 12.50

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 15.62 234.38 32.29 27.09 4.17 8.34 321.87

1988

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 3.13 115.63 2.08 1.04 1.04 8.33 22.92 154.17

20-30 5.21 154.17 17.71 12.50 1.04 190.63

30-40 5.21 77.08 11.46 10.42 3.13 107.29

40-50 4.17 18.75 4.17 2.08 4.17 33.33

50-60 1.04 1.04

60-70

10 -80

80-90

TOTAL 17.72 365.63 35.42 1.04 27.08 16.67 22.92 486.46
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Table A-1. (continued)

BOA

1968

DBE LQALB LURK LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 6.52 79.35 2.17 2.17 5.43 1.09 3.26 13.04 7.61 1.09 121.74

30-40 5.43 45.65 1.09 3.26 4.35 7.61 5.43 3.26 76.09

40-50 1.09 26.09 1.09 1.09 29.35

50-60 3.26 5.43 3.26 11.96

60-70 1.09 2.17 1.09 4.35

70-80 1.09 1.09

80-90 1.09 1.09 2.17

TOTAL 17.39 160.87 3.26 5.43 9.78 14.14 4.35 18.47 11.96 1.09 246.75

1978

DBH LOU LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB IQVEL EQOTH EWE CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 3.26 11.74 2.17 1.09 4.35 2.17 1.09 16.30 5.43 107.61

30-40 4.35 53.26 1.09 1.09 5.43 6.52 1.09 5.43 5.43 1.09 84.78

40-50 5.43 26.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 35.87

50-60 2.17 9.78 2.17 14.13

60-70 1.09 2.17 1.09 4.35

10 -80 1.09 2.17 1.09 4.35

80-90 1.09 1.09 2.17

TOTAL 17.39 166.30 3.26 2.18 9.78 15.22 3.27 22.82 11.95 1.09 253.26

1988

DBH LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUE CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 2.17 28.26 5.43 2.17 27.17 1.09 17.39 83.70

10-30 2.17 59.78 2.17 2.17 2.11 16.30 2.17 86.96

30-40 3.26 65.22 1.09 7.61 3.26 4.35 5.43 1.09 91.30

40-50 6.52 25.00 2.17 4.35 3.26 1.09 42.39

50-60 2.17 13.04 1.09 16.30

60-70 1.09 2.17 2.17 5.43

70-80 1.09 3.26 1.09 5.43

80-90 1.09 1.09

TOTAL 18.47 197.82 3.26 17.38 16.30 51.08 9.18 18.48 332.60
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Table A-1. (continued)

WNF

1968

DBH

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

TOTAL

1978

LQALB LQPRI LQSTL LQUII EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH BQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

50.00 34.38 2.08 1.04 3.13 13.54 5.21 4.17 7.29 120.83

32.29 23.96 2.08 3.13 6.25 10.42 1.04 2.08 81.25

2.08 4.17 7.29 1.04 14.58

3.13 2.08 1.04 6.25

87.50 64.59 2.08 2.08 4.17 9.38 31.25 7.29 6.25 8.33 222.91

DBH LQALB LQPRI LQSTL LONI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PIUS OTHER TOTAL

20-30 45.83 31.25 1.04 3.13 10.42 1.04 6.25 10.42 109.38

30-40 40.63 26.04 2.08 1.04 3.13 3.13 9.38 1.04 3.13 89.58

40-50 6.25 8.33 1.04 3.13 7.29 26.04

50-60 1.04 3.13 4.17 8.33

60-70 2.08 1.04 3.13

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 95.83 68.75 2.08 2.08 4.17 9.39 31.26 3.12 9.38 10.42 236.46

1988

DBH LOU LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

10-20 28.13 12.50 4.17 3.13 10.42 16.67 75.00

20-30 41.67 22.92 2.08 5.21 6.25 12.50 90.63

30-40 40.63 22.92 2.08 2.08 4.17 12.50 3.13 81.50

40-50 17.71 18.75 2.08 4.17 7.29 50.00

50-60 1.04 3.13 6.25 10.42

60-70 3.13 1.04 4.11

70-80

80-90

TOTAL 132.31 81.26 2.08 4.16 14.59 34.38 19.80 29.17 317.12
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Table A-2. Stem mortality rates, absolute (stemsha-ldecade-1) and
relative (%decade-1), by DBH and species group for 1968-77 and 1978-87
at the seven study sites. "LEPID." indicates Ouercus section
Lepidobalanus and "ERYTH." indicates section Erythrobalanus. For DBH
class, "20-30" indicates trees .?:20 cm and <30 cm, etc. For absolute
mortality, blank cells indicate no mortality in that particular
species group and DBH class. For relative mortality, blank cells
indicate that there was no mortality and no live trees in that
particular species group and DBH class, "0.0" indicates that there was
no mortality in the species group and DBH class but there were live
trees, and "***" indicates that there was mortality in the species
group and DBH class but there were no live trees. The latter
situation results when a tree grows into a new size class and dies in
one decade (1968-77 or 1978-87).

(continued)
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Table A-2. (continued)

ARK

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 1.04 2.08

30-40 1.04 1.04 2.08

40-50
50-60 1.04 1.04

60-70
70-80 1.04 1.04

80-90
TOTAL 2.08 3.13 1.04 6.25

RELATIVE 20-30 0.0 1.9 50.0 2.0

30-40 11.1 8.3 0.0 9.1

40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0

50-60 100.0 0.0 50.0

60-70
70-80 *** ***

80-90 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 3.4 4.5 50.0 0.0 4.7

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 3.13 4.17 1.04 8.33

30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 3.13 4.17 1.04 8.33

RELATIVE 20-30 5.2 5.4 *** 6.1

30-40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

40-50 0.0 0.0

50-60 0.0 0.0 0.0

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 4.2 4.3 0.0 100.0 4.8
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Table A-2. (continued)

DIX

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 4.17 5.21

30-40 1.04 1.04 2.08

40-50 1.04 1.04

50-60 1.04 1.04

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 2.08 3.13 4.17 9.38

RELATIVE 20-30 0.0 2.1 50.1 0.0 4.4

30-40 7.7 12.5 0.0 8.0

40-50 24.9 0.0 0.0 9.1

50-60 0.0 100.0 33.2

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 2.7 4.8 28.6 0.0 5.9

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 7.29 5.21 12.5

30-40 2.08 2.08

40-50 1.04 1.04
50-60 1.04 1.04

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 8.33 7.29 1.04 16.67

RELATIVE 20-30 9.9 10.4 0.0 0.0 9.0

30-40 0.0 9.5 0.0 0.0 4.6

40-50 0.0 0.0 50.0 7.1

50-60 33.2 0.0 24.9

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 8.2 9.2 5.9 0.0 8.2
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Table A-2. (continued)

TON

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 1.04 2.08

30-40 1.04 1.04 1.04 3.13

40-50 1.04 1.04

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 2.08 2.08 1.04 1.04 6.25

RELATIVE 20-30 1.5 6.7 0.0 0.0 1.8

30-40 3.8 11.1 24.9 7.7

40-50 0.0 0.0 100.0 7.7

50-60 0.0 0.0

60-70 0.0 0.0

70-80
80-90
TOTAL 1.9 7.7 3.1 50.0 3.7

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 4.17 5.21

30-40 3.13 4.17 1.04 8.33

40-50 2.08 1.04 3.13

50-60 1.04 1.04

60-70 2.08 2.08

70-80
80-90
TOTAL 8.33 6.25 5.21 19.79

RELATIVE 20-30 0.0 8.3 11.8 0.0 4.7

30-40 7.2 33.4 20.0 13.6

40-50 18.2 33.2 21.5

50-60 33.2 33.2

60-70 100.0 100.0

70-80
80-90
TOTAL 6.9 22.2 12.8 0.0 10.3
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Table A-2. (continued)

CSF

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 1.04 9.38 11.46

30-40 1.04 2.08 1.04 4.17

40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 2.08 3.13 10.42 15.63

RELATIVE 20-30 0.9 10.0 0.0 26.5 0.0 6.7

30-40 2.3 25.0 0.0 10.0 6.2

40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 1.2 15.0 0.0 22.2 0.0 6.1

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 2.08 2.08 6.25 1.04 11.46

30-40 3.13 1.04 1.04 5.21

40-50 1.04 1.04 2.08

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 3.13 6.25 1.04 7.29 1.04 18.75

RELATIVE 20-30 1.8 39.9 0.0 24.0 50.0 7.3

30-40 0.0 33.4 33.2 6.7 6.0

40-50 5.3 24.9 0.0 0.0 7.7

50-60 0.0 0.0

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 1.6 33.3 10.0 16.7 50.0 6.8
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Table A-2. (continued)

HNF

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 2.08 1.04 1.04 4.17

30-40 2.08 2.08

40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 4.17 1.04 1.04 6.25

RELATIVE 20-30 1.2 2.4 0.0 100.0 1.9

30-40 5.0 0.0 0.0 4.1

40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 2.0 2.0 0.0 100.0 2.3

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 11.46 8.33 19.79

30-40 2.08 1.04 3.13

40-50 2.08 2.08

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 13.54 11.46 25.00

RELATIVE 20-30 6.1 20.0 0.0 8.5

30-40 3.7 5.9 0.0 4.1

40-50 0.0 49.9 0.0 16.6

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 5.4 18.0 0.0 7.8
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Table A-2. (continued)

EOA

1968-77

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 3.26 1.09 1.09 1.09 6.52

30-40 2.17 2.17

40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 5.43 1.09 1.09 1.09 8.70

RELATIVE 20-30 3.6 11.1 8.4 14.3 0.0 5.4

30-40 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9

40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

50-60 0.0 0.0 0.0

60-70 0.0 0.0 0.0

70-80 0.0 0.0

80-90 0.0 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 2.9 3.9 5.9 9.1 0.0 3.5

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 3.26 1.09 7.61 2.17 14.13

30-40 3.26 1.09 2.17 6.52

40-50 2.17 1.09 3.26

50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90 1.09 1.09

TOTAL 8.70 4.35 7.61 4.35 25.00

RELATIVE 20-30 4.2 14.3 46.7 40.0 13.1

30-40 5.5 8.4 0.0 40.0 0.0 7.7

40-50 6.9 50.2 0.0 0.0 9.1

50-60 0.0 0.0 0.0

60-70 0.0 0.0 0.0

70-80 0.0 0.0 0.0

80-90 0.0 100.0 50.2

TOTAL 4.6 15.4 33.3 36.4 0.0 9.9
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Table A-2. (continued)

ABSOLUTE

WNF

1968-77

DBH

20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90

LEPID. ERYTH.

4.17
2.08

CARYA PINUS OTHER

1.04

1.04

TOTAL

5.21

2.08
1.04

TOTAL 6.25 2.08 8.33

RELATIVE 20-30 0.0 18.2 0.0 14.3 4.3

30-40 0.0 10.0 0.0 2.6

40-50 0.0 0.0 100.0 7.1

50-60 0.0 0.0 0.0

60-70
70-80
80-90
TOTAL 0.0 12.0 0.0 25.0 3.7

1978-87

DBH LEPID. ERYTH. CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

ABSOLUTE 20-30 1.04 1.04 1.04 3.13

30-40 2.08 2.08 4.17

40-50
50-60
60-70 1.04 1.04

70-80
80-90
TOTAL 3.13 3.13 1.04 1.04 8.33

RELATIVE 20-30 1.3 0.0 16.6 10.0 2.9

30-40 3.0 12.5 0.0 4.7

40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0

50-60 0.0 0.0 0.0

60-70 0.0 100.0 33.2

70-80
80-90
TOTAL 1.9 6.5 11.1 10.0 3.5
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Table A-3. Live basal area (m2.ha-1) by plot and species or species
group for 1968, 1978, and 1988 at the seven study sites. See Table
A-1 for species and species group abbreviations. For 1968 and 1978,
only trees .-20 cm DBH are included. For 1988, basal area is presented
separately for trees ?:20 cm and .-10 cm DBH.

(continued)
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Table A-3. (continued)

ARK

1968

PLOT

1

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB WEL EQOTH EQUNI

5.67

CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

5.67

2 2.08 2.03 12.82 16.93

3 7.21 7.21

4 0.95 3.24 4.19

5 0.80 5.27 0.85 6.93

6 1.98 1.98

7 6.28 2.75 9.03

8 1.94 1.94

9 5.98 1.14 7.12

10 4.88 0.82 5.70

11 4.43 1.35 1.51 7.29

12 3.24 2.52 1.00 6.77

13 0.94 7.60 8.54

14 3.42 2.64 6.06

15 12.00 1.81 13.81

16 1.32 5.91 2.56 9.19

17 11.41 11.41

18 0.00

19 10.44 10.44

20 10.43 1.02 11.45

21 6.98 0.90 1.13 9.01

22 11.62 3.56 15.18

23 8.41 1.25 6.21 15.86

24 4.49 4.89 9.37

MEAN 3.26 0.34 3.41 0.29 0.89 0.14 0.08 8.40
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Table A-3. (continued)

ARK

1978

PLOT

1

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI

7.58 0.88

CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

8.47

2 5.22 4.15 9.37

3 11.91 11.91

4 3.02 1.78 4.81

5 0.91 7.24 1.07 9.21

6 2.17 2.17

7 6.97 3.41 10.38

8 2.13 2.13

9 3.07 3.07

10 5.12 1.03 6.15

11 4.97 2.58 1.80 9.36

12 3.58 0.91 2.86 1.24 8.58

13 1.06 10.91 11.97

14 5.61 1.73 7.34

15 1.67 13.87 1.91 17.45

16 1.48 7.91 9.39

17 15.70 15.70

18 1.78 1.78

19 13.42 13.42

20 15.01 1.15 16.16

21 9.55 2.04 1.38 12.97

22 13.65 4.18 17.83

23 11.74 1.40 7.36 20.50

24 2.26 6.03 8.29

MEAN 3.99 0.11 4.95 0.49 0.24 0.01 0.08 9.93
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Table A-3. (continued)

ARK ( >20)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 10.60 1.06 11.65

2 7.97 5.80 13.77

3 16.51 16.51

4 4.57 0.86 1.79 7.21

5 0.99 10.28 11.27

6 2.36 0.88 3.25

7 7.65 4.99 12.64

8 2.32 1.81 4.13

9 4.56 4.56

10 5.35 7.49 12.84

11 5.49 1.80 3.87 11.16

12 3.91 2.84 3.19 9.94

13 1.17 14.72 15.89

14 10.03 10.03

15 2.67 16.72 19.40

16 2.45 11.01 13.46

17 20.50 20.50

18 6.49 6.49

19 17.26 11.26

20 14.75 14.75

21 12.19 3.38 1.63 17.20

22 16.51 4.84 21.35

23 13.60 8.58 22.19

24 2.49 9.10 11.59

MEAN 4.63 7.49 0.68 0.07 12.88
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Table A-3. (continued)

ARK 010)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTE EQUNI CARYA EMS OTHER TOTAL

1 1.76 11.99 1.65 15.40

2 1.20 12.00 5.80 0.35 19.35

3 0.64 22.19 22.83

4 2.15 7.12 2.62 2.02 14.51

5 2.44 16.48 0.31 19.23

6 5.60 11.31 16.91

7 10.56 9.79 0.59 20.94

8 10.20 8.90 19.10

9 0.86 15.52 0.61 16.98

10 6.73 15.11 0.44 0.45 22.12

11 13.31 2.76 5.14 0.75 21.96

12 6.29 4.84 4.13 0.24 15.50

13 4.23 19.17 0.40 23.79

14 0.37 15.99 16.35

15 3.47 19.43 22.90

16 5.15 14.95 20.10

17 0.29 26.54 0.22 27.05

18 0.92 15.62 1.28 17.82

19 18.59 0.41 19.00

20 19.08 1.06 20.13

21 13.74 4.47 1.63 0.23 20.07

22 20.39 4.84 0.89 26.12

23 16.25 8.58 0.35 1.87 27.05

24 4.08 11.32 1.16 16.56

NEB 7.04 11.69 0.95 0.11 0.32 20.10
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Table A-3. (continued)

DIX

1968

PLOT LQALB LQPRX LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH 6QUHI CARYA VIRUS OTHER TOTAL

1 1.34 6.52 1.11 1.44 2.09 12.51

2 8.12 8.12

3 1.75 1.22 0.79 0.89 1.01 5.68

4 5.58 3.27 1.56 3.67 14.09

5 8.65 4.60 13.24

6 1.19 3.84 1.23 6.27

7 7.04 0.81 0.98 6.51 15.34

8 5.09 5.09

9 5.01 1.09 6.09

10 7.38 2.03 2.50 1.13 13.05

11 0.79 0.79

12 2.69 0.90 3.58

13 1.01 2.30 7.19 10.50

14 2.00 0.87 0.81 7.66 5.96 17.29

15 5.77 3.84 2.19 3.80 15.59

16 5.26 1.68 3.71 10.65

17 2.11 4.50 0.81 4.10 12.12

18 3.68 3.28 1.54 0.90 0.84 10.24

19 1.73 2.26 3.99 7.97

20 1.46 2.36 1.13 2.49 7.44

21 1.24 3.62 1.51 6.37

22 5.74 3.62 9.36

23 3.10 9.38 1.33 13.82

24 1.18 1.03 1.65 9.27 25.12

REAR 2.24 2.59 0.21 0.65 2.36 0.41 0.72 1.06 0.15 10.46
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Table A-3. (continued)

DIX

1978

PLOT LQALB WEI LQSTL LODE EQCOC EQRDB EQVEL EQOTE EQDNI CARTA KIDS OTHER TOTAL

1 2.68 3.89 1.56 2.03 1.51 11.66

2 2.05 11.71 13.75

3 2.22 1.47 0.98 1.12 1.43 7.22

4 6.98 3.62 2.11 2.55 15.27

5 12.14 5.53 18.27

6 1.72 6.10 1.71 9.53

7 9.96 2.35 3.22 15.53

8 0.93 8.55 9.47

9 5.99 3.00 8.99

10 8.58 2.47 0.82 3.59 3.30 18.75

11 1.20 1.20

12 3.20 1.43 4.64

13 2.34 4.60 10.81 0.91 18.66

14 3.21 1.07 1.22 10.11 7.08 1.04 23.72

15 8.87 5.44 2.71 3.13 20.15

16 6.37 2.89 4.89 1.68 15.84

17 3.28 6.36 1.17 5.48 16.29

18 0.87 4.99 4.41 2.08 1.90 1.19 15.43

19 3.88 5.14 9.03

20 1.88 3.81 1.70 1.58 8.96

21 1.61 5.27 1.95 8.83

22 7.43 1.02 4.00 12.44

23 4.70 13.02 2.82 20.54

24 8.42 1.25 9.18 10.35 0.79 29.99

KEAN 3.08 3.45 0.17 1.15 3.45 0.64 0.44 1.27 0.28 13.92
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Table A-3. (continued)

DIX MO)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 3.39 4.57 2.05 2.70 1.77 14.49

2 2.63 9.06 1.91 13.60

3 2.73 2.62 1.81 1.36 8.52

4 8.50 3.98 3.63 2.90 19.01

5 15.74 4.50 20.24

6 0.83 2.34 8.97 12.14

7 13.32 3.34 4.35 21.00

8 1.35 11.70 13.05

9 7.01 5.36 0.83 13.21

10 9.85 1.39 5.79 5.23 22.26

11 1.70 1.70

12 4.61 2.10 6.71

13 2.99 5.45 15.05 1.33 24.82

14 3.71 1.73 12.80 8.24 26.47

15 11.85 8.21 3.26 23.37

16 7.57 4.17 6.18 2.02 19.94

17 3.89 7.57 6.29 17.74

18 1.91 6.47 5.66 3.12 1.58 18.74

19 4.65 1.10 6.40 0.81 12.96

20 2.34 5.34 2.49 2.97 0.91 14.05

21 2.02 7.17 2.43 11.62

22 8.47 2.35 0.84 11.67

23 5.63 16.03 3.61 25.27

24 9.74 10.79 11.61 2.02 34.16

NEAN 3.76 3.98 1.69 4.81 0.79 1.42 0.51 16.95
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Table A-3. (continued)

DIX 010)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LOU LQUII EQCOC EQRDH EQVEL EQOTH EOM CARYA PINDS OTHER TOTAL

I 3.39 6.10 3.27 3.19 1.77 0.28 18.01

2 2.89 12.02 1.91 0.45 17.27

3 3.47 3.56 2.69 1.36 0.26 0.20 11.54

4 8.50 4.59 0.36 3.63 3.11 20.19

5 16.55 4.85 0.86 0.55 22.81

6 1.77 2.34 10.23 0.24 2.10 16.68

7 14.37 3.34 4.35 0.93 0.27 23.25

8 0.22 1.26 1.35 12.98 0.79 16.59

9 7.01 0.56 0.57 9.30 0.83 18.28

10 10.58 1.39 7.97 5.82 1.59 27.36

11 0.55 3.73 1.70 0.54 2.63 9.14

12 10.67 0.59 2.10 2.36 15.72

13 2.99 5.95 15.05 1.33 0.22 0.24 25.78

14 1.25 3.71 1.73 12.80 8.24 27.73

15 0.31 11.85 8.97 3.26 24.38

16 7.57 4.17 6.18 4.35 0.45 22.71

17 3.89 0.36 8.21 7.27 2.26 21.99

18 0.31 1.91 6.47 5.66 4.73 1.84 20.92

19 4.93 2.10 6.40 1.47 2.99 17.89

20 2.76 8.46 2.74 2.97 1.28 0.20 18.42

21 2.02 11.57 1.47 4.10 19.16

22 12.32 2.35 0.67 2.19 17.54

23 5.90 17.49 0.42 3.61 27.42

24 9.74 10.79 11.83 3.35 35.71

MEAN 4.05 5.33 1.85 5.15 0.87 2.48 0.97 20.69
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Table A-3. (continued)

TON

1968

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 3.34 5.41 4.47 2.69 15.91

2 1.24 1.52 1.86 0.86 5.48

3 2.01 7.17 1.22 10.40

4 14.13 6.23 20.36

5 7.46 3.59 11.05

6 2.44 8.31 4.81 15.56

7 3.46 1.93 2.07 4.62 1.84 13.92

8 5.29 4.21 3.91 13.47

9 2.29 4.74 1.15 8.18

10 1.97 4.26 3.60 1.15 0.81 11.19

11 1.71 10.83 4.17 16.71

12 1.41 2.38 4.45 8.24

13 5.90 4.64 5.57 16.11

14 1.94 8.99 6.52 0.19 18.24

15 4.21 5.29 1.15 10.66

16 2.06 6.68 2.38 11.12

17 2.69 8.02 2.17 3.90 16.77

18 3.74 6.25 2.35 12.34

19 1.85 4.90 0.85 7.59

20 2.01 4.11 0.94 7.05

21 4.91 2.79 3.19 10.89

22 1.60 4.26 1.19 1.19 8.24

23 4.34 1.97 1.59 7.90

24 3.18 2.85 1.72 7.75

KEAN 2.18 4.75 1.32 0.16 1.43 0.21 1.67 0.20 11.91
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Table A-3. (continued)

TON

1978

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 4.18 5.98 5.61 3.18 18.96

2 1.59 1.79 2.43 1.04 6.85

3 2.42 7.50 1.66 0.84 12.42

4 16.49 7.45 23.94

5 9.37 4.26 13.63

6 3.70 8.60 5.70 18.01

7 4.34 2.23 2.74 7.13 16.44

8 6.63 3.46 5.12 15.20

9 2.81 5.66 2.29 10.76

10 2.44 4.81 4.72 1.37 1.08 14.42

11 2.15 11.95 4.89 18.99

12 1.80 2.83 3.77 8.40

13 7.47 5.26 6.24 18.97

14 2.53 10.38 6.86 0.96 20.73

15 5.20 5.91 0.89 3.91 15.90

16 2.55 8.00 3.65 14.21

17 4.41 10.75 2.59 17.75

18 5.55 8.17 2.68 0.80 17.20

19 2.31 6.64 1.81 10.76

20 2.31 4.47 1.31 8.09

21 0.84 5.71 3.72 3.91 14.18

22 2.95 6.64 1.62 1.42 12.62

23 5.52 2.38 2.11 10.02

24 4.13 4.30 2.33 10.75

KEAN 2.89 5.68 1.40 0.21 1.96 0.16 2.16 0.08 14.55
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Table A-3. (continued)

TON (>20)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB BQVEL BOOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 5.14 6.57 4.87 3.70 20.28

2 2.91 2.07 3.08 1.24 9.30

3 2.88 1.81 4.68

4 19.17 5.97 25.14

5 12.34 2.74 15.07

6 4.23 6.67 10.90

7 5.33 3.46 3.50 9.21 21.49

8 8.13 4.12 3.98 16.22

9 3.38 8.38 3.60 15.37

10 3.92 5.38 4.23 0.88 1.41 15.82

11 1.01 14.89 5.66 21.56

12 2.24 4.21 5.33 11.78

13 9.25 5.91 0.94 16.10

14 3.23 11.84 1.94 17.00

15 6.30 6.54 1.23 4.55 18.62

16 3.09 9.44 4.18 16.72

17 5.53 0.91 13.92 3.05 23.41

18 6.85 6.07 3.02 1.07 17.00

19 2.82 8.70 2.17 13.69

20 2.63 4.57 0.88 8.08

21 2.04 6.56 7.47 16.06

22 3.70 8.61 2.13 1.66 16.10

23 6.87 3.63 10.50

24 6.12 8.67 3.03 17.82

MEAN 3.66 6.97 . 0.27 2.28 2.50 0.10 15.78
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Table A-3. (continued)

TON 010)

1988

PLOT LOW LURK LQSTL LQUNI BQCOC NUB UHL BOOTH EOM CARTA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 5.14 6.57 4.87 0.52 3.94 21.04

2 4.02 2.07 3.46 3.37 12.92

3 4.37 0.47 2.84 0.49 8.17

4 20.04 7.18 0.45 27.68

5 12.63 3.83 16.46

6 4.23 10.59 2.44 17.26

7 5.65 3.46 3.50 9.21 1.50 23.32

8 8.13 5.82 3.98 1.23 19.15

9 3.38 8.38 0.21 5.59 17.56

10 4.35 5.99 0.42 4.23 1.11 2.00 18.10

11 1.43 15.16 5.89 0.91 23.99

12 2.24 4.41 6.06 12.71

13 9.25 6.22 1.16 16.63

14 3.23 12.49 1.94 17.65

15 6.30 6.54 1.23 4.55 18.62

16 3.09 9.44 4.40 16.94

17 5.53 1.67 13.92 3.68 1.13 25.94

18 6.85 6.07 3.34 1.27 17.53

19 2.82 10.30 4.55 17.68

20 3.51 5.60 0.52 1.51 11.14

21 2.38 7.61 8.86 0.28 19.14

22 3.70 9.73 2.13 2.98 18.54

23 6.87 6.25 0.22 0.59 13.92

24 6.57 9.97 3.03 0.77 20.35

NUN 3.79 7.65 0.29 2.42 0.04 3.43 0.40 18.02
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Table A-3. (continued)

CSF

1968

PLOT

1

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EWE CARYA PINGS OTHER TOTAL

18.32 5.35 23.67

2 1.98 7.63 1.91 11.52

3 1.52 15.85 3.01 20.38

4 0.89 3.30 3.17 0.83 3.57 11.77

5 3.20 12.24 3.24 18.68

6 8.70 1.07 2.66 1.02 13.45

7 2.89 11.16 1.45 1.74 17.24

8 2.70 17.31 20.01

9 15.11 2.22 4.32 1.46 23.11

10 12.81 3.95 16.76

11 1.56 10.38 6.51 18.45

12 11.41 1.40 2.37 3.26 18.44

13 15.64 3.49 1.36 20.48

14 1.44 10.51 1.45 1.36 2.00 16.76

15 19.68 2.11 0.80 22.59

16 1.81 5.71 2.15 9.67

17 3.09 4.80 15.08 22.97

18 3.06 1.59 2.27 6.78 13.71

19 2.54 6.76 2.29 2.26 7.73 21.59

20 7.09 1.08 3.85 12.02

21 12.79 1.30 14.09

22 1.15 8.73 7.50 17.39

23 9.26 2.44 1.11 12.81

24 10.95 2.40 3.14 16.49

MEAN 1.79 10.20 0.28 0.56 0.06 0.77 0.18 0.60 2.77 0.05 17.25
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Table A-3. (continued)

CSF

1978

PLOT

1

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC

21.91

EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

2.93 24.83

2 2.44 9.20 3.03 14.67

3 2.76 19.09 3.37 25.22

4 1.13 4.86 4.06 0.99 4.45 15.48

5 3.98 14.41 3.96 22.35

6 11.39 1.45 3.33 16.17

7 3.62 13.50 1.95 19.06

8 3.28 22.52 25.79

9 19.76 2.71 5.17 1.89 29.53

10 1.85 15.51 5.29 22.65

11 1.95 12.57 6.31 20.83

12 14.47 1.90 2.77 3.94 23.09

13 18.77 3.98 22.76

14 2.63 12.54 1.95 1.77 2.30 21.19

15 23.61 0.95 24.57

16 2.25 6.89 2.74 11.87

17 4.69 5.78 17.31 0.81 28.60

18 3.83 2.72 2.89 10.26 19.70

19 4.10 9.07 2.88 6.20 22.24

20 11.17 1.41 3.74 16.33

21 16.34 1.68 0.89 0.97 19.89

22 1.45 11.32 8.99 21.76

23 12.01 3.03 1.39 16.43

24 14.93 3.19 3.80 21.92

NEAN 2.49 12.80 0.22 0.75 0.08 0.86 0.12 0.72 3.00 0.09 21.12
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Table A-3. (continued)

CSF 020)

1988

PLOT

1

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH BQUNI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

26.51 4.37 30.87

2 2.94 10.78 3.46 17.18

3 3.38 22.40 3.73 29.50

4 1.39 5.70 1.15 4.07 12.32

5 4.82 16.65 4.73 26.21

6 0.89 15.03 1.86 4.05 21.83

7 5.23 15.84 2.50 23.57

8 3.89 26.21 30.10

9 24.08 3.20 27.28

10 2.29 19.14 6.76 28.19

11 2.36 14.82 7.12 24.30

12 16.97 2.49 1.19 4.63 25.27

13 21.97 4.49 26.46

14 3.22 14.61 2.50 2.60 22.94

15 27.58 1.11 28.69

16 2.72 8.84 11.56

17 5.77 6.75 19.31 1.40 33.22

18 5.47 3.98 3.55 10.90 23.91

19 5.02 10.64 3.53 2.47 21.66

20 12.86 4.57 17.43

21 19.20 2.09 1.21 22.50

22 1.78 14.94 10.46 27.18

23 14.83 3.04 17.87

24 18.32 4.03 4.48 26.82

KEAN 3.14 15.32 0.74 0.10 0.75 0.74 3.19 0.06 24.04
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Table A-3. (continued)

CSF ()10)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUE CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 26.51 4.37 0.63 31.50

2 2.94 11.49 3.96 0.24 0.38 19.02

3 3.38 23.17 3.73 30.27

4 1.39 5.70 1.57 4.07 1.04 13.78

5 4.82 16.65 4.73 1.72 0.99 28.92

6 0.89 15.74 1.86 4.05 0.25 22.79

7 5.23 17.26 2.50 25.00

8 3.89 27.89 31.78

9 25.50 3.20 0.27 28.98

10 2.86 19.14 6.76 0.62 29.37

11 2.36 15.88 7.42 25.66

12 16.97 2.49 1.68 4.63 0.25 26.01

13 21.97 4.49 0.24 26.70

14 3.22 14.61 2.50 0.68 2.60 0.71 24.33

15 29.64 1.11 1.48 32.24

16 3.09 9.64 1.50 2.92 17.16

17 5.77 8.00 0.53 19.31 1.97 35.58

18 5.93 4.35 0.39 3.55 12.23 0.27 26.71

19 5.38 12.07 3.53 2.47 1.71 25.16

20 13.39 0.31 4.57 0.89 19.16

21 19.47 2.09 1.21 2.41 25.18

22 2.34 15.64 10.46 0.75 29.19

23 17.96 0.30 0.29 3.04 0.65 22.23

24 19.29 4.03 0.35 4.48 0.87 29.02

YEAR 3.29 16.07 0.74 0.14 0.79 0.97 3.27 0.80 26.07
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Table A-3. (continued)

INF

1968

PLOT LQALB LQPRI LQSTL LQUII EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH BQUHI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 6.22 9.82 2.42 18.46

2 11.28 0.94 12.22

3 4.35 2.62 6.96

4 5.19 2.47 7.66

5 5.94 2.55 8.49

6 8.93 0.93 4.73 14.60

7 4.82 1.76 6.58

8 16.63 1.36 18.00

9 18.07 1.73 19.81

10 16.59 3.50 20.09

11 11.33 1.05 1.33 13.70

12 12.25 2.62 14.87

13 13.15 1.10 1.06 15.31

14 14.53 14.53

15 10.90 10.90

16 15.66 1.89 0.80 18.35

17 12.45 2.04 2.56 17.04

18 2.17 12.19 5.90 20.25

19 0.91 4.22 6.08 1.56 12.77

20 13.05 2.12 15.16

21 10.78 1.03 8.36 20.17

22 1.12 9.07 10.19

23 2.18 5.47 1.04 7.02 6.87 22.58

24 10.85 4.77 7.32 1.34 24.28

MEAN 0.98 10.48 1.25 1.47 0.18 0.71 0.06 15.12
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Table A-3. (continued)

HNF

1978

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LORI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH BQUNI CARYA PIUS OTHER TOTAL

1 5.57 13.07 3.26 21.90

2 15.55 1.26 16.81

3 7.93 4.68 12.61

4 9.05 5.41 14.46

5 7.39 3.60 10.99

6 12.76 1.30 6.73 20.79

8.42 3.26 11.68

8 20.61 0.91 1.60 23.13

9 21.39 2.29 23.68

10 22.50 4.56 27.06

11 15.59 3.26 1.78 20.64

12 16.94 0.80 3.52 1.04 22.29

13 0.99 18.93 1.47 1.48 22.87

14 19.60 19.60

15 14.43 14.43

16 19.52 2.53 1.12 23.17

17 15.57 2.73 1.78 20.08

18 2.69 15.13 8.14 25.96

19 1.97 5.21 10.40 1.83 19.40

20 17.15 2.91 20.07

21 15.23 1.44 11.13 27.80

22 13.92 13.92

23 3.61 6.81 1.46 8.89 7.78 28.55

24 14.45 6.83 8.30 29.58

MEAN 1.22 14.15 2.08 1.99 0.23 0.81 20.48
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Table A-3. (continued)

HRF (>20)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRI LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUE CUM PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 6.62 15.67 4.15 26.45

2 20.12 1.59 21.71

3 9.40 7.11 16.51

4 12.41 9.92 22.33

5 6.28 4.77 11.05

6 16.84 2.54 2.83 22.21

7 10.84 3.23 14.07

8 26.33 1.16 1.85 29.34

9 24.95 2.88 27.83

10 27.89 5.68 33.57

11 18.53 1.92 2.27 22.72

12 21.18 1.05 4.47 26.70

13 1.22 24.21 25.43

14 25.78 0.84 26.62

15 18.14 18.14

16 23.33 4.10 21.43

17 19.70 3.46 23.16

18 3.25 18.21 10.62 32.08

19 2.43 7.05 7.17 2.10 18.75

20 20.64 3.78 24.43

21 13.42 1.89 14.08 29.39

22 15.37 15.37

23 3.27 9.05 1.91 10.90 8.70 33.83

24 17.48 5.15 9.30 31.93

MEAN 1.43 17.10 2.54 2.23 0.91 24.21
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Table A-3. (continued)

HNF 010)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC QUM EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 6.62 15.67 4.15 0.60 27.04

2 22.57 1.59 0.27 24.44

3 15.38 7.15 0.43 23.56

4 16.02 9.92 0.24 26.19

5 9.82 5.00 0.72 0.47 16.00

6 21.18 2.54 2.83 0.69 27.24

1 15.58 3.23 0.56 19.38

8 27.97 1.16 1.85 30.98

9 26.12 2.88 0.23 29.23

10 29.16 5.68 34.84

11 24.60 1.92 2.27 0.28 29.07

12 25.33 1.05 4.47 0.36 31.21

13 1.22 26.35 0.23 27.80

14 27.85 0.84 28.69

15 20.03 20.03

16 26.84 4.10 0.53 31.47

17 20.92 3.46 0.98 25.36

18 3.25 18.85 10.62 0.27 1.09 34.09

19 2.43 11.66 7.17 0.20 2.10 23.57

20 0.53 22.85 3.78 27.17

21 15.82 1.89 14.08 0.22 0.20 32.20

22 17.43 17.43

23 3.27 9.05 1.91 10.90 8.95 1.07 35.16

24 18.29 5.15 9.72 0.35 33.52

MEAN 1.48 19.68 2.57 0.01 2.26 1.02 0.30 27.32
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Table A-3. (continued)

BOA

1968

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARTA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 12.34 0.83 1.36 1.26 2.15 17.93

2 32.03 3.10 1.04 36.17

3 9.68 2.43 4.68 1.20 1.82 19.81

4 28.16 28.16

5 18.78 3.12 21.91

6 26.22 5.85 3.91 35.99

7 0.99 13.52 2.11 3.28 19.90

8 8.22 7.30 15.51

9 2.35 20.76 2.45 1.00 26.56

10 5.22 20.33 1.00 26.55

11 2.69 13.84 1.28 8.49 26.30

12 1.76 20.29 4.94 2.09 29.08

13 17.44 9.25 1.45 1.61 29.75

14 12.59 0.81 4.14 2.18 2.71 22.42

15 4.16 1.34 9.65 15.15

16 6.43 1.34 4.92 1.92 14.61

17 1.01 12.98 1.31 0.89 4.53 20.72

18 25.60 25.60

19 6.51 11.40 3.12 21.03

20 22.43 1.06 23.49

21 15.33 1.29 1.90 18.52

22 16.21 2.60 1.07 19.88

23 17.05 1.77 1.02 19.84

MEAN 2.25 14.85 0.20 0.42 0.63 2.55 0.32 1.16 0.80 0.07 23.26
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Table A-3. (continued)

EOA

1978

PLOT LQALB LQPR1 LQSTL LPN' EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 15.10 0.95 1.78 2.26 2.61 22.71

2 36.88 4.04 40.91

3 11.16 2.71 5.96 2.25 2.14 24.23

4 32.15 32.15

5 20.54 3.71 24.25

6 30.28 6.69 4.60 41.57

7 1.20 16.45 2.54 3.67 23.86

8 9.49 8.43 17.92

9 2.81 22.53 2.94 1.16 29.43

10 6.92 22.02 1.16 30.10

11 3.19 15.98 1.69 9.80 30.65

12 2.11 23.15 3.11 2.52 30.89

13 19.10 10.16 1.77 2.01 33.63

14 14.52 4.99 2.46 3.08 25.05

15 4.81 1.52 11.91 18.23

16 7.43 4.14 2.25 13.82

17 1.23 14.99 0.83 1.73 1.92 5.39 26.09

18 29.92 29.92

19 7.49 13.17 3.46 24.12

20 26.25 1.41 27.67

21 17.65 2.32 2.33 22.30

22 19.55 1.32 20.87

23 19.69 2.29 1.99 23.97

MEAN 2.59 17.18 0.23 0.17 0.82 2.93 0.33 1.44 0.93 0.09 26.71
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Table A-3. (continued)

BOA (>20)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB ETIBL BOOTH EQUNI CARYA PILAUS OTHER TOTAL

1 17.20 1.08 2.28 3.39 1.87 25.83

2 39.43 5.13 44.56

3 12.71 2.99 8.37 3.23 2.47 29.77

4 36.37 36.37

5 22.32 4.34 26.65

6 29.90 7.55 37.45

7 18.52 3.00 4.05 25.57

8 10.83 4.59 15.43

9 3.30 22.66 3.46 1.33 30.75

10 7.90 7.02 1.33 16.25

11 3.73 18.21 2.16 11.16 35.27

12 2.50 26.13 2.97 31.60

13 22.04 11.07 2.45 35.56

14 17.33 0.92 5.89 2.76 26.91

15 5.47 1.71 12.07 19.26

16 8.46 3.37 2.59 14.41

17 1.47 11.96 2.22 2.34 0.79 4.17 28.95

18 33.70 33.70

19 8.52 15.87 3.82 28.21

20 29.38 1.83 0.90 32.11

21 22.54 0.96 2.80 26.30

22 22.27 22.27

23 23.26 2.90 2.29 28.45

KEAN 2.90 19.04 0.25 1.12 2.56 1.58 0.78 0.11 28.33
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Table A-3. (continued)

BOA I)101

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL BOOTH EQUNI CARTA PUNS OTHER TOTAL

1 17.61 1.08 2.28 5.96 1.87 1.00 29.88

2 39.76 5.13 0.20 45.10

3 12.99 2.99 8.37 5.29 2.47 32.11

4 36.37 1.40 37.77

5 22.77 4.59 0.88 28.24

6 30.44 7.55 37.99

7 18.52 3.00 4.05 25.57

8 10.83 4.59 15.43

9 3.30 22.66 0.44 3.46 1.33 0.64 31.83

10 0.56 7.90 7.02 1.33 16.81

11 3.73 19.90 2.16 11.16 0.94 37.90

12 2.50 26.13 2.97 0.43 32.03

13 22.04 11.07 3.08 36.20

14 18.66 0.92 5.89 3.12 29.19

15 0.54 5.47 1.71 0.32 13.22 21.26

16 10.53 0.40 0.27 4.98 2.81 18.99

17 1.47 20.14 2.83 2.34 0.79 4.17 31.74

18 33.70 0.73 34.43

19 8.52 16.68 4.12 0.30 29.61

20 31.45 2.46 0.90 34.81

21 23.06 1.98 2.80 27.85

22 22.27 22.21

23 23.26 2.90 3.44 29.60

MEAN 2.95 19.59 0.25 1.23 2.58 2.07 0.79 0.39 29.85
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Table A-3. (continued)

VHF

1968

PLOT

1

2

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI

5.72

19.93

EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL MN EQUNI

19.30

CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

25.02

19.93

3 1.11 22.46 2.11 25.68

4 10.56 2.25 12.81

5 18.55 8.04 26.59

6 3.05 6.84 0.87 6.76 17.51

7 9.09 3.78 1.10 13.97

8 12.28 12.28

9 16.58 1.33 17.91

10 13.84 12.66 26.50

11 3.43 4.93 1.48 4.02 2.93 1.29 18.08

12 17.93 1.01 2.24 21.17

13 13.60 1.38 6.78 1.62 0.82 24.20

14 9.15 0.85 0.82 10.83

15 5.07 9.12 1.87 1.33 17.39

16 5.66 1.85 7.95 15.46

17 5.08 7.21 3.28 15.57

18 3.12 10.17 0.97 0.84 15.10

19 5.00 3.71 3.28 11.98

20 4.38 1.83 0.80 7.01

21 5.92 2.07 2.19 1.14 11.33

22 10.17 1.83 4.45 16.44

23 9.73 1.93 1.16 12.82

24 10.99 0.96 1.37 3.37 16.69

HEAR 6.46 5.13 0.16 0.12 0.32 0.70 2.86 0.65 0.37 0.42 17.18
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Table A-3. (continued)

ANF

1978

PLOT

1

2

LIMB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI

6.85

23.87

EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI

23.31

CARYA PINGS OTHER TOTAL

30.15

23.87

3 1.39 26.52 2.41 30.32

4 14.48 2.56 17.05

5 22.19 9.72 0.85 32.77

6 3.76 8.18 1.23 8.22 21.38

7 12.73 4.99 1.42 19.14

8 15.05 0.80 15.85

9 20.20 1.65 21.85

10 16.48 14.77 0.88 32.13

11 4.28 5.89 1.84 5.28 1.95 1.46 20.70

12 24.60 2.00 2.82 29.42

13 16.07 1.77 7.65 1.87 1.15 28.51

14 10.47 1.01 1.91 13.39

15 6.23 10.84 2.14 2.68 21.89

16 6.92 2.11 9.94 18.98

17 7.18 6.78 13.96

18 3.84 12.44 1.14 17.42

19 7.05 4.90 4.16 0.81 16.91

20 5.40 2.44 1.90 9.74

21 7.22 2.47 2.87 1.47 14.03

22 14.03 2.40 5.80 22.23

23 12.85 2.53 15.38

24 13.45 1.25 1.75 16.45

KEAN 8.13 6.25 0.18 0.15 0.43 0.93 3.47 0.47 0.53 0.45 20.98
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Table A-3. (continued)

WNF MO)

1988

PLOT

1

2

LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUNI

7.97 27.47

25.36

CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

35.44

25.36

3 1.69 30.65 1.00 2.72 36.06

4 16.87 2.88 19.75

5 26.72 11.48 0.99 39.19

6 4.51 9.50 1.65 9.75 25.41

1 16.13 6.34 1.76 24.22

8 19.76 1.89 21.64

9 24.04 24.04

10 19.27 16.90 1.03 37.20

11 5.20 6.84 6.61 1.63 20.28

12 30.39 2.19 1.62 34.20

13 18.69 2.16 2.14 1.54 24.53

14 12.82 1.18 3.45 17.45

15 8.26 12.61 2.41 3.32 26.60

16 8.27 2.38 12.01 22.67

17 8.64 8.24 16.88

18 4.61 14.78 1.33 0.80 21.52

19 8.46 6.24 5.06 1.07 20.83

20 6.48 3.13 2.47 12.08

21 8.60 2.87 3.63 1.81 16.91

22 16.33 3.00 1.31 26.64

23 17.24 3.17 20.41

24 16.07 1.55 17.62

MEAN 9.96 7.19 0.20 0.53 1.22 4.14 0.60 0.60 24.46
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Table A-3. (continued)

1INF ()10)

1988

PLOT LQALB LQPRN LQSTL LQUNI EQCOC EQRUB EQVEL EQOTH EQUHI CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL

1 0.37 7.97 27.47 0.70 0.22 36.73

2 26.96 0.65 27.61

3 1.69 32.52 1.00 3.26 38.47

4 16.87 3.62 0.25 20.74

5 26.93 11.48 0.99 0.20 39.61

6 4.51 10.72 1.86 9.75 0.35 27.18

7 16.13 6.34 1.76 2.07 26.29

8 21.23 0.34 2.61 24.18

9 24.71 24.71

10 19.69 17.51 1.03 0.23 38.45

11 5.20 6.84 6.61 1.63 20.28

12 31.48 2.63 1.62 35.73

13 20.08 2.16 2.87 2.51 27.63

14 12.82 1.18 4.31 18.30

15 9.44 12.61 2.41 3.32 0.26 28.04

16 9.02 2.38 0.25 12.01 0.27 23.93

17 9.15 8.24 17.39

18 4.84 14.78 2.37 1.01 23.00

19 10.26 6.24 5.06 1.07 22.63

20 7.45 3.13 2.47 13.05

21 9.68 2.87 4.19 2.48 19.22

22 16.67 3.00 7.31 26.98

23 17.60 3.17 0.57 0.66 22.00

24 16.07 1.55 11.62

KEAN 10.48 7.44 0.20 0.53 1.29 4.21 0.82 0.87 25.82
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Table A-4. Basal area mortality rates, absolute (m2.ha-1.decade-1) and
relative (%decade-1), by plot and species group for 1968-77 and 1978-
87 at the seven study sites. "LEPID." indicates Quercus section
Lepidobalanus and "ERYTH." indicates section Erythrobalanus.
Mortality rates are based on live and dead trees cm DBH only.
Relative mortality rates were calculated two ways: "Plot basis" for
all species combined on each plot and "Species group basis" for each
species group with all plots combined. For absolute mortality, blank
cells indicate no mortality in that particular species group and DBH
class. For relative mortality, blank cells indicate that there was no
mortality and no live trees in that particular species group and DBH
class, and "0.0" indicates that there was no mortality in the species
group and DBH class but there were live trees.

(continued)
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Table A-4. (continued)

ARK

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.00

2 11.98 11.98 70.77

3 0.00

4 1.15 1.15 27.34

5 0.00

6 0.00

7 0.00

8 0.00

9 5.37 5.37 75.37

10 0.00

11 0.00

12 0.00

13 0.00

14 0.99 0.99 16.40
15 0.00

16 2.26 2.26 23.04

17 0.00

18

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 0.00

22 0.00

23 0.00

24 2.11 2.11 22.53

MEAN 0.31 0.63 0.05 0.99

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 8.65 13.82 35.36 0.00 11.83
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Table A-4. (continued)

ARK

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1

2

3

4

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5 0.87 0.87 9.40
6 0.00
7 0.00
8 0.00
9 0.00

10 0.00
11 1.54 1.54 16.45
12 1.02 1.02 11.87
13 0.00
14 1.74 1.74 23.75
15 1.64 1.64 9.40
16 0.00
17 0.00
18 0.00
19 0.00
20 2.29 2.29 14.17
21 0.00
22 0.00
23 1.17 1.17 5.70
24 0.00

MEAN 0.14 0.22 0.07 0.43

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 3.52 3.79 0.00 85.80 4.31
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Table A-4. (continued)

DIX

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1

2

3

4

5

6

4.21 0.92

1.58

5.13

1.58

40.96
0.00
0.00

11.24
0.00
0.00

7 6.50 6.50 42.39
8 0.00
9 0.00

10 0.00
11 0.00
12 0.00
13 0.00
14 0.00

15 1.58 1.58 10.16
16 0.00
17 0.00
18 0.00
19 2.42 2.42 30.37
20 2.49 2.49 33.47
21 0.00
22 0.00
23 0.00
24 1.84 1.84 7.33

MEAN 0.28 0.44 0.18 0.90

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 5.48 10.47 17.14 0.00 8.59
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Table A-4. (continued)

DIX

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.00

2 5.52 5.52 40.11
3 1.08 1.43 2.51 34.73
4 0.00

5 1.72 1.72 9.41
6 1.71 1.71 17.94
7 0.00
8 0.00
9 0.00

10 2.20 2.20 11.75
11 0.00
12 0.00
13 0.00
14 1.07 1.04 2.10 8.87
15 3.96 3.96 19.64
16 0.00
17 1.37 1.37 8.40
18 2.38 2.38 15.41
19 0.00
20 0.00
21 0.00
22 4.19 4.19 33.69
23 0.91 0.91 4.42
24 1.25 1.25 4.17

MEAN 0.57 0.50 0.17 1.24

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 8.54 8.73 13.76 0.00 8.92
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Table A-4. (continued)

TON

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7 0.87 2.11 2.98 21.37

8 2.14 2.14 15.87

9 0.00

10 0.00

11 0.88 0.88 5.28

12 2.10 2.10 25.49

13 0.00

14 0.00

15 0.00

16 0.00

17 4.17 4.17 24.84

18 0.00

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 0.00

22 0.00

23 0.00

24 0.00

MEAN 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.17 0.51

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.52 6.94 5.25 88.62 4.29
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Table A-4. (continued)

TON

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 1.76 1.76 9.26

2 0.00

3 7.50 1.91 9.41 75.78

4 2.39 2.39 9.97

5 1.95 1.95 14.30

6 8.60 8.60 47.79

7 0.00

8 2.14 2.14 14.07

9 0.00

10 2.42 1.48 3.90 27.07

11 2.16 2.16 11.36

12 0.00

13 6.24 6.24 32.91

14 6.86 6.86 33.08

15 0.81 0.81 5.09

16 0.00

17 0.00

18 3.03 3.03 17.63

19 0.00

20 4.47 4.47 55.30

21 4.28 4.28 30.21

22 0.00

23 2.41 2.41 24.02

24 0.00

MEAN 1.62 0.62 0.28 2.52

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 16.23 26.61 12.80 0.00 17.30
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Table A-4. (continued)

CSF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 3.75 3.75 15.83

2 0.00

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 1.02 1.02 7.57

7 0.83 1.98 2.82 16.33

8 0.00

9 0.00

10 0.00

11 1.18 1.18 6.40

12 0.00

13 1.52 1.52 7.40

14 0.00

15 2.39 2.39 10.58

16 0.00

17 3.12 3.12 13.57

18 0.00

19 2.55 2.72 5.27 24.41

20 1.01 1.01 8.37

21 0.00

22 0.00

23 0.00

24 0.00

MEAN 0.14 0.22 0.55 0.92

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.15 14.36 0.00 19.96 0.00 5.33
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Table A-4. (continued)

CSF

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1

2

3

0.00
0.00
0.00

4 4.52 1.83 6.35 41.04
5 0.00
6 0.00
7 0.00
8 0.00
9 5.51 2.11 7.63 25.83

10 0.00
11 0.00
12 1.87 1.87 8.12
13 0.00
14 1.97 1.97 9.31
15 0.00
16 3.05 3.05 25.67
17 0.90 0.90 3.13
18 1.15 1.15 5.84
19 4.09 4.09 18.39
20 0.90 1.58 2.48 15.20
21 1.01 1.01 5.09
22 0.00
23 1.23 1.39 2.62 15.93
24 0.00

MEAN 0.27 0.59 0.08 0.38 0.06 1.38

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.72 32.96 10.78 12.78 63.15 6.53
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Table A-4. (continued)

HNF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 1.85 1.85 10.03

2 0.00

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 0.00

7 0.00

8 0.00

9 2.37 2.37 11.94

10 0.00

11 0.00

12 0.00

13 0.00

14 0.00

15 0.00

16 0.00

17 1.29 1.29 7.59

18 0.00

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 1.28 1.28 6.33

22 1.27 1.27 12.49

23 0.00

24 1.50 1.50 6.18

MEAN 0.28 0.05 0.06 0.40

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 2.46 1.86 0.00 112.09 2.63
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Table A-4. (continued)

HNF

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1

2

3

4

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5 3.13 3.13 28.44

6 4.51 4.51 21.67

7 0.92 0.92 7.91

8 0.00

9 1.25 1.25 5.27

10 0.00

11 1.95 1.95 9.45

12 1.04 1.04 4.66

13 3.19 3.19 13.94

14 0.00

15 0.00

16 1.42 1.12 2.54 10.97

17 1.78 1.78 8.87

18 0.00

19 4.95 4.95 25.52

20 1.60 1.60 7.99

21 4.93 4.93 17.72

22 1.02 1.02 7.35

23 0.91 0.91 3.18

24 2.72 2.72 9.20

MEAN 0.71 0.81 1.52

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 4.60 18.86 0.00 7.41
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Table A-4. (continued)

EOA

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.00

2 1.16 1.16 3.21

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 0.00
7 0.00

8 0.00
9 1.24 1.24 4.69

10 0.00

11 0.00
12 2.42 2.42 8.33

13 0.00

14 0.81 0.81 3.62

15 0.00

16 1.34 1.26 2.60 17.78

17 0.00

18 0.00

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 0.83 0.83 4.46

22 2.60 2.60 13.06

23 0.00

MEAN 0.37 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.51

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 2.06 1.44 4.72 4.51 0.00 2.18
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Table A-4. (continued)

EOA

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 1.13 1.13 4.98

2 2.35 2.35 5.75

3 1.71 1.71 7.05

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 4.34 4.61 8.95 21.52

7 2.37 2.37 9.95

8 4.39 4.39 24.52

9 2.84 2.84 9.63

10 15.83 15.83 52.59

11 0.00

12 3.11 3.11 10.05

13 1.77 1.77 5.25

14 3.08 3.08 12.28

15 2.08 0.85 2.93 16.06

16 1.11 1.11 8.05

17 0.83 1.83 2.65 10.17

18 0.00

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 1.49 1.49 6.67

22 1.32 1.32 6.31

23 0.83 0.83 3.44

MEAN 0.88 1.02 0.31 0.30 2.51

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 4.36 25.05 21.78 32.05 0.00 9.41
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Table A-4. (continued)

WNF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.00

2 0.00
3 0.00
4 0.00

5 0.00
6 0.00
7 0.00

8 0.00

9 0.00
10 0.00
11 1.40 1.40 7.72
12 0.00
13 0.88 0.88 3.62

14 0.00
15 0.00
16 0.00
17 5.55 5.55 35.66
18 1.00 1.00 6.63
19 0.00
20 0.00
21 0.00
22 0.00

23 1.33 1.33 10.35
24 3.64 3.64 21.79

MEAN 0.38 0.19 0.57

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 0.00 8.42 0.00 45.54 3.34
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Table A-4. (continued)

WNF

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID ERYTH CARYA PINUS OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.00

2 2.09 2.09 8.74

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 0.00

7 0.00

8 0.00

9 1.65 1.65 7.56

10 0.00

11 1.84 1.95 3.79 18.29

12 0.81 1.48 2.29 7.80

13 8.09 8.09 28.39

14 0.00

15 0.00

16 0.00

17 0.00

18 0.00

19 0.00

20 0.00

21 0.00

22 0.00

23 0.00

24 1.95 1.95 11.84

MEAN 0.23 0.50 0.03 0.06 0.83

RELATIVE (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.58 9.44 6.35 13.70 3.94
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Table A-5. Live biomass (Mg.ha-1 [Mg-106 g]) by plot and species or
species group for 1968, 1978, and 1988 at the seven study sites.
"LEPID." indicates Quercus section Lepidobalanus and "ERYTH."
indicates section Erythrobalanus. For 1968 and 1978, only trees

cm DBH are included. For 1988, biomass is presented separately
for trees cm and ?_-10 cm DBH.

(continued)
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

ARK

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 0.0 49.3 0.0 49.3 0.0 74.3 0.0 74.3

2 0.0 210.2 0.0 210.2 0.0 76.3 0.0 76.3

3 0.0 64.4 0.0 64.4 0.0 105.0 0.0 105.0

4 0.0 7.6 26.5 34.1 0.0 24.3 14.8 39.1

5 4.9 51.7 0.0 56.6 5.7 71.9 0.0 77.6

6 15.2 0.0 0.0 15.2 17.1 0.0 0.0 17.1

7 45.7 21.9 0.0 67.6 52.0 28.1 0.0 80.0

8 14.9 0.0 0.0 14.9 16.7 0.0 0.0 16.7

9 58.1 9.3 0.0 67.4 0.0 25.0 0.0 25.0

10 45.6 6.4 0.0 52.0 48.3 8.3 0.0 56.6

11 29.7 24.5 0.0 54.2 34.2 38.2 0.1 72.5

12 24.0 32.7 0.0 56.7 27.1 46.3 0.0 73.4

13 6.0 63.8 0.0 69.8 7.0 93.7 0.0 100.7

14 0.0 53.5 0.0 53.5 0.0 65.8 0.0 65.8

15 0.0 115.6 15.1 130.7 10.4 137.3 16.0 163.7

16 9.2 76.4 0.0 85.5 10.5 70.3 0.1 80.9

17 0.0 120.0 0.0 120.0 0.0 160.5 0.0 160.5

18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.0 0.0 14.0

19 70.8 0.0 0.0 70.8 92.3 0.0 0.0 92.3

20 77.3 0.0 0.0 77.3 109.8 0.0 0.0 109.8

21 47.2 16.3 0.0 63.5 65.2 28.1 0.1 93.4

22 85.3 32.2 0.0 117.5 101.2 39.3 0.0 140.5

23 72.3 55.0 0.0 127.3 96.8 67.6 0.0 164.4

24 33.2 39.2 0.0 72.4 15.2 50.1 0.0 65.3

MEAN 26.6 43.8 1.7 72.1 29.6 51.0 1.3 81.9
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

ARK

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 (>10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 0.0 103.6 0.0 103.6 10.1 118.6 0.0 128.7

2 0.0 114.4 0.0 114.4 6.9 144.9 3.9 155.7

3 0.0 146.6 0.0 146.6 3.8 191.2 0.0 195.0

4 0.0 44.4 16.1 60.5 15.6 77.1 17.6 110.3

5 6.4 90.9 0.1 97.4 15.0 138.5 2.1 155.6

6 18.9 6.9 0.1 25.9 38.9 87.3 0.0 126.1

7 58.4 42.0 0.0 100.4 75.5 79.3 4.1 158.9

8 18.5 14.3 0.0 32.8 64.7 68.2 0.0 132.9

9 0.0 37.8 0.0 37.8 5.2 122.3 5.4 132.9

10 50.9 59.6 0.0 110.5 59.1 121.9 4.3 185.3

11 38.7 47.4 0.0 86.1 85.1 64.7 5.0 154.8

12 30.2 55.6 0.0 85.8 44.3 77.7 1.6 123.6

13 7.9 129.3 0.0 137.2 25.8 164.0 4.1 193.9

14 0.0 87.7 0.0 87.7 2.0 132.4 0.0 134.4

15 16.9 167.8 0.0 184.7 21.3 188.8 0.0 210.0

16 17.0 99.1 0.0 116.1 32.6 129.6 0.0 162.2

17 0.0 206.6 0.0 206.6 2.0 252.8 1.4 256.2

18 0.0 51.5 0.0 51.5 5.7 133.3 0.0 138.9

19 119.5 0.0 0.0 119.5 127.3 2.6 0.1 130.0

20 101.8 0.0 0.0 101.8 127.6 8.3 0.0 135.9

21 84.0 42.1 0.1 126.2 92.7 50.8 1.5 145.0

22 122.5 47.0 0.0 169.5 145.3 47.0 7.3 199.6

23 101.5 81.6 0.0 183.1 116.7 81.6 20.4 218.7

24 17.1 77.3 0.0 94.4 26.3 93.6 10.3 130.2

MEAN 33.8 73.1 0.7 107.5 47.9 107.4 3.7 159.0
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

DIX

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 82.1 26.1 18.9 127.1 57.5 40.0 14.0 111.5

2 90.0 0.0 0.0 90.0 137.9 0.0 0.0 137.9

3 32.5 18.1 0.1 50.7 43.4 26.0 0.0 69.4

4 92.7 16.7 35.7 145.1 116.5 24.5 26.2 167.2

5 120.8 0.0 0.0 120.8 174.9 0.0 0.0 174.9

6 0.0 63.6 0.0 63.6 0.0 103.7 0.0 103.7

7 63.6 115.7 0.0 179.2 95.2 55.1 0.0 150.3

8 0.0 60.0 0.0 60.0 0.0 108.9 0.0 108.9

9 42.4 0.0 9.7 52.1 54.0 0.0 27.0 81.0

10 107.7 36.5 0.1 144.3 136.8 72.8 0.0 209.6

11 0.0 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 12.0 0.0 12.0

12 23.3 8.4 0.0 31.7 29.5 15.1 0.0 44.5

13 26.7 75.8 0.0 102.5 57.3 130.2 0.0 187.5

14 26.2 162.2 0.0 188.4 39.1 227.8 0.0 266.9

15 0.0 164.7 0.0 164.7 0.0 226.6 0.0 226.6

16 72.9 41.9 0.0 114.8 99.6 59.1 15.0 173.7

17 29.5 70.5 45.8 145.8 37.7 99.0 54.5 191.2

18 0.0 93.4 15.5 108.9 6.4 136.4 27.7 170.5

19 36.0 46.8 0.0 82.8 29.9 64.1 0.0 94.0

20 32.5 41.3 0.0 73.8 50.7 32.7 0.0 83.4

21 37.6 0.0 14.1 51.7 56.7 0.0 19.0 75.7

22 57.9 0.0 40.1 98.0 75.2 9.8 45.3 130.3

23 113.5 0.0 12.3 125.8 165.1 0.0 26.3 191.4

24 94.3 103.1 96.1 293.5 115.8 129.1 117.0 361.9

MEAN 49.3 48.0 12.0 109.3 65.8 65.5 15.5 146.8
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

DIX

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 (>10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 75.2 57.0 18.5 150.7 84.6 72.0 20.4 177.0
2 98.2 18.2 0.0 116.3 120.2 18.2 4.6 143.0
3 53.4 31.1 0.0 84.5 64.5 37.8 3.1 105.4
4 144.9 42.3 33.7 220.9 149.0 45.5 35.0 229.5
5 209.1 0.0 0.0 209.1 216.3 0.0 12.9 229.2
6 6.1 129.9 0.0 136.0 11.8 142.6 19.2 173.6
7 135.3 82.5 0.0 217.7 142.6 82.5 11.5 236.6
8 0.0 155.0 0.0 155.0 9.8 166.4 5.4 181.6
9 67.4 0.0 60.1 127.5 67.4 9.9 96.7 174.0

10 143.9 122.1 0.0 266.0 148.1 145.9 17.3 311.3
11 0.0 18.6 0.0 18.6 27.1 23.3 26.2 76.6
12 43.2 24.3 0.0 67.5 80.3 29.5 21.0 130.8
13 75.6 192.1 0.0 267.7 78.7 192.1 3.0 273.8
14 37.4 282.2 0.0 319.6 45.8 282.2 0.0 328.0
15 0.0 271.4 0.0 271.4 2.1 277.7 0.1 279.9
16 130.7 79.2 19.4 229.3 130.7 79.2 46.9 256.8
17 47.5 107.0 70.0 224.5 49.6 112.7 100.5 262.8
18 14.8 154.5 46.4 215.7 17.0 154.5 64.0 235.5
19 38.6 94.7 7.7 141.0 40.6 103.1 37.0 180.7
20 72.0 57.6 8.6 138.2 94.8 59.3 14.1 168.2
21 80.8 0.0 27.2 108.0 108.3 0.0 55.4 163.7
22 90.0 23.8 7.9 121.7 114.8 23.8 24.7 163.3
23 212.9 0.0 38.1 251.0 224.4 3.7 38.2 266.3
24 127.6 157.3 158.0 442.9 127.6 157.3 170.1 455.0

MEAN 79.4 87.5 20.6 187.5 89.8 92.5 34.5 216.8
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

TON

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 88.0 48.2 24.8 161.0 105.8 63.3 29.9 199.0
2 22.6 18.5 7.7 48.8 29.6 25.8 9.3 64.7
3 108.9 11.1 0.0 120.0 118.5 16.1 7.4 142.0
4 150.9 0.0 55.9 206.8 177.2 0.0 67.8 245.0
5 74.2 0.0 33.1 107.3 93.8 0.0 39.9 133.7
6 136.7 0.0 44.2 180.9 152.6 0.0 53.3 205.9
7 48.3 84.4 0.0 132.7 62.7 102.0 0.0 164.7
8 82.5 40.6 0.0 123.1 90.4 55.4 0.0 145.8
9 59.5 0.0 10.3 69.8 76.1 0.0 20.8 96.9

10 60.9 35.6 17.5 114.0 73.8 49.7 22.2 145.7
11 133.2 0.0 39.3 172.5 153.3 0.0 47.0 200.3
12 30.4 0.0 41.7 72.1 39.8 0.0 34.8 74.6
13 153.3 0.0 0.0 153.3 188.7 0.0 0.0 188.7
14 180.3 0.0 7.1 187.4 208.6 0.0 8.6 217.2
15 95.0 0.0 10.4 105.4 115.8 7.6 35.2 158.6
16 70.4 0.0 24.1 94.5 90.7 0.0 36.6 127.3
17 22.6 75.6 63.5 161.7 38.1 107.7 23.8 169.6
18 89.4 0.0 23.8 113.2 125.3 0.0 34.9 160.2
19 55.6 0.0 7.5 63.1 76.9 0.0 16.1 93.0
20 65.7 8.1 0.0 73.8 74.7 12.0 0.1 86.8
21 43.9 62.7 0.0 106.6 59.0 83.9 0.1 143.0
22 50.0 10.7 10.8 71.5 81.2 15.6 13.0 109.8
23 50.4 15.2 0.1 65.7 68.3 21.6 0.1 90.0
24 44.4 16.8 0.0 61.1 66.2 24.4 0.1 90.7

MEAN 79.9 17.8 17.6 115.3 98.6 24.4 20.9 143.9
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

TON

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 (>10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 125.9 60.4 39.0 225.3 125.9 64.6 40.6 231.1

2 44.4 34.5 12.1 91.0 51.5 37.7 29.6 118.8
3 23.9 0.0 17.2 41.1 33.7 3.9 31.2 68.8

4 207.0 0.0 60.6 267.6 212.6 0.0 78.2 290.8

5 121.7 0.0 27.3 149.0 123.6 0.0 36.4 160.0
6 41.5 0.0 69.5 111.0 41.5 0.0 128.2 169.7

7 85.9 138.6 0.0 224.5 87.7 138.6 13.3 239.6
8 116.8 47.2 0.0 164.0 128.0 47.2 11.7 186.9
9 107.2 0.0 35.6 142.8 107.2 1.3 55.8 164.3

10 94.9 45.4 22.5 162.8 101.1 48.9 29.7 179.7
11 168.2 0.0 60.9 229.1 175.6 0.0 71.8 247.4
12 57.0 0.0 53.8 110.8 58.3 0.0 60.7 119.0
13 152.9 0.0 9.0 161.9 155.1 0.0 10.4 165.5
14 145.5 0.0 18.6 164.1 149.4 0.0 18.6 168.0
15 139.0 11.1 44.7 194.8 139.0 11.1 44.7 194.8
16 114.0 0.0 46.8 160.8 114.0 0.0 48.3 162.3
17 57.6 147.6 31.1 236.3 62.6 147.6 48.4 258.6
18 119.7 0.0 45.7 165.4 119.7 0.0 50.8 170.5
19 102.9 0.0 20.9 123.8 112.6 0.0 45.4 158.0
20 26.5 41.4 8.4 76.3 31.9 54.3 14.2 100.4
21 78.6 74.4 0.0 153.0 87.6 85.9 1.9 175.4
22 108.4 21.8 17.1 147.3 115.2 21.8 29.7 166.7
23 95.2 0.0 0.0 95.2 111.0 0.0 6.9 117.9
24 118.5 33.8 0.0 152.3 129.4 33.8 7.3 170.5

MEAN 102.2 27.3 26.7 156.3 107.3 29.0 38.1 174.4
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

CSF

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 196.1 0.0 52.3 248.4 246.9 0.0 28.1 275.0

2 89.7 0.0 18.5 108.2 115.8 0.0 29.4 145.2

3 174.0 0.0 32.1 206.1 229.2 0.0 36.8 266.0

4 44.8 32.7 40.0 117.5 64.0 44.4 50.4 158.8

5 172.6 33.6 0.0 206.1 215.2 43.1 0.0 258.3

6 78.7 43.2 0.1 122.0 107.9 47.3 0.0 155.2

7 129.9 28.0 0.0 157.9 168.9 18.0 0.0 186.8

8 204.0 0.0 0.0 204.0 270.9 0.0 0.0 270.9

9 200.3 12.6 0.0 212.9 271.1 17.3 0.0 288.4

10 131.4 36.5 0.0 167.9 182.8 52.3 0.0 235.1

11 119.8 0.0 66.7 186.5 154.8 0.0 68.3 223.1

12 128.3 11.9 53.1 193.3 167.4 17.4 64.9 249.7

13 154.3 0.0 47.4 201.7 196.0 0.0 40.7 236.7

14 123.6 24.0 19.6 167.2 162.3 33.8 23.2 219.3

15 190.2 19.7 7.2 217.1 241.5 0.0 8.5 250.0

16 68.2 20.2 0.1 88.5 88.5 27.3 0.0 115.8

17 64.5 0.0 144.7 209.2 90.8 0.0 177.7 268.5

18 42.3 21.7 63.3 127.3 61.9 29.2 97.1 188.2

19 107.0 21.6 71.0 199.6 122.1 29.1 58.6 209.8

20 64.7 8.8 34.3 107.8 102.6 12.1 34.0 148.7

21 121.3 10.9 0.0 132.2 162.6 22.0 8.6 193.2

22 90.3 0.0 72.9 163.2 122.1 0.0 90.4 212.5

23 80.2 0.0 32.4 112.6 109.4 0.0 41.2 150.6

24 102.8 23.2 30.0 156.0 144.6 33.0 37.4 215.0

MEAN 120.0 14.5 32.7 167.2 158.3 17.8 37.3 213.4
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

CSF

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 ( >10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 311.8 0.0 45.8 357.6 311.8 0.0 51.7 363.5

2 145.5 0.0 37.3 182.8 150.5 0.0 48.0 198.5

3 287.4 0.0 46.0 333.4 292.9 0.0 46.0 338.9

4 80.4 0.0 52.3 132.7 80.4 0.0 65.2 145.6

5 264.6 53.6 0.0 318.2 264.6 53.6 25.2 343.4

6 154.0 61.2 0.0 215.2 158.9 61.2 1.7 221.8

7 219.3 24.4 0.0 243.7 228.1 24.4 0.0 252.5

8 334.5 0.0 0.0 334.5 345.4 0.0 0.0 345.4

9 277.5 0.0 0.0 277.5 287.4 0.0 1.8 289.2

10 236.6 70.9 0.1 307.6 240.3 70.9 5.7 316.9

11 195.0 0.0 87.2 282.2 201.9 0.0 89.1 291.0

12 207.4 24.3 63.3 295.0 207.4 24.3 69.9 301.6

13 243.3 0.0 51.4 294.7 243.3 0.0 53.0 296.3

14 201.9 24.4 29.6 255.9 201.9 29.7 34.2 265.8

15 299.2 0.0 10.8 310.0 313.4 0.0 24.1 337.5

16 117.1 0.0 0.0 117.1 124.4 0.0 41.9 166.3

17 116.5 0.0 228.9 345.4 124.8 4.1 232.8 361.7

18 91.3 37.6 116.5 245.4 96.1 40.8 131.0 267.9

19 155.5 37.4 27.8 220.7 166.3 37.4 42.5 246.2

20 125.8 0.0 46.4 172.2 129.1 0.0 56.1 185.2

21 203.5 19.5 11.8 234.8 205.3 19.5 35.2 260.0

22 165.7 0.0 119.3 285.0 174.1 0.0 126.0 300.1

23 142.1 0.0 31.8 173.9 162.6 2.1 39.8 204.5

24 186.6 44.0 49.7 280.3 192.5 44.0 62.8 299.3

MEAN 198.4 16.6 44.0 259.0 204.3 17.2 53.5 275.0
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

HNF

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 151.5 23.4 0.1 175.0 186.3 33.9 0.0 220.2
2 93.3 7.4 0.1 100.8 135.8 10.5 0.0 146.3
3 35.2 20.6 0.0 55.8 65.7 38.6 0.0 104.3
4 41.2 20.7 0.0 61.9 74.5 46.7 0.0 121.2
5 54.1 21.3 0.1 75.5 72.5 32.5 0.1 105.1
6 74.1 55.5 0.0 129.6 111.3 79.7 0.0 191.0
7 41.0 13.9 0.0 54.9 72.4 26.7 0.1 99.2
8 149.6 0.0 12.5 162.1 199.3 7.2 15.1 221.6
9 172.9 15.5 0.1 188.5 212.5 21.9 0.0 234.3

10 152.5 32.1 0.0 184.6 218.3 44.2 0.0 262.5
11 93.3 19.6 0.1 113.0 135.8 42.9 0.0 178.7
12 114.3 20.6 0.1 135.0 165.0 43.6 0.0 208.6
13 107.7 17.5 0.0 125.2 171.1 25.5 0.0 196.6
14 119.9 0.0 0.0 119.9 171.6 0.0 0.0 171.6
15 96.6 0.0 0.0 96.6 136.1 0.0 0.0 136.1
16 139.3 21.2 0.1 160.6 187.3 30.3 0.0 217.6
17 119.5 37.8 0.0 157.3 160.7 39.2 0.0 199.9
18 140.4 54.5 0.1 195.0 186.7 81.2 0.0 267.9
19 40.4 54.7 14.7 109.8 60.0 96.6 17.6 174.2
20 122.9 19.9 0.0 142.7 171.3 29.5 0.0 200.8
21 87.2 80.0 0.0 167.2 127.9 114.2 0.0 242.0
22 80.3 0.0 0.0 80.3 115.4 0.0 0.0 115.4
23 69.9 76.9 71.5 218.3 100.4 104.0 82.6 287.0
24 151.4 0.0 87.8 239.2 215.3 0.0 87.8 303.1

MEAN 102.0 25.5 7.8 135.4 143.9 39.5 8.5 191.9
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

HNF

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 ( >10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 238.3 45.7 0.0 284.0 238.3 45.7 5.6 289.6

2 185.4 14.0 0.1 199.5 201.9 14.0 1.8 217.7

3 83.6 61.3 0.0 144.9 123.4 66.2 2.8 192.4

4 107.3 87.5 0.0 194.8 131.8 87.5 1.5 220.8

5 59.2 46.0 0.0 105.2 83.2 53.1 4.8 141.1

6 154.6 46.1 0.0 200.7 182.4 46.1 6.2 234.7

7 98.7 28.5 0.0 127.2 130.7 28.5 5.4 164.6

8 268.2 9.5 19.5 297.2 278.9 9.5 19.5 307.9

9 264.6 29.1 0.0 293.7 272.4 29.1 1.5 303.0

10 288.1 58.0 0.0 346.1 296.6 58.0 0.0 354.6

11 173.3 39.3 0.0 212.6 213.1 39.3 1.9 254.3

12 218.8 47.2 0.0 266.0 245.7 47.2 4.0 296.9

13 231.8 0.0 0.0 231.8 245.6 0.0 1.4 247.0

14 237.5 6.6 0.0 244.1 251.7 6.6 0.0 258.3

15 181.5 0.0 0.0 181.5 194.2 0.0 0.0 194.2

16 236.9 35.3 0.0 272.2 259.8 35.3 5.2 300.3

17 215.1 31.0 0.0 246.1 222.6 31.0 8.6 262.2

18 240.8 112.7 0.1 353.6 245.1 112.7 11.0 368.8

19 84.2 65.4 22.7 172.3 114.4 66.7 22.7 203.8

20 221.3 40.7 0.0 262.0 239.0 40.7 0.0 279.7

21 120.2 153.3 0.0 273.5 136.2 153.3 2.7 292.2

22 137.7 0.0 0.0 137.7 151.8 0.0 0.0 151.8

23 127.4 134.7 104.0 366.1 127.4 134.7 114.7 376.8

24 249.9 0.0 111.0 360.9 254.6 0.0 119.5 374.1

MEAN 184.4 45.5 10.7 240.6 201.7 46.1 14.2 262.0
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

EOA

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 106.9 11.5 27.8 146.2 135.2 16.1 39.9 191.2
2 338.0 35.7 0.0 373.6 405.0 37.7 0.0 442.7
3 109.4 44.9 24.9 179.2 131.0 60.7 36.5 228.2
4 325.8 0.0 0.0 325.8 382.9 0.0 0.0 382.9
5 242.6 32.2 0.0 274.8 268.7 39.8 0.0 308.5
6 267.0 111.9 0.0 378.8 321.6 133.4 0.1 455.1
7 129.2 19.8 29.4 178.4 162.4 24.9 33.5 220.8
8 162.6 0.0 0.0 162.6 195.6 0.0 0.0 195.6
9 217.1 23.8 8.1 249.0 252.3 29.8 9.4 291.5
10 50.6 274.4 8.1 333.1 67.0 300.7 9.3 377.0
11 162.1 107.1 0.0 269.2 196.5 129.5 0.0 325.9
12 301.3 19.6 0.0 320.8 333.3 24.6 0.0 357.9
13 206.9 132.8 13.3 353.0 240.6 150.4 16.8 407.8
14 114.7 38.7 42.0 195.4 132.5 48.8 48.5 229.8
15 43.6 0.0 80.6 124.2 52.6 0.0 100.2 152.8
16 64.2 0.0 57.7 121.9 65.4 0.0 55.0 120.4
17 107.0 18.1 37.0 162.1 135.9 30.8 44.8 211.5
18 291.2 0.0 0.0 291.2 346.9 0.0 0.0 346.9
19 170.5 0.0 27.8 198.3 204.8 0.0 31.4 236.2
20 246.3 8.6 0.0 254.9 291.9 12.1 0.0 304.0
21 138.2 0.0 26.1 164.3 166.1 0.0 38.0 204.1
22 161.0 8.7 0.0 169.7 170.2 11.1 0.0 181.3
23 136.6 15.9 8.3 160.8 165.8 21.9 16.3 204.0

MEAN 177.9 39.3 17.0 234.2 209.7 46.6 20.9 277.2
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

EOA

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 (>10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 163.0 21.8 47.0 231.8 165.6 21.8 77.5 264.9

2 459.3 50.7 0.0 510.0 461.1 50.7 1.3 513.1
3 156.3 87.1 51.8 295.2 158.2 87.1 71.8 317.1

4 450.9 0.0 0.0 450.9 450.9 0.0 12.4 463.3

5 299.4 48.2 0.0 347.6 301.9 49.9 6.1 357.9

6 332.4 94.4 0.0 426.8 335.5 94.4 0.0 429.9

7 182.7 30.6 41.3 254.6 182.7 30.6 41.3 254.6
8 175.1 0.0 0.0 175.1 175.1 0.0 0.0 175.1
9 273.9 36.5 11.6 322.0 273.9 40.0 17.4 331.3

10 80.7 86.6 11.6 178.9 84.0 86.6 11.6 182.2
11 237.1 154.2 0.0 391.3 247.0 154.2 9.4 410.6
12 357.0 30.2 0.0 387.2 357.0 30.2 4.4 391.6
13 279.8 149.0 23.0 451.8 279.8 149.0 28.8 457.6
14 164.7 67.3 26.4 258.4 172.6 67.3 34.4 274.3
15 63.2 0.0 112.7 175.9 66.3 2.7 123.3 192.3
16 78.9 0.0 57.9 136.8 91.4 5.1 74.7 171.2
17 164.4 40.4 45.3 250.1 176.9 45.1 45.3 267.3
18 407.3 0.0 0.0 407.3 407.3 0.0 6.4 413.7

19 251.1 0.0 38.6 289.7 255.9 0.0 42.8 298.7

20 339.4 16.5 7.8 363.7 351.1 21.4 7.8 380.3
21 215.1 0.0 33.0 248.1 218.0 0.0 43.1 261.1

22 205.2 0.0 0.0 205.2 205.2 0.0 0.0 205.2

23 205.5 29.3 20.0 254.8 205.5 29.3 30.7 265.5

MEAN 241.0 41.0 23.0 304.9 244.5 42.0 30.0 316.5
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

WNF

1968

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1978

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 49.5 236.5 0.0 286.0 63.0 297.7 0.0 360.6

2 167.2 0.0 0.0 167.2 212.7 0.0 0.0 212.7

3 233.1 0.0 20.9 254.0 289.5 0.0 24.5 314.0

4 89.9 0.0 22.6 112.5 126.5 0.0 26.4 152.9

5 159.7 97.4 0.0 257.1 202.9 122.3 7.6 332.8

6 81.8 90.1 0.0 171.8 105.2 116.6 0.0 221.8

7 78.5 50.8 0.0 129.3 112.3 71.1 0.0 183.4

8 104.3 0.0 0.0 104.3 136.5 0.0 7.1 143.6

9 158.0 0.0 0.0 158.0 205.4 0.0 0.0 205.4

10 262.9 0.0 0.0 262.9 322.1 0.0 7.8 329.9

11 76.8 72.7 11.8 161.3 100.3 82.0 13.6 195.9

12 150.4 0.0 29.1 179.5 213.3 0.0 44.1 257.4

13 134.7 110.0 22.6 267.3 165.1 130.0 28.5 323.6

14 105.2 0.0 14.9 120.1 124.2 0.0 26.1 150.3

15 149.6 12.8 0.0 162.4 189.0 26.3 0.0 215.3

16 63.9 88.3 0.0 152.2 81.9 116.1 0.0 198.0

17 41.9 108.4 0.1 150.4 61.4 74.7 0.0 136.1

18 25.5 119.6 16.1 161.2 33.7 152.6 10.3 196.6

19 42.2 72.8 0.1 115.1 61.3 100.7 7.2 169.2

20 35.5 19.2 7.2 61.9 46.8 27.5 17.0 91.3

21 70.3 34.6 0.0 104.9 90.6 48.1 0.1 138.8

22 81.8 68.2 0.1 150.1 116.3 95.3 0.0 211.6

23 81.0 31.3 0.0 112.3 112.2 28.7 0.0 140.9

24 94.4 21.9 36.8 153.1 123.3 30.0 0.0 153.3

MEAN 105.8 51.4 7.6 164.8 137.3 63.3 9.2 209.8
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Table A-5. (continued)

PLOT

WNF

1988 (>20)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1988 (>10)

LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL

1 78.1 363.5 0.0 441.6 80.0 363.5 8.2 451.7

2 241.1 0.0 0.0 241.1 250.3 0.0 6.2 256.5

3 354.3 9.1 31.2 394.6 365.4 9.1 36.4 410.9

4 157.0 0.0 33.4 190.4 157.0 0.0 42.1 199.1

5 257.3 149.3 9.5 416.1 258.7 149.3 10.8 418.8

6 131.9 146.3 0.0 278.1 138.4 147.6 4.0 290.0

7 149.8 95.0 0.0 244.8 149.8 95.0 20.6 265.4

8 186.5 0.0 18.1 204.6 195.5 3.0 24.9 223.4

9 244.5 0.0 0.0 244.5 248.5 0.0 0.0 248.5

10 391.4 0.0 9.9 401.3 397.1 0.0 11.5 408.6

11 107.6 81.1 16.7 205.4 107.6 81.1 16.7 205.4

12 280.0 0.0 38.0 318.0 286.1 0.0 42.6 328.7

13 201.4 23.6 38.9 263.9 209.9 23.6 55.3 288.8

14 153.1 0.0 45.1 198.2 153.1 0.0 54.2 207.3

15 240.0 34.3 0.0 274.3 247.0 34.3 1.8 283.1

16 103.3 146.4 0.0 249.7 107.7 148.0 1.9 257.6

17 79.6 95.4 0.0 175.0 82.4 95.4 0.0 177.8

18 43.4 188.3 20.7 252.4 44.9 188.3 32.6 265.8

19 78.9 132.7 10.3 221.9 89.9 132.7 10.3 232.9

20 60.4 37.4 24.3 122.1 66.3 37.4 24.3 128.0

21 114.5 63.9 0.1 178.5 120.6 74.3 0.0 194.9

22 144.6 126.6 0.0 271.1 146.4 126.6 0.0 272.9

23 156.5 38.1 0.0 194.6 158.4 48.5 0.0 206.9

24 157.9 15.5 0.1 173.5 157.9 15.5 0.1 173.5

MEAN 171.4 72.8 12.3 256.5 175.8 73.9 16.8 266.5
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Table A-6. Biomass mortality rates, absolute (Mg.ha-l.decade-1; Mg-106
g) and relative (%decade-1), by plot and species group for 1968-77 and
1978-87 at the seven study sites. "LEPID." indicates Quercus section
Lepidobalanus and "ERYTH." indicates section Erythrobalanus.
Mortality rates are based on live and dead trees _?:_20 cm DBH only.
Relative mortality rates were calculated two ways: "Plot basis" for
all species combined on each plot and "Species group basis" for each
species group with all plots combined. For absolute mortality, blank
cells indicate no mortality in that particular species group and DBH
class. For relative mortality, blank cells indicate that there was no
mortality and no live trees in that particular species group and DBH
class, and "0.0" indicates that there was no mortality in the species
group and DBH class but there were live trees.

(continued)
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Table A-6. (continued)

ARK

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.0 0.0

2 163.4 163.4 77.7 0.0

3 0.0 0.0

4 9.8 9.8 28.7 0.0

5 0.0 6.8 6.8 8.8
6 0.0 0.0

7 0.0 0.0

8 0.0 0.0

9 51.1 51.1 75.8 0.0

10 0.0 0.0

11 0.0 13.4 13.4 18.5

12 0.0 8.2 8.2 11.2

13 0.0 0.0

14 8.0 8.0 15.0 15.6 15.6 23.7

15 0.0 14.6 14.6 8.9

16 21.5 21.5 25.1 0.0

17 0.0 0.0

18 0.0

19 0.0 0.0

20 0.0 15.4 15.4 14.0

21 0.0 0.0

22 0.0 0.0

23 0.0 7.9 7.9 4.8

24 16.5 16.5 22.8 0.0

MEAN 2.8 8.0 0.4 11.3 1.0 1.8 0.6 3.4

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 10.6 18.4 24.0 15.7 3.3 3.6 46.8 4.2
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Table A-6. (continued)

DIX

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 52.6 8.7 61.3 48.2 0.0

2 0.0 73.8 73.8 53.5

3 0.0 8.7 15.0 23.7 34.1

4 16.2 16.2 11.2 0.0

5 0.0 16.4 16.4 9.4

6 0.0 18.8 18.8 18.1

7 98.9 98.9 55.2 0.0

8 0.0 0.0

9 0.0 0.0

10 0.0 18.1 18.1 8.6

11 0.0 0.0

12 0.0 0.0

13 0.0 0.0

14 0.0 8.6 10.1 18.6 7.0

15 17.0 17.0 10.3 47.8 47.8 21.1

16 0.0 0.0

17 0.0 14.2 14.2 7.4

18 0.0 28.5 28.5 16.7

19 25.8 25.8 31.2 0.0

20 30.1 30.1 40.8 0.0

21 0.0 0.0

22 0.0 53.0 53.0 40.7

23 0.0 6.9 6.9 3.6

24 17.6 17.6 6.0 10.6 10.6 2.9

MEAN 3.3 6.1 1.8 11.1 6.0 5.6 2.2 13.8

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(PLOT GROUP BASIS) (PLOT GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 6.6 12.7 14.8 10.2 9.1 8.5 14.2 9.4
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Table A-6. (continued)

TON

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.0 17.2 17.2 8.6

2 0.0 0.0

3 0.0 99.5 19.1 118.6 83.5

4 0.0 23.3 23.3 9.5

5 0.0 20.8 20.8 15.6

6 0.0 117.6 117.6 57.1

7 6.0 21.6 27.6 20.8 0.0

8 20.2 20.2 16.4 22.0 22.0 15.1

9 0.0 0.0

10 0.0 25.6 15.0 40.6 27.9

11 7.5 7.5 4.3 20.4 20.4 10.2

12 22.7 22.7 31.5 0.0

13 0.0 66.5 66.5 35.2

14 0.0 89.2 89.2 41.1

15 0.0 7.7 7.7 4.9

16 0.0 0.0

17 52.7 52.7 32.6 0.0

18 0.0 31.9 31.9 19.9

19 0.0 0.0

20 0.0 52.3 52.3 60.3

21 0.0 51.6 51.6 36.1

22 0.0 0.0

23 0.0 25.4 25.4 28.2

24 0.0 0.0

MEAN 1.1 1.2 3.1 5.4 19.9 6.7 2.8 29.4

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.4 6.8 17.6 4.7 20.2 27.5 13.4 20.4
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Table A-6. (continued)

CSF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 40.5 40.5 16.3 0.0

2 0.0 0.0

3 0.0 0.0

4 0.0 50.7 19.2 69.9 44.0

5 0.0 0.0

6 8.2 8.2 6.7 0.0

7 6.1 18.3 0.1 24.5 15.5 0.0

8 0.0 0.0

9 0.0 64.9 19.8 84.7 29.4

10 0.0 0.0

11 11.5 11.5 6.2 0.0

12 0.0 19.8 19.8 7.9

13 15.4 15.4 7.6 0.0

14 0.0 18.2 18.2 8.3

15 23.1 23.1 10.6 0.0

16 0.0 31.2 31.2 26.9

17 30.2 30.2 14.4 8.5 8.5 3.2

18 0.0 11.2 11.2 6.0

19 27.5 27.1 54.6 27.4 40.8 40.8 19.4

20 9.6 9.6 8.9 6.8 13.9 20.7 13.9

21 0.0 8.1 8.1 4.2

22 0.0 0.0

23 0.0 25.9 25.9 17.2

24 0.0 0.0

MEAN 1.4 2.1 5.6 9.1 3.0 5.9 5.2 14.1

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 1.2 14.2 17.1 5.4 1.9 33.3 13.9 6.6



Table A-6. (continued)

HNF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

317

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 18.1 18.1 10.3 0.0

2 0.0 0.0

3 0.0 0.0

4 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 36.0 36.0 34.3

6 0.0 50.5 50.5 26.4

7 0.0 7.3 7.3 7.4

8 0.0 0.0

9 25.0 25.0 13.3 10.6 10.6 4.5

10 0.0 0.0

11 0.0 15.7 15.7 8.8

12 0.0 8.4 8.4 4.0

13 0.0 28.0 28.0 14.2

14 0.0 0.0

15 0.0 0.0

16 0.0 12.7 9.2 21.8 10.0

17 10.9 10.9 6.9 16.0 16.0 8.0

18 0.0 0.0

19 0.0 49.8 49.8 28.6

20 0.0 11.6 11.6 5.8

21 11.0 11.0 6.6 42.3 42.3 17.5

22 11.0 11.0 13.7 8.1 8.1 7.0

23 0.0 6.9 6.9 2.4

24 15.1 15.1 6.3 24.5 24.5 8.1

MEAN 2.7 0.5 0.6 3.8 6.4 7.7 14.1

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 2.7 1.8 7.7 2.8 4.4 19.5 0.0 7.3
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Table A-6. (continued)

BOA

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.0 9.8 9.8 5.1

2 9.5 9.5 2.5 22.3 22.3 5.0

3 0.0 14.9 14.9 6.5

4 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 0.0

6 0.0 49.4 51.8 101.2 22.2

7 0.0 17.7 17.7 8.0

8 0.0 50.2 50.2 25.7

9 9.5 9.5 3.8 28.5 28.5 9.8

10 0.0 226.4 226.4 60.1

11 0.0 0.0

12 23.1 23.1 7.2 32.2 32.2 9.0

13 0.0 15.9 15.9 3.9

14 5.3 5.3 2.7 30.0 30.0 13.1

15 0.0 25.5 25.5 16.7

16 10.4 11.0 21.4 17.6 9.7 9.7 8.1

17 0.0 5.4 16.5 21.9 10.4

18 0.0 0.0

19 0.0 0.0

20 0.0 0.0

21 7.2 7.2 4.4 13.1 13.1 6.4

22 25.4 25.4 15.0 11.1 11.1 6.1

23 0.0 7.2 1.2 3.5

KEAN 3.2 0.4 0.8 4.4 8.9 13.3 5.5 27.7

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

KEAN 1.8 1.1 4.7 1.9 4.3 28.5 26.3 10.0
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Table A-6. (continued)

NNF

1968-77

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

1978-87

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

PLOT LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS) LEPID. ERYTH. OTHER TOTAL (PLOT BASIS)

1 0.0 0.0

2 0.0 18.6 18.6 8.7

3 0.0 0.0

4 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 0.0

6 0.0 0.0

7 0.0 0.0

8 0.0 0.0

9 0.0 13.6 13.6 6.6

10 0.0 0.0

11 13.7 13.7 8.5 15.7 20.7 36.4 18.6

12 0.0 22.7 22.7 8.8

13 7.7 7.7 2.9 119.5 119.5 36.9

14 0.0 0.0

15 0.0 0.0

16 0.0 0.0

17 58.4 58.4 38.8 0.0

18 9.6 9.6 6.0 0.0

19 0.0 0.0

20 0.0 0.0

21 0.0 0.0

22 0.0 0.0

23 12.8 12.8 11.4 0.0

24 44.5 44.5 29.1 20.7 20.7 13.5

MEAN 3.9 2.3 6.1 2.0 6.7 0.9 9.6

RELATIVE RELATIVE

(SPECIES GROUP BASIS) (SPECIES GROUP BASIS)

MEAN 0.0 7.5 30.3 3.7 1.5 10.6 9.8 4.6
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Appendix B. Alternative Methods for Time Series Analysis

INTRODUCTION

This appendix is an overview of alternative methods for the

analysis of time series data, specifically, those methods which are

potentially appropriate for the research on tree mortality processes

presented in Chapter VI. The methods discussed here were evaluated

for their suitability for this mortality processes research. However,

TSR (time series regression) analysis, described in Chapter VI, was

chosen over these alternative methods.

This appendix begins with a discussion of why some simple,

standard statistical methods are inappropriate for time series data.

Next, modifications to standard methods are described which render

these methods valid for time series data. The relevant aspects of

BoxJenkins modeling, including intervention analysis, are presented.

Methods typically employed by dendrochronological researchers,

including the application of BoxJenkins modeling, are discussed in

some detail. Finally, some miscellaneous methods are mentioned. In

citing example applications of these methods my goal has been to be

illustrative rather than comprehensive.

All of these alternative methods are discussed in terms of the

analysis requirements of the research on tree mortality processes.

This appendix is intended for a reader who is familiar with the basic

characteristics of time series, as summarized in Chapter VI.

STANDARD METHODS AND TIME SERIES

Many standard statistical methods, such as simple regression and

ttests, appear suitable for the analysis of tree growth, or other

time series data. However, time series autocorrelation renders these

methods inappropriate since serial independence is an assumption

underlying these standard procedures. Two examples of the problems

created by serial dependence are presented below.
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One apparently reasonable method for quantifying a linear trend

in a tree BAI series is simple, ordinary least squares (OLS)

regression, with time as the independent variable. But OLS regression

assumes that the regression model residual terms are serially

independent (Neter et al. 1989:484). If regression model residual

terms are autocorrelated, the significance of the regression

coefficients may be overestimated and the estimated error term

variance may be underestimated (Neter et al. 1989:485). Both Ostrom

(1990:25) and Hibbs (1974) present examples showing how regression

coefficient t statistics may be overestimated by factors of 2-4 if

residuals are autocorrelated. The estimated regression coefficients

will still be unbiased, however (Neter et al. 1989:485).

Consequently, the magnitude of a linear trend in tree BAI may be

accurately estimated without bias using OLS regression. But even if

OLS regression indicates that the magnitude of the trend is

significantly different from zero, the trend may actually not be

significantly different from zero. In this case, use of OLS

regression could lead one to find significant trends in tree BAI over

time when, in fact, BAI was essentially constant. Similar

difficulties arise with determining the crosscorrelation between two

autocorrelated time series. Spurious correlations may result unless

appropriate statistical precautions are taken (Chatfield 1989:140,

Vandaele 1983:286).

To compare tree growth rates during one time interval with the

growth rate during another interval, one may be tempted to employ the

ttest for the difference between two means. But this test requires

that samples be independent (Devore and Peck 1986:372). If the growth

rate data are autocorrelated, the assumption of independence is

violated. Montgomery and Loftis (1987) and ElShaarawi and Damsleth

(1988) present data showing that the t statistic may be inflated

severalfold if the data are positively autocorrelated (negative

autocorrelation, uncommon in tree growth data, makes the ttest

excessively conservative). Consequently, the ttest may indicate that

tree growth rates during two time intervals are significantly

different when, in fact, the difference is not statistically
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significant. This problem may be interpreted as a reduction in the

information content of the time series mean due to autocorrelation,

i.e., correlated data values are less meaningful than an equal number

of independent data values (Cluis 1985, Matalas and Langbein 1962).

ElShaarawi and Damsleth (1988) also show that two common

nonparametric statistical tests, the sign test and the Wilcoxen signed

rank test, exhibit similar problems as the ttest when applied to

serially correlated data.

Although autocorrelation may liberalize the results of OLS

regression and ttest analyses, these methods continue to be applied

to tree growth data without appropriate testing for data or residual

autocorrelation (e.g., Ballard and Majid 1985, Dang and Lieffers 1989,

Fox et al. 1986, Graumlich 1991, Shafii et al. 1990, Soderquist 1987).

Monserud (1986), discussing time series analysis methods for tree ring

data, states that

"the overall impression from an examination of the
dendrochronology literature is that little appears to be
known about the extent, the effect, or the solution of the
autocorrelation problem."

This observation may now be somewhat less applicable given recent

methodological advances (see below), however, there is still a need

for a wider appreciation of the statistical problems associated with

analyzing time series data.

MODIFIED METHODS

TSR analysis, which is appropriate for time series data, may be

considered a modification of standard OLS regression. TSR modeling is

described in Chapter VI.

E1 Shaarawi and Damsleth (1988) present a modified t statistic

for time series which explicitly includes an autocorrelation term in

the test statistic. By Monte Carlo testing, these authors found their

modified ttest to be accurate for AR(1) processes with a firstorder

autoregressive parameter ranging from 0.9 to 0.9. However, the time
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series in question must be analyzed prior to applying the test in

order to determine if the time series is an AR(1) process and to

determine the value of the firstorder autoregressive parameter. The

modified ttest was not evaluated for other, more complex forms of

autocorrelation. ElShaarawi and Damsleth (1988) also present

modified versions of the nonparametric sign and Wilcoxen signed rank

tests, and demonstrate their accuracy for the same range of AR(1)

processes.

Hirsch and Slack (1984) present a modified version of the

nonparametric MannKendall test for trend and show, by Monte Carlo

evaluation, that the test is robust for ARMA(1,1) processes if the

firstorder autoregressive parameter is less than 0.6. For more

extreme serial correlation the modified test is liberal. Lettenmaier

(1976) describes modifications of MannWhitney's test for step trends

and Spearman's p test for linear trends which make these nonparametric

tests appropriate for AR(1) autocorrelated time series. These

modified tests presented by Hirsch and Slack (1984) and Lettenmaier

(1976) are recommended by Berryman et al. (1988) for assessing trends

in serially correlated data. Cluis et al. (1989) have incorporated

these two methods into a trend detection software package.

As noted by Berryman et al. (1988), straightforward tests for

trends and step changes are much easier to employ than complex time

series modeling methods, such as TSR modeling. These simple tests

have significant disadvantages, however. The accuracy of these tests

has only been evaluated for some forms of autocorrelation and further

Monte Carlo evaluation may be necessary if these tests are to be

applied to some forms of data. Accurately applying these tests to

assess multiple interventions in a time series may be difficult,

especially if the interventions are closely spaced in time. Since

these methods are applied to raw time series, noise in the data

reduces the power of the tests. In tree ring data, some of this noise

is known to result from interannual variations in climate factors

which can be eliminated with more complex modeling methods, such as

TSR analysis. While it is possible to reduce the effect of noise by

various smoothing and filtering techniques (Cleveland 1979, Craddock
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1957), the use of such data transformations is purely subjective.

Although simple trend and intervention tests may be appropriate for

many applications, they are inadequate for the research on tree

mortality processes presented in Chapter VI.

BOX-JENKINS TIME SERIES MODELING

A widely employed class of methods for time series analysis are

referred to as BoxJenkins modeling techniques. Treatments of this

approach include Box and Jenkins (1976), Chatfield (1989), Judge et

al. (1985), and Vandaele (1983). The latter treatment is particularly

accessible.

BoxJenkins models are also referred to as ARIMA, or

autoregressive integrated moving average, models (Chatfield 1989:71).

These models are an extension of the ARMA model introduced in Chapter

VI (equation VI-4):

Xt = 01)4-1 462Xt-2 + + OpX + et +

Ooet Biet-i + + Oget-q (B-1, VI-4)

where Xt is the modeled time series, et is a random series, and the Oi

and Oi terms are the ARMA model parameters. The "I" in ARIMA refers to

integrated, the method by which trend is removed from time series

under the BoxJenkins approach. Recall from Chapter VI that only

stationary, or, simplistically, trendfree, series may be described by

an ARMA model (equation B-1). In order to obtain a stationary series,

a nonstationary series may be differenced one or more times until a

stationary series is obtained. Differencing is the subtraction of

sequential series values to yield a new series. For example, the

series Xt may be differenced once to obtain the series Yt

Yt = Xt +i Xt (B-2)

Plots of a series' autocorrelation function may be interpreted to

assess stationarity and the need for differencing (Chatfield 1989:22;
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autocorrelation functions are also discussed in Chapter VI). Once

differenced, a series may be regenerated by integrating, summing all

prior values of the differenced seriesl.

If Yt (equation B-2) is found to be stationary, an ARMA model

(equation B-1) may be developed for Yt, yielding a complete ARIMA model

for Xt (equations B-1 and B-2) in which the trend in Xt is quantified

as a result of firstorder differencing. If Yt is not stationary, Yt

may be differenced to form yet another series, and if this new series

is stationary, an ARIMA model for Xt may be developed on the basis of

secondorder differencing Xt.

Once an ARIMA model has been developed for a time series, it

becomes possible to predict future values of that time series if one

assumes that the series will continue to behave as it has in the past.

The series' behavior is represented by the structure and parameter

values of the series' ARIMA model. This predictive, or forecasting,

approach is employed extensively in economics (Chatfield 1989:66).

A form of ARIMA modeling specifically intended for detecting and

quantifying changes in time series is BoxJenkins intervention

analysis. BoxJenkins intervention analysis is widely employed in a

number of disciplines including ecology (Carpenter et al. 1989, Jassby

and Powell 1990), economics (Box and Tiao 1975, McDowall et al.

1980:68), environmental science (Hipel and McLeod 1989, Pallesen et

al. 1985, Tiao et al. 1975), public policy (Considine and Narayan

1988, Shaw and Maidment 1987), and sociology (McDowall et al. 1980:77,

Revenstorf et al. 1980). As described below, BoxJenkins intervention

'That differencing removes longterm trend from a time series may
be understood in terms of differential calculus. For example, the
firstderivative of a straight line with constant slope, a non
stationary series, is a straight line with no slope, a stationary
series. Similarly, a parabolic function may be rendered stationary by
taking the second derivative of the parabolic function. Differencing
is essentially a discrete, i.e., noncontinuous, derivative of a time
series. The magnitude of the trend of a series is indicated by the
magnitude of the differenced series. And just as a function's
derivative may be integrated to obtain the original function, a
differenced series may be summed (i.e., discretely integrated) to
obtain the original series.
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analysis has received only limited application in dendrochronological

research.

Interventions are disruptions or shifts in time series. While

interventions may take many forms, a simple form appropriate for the

research on tree mortality processes, presented in Chapter VI, is a

permanent steplike shift in the magnitude of a time series. Examples

of step interventions in time series include (1) the impact of a ban

on phosphate compounds in detergents on the phosphate concentration of

urban wastewater (Pallesen et al. 1985), (2) the effect of changes in

bus routes and schedules on bus ridership (Considine and Narayan 1988)

and (3) the impact of rate increases on telephone usage (McDowall et

al. 1980:68).

A step intervention may be modelled as an extension of an ARMA

model (equation B-1)

Xt 03Xt-1 02Xt-2 + + 95pXt-p + et +

80et + 91et_1 + + Oget...q + ZAjAit, (B-3)

where the last term represents one or more step interventions. The Aj

terms represent the magnitude of the intervention beginning at time j

and the Ajt terms are indicator variables where

Ai t 0 for t < j

1 for t j (B-4)

Other intervention forms, such as pulses or ramps, may also be

considered. The BoxJenkins intervention analysis model building

process is similar to that for TSR modeling described in Chapter VI.

More detailed and formal treatments of BoxJenkins intervention

analysis are presented by Box and Tiao (1965), Downing and McLaughlin

(1989), McDowall et al. (1980), and in many of the application

references cited above.

In essence, BoxJenkins intervention analysis reduces a time

series to two components, the interventions and noise. The noise

component is unconstrained and may take any form to fit the data and
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possible interventions. In the TSR models employed in Chapter VI,

however, the models explicitly include a climatic signal experienced

by all trees in common. This climatic signal represents much of what

would be the noise component in a BoxJenkins intervention model. By

explicitly accounting for much of the shortterm variations in the

tree growth data (i.e., climatic signal), I believe that the TSR

approach reduces the chances for the development of erroneous models

which may contain spurious interventions.

BoxJenkins intervention models are actually a special case of

BoxJenkins transfer function models (Vandaele 1983:258). These

transfer function models are the ARIMA analog of regression models and

may involve multiple inputs and outputs. As with intervention models,

BoxJenkins transfer function models are empirical, no a -priori model

structure is required, and these models typically emphasize lagged

relationships between variables. For example, a singleinput, single

output BoxJenkins transfer function model might take the form

Gt = AoHt + + A2Ht_2 + et (B-5)

where Ct is the output series, Ht is the input series, the Ai terms are

model parameters, and et is the error series. The number of input

series terms included in the model is determined purely on an

empirical basis. Intervention variables may also be included in such

transfer function models.

The development of BoxJenkins transfer function models

typically involves prewhitening the time series to be included in the

model. Prewhitening is a method of eliminating autocorrelation from

time series (Vandaele 1983:286). The time series to be prewhitened is

modeled as an ARMA process (equation B-1) and the resulting residual

time series, et, is employed for model development rather than the

original, autocorrelated series. In a properly developed ARMA model,

the series et is, by definition, a random series free of

autocorrelation. The term prewhitening refers to the process of

converting an autocorrelated series into a random series prior to

further analysis. To some extent, the process of prewhitening may be
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thought of as the reverse of the TSR model building process. In the

latter, residual autocorrelation is treated as the final step in the

modeling process, rather than as the first step in the case of

prewhitening.

Ostrom (1990:6) contrasts BoxJenkins intervention analysis with

the TSR approach to analyzing interventions which I employed for the

research on tree mortality processes:

"Time series regression [TSR] analysis posits a structural
equation model and then tests it using time series data.
Time series analysis of the BoxJenkins type ... is
empirically based since the form of the model ... [is]

based on what fits the data."

However, Ostrom (1990:91) does note that the relative advantages and

disadvantages of the BoxJenkins and TSR approaches are the subject of

debate.

DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL METHODS

Over the last 100 yr, dendrochronologists have developed a

variety of methods for the analysis of tree ring time series (Robinson

et al. 1989). The purposes of these methods are to address research

questions such as the relationship between climatic factors and tree

growth, the role of disturbances in forests, the effects of air

pollution on forests, and the impact of herbivorous forest insects on

tree growth (Cook and Kairiukstis 1989). A number of methods have

been developed to address such questions and some of these methods are

intended for assessing possible alterations in tree growth, a goal

similar to my research interests in tree mortality processes.

This section briefly summarizes dendrochronological methods

potentially suitable for the analysis of tree mortality processes.

General introductions to dendrochronological procedures are presented

by Cook and Kairiukstis (1989), Fritts (1976), Fritts and Swetnam

(1989), Hughes et al. (1982), and Swetnam et al. (1985).
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Theory

A general approach to dendrochronological research is to

consider tree ring time series to be a linear aggregation of subseries

each representing the influence of particular factors on tree growth.

Cook (1987) defines a linear aggregate model for tree growth

Rt = At + Ct + slDlt + spa, + Et (B-6)

where Rt is the measured tree ring width in year t, At is the longterm

growth trend, Ct is the climatic influence, Dlt is the result of "local

endogenous" disturbance, D2t is due to "standwide exogenous"

disturbance, Et is unexplained variability, and the Si terms are

indicator variables which take the values 0 or 1 depending on the

presence or absence of a particular disturbance. Cook (1987) offers

gaplevel stand dynamics as an example of a local endogenous

disturbance and an outbreak of herbivorous insects as an example of a

standwide exogenous disturbance. Of the terms in equation B-6 only Ct

and D2t are expected to be similar for all trees in a stand.

The goal of much dendrochronological research is to isolate the

particular subseries of interest, e.g., climate (Ct), from those which

are not of interest. Following engineering nomenclature, Cook (1987)

usefully refers to the subseries of interest as the "signal" and the

remainder as the "noise." Once isolated from the noise, a particular

signal may be analyzed to address particular research questions.

However, because of interactions between the various influences on

tree growth and because the subseries are themselves unobservable,

this decomposition process is not a straightforward task. The linear

aggregate model of Cook (1987; equation B-6) must be recognized as an

substantial simplification of how tree growth is actually determined.

Data Processing, Procedures

Standard dendrochronological analysis typically begins by

assembling ring width data from a number of trees in a stand (analysis
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is most commonly conducted on ring width series rather than BAI

series). Once individual series have been cross dated to verify that

ring widths are properly assigned to particular years, the longterm

trend in growth (At) is removed from each ring width series by a

process known as standardization. Longterm trends in tree ring

series are the result of a variety of factors, principally increasing

stem diameter which leads to declining ring width under most

circumstances, and changes in competitive relations among trees (Cook

1987). In standard dendrochronological practice this longterm trend

information is removed prior to actual analysis. Monserud (1986),

discussing the goals of dendrochronological research notes that "the

trend in tree growth is ... of no interest and must be removed; the

residual variation about the overall trend is what is desired."

A number of techniques are available for determining the long

term trend in tree ring series, many of these are summarized by Cook

et al. (1989a). The alternatives include deterministic methods, such

as simple exponential functions, which are appropriate for open grown

trees, and stochastic functions, such as smoothing splines, which are

more appropriate for trees from competitive stands where periods of

suppression and release have occurred. Other trend estimation methods

are described by Warren and LeBlanc (1990) and Visser and Molenaar

(1990). All of these trend estimation methods are subjective to some

degree (Van Deusen 1989).

Once the longterm growth trend of an individual series has been

determined, a trendfree "index" series is calculated. This is

typically accomplished by dividing each year's actual ring width

measurement by the value of the growth trend curve for that year.

Besides eliminating longterm trend, this process may also eliminate

heteroscedasticity in the time series, a desirable outcome for

subsequent analysis. Alternatives for calculating an index series

from actual data and the growth trend are described by Cook et al.

(1989a).

Dendrochronological analysis is typically conducted on a

composite series representing the information common to many trees.

One goal of this compositing process is to eliminate remaining long
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term trends in individual tree index series by averaging across many

trees (Phipps 1982). A composite series, or mean chronology, may be

determined by simply averaging a collection of index series from

individual trees in a stand. Other methods of computing a mean

chronology are available which are less sensitive to outliers, or have

other statistical advantages (Cook et al. 1989b).

The preceding data processing steps are common to most

dendrochronological research. Actual analysis begins on the mean

chronology which summarizes the highfrequency, shortterm variations

in standlevel tree growth, i.e., a series stripped of the At and D2t

components of equation B-6.

Specific Analysis Techniques

Once a mean chronology has been developed, research approaches

diverge. A diverse array of alternative methods have been developed

for analyzing mean chronologies with the goal of assessing changes in

growth patterns. Reviews of these methods are presented by Innes

(1989) and Nash and Kincaid (1989), and some of these approaches are

discussed here.

Nash et al. (1975) sought to compare the growth of trees from

two stands, one near an air pollution source and one distant from the

source. To quantify the regional climate signal in the tree ring

series, these authors developed a regional mean chronology, the mean

of mean chronologies from eight other sites near the two research

sites. This regional mean chronology series was subtracted from the

individual tree index series from the polluted and control sites to

produce individual tree index series considered to be free of the

regional climate signal. These new individual tree index series were

than multiplied by their corresponding longterm growth trends to

regenerate individual tree ring width series which were considered to

have been stripped of the regional climate signal. The adjusted ring

width series from the polluted and control sites were compared in

order to assess possible impacts of air pollution on the growth of the

polluted site trees.
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Kincaid (1987) employed a similar but more sophisticated

approach to compare tree growth at polluted and control sites. Mean

chronologies from each of the two study sites were developed following

the steps outlined above. OLS regression was then employed, with the

polluted site mean chronology as the dependent variable and the

control site mean chronology as the independent variable, in order to

remove the climate signal thought to be common to both mean

chronologies. The regression residuals were then interpreted as a

pollution signal. A similar but still more elaborate approach was

taken by Fox et al. (1986) to compare tree growth at polluted and

control sites. Lacking local air pollution measurements, Peterson and

Arbaugh (1988) compared the growth of trees with and without visible

ozone injury symptoms.

Brubaker and Greene (1979) assessed the influence of two

herbivorous insect species on tree growth by comparing the growth of

insect host and nonhost tree species within the same area. Only

qualitative comparisons were made between the two groups of trees.

Fritts and Swetnam (1987) describe a host/nonhost tree comparison of

herbivory impact which employed a method similar to that of Nash et

al. (1975; method described above). Carlson and McCaughey (1982) also

employed a host/nonhost tree comparison to assess insect impact on

tree growth.

The above methodologies are designed to compare the growth of

trees subjected to a putative treatment to the growth of control

trees. An approach which does not require a control as a basis for

comparison was employed by Cook et al. (1987). This method utilized a

mean chronology and a group of potentially important climate variables

(e.g., monthly mean temperatures and monthly precipitation totals).

These data were all divided among three time intervals with the three

data subsets designated for model building, model verification, and

hypothesis testing. The hypothesis testing interval includes all data

from years after an external influence, such as air pollution or

climate change, is thought to have influenced tree growth; the

hypothesis to be tested was whether or not tree growth was, in fact,

influenced. Using the model building data subset and a stepwise
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variable selection method, a climategrowth model was developed, where

growth is represented by the mean chronology. Such a climategrowth

model is typically referred to as a "response function" (Fritts and

Swetnam 1989)2. The accuracy of the response function developed with

data from the model building interval is assessed by calculating

growth during the verification interval using climate data from this

interval. If the response function is found to be acceptably

accurate, growth during the hypothesis testing interval is predicted

and compared to actual growth. Differences between predicted and

actual growth are interpreted as the influence of an external factor

which began impinging on tree growth during the hypothesis testing

interval. In effect, the approach of Cook et al. (1987) replaces tree

growth at a control site with a historical tree growth model which

serves as a control. This model based comparison approach has also

been employed by Yuknis (1991).

McClenahen and Dochinger (1985) combined the polluted/control

site approach (e.g., Nash et al. 1975) with the modeling approach

(e.g., Cook et al. 1987) and developed separate response functions for

trees from five forest sites. The five sites were located along an

air pollution gradient. Further, response functions were developed

for two time intervals at each site, before and after air pollution

was believed to be sufficient to have influenced tree growth. All of

the resulting response functions were compared to assess possible air

pollution effects (i.e., how did the influence of particular climate

variables differ among the response functions). Eckstein et al.

(1989) also compared response functions developed during two time

intervals to assess a possible impact of air pollution on growth. In

addition, Eckstein et al. (1989) compared response functions

2Response functions may also be based on more physiologically
meaningful variables (e.g., the Palmer drought severity index) or
synthetic climate variables created through procedures such as
principal components analysis (Cook 1988, Jordan and Lockaby 1990,
McClenahen and Dochinger 1985). Lagged tree growth and climate
variables may also be included to account for the influence of past
growth and environmental conditions on current growth (McClenahen and
Dochinger 1985; see discussion on relationship between past and
current growth in Chapter VI).
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separately derived for trees in different vigor categories from the

same site.

An alternative to the model development, model verification, and

hypothesis testing approach of Cook et al. (1987) is to employ the

Kalman filter to develop a growthclimate model (Visser and Molenaar

1989). The Kalman filter is a mathematical method for constructing a

regressiontype model, in this case a response function, in which

model parameters may vary over time (Van Deusen 1988). For example,

in such a model, the parameter relating growth to a specific climate

variable (e.g., mean July temperature) varies from year to year. The

parameter is allowed to vary in such a way as to optimize the model's

accuracy. With the Kalman filter, the statistical significance of

these parameter changes can be quantified. Following this approach,

significant parameter changes may be interpreted as being the result

of new factors influencing tree growth. For example, Visser and

Molenaar (1989) present an example in which separate response

functions were developed with the Kalman filter for vigorous and

unhealthy trees. Differences in these response functions were

examined for evidence of when the unhealthy tree began to experience

reduced vigor.

Van Deusen (1987) employed the Kalman filter in a different

manner to compare the growth of trees from oldgrowth and second

growth stands. A simple linear model relating growth of the two

populations was developed with the Kalman filter and analyzed for

temporal differences. Another dendrochronological application of the

Kalman filter is described in the next section.

Applications of Box-Jenkins Methods

The BoxJenkins forecasting approach may be employed to address

questions of changes in tree growth patterns. The method suggested by

Yuknis (1991) is analogous to that of Cook et al. (1987), described

above, in which expected tree growth was predicted during a hypothesis

testing time interval with a growthclimate model developed only with

data from an earlier time interval. Unlike the model of Cook et al.
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(1987), however, the tree growth model developed by Yuknis (1991) does

not include external variables but predicts future tree growth solely

on the basis of intrinsic tree growth time series characteristics (the

autoregressive moving average parameters of equation B-1). Such a

tree growth model could be developed with data from a period prior to

a putative external growth influence and the model employed to

forecast expected tree growth during the interval when the growth

influence was present. Comparisons between actual and predicted

growth could be made to determine if growth rates had recently changed

in response to the growth influencing factor.

Peterson and Arbaugh (1988) employed an approach similar to that

of Yuknis (1991) to evaluate the influence of air pollution on tree

growth. These authors developed intrinsic, ARMA, models of tree

growth (equation B-1) with the Kalman filter. In contrast to standard

dendrochronological approaches, Peterson and Arbaugh (1988) developed

individual tree BAI growth models, rather than models of a

standardized, composited mean chronology. Because the Kalman filter

was employed to estimate the parameters in the ARMA models, the

models' parameters were time variant. All tree growth data were

utilized to develop the models, including data from before and after

the time when air pollution was a potentially significant factor.

Temporal changes in the ARMA model parameters were assessed for

evidence of an air pollution effect on tree growth.

BoxJenkins intervention analysis has received only limited use

by dendrochronologists in search of possible tree growth changes.

Downing and McLaughlin (1989) sought to determine if interventions

occurred in tree growth series and, if so, whether the timing of these

interventions was random or followed a pattern which might suggest a

cause for the interventions. These authors employed a computer

program which automatically develops ARIMA models which may include

interventions. Like Peterson and Arbaugh (1988), Downing and

McLaughlin (1989) also analyzed individual tree growth series. The

automated modeling procedure allowed these authors to model the growth

series of thousands of trees. Other dendrochronological applications

of BoxJenkins intervention analysis include Jordan and Lockaby (1990)
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and Cook (1988). Cook (1988) followed a more conventional

dendrochronological approach and applied BoxJenkins intervention

analysis to mean chronologies.

BoxJenkins transfer function models of tree growth have been

developed by Jordan and Lockaby (1990). These authors derived a

transfer function model with tree growth as the output and climate

variables and an intervention variable as the inputs.

The application of the prewhitening process as part of

dendrochronological analysis is discussed by Cook (1987). Cook (1988)

employed prewhitening prior to assessing tree growthclimate

relationships. Monserud (1986) employed prewhitening in order to

assess the crosscorrelation between tree growth time series.

Other Dendrochronological Methods

A number of dendrochronological methods which do not employ the

common standardization and compositing procedures have also been

applied to assess changes in tree growth patterns. LeBlanc (1990)

compared individual tree BAI growth trends during a putative pre and

postpollution time interval. Each tree was assigned a numerical

vigorchange class depending on how growth rates changed between the

two time intervals.

To assess sudden changes in tree growth rate, Schweingruber

(1989) describes a simple graphical method for assessing abrupt growth

changes. An abrupt change in a tree ring series is noted when the

widths of three consecutive rings are substantially less than the

proceeding ring (an analogous approach was employed to define a growth

release in Chapter III). Depending on the magnitude of the change,

various categories of change are delineated and a method for compiling

individual tree data into a stand level record is presented. An

extensive study of 9,000 trees in Switzerland employing the method is

described in Schweingruber et al. (1986). Like other

dendrochronological methods, this method is intended for assessing

overall changes in forest health at the stand level and is not
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appropriate for the analysis of tree growth at the level of the

individual tree.

Veblen et al. (1991) sought evidence for past spruce beetle

outbreaks in the tree ring series of trees which would have been in

the understory at the time of the outbreak. These researchers found

that standardizing ring width series with a straight line trend best

revealed the influence of past beetle outbreaks on subcanopy tree

growth. Only visual analysis of the detrended series was conducted.

Veblen et al. (1991) also defined growth releases in a manner similar

to Schweingruber (1989). LaMarche et al. (1984) employed a visual

analysis to assess the influence of increasing atmospheric carbon

dioxide on tree growth.

Cumulative sum (CUSUM) methods have been applied to detect tree

growth declines by Warren (1990). CUSUM methods were developed to

detect departures from desired standards in manufacturing processes,

e.g., the weight of items produced on an assembly line. This quality

control problem, viz., separating normal and expected variability from

significant deviations, is analogous to detecting interventions in

tree growth. However, Johnson and Bagshaw (1974) have shown that

CUSUM procedures are sensitive to autocorrelation.

Discussion

Fritts and Swetnam (1989) present an overview of some of the

limitations of dendrochronological methods for evaluating the

influence of environmental changes on tree growth. This brief

discussion focuses on issues relevant to the application of the above

dendrochronological methods to the research on tree mortality

processes presented in Chapter VI.

As noted by Arbaugh (1989), one major limitation of standard

dendrochronological methods is their removal of longterm tree growth

trends. For my analysis of tree mortality processes (and for many

other dendrochronological studies), the longterm trend is of greater

interest than the shortterm growth variations. But surprisingly,

many researchers addressing questions about longterm trends
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intentionally remove these trends prior to analysis (Cook et al. 1987,

Cook 1988, Graumlich 1991, Kincaid 1987, McClenahen and Dochinger

1985). For example, Cook (1988) employed BoxJenkins intervention

analysis to test for interventions in a mean chronology. Fortunately,

the methods employed for some recent research have accounted for the

longterm trends in tree growth rates (e.g., Downing and McLaughlin

1989, LeBlanc 1990, Peterson and Arbaugh 1988).

In terms of understanding individual tree mortality processes,

another major limitation of standard dendrochronological methods is

their emphasis on mean standlevel or regional tree growth,

represented by a composite series, rather than the growth of

individual trees. LeBlanc (1990) argues that compositing obscures

variations in tree growth due to differences in tree genetics, forest

stand dynamics, microsite characteristics, and tree age and size.

While eliminating such variations may be desirable for some

applications, Cook (1990) discusses the potential for compositing to

introduce misleading artifacts into mean chronologies. And Reams and

Huso (1990) illustrate how compositing growth series from trees from

many forest stands, each with unique stand histories, can lead to

incorrect interpretations of regional tree growth patterns. Of

course, it is true that some standard dendrochronological methods,

such as complex growthclimate modeling (e.g., Cook et al. 1987), are

not practical for individual series.

Van Deusen (1989) criticizes the multistep nature of standard

dendrochronological modeling methods, e.g., the sequential processes

of standardization, compositing, prewhitening, and model building. In

particular, Van Deusen (1989) faults the process of prewhitening data

prior to model building, and instead offers a "simultaneous approach

to tree ring analysis" which handles autocorrelation as part of the

model building process. In this sense, Van Deusen's (1989) approach

is similar to the TSR modeling approach employed in Chapter VI.

Dendrochronologists need to more carefully consider the methods

they employ for their research. The standard dendrochronological

methods developed for studying tree growthclimate relationships are

not necessarily suitable for studies of changes in tree growth (e.g.,
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routine removal of tree growth trends). Nevertheless, many

dendrochronological researchers have simply modified these standard

methods without considering their overall suitability for the research

questions of interest. This is not to suggest, however, that all

current methods are illsuited for their application. Many standard

dendrochronological procedures are valuable research tools and their

utilization should be continued.

Clearly, new dendrochronological methods are needed and their

development should be the focus of continued research. This effort

should certainly include continued exploration for methods now

employed in other disciplines which are not currently utilized in

dendrochronological research.

More research effort should also be directed to critically

compare the methods employed by dendrochronologists. While some

thorough comparisons have been made (Cook and Briffa 1989, Cropper

1985, Guiot 1989), more are needed, particularly for the types of

methods which are suitable for assessing possible changes in tree

growth patterns.

MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

Other techniques exist for the assessment of trends and

intervention in time series, such as doublemass curves (Cluis 1983)

and a variety of other statistical tests (Berryman et al. 1988, Hipel

1988, Loftis et al. 1989). However, many of these techniques have not

been fully evaluated for use with serially correlated data.

CONCLUSIONS

While some standard statistical methods are adversely affected

by the autocorrelation commonly found in time series data, a wide

variety of suitable methods exist for the analysis of time series.

Many of these methods have not been employed for dendrochronological

research but merit consideration for some applications. This is

particularly true given the shortcomings of many extensively utilized
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dendrochronological methods. In particular, TSR modeling (described

fully in Chapter VI) is a powerful method which deserves broader usage

by dendrochronologists.
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Appendix C. Computer Code for the Mechanistic

Tree Growth Model of Bossel

This appendix presents the computer code for the mechanistic

tree growth model of Bossel (1986; Table C-1).

Table C-1. Computer code for the mechanistic tree growth model of
Bossel. The model was implemented in Microsoft QuickBASIC (version
4.0). Variables are defined in the code. As listed, the program is
for a 20 yr simulation with two interventions: one at year 5 and
another at year 10. The interventions impose a 20% reduction in
photosynthetic efficiency from the base photosynthetic efficiency of
unity. All other parameters are identical to those employed by Bossel
(1986).

'BAUMTOD model of Bossel (1986)

'state variables:

' LEAF = leaf biomass

' ROOT = feeder root biomass

' BICI! = permanent biomass

'other variables:

' abiom = biomass growth

' assi = photosynthate produced

' assr = assimilate remaining after respiration demand met

' bmlos = biomass loss rate

' bmnew = biomass growth

' cass = assimilate distribution factor when demand exceeds supply

' demnd = demand for assimilate for renewal

' dfru = fructification demand

' dleaf = leaf renewal demand

' dresp = root and stem respiration demand

' droot = feeder root renewal demand

' eff = leaf photosynthetic efficiency

' lflos = annual leaf loss

' lfnew = rate of foliage growth

' mprod = photosynthetic production capacity

' nbml = biomass loss factor

' ndl = needle lifespan

' nrto = natural feeder root turnover rate

' prod = actual photosynthetic production

' rdam = root impairment factor

' rroot = required feeder root mass

' rtlos = feed root loss rate



Table C-1. (continued)

rtnew = feeder root growth rate

sfru = actual assimilate supply for fructification

sleaf = actual assimilate supply for leaf renewal

sroot = actual assimilate supply for root renewal

wdem = water and nutrient demand

wtrc = water and nutrient transport capacity of the root system

CLS

'model run length

time = 19

DIM LEAF(time + 1),

DIM abiom(time + 1)

DIM bmlos(time + 1)

DIM demnd(time + 1)

DIM dfru(time + 1),

DIM eff(time + 1),

DIM mprod(time + 1)

DIM rdam(time + 1),

DIM sfru(time + 1),

DIM wdem(time + 1),

'initial values

LEAF(1) = 1

ROOT(1) = 1

BIOM(1) = 1

ROOT(time + 1), BIOM(time + 1)

, assi(time + 1), assr(time + 1)

, bmnew(time + 1), cass(time + 1)

dleaf(time + 1)

lflos(time + 1),

, nbml(time + 1)

rroot(time + 1)

sleaf(time + 1)

wtrc(time + 1)

'adjustable parameters

ndl = 8

FOR t = 1 TO time +

nbml(t) = .01

nrto(t) = 1

rdam(t) = 1

NEXT t

'set eff(t)

FOR t = 1 TO time +

eff(t) = 1

NEXT t

'interventions

eff(5) = .8

eff(10) = eff(5)

1

1

'name output file

OPEN "outxx.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

, dresp(time + 1)

lfnew(time + 1)

, nrto(time + 1),

, rtlos(time + 1)

sroot(time + 1)

, droot(time + 1)

prod(time + 1)

rtnew(time + 1)
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Table C-1. (continued)

'BEGIN LOOP

FOR t = 1 TO time

'PHCTOSYNTETIC PRODUCTION

photosynthetic production capacity is determined by

leaf biomass and photosynthetic efficiency

mprod(t) = LEAF(t) * eff(t)

water and nutrient demand is determined by

photosynthetic production capacity

wdem(t) = mprod(t)

water and nutrient transport capacity of root is determined by

the root biomass

wtrc(t) = ROCT(t)

actual photosynthetic production is less than capacity if

the root transport capacity is less than the transport demand

IF ( wtrc(t) / wdem(t)) < 1 THEN

prod(t) = mprod(t) * wtrc(t) / wdem(t)

ELSE

prod(t) = mprod(t)

END IF

' assimilate produced is determined by actual photosynthetic production

assi(t) = prod(t)

'ASSIMILATE DEMAND AND ALLOCATION

required feeder root mass is determined by

the photosynthetic production capacity

rroot(t) = mprod(t)

feeder root loss rate is determined by

the natural root turnover rate,

the root biomass, and

the root impairment factor

rtlos(t) = nrto(t) * ROOT(t) * rdam(t)
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Table C-1. (continued)

' assimilate demand for various functions is a function of total biomass

dresp(t) = .3 * BIOM(t)

dfru(t) = .085 * BIOM(t)

dleaf(t) = .15 * BIOM(t)

assimilate demand for feeder root renewal is determined by

the feeder root loss rate,

the required feeder root mass, and

the total root mass

droot(t) = .065 * rtlos(t) * rroot(t) / ROOT(t)

note that total assimilate demand is 60% of normal supply

respiration demand for assimilate is the first priority

assr(t) = assi(t) - dresp(t)

if assimilate doesn't meet the respiration demand the tree dies

IF assr(t) <= 0 THEN GOTO 1

renewal demand for assimilate is the second priority

demnd(t) = dfru(t) + dleaf(t) + droot(t)

if assimilate remains after meeting the respiration and renewal needs

it is allocated to biomass growth

if assimilate remaining after the respiration demand is met is less than

the renewal demand, then the assimilate is allocated proportionally

to the renewal demands and no growth occurs

IF assr(t) )= demnd(t) THEN

abian(t) = assr(t) demnd(t)

sfru(t) = dfru(t)

sleaf(t) = dleaf(t)

sroot(t) = droot(t)

ELSE

abian(t) = 0

cass(t) = assr(t) / demnd(t)

sfru(t) = dfru(t) * cass(t)

sleaf(t) = dleaf(t) * cass(t)

sroot(t) = droot(t) * cass(t)

END IF



Table C-1. (continued)

'RATES OF CHANGE OF STATE VARIABLES

if water demand exceeds 120% of capacity then

annual leaf loss is escalated

IF (wdem(t) / wtrc(t)) > 1.2 THEN

lflos(t) = LEAF(t) * ((1 / ndl) + (1 (wtrc(t) / wden(t))))

ELSE

lflos(t) = LEAF(t) / ndl

END IF

' root and leaf growth is determined by the assimilate available for renewal

lfnew(t) = sleaf(t) * (1 / ndl) * (1 / .15)

rtnew(t) = sroot(t) * (1 / .065)

biomass growth is also determined by assimilate available

tamew(t) = abiom(t) * .075

biomass loss is proportional to current biomass

kmlos(t) = nbml(t) * Kamm

'CALCULATE FUTURE STATE VARIABLES

LEAF(t + 1) = LEAF(t) + lfnew(t) lflos(t)

ROOT(t + 1) = ROOT(t) + rtnew(t) rtlos(t)

BIOM(t + 1) = BIOM(t) + tonew(t) - bmlcs(t)

NECT t

'CINPUT

1 PRINT #1, "time", "eff", "Bictr

FOR t = 1 TO time + 1

PRINT #1, USING "##.##

NEXT t

END

"; t, eff(t), BIOM(t)
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